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ABSTRACT

The importance of manufacturing Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) to the
economy is well documented. Most research on SMEs focuses on efficiency-related
measures. The literature suggests that a significant amount of efficiency based initiatives
have been directed at SMEs and that'the time is now opportune to consider a more
strategie approach. The literature survey indicates a dearth of empirical research on
strategie planning in SMEs. In addition, the literature implies that strategie planning is
influenced by a range of factors, which include culture, leadership and contingency
factors such as the formality of planning, barriers to strategie development, the operating
environment, size, ownership, perceived market share and industriai sector. Little is
known about these factors in relation to SMEs and no attempt has been made to examine
them in one integrated mode! in any firm size. Accordingly, the aim of this study was to
empirically test the validity of a deductive model linking contingency factors. culture,
leadership, strategie planning and organisational performance. This was attained by
formulating a séries of objectives and tésting these objectives using a variety of methods.
These

included descriptive statistics, factor analysis, chi-square

tests, canonical

corrélation analysis and the wilcoxon test.

The research utilises a hybrid positivist-phenomenological method. Exploratory research
methods in conjunction with the literature review were-used Ho-develop an inductive
model. The exploratory interviews were held with managing directors of SMEs in the
engineering and electronics' sectors. A postai survey was used as it is the most reliabie
and effective means of data gathering in order to test the deductive model. The survey
was based on the opinions or perceptions of managing directors - an approach extensively
used by other researchers. The questionnaire achieved a satisfactory response rate (nearly
28%) and yielded strong factor structures during the data analysis stage. The main
statistical techniques used in the analysis of the data included factor analysis and

ì

canonical correlation analysis - to derive clear associations between the main concepts
and to link all the main factors in the deductive model.
i

The key findings indicate that there is no association between the contingency factors and
the main concepts in the deductive model: culture, leadership, strategic planning and
organisational performance. In addition, none of the contingency factors impact on the
product type (mature, standard or customised), the proportion of total sales exported or
the propensity to invest in research and development.
A l l the attributes of organisational culture are associated with the characteristics of
strategic planning. The analysis also indicates that strategic planning is associated with
the following dimensions of organisational performance: learning and growth, meeting
customer demands and the provision of quality goods on time. This tends to suggest that
strategic planning leads to an improvement in effectiveness.
The results in relation to the main concepts of leadership, culture, strategic planning and
organisational performance indicate that transactional - rewards, competence, creativity
and employee focused leadership styles are associated with all five cultural types. The
results indicate that these leadership styles are also likely to impact to a greater extent on
strategic planning than laissez faire leadership styles. This finding broadens the Wilderom
and van den Berg categorisation of leadership by the inclusion of transactional - rewards
attributes.

The analysis of the data suggests that high success firms place a strong emphasis on each
of the attributes of leadership and culture associated with strategic planning and on each
of the characteristics of strategic planning associated with organisational performance..
The main parts of the deductive model are therefore confirmed.

Finally, a comparison of the emphasis given to the attributes of culture, leadership and
strategic planning by firms with 1-9 employees and those with 100-249 employees failed
to detect any statistically significant differences. Accordingly, it can be concluded that
size is not a key determinant of behaviour. The hypothesis that SMEs adhere to generic

ii

stratégies such as the Miles and Snow typology was partially supported. Thèse findings
enable a greater understanding of the influences on strategie planning in SMEs and its
role in relation to organisational performance. In particular, the findings are relevant to
S M E managing directors, policy makers, business advisers and researchers.

The research improves the understanding of strategie planning in SMEs. It filis a number
of gaps identified in the literature review in relation to the relationship between
contingency factors, culture, leadership, strategie planning and performance. >
The main limitation of this study results from the use of a single respondent, although it
should be noted that this approach has a strong base in the literature. Other possible
limitations include the use of a lengthy questionnaire, the restriction of the sample to only
two industriai sectors and the use of the strategie planning process as a surrogate measure
of strategy. However, it is important to note that the latter is not unusual and other
researchers have also adopted this approach.

The thesis comprises eleven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the study by pròviding a brief
critique of the literature and sets the study's aims and objectives. Chapters 2-6 provide
the literature review in relation to: SMEs, strategie planning, leadership and culture. The
methodology and research design are outlined in chapter 7. The remaining chapters
involve the analysis of the data and the testing of the deductive model.

in
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.0

Preamble

'Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) possess different characteristics and face
different problems than larger organisations. For most small organisations, the priority
is to survive. Added to this, they have fewer people, fewer resources, less bureaucracy, a
much flatter hierarchy with managers undertaking more than one role, and they have
more shared responsibility. As a consequence, the time available for introducing new
initiatives is limited' - Wilkes and Dale (1998).
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Thus Wilkes and Dale encapsulate the problems that small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) encounter as they face continual change and the increasing need to adapt to an
uncertain future. They imply that measures appropriate to SMEs are needed that are clear,
purposeful and implementable. Clarke (1994 p.l) contends that 'the last decade brought
with it a time of totally unprecedented change '. He states that the change process
continues unabated and affects every business. However, Goodman (1995 p.49) stresses
that manufacturing firms in particular, are influenced by change and suggests that they
need to 'get leaner and more responsive to customer demand'. This implies that change
can impact on some firms to a greater extent than others. For example, change may
impact to a considerable extent on SMEs that are no longer able to rely on stable markets,
or are uncertain about their competitors or the speed with which their competitors can
become a major threat, or are unable to meet the demands of consumers that change
virtually overnight. Some SMEs adopting a pro-active approach are often the subject of a
'scissor-type' movement as they attempt to meet changing consumer demands, while at
the same time, achieving radical organisational and cultural change. To achieve
competitive advantage by ensuring that their development is 'steered' rather than based
on 'trial and error', it is contended that SMEs need strategic planning. However, the
association between the strategic planning process and organisational performance is not
clear, as various studies indicate conflicting results. Moreover, the association is often
complicated by the various influences on strategic-planning such as the organisation's
leadership and culture, as well as a range of contingency factors such as the external
environment, the formality of the strategic planning process and the barriers to its
deployment!

l

A séries of exploratory interviews with the Managing Directors of manufacturing SMEs
in the electronic and engineering sectors confirmed that the important issues facing SMEs
include contingency factors (formality of planning and barriers to strategie planning
deployment), leadership, culture, strategie planning and organisational performance. A
literature review was undertaken to establish the current thinking, \inderstanding and
knowledge of thèse factors. It confirmed the importance of the issues outlined by the
exploratory interviews. The literature indicates that thèse issues have been investigated in
relation to large firms but suggests that little is known about them in relation to SMEs. In
addition, it indicates that there is no systematic examination of thèse concepts in an
integrated model in manufacturing SMEs. Accordingly, both the exploratory interviews
and the literature review are used in the development of the inductive model. The testing
of the model and the fmdings of the study are of interest to a wide range of organisations
and in particular the managing directors of SMEs, policy makers, business advisers and
researchers.

This chapter:
• présents a critique of the literature and outlines the theoretical context of the
study (section 1.1)
• proposes a deduetive model depicting the relationships between contingency
factors, culture, leadership, strategie planning and organisational
• performance-(section 1.2)
• discusses the importance of the study and its contribution to existing
knowledge and understanding (section 1.3)
.• outlines the aims and objectives to be examined (section 1.4)
• provides an outline of the research methodology (section 1.5)
• describes the structure of the thesis and the order of présentation (section 1.6)

2

1.1 Critique of the Literature

Much is written about small and medium sized enterprises and their role in national and
local économies. In the absence of a consensus on the définition of an S M E . a working
définition based on an employment criteria of fewer than 250 employées is in general use
- Atkins and Lowe (1997). This définition is under threat as the structure and processes of
SMEs are changing rapidly, largely influenced by new technology. knowledge and
information, and globalisation - Ghobadian and Gallear (1997), Sampler (1998), Wilkes
and Dale (1998). Such changes inevitably raise questions on the relevance of categorising
firms according to the number of staff employed. A number of broader définitions have
been proposed [Brooksbank (1991), Dewhurst and Burns (1993) and the European
Commission (1996)]. However, none óf thèse définitions take on board the intangible
factors of knowledge and information. It is reasonable to argue that the debate on the
définition of an S M E which began with the Bollón Report (1971) will continue to engage
the minds of académies for many years to corne.
The importance of SMEs to the economy is significant. Their contribution to wealth and
job création is illustrated by studies carried out by Gallagher et al (1990). Daly and
McCann, (1992), Department of Employment,(ï992).

A review of the literature supports

this on both U K and International levéis - Storey (1994) and Schreyer (1996). In an effort
to ensure sustainability, National Governments and the European Commission [EC]
provide a range of assistance to SMEs, mainly in the form of efficiency related tools Boraston et al (1996), Bridge et al (1998). The range of initiatives is vast - Clark (1997),
and not surprisingly concern was raised on their impact by the European Observatory for
SMEs (1995). For example, concerns raised relate to a lack of knowledge and
understanding

of

SMEs,

their

needs,

entrepreneurial

potential,

responses

to

internationalisation and the challenges of a competitive environment. The European
Observatory for SMEs Report was followed by a criticism of the bias of efficiency related
measures towards the measurement of past actions rather than a considération of the
future - Spitzer and Evans (1997). This criticism follows more specific comments made
in relation to one of the more high profile efficiency related tools - total quality
management (TQM) in larger firms by Redman et al (1995) and relates to the lack of
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focus on â strategic approach as the main reason for the low success rates of T Q M . There
is no reason to suggest that a similar criticism is not relevant in the case of SMEs.
The literature suggests that a strategic planning approach is needed to maintain
competitive advantage and to overcome the failure to distinguish between operational
effectiveness and strategy - Porter (1996), Skinner (1996). A strategic planning approach
is also seen as one of the most effective ways for firms, regardless of size or sector, to
cope with the changes in their business environment - Hart, and Banbury (1994).
However, the literature points out that whilst most large firms are emphasising strategic
planning - Ancona and Caldwell (1987), the position in relation to SMEs is blurred and
unclear. McKiernan and Morris (1994) refer to the rarity of strategic planning processes
in SMEs and suggest that as few as one in six firms have a strategic plan. Later studies
contend that the incidence of strategic planning is much higher in SMEs. Larsen et al
(1998) suggest that 87.5% of high growth companies review their strategies at least
yearly. Baker et al (1993) cited in Larsen et al (1998) state that 86% of successful US
small firms engage in strategic planning at least annually. However, in a study of U K
SMEs, Deakins and Freel (1998) comment that SMEs are often 'naive about planning
and the development of strategy'.

Much is written on the impact of strategic planning on the performance of larger firms.
Although the number of studies in relation to SMEs is increasing, there is still a dearth of
information relating to the association between strategic planning and organisational
performance in SMEs. This is not surprising as strategic planning is a relatively new field
which emerged during the 1960's - Kay (1993), Bourgeois (1996). Since then a number
of studies have sought to ascertain its impact on organisational performance (see section
3.2). Caution must be exercised in interpreting the findings of many of these studies
because various surrogate measures of strategic planning are used, such as the:
• formality of the process used to develop the content of strategy
• use of planning techniques
• use of external assistance
• consideration of risk and the congruency of goals.
Clearly these studies by and large, do not consider the content of the strategy or the
processes used to deploy the strategic plan. In essence, it is difficult, if not impossible, to
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translate the contents of an organisation's strategy to a set of simple questionnaire
constructs, except at a very simple and superficial level. Similar arguments apply to the
deployment of strategy. On the other hand, it is logicai to assume that the process has an
impact on both content and deployment of strategy. In fact, thts point is supported by the
literature. Mintzberg (1973) cohtends that while both content and process are separate
éléments of strategy formulation, they are highly interdependent. The interrelationship is
seen as so significant that a considération of the content of strategy in the absence of the
strategie process means that only a limited view is obtained.

The relationship between strategie planning and organisational performance has received
significant considération but results are fragmented and contradictory - Ramanujam et al
(1986). A number of research studies show that small firms employing strategie concepts
perform better than those that do not - Bracker, Keats and Pearson (1988). Joyce,
Seaman and Woods (1996) suggest that 'strategie' small firms are more likely to have
greater capabilities to grow and expand, innovate and introduce a new product to the
market place. Roper (1997) contends that 'strategie' small firms are more likely to grow
and achieve greater profitability. Kargar and Parnell (1996) in a study of small banks,
found an association between seven strategie planning characteristics and planning
satisfaction which they defined as financial and organisational effectiveness. These
results appear to indicate that strategie planning in SMEs is ünked to enhanced
performance.
However, a further batch of studies contend that there is no association between strategie
planning and organisational performance - Pearce, Freeman and Robinson (1987),
Robinson and Pearce (1983). Schwenk and Schräder (1993). Interestingly, thèse studies
were undertaken in the 1980s. which is an era of 'organisational positioning' rather than
'strategie planning' (see section 2.4). Accordingly. the contradictory évidence from the
various studies présents some difficulties in reaching a clear eut conclusion regarding the
nature of the relationship between the strategie planning process and organisational
performance. It is difficult to either accept or reject the hypothesis that strategie planning
positively influences the performance of the organisation. Accordingly, this study seeks
to address the gap in the knowledge base in relation to the association between strategie
planning and organisational performance in SMEs.
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The relationship between strategic planning and organisational performance is not a
straightforward relationship. For example, the literature outlines a range of factors that
influence the strategic planning process directly. Leadership style is perceived as one of
the main factors that has a significant impact on the formulation and deployment of a
strategy plan - Berkley Thomas (1988), Keller (1992), Kotter and Heskctt (1992),
Motowidlo (1992), Hart and Quinn (1993) and Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).
However, the concept of leadership is complex - to date leadership studies are high in
number, wide-ranging and diverse - Bass (1981). In addition, many firms arguably fail to
differentiate between leadership and management. Hart and Quinn (1993) conclude that
leaders able to master 'diverse and seemingly conflicting roles will deliver higher firm
performance'. Bass (1990) cited in Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) suggests that
leadership impacts significantly on performance and that transformational leadership has
the greatest impact on performance, followed by transactional leadership style. However,
virtually all the studies so far focus on leadership in the large firm context - 'Wilderom
and van den Berg (1997). Accordingly, this study seeks to address the gap in the
knowledge base in relation to the association between leadership and strategic planning in
SMEs.

Studies also indicate that there is a close relationship between

leadership and

organisational culture. 'Excellent leaders are not merely aware of their organisation's
basic assumptions, they also know how to take action to mould and refine them ' - Brown
(1992). Effective leadership uses organisational empowerment rather than control, based
on rituals, language, ceremony or symbols - Sims et al (1993), Brown (1995). There are
few studies that examine the association between culture and leadership. However, that is
not to say that leadership, as an issue, has not been considered in the context of culture.
Hofstede et al (1990) in their constructs designed to measure culture include many ítems
that refer to leadership attitudes and styles. In fact, they state that 'key leaders
undoubtedly shape organisational culture'. Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) conclude
that in many studies 'part of what is measured and labelled as culture is, in fact,
leadership'.
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Organisational culture is another factor that is perceived to have an impact on the
formulation and deployment of a strategy plan - Hofstede (1980), Deal and Kennedy
(1982); Peters and Waterman (1982), Smircich (1983), Shrivastava (1985), Rollins
(1993), Brown (1995), Wilderom and van den Berg (1997), Heller (1997;, Vargas, Rivera
and Cardenas (1997). Organisational culture can also impact on performance directîy Lewis et al (1997). However, the majority of studies examine culture in large firms,
leaving a dearth of data in relation to SMEs. Accordingly, this study seeks to address the
gap in the knowledge base in relation to the association between culture and
organisational performance in SMEs.

Other factors influencing the formulation and deployment of strategie planning include
the degree of formality of the strategie planning process and the operating environment of
the firm. In particular, the degree of formality in the strategie process is seen as a
significant influence on strategie planning. However, an analysis of the literature findings
pointed to contradictory results. Studies carried out by Ramanujam and Venkatratnan
(1987) and Shrader et al (1984) in large firms suggest a significant influence. Bracker,
Keats and Pearson (1988) and Lyles et al (1993) also suggest a significant influence in
relation to small firms. Another study on the formality of strategie planning in SMEs
provides inconclusive results - Parks et al (1991). Accordingly, this study seeks to
address the gap in the knowledge base in relation to the impact of the formality of
strategie planning in SMEs.

The operating environment is 'the sum total of ali the forces that affect a company's
actions' - De Geus (1997). A range of issues affect the operating environment from its
dynamism, turbulence, technological change, substitute produets, or new firms entering
the markets, to the changing regulatory environment - Kargar and Parnell (1996).
However, many of these factors lie outside the immediate control of managementBourgeois (1996). Studies on the impact of the operating environment of firms on
strategie planning show relationships in both size catégories - Covin and Slevin (1989),
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Storey et al (1987) and Kargar and Parnell (1996) in relation to small firms and Mills
and Friesen (1992) and Thompson (1996) in relation to larger firms. Accordingly. this
study seeks to address the gap in the knowledge base in relation to the impact of the
operating environment on SMEs.

1.2

Proposed deductive model

The literature

suggests that on balance, strategie

planning is associated

with

organisational performance. However, the majority of the studies focus on large firms.
This means that very little is known on the impact of strategie planning on the
performance of SMEs (see section 3.3.1). The literature also suggests that there are
associations between culture (see section 5.2.1) and strategie planning, and between
leadership (see section 4.2) and strategie planning. However, as outlined in the previous
section, few studies have been conducted on culture and leadership in SMEs.
In addition, contingency factors such as size, ownership status, perceived market share,
industriai sector, the formality of the planning process, barriers to the deployment of
strategie plans, and the operating environment are stated to be factors impacting on the
overall performance of SMEs. Thèse issues are confirmed by the results of the
exploratory interviews (see sections 1.5 and 7.3.2).

The literature review and the exploratory interviews led to the development of a
deductive model. This model is based on the contention that strategie planning is
influenced by organisational culture, leadership style and contingency factors. and in turn
influences organisational performance. The various éléments that make up the model will
be covered in détail in chapters 2-6. These chapters draw heavily upon the existing
literature, including previous empirical studies in this field. As far as the author is aware.
this is the first time that ali the main factors relating to organisational performance in
manufacturing SMEs are considered in one integrated study.

'*

The deductive model is depicted in Figure 1.1 and suggests a two-way relationship
between these factors, that is to say, they both affect and are affected by each other. A
causai relationship is not propounded.
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Figure 1.1 Deduttive model
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1.3

Importance of the study and îts contribution to exîsting knowledge and
understanding

In section 1.1, the author identified the gaps in the existing literature in relation to SMEs,
which include that:
• the impact of stratégie planning on the performance of SMEs is unclear. Most
studies relate to large firms and présent mixed findings.
• little is known on the impact of leadership on the stratégie planning process in
SMEs. The limited number of studies conducted to date focus on large firms
only.
• little is known on the impact of culture on the stratégie planning process in
SMEs. The studies carried out focus on large firms only.
• little is known on the impact of contingency factors on the stratégie planning
process of SMEs.
• no attempt has been made so far to examine the main concepts outlined in the
deductive model in an integrated manner using one sample
• the existing literature largely defmes SMEs according to employée numbers. lt
suggests that ail firms with fewer than 250 employées are SMEs.

A lack of a clear understanding of thèse issues is hampering the development and growth
of SMEs. More detailed discussions with regard to each of the above are presented in
chapters 2, 3,4,5 and 6.

This study provides S M E managing directors, policy makers, business advisers and
researchers with:
• a greater understanding of the concepts that are associated with enhanced
performance
• an understanding of stratégie planning based on an integrated framework
• an understanding of the more important dimensions of each of the concepts and
at a more detailed level, an understanding of the more important attributes of
each dimension
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• a template from which existing approaches to strategie planning and
competitive advantage can be critically examined.

3

The research fîndings also provide a foundation for fiirther research, such as the
examination of other 'contingency' factors that influence strategie planning. The
literature review was augmented by a séries of semi structured interviews with the
Managing Directors of manufacturing SMEs. This resulted in the development of the
deductive model presented in section 1.2. The présent study attempts to close the gaps
identified at the beginning of this section. Furthermore, it examines the key factors,
differentiating between high performing and low performing firms. The deductive model
contends that the various associations ultimately resuit in enhanced organisational
performance. Accordingly, it could be argued that high performing firms (firms with a
perceived increased market share) are more likely to place a greater emphasis on the
éléments with positive' associations than low performing firms (firms with a perceived
decreased market share).
A n additional statistical analysis is carried out to ascertain the extent to which SMEs
follow the generic stratégies proposed by Miles and Snow (1984). In addition, the model
is tested to ascertain the association between the strategie orientation and performance by
classifying firms as high performing firms and low performing firms. Finally, there is a clear need to draw the principal concepts together and.incorporate the
first hand expérience of an integrated approach. into the body of knowledge. The first
hand expérience needs to be drawn from a large and wide ranging sample of SMEs from
throughout the VK rather than from one région or area, to identify the emphasis on
strategie planning and enable the development of a model applicable to SMEs nationwide.

1.4

Aims and objectives of the study

The ai m ofthe study is to empirically test the validity of the deductive model presented in
section 1.1. To achieve this, it was necessary to fulfil a number of objectives. The key
objectives are presented below:
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Key objective 1

-j

To test the association between contingency factors and strategie planning in SMEs, five
hypothèses are proposed. Thèse are outlined in table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Hypothesis on e - contingency factors
Hypothesis
Hypothesis l(a)
' That firmsize, fmancial turnover, industriai sector andperceived market share influence leadership,
culture, strategie planning and organisationat performance in SMEs'.

Hypothesis l(b)
'That therè is a signijicant différence between the emphasis on leadership, culture, strategie planning
and organisational performance by ftrms that perceive their operâting environment to be
,'dynamic and changing ' compared with ftrms that perceive their operâting environment to be
'market threatsfocused'..
..
Hypothesis l(c)
'That strategie planning implementation problems are experienced to the same extent by high
performing and low performing firms '.
Hypothesis l(d)
'That the barriers to the implementation of the strategie planning process are the same in firms
deploying formai strategìe planning and ftrms relying on non formai processes '.
Hypothesis l(e)
'That there is a significant différence between the emphasis given to the characteristìcs of strategie
planning by firms deploying for mal strategie planning compared to ftrms deploying non-formai
strategie planning '.

Meeting this objective required the identification of the impact of the contingency factors
on the factors of the deductive mode). Hypothesis l(a) is tested using descriptive
statistics. Hypothèses 1 (b). (c), (d)," and (e) are tested using statistical analysis
techniques.
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Key objective 2
To test the association between culture and leadership in SMEs, the following hypothesis
outlined in table 1.2 is proposed:

t

Table 1.2 Hypothesis two - culture and leadership
Hypothesis
"That éléments of the dimensions ~oj"leadership styles are associated with the éléments
dimensions of organisational.culture in SMEs'.. ~

ofthe'

Meeting this objective required the identification of the dimensions of leadership that are
associated with the dimensions of organisational culture.
Key Objective 3
To test the association between leadership and strategie planning in SMEs. the following
hypothesis outlined in table 1.3 is proposed:
Table 1.3 Hypothesis three - leadership and strategie planning
Hypothesis
'That éléments of the dimensions of leadership styles are associated with the
characteristics of strategie planning in SMEs '.

Meeting this objective required the identification of the dimensions of leadership that are
associated with strategie planning and the attributes of each dimension.

Key objective 4
To test the association between culture and strategie planning in SMEs. the following
hypothesis outlined in table 1.3 is proposed:
Table 1.4 Hypothesis four - culture and strategie planning
Hypothesis
'That éléments of the dimensions of organisational culture are associated with the characteristics of
strategie planning in SMEs '.
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Meeting this objective required the identification of the dimensions of organisational culture
associated with the characteristics of strategie planning.

Key objective 5
To test the association between strategie planning and organisational performance in
SMEs, the following hypothesis outlined in table 1.5 is proposed:
Table 1.5 Hypothesis live - strategie planning and organisational performance
Hypothesis

.•

\

„

"That the characteristics of strategie planning are associated with éléments of organisational
performance in SMEs * • * . - .
-

Meeting this objective, in turn, required the establishment of the association between the
various characteristics of strategie planning and the éléments of organisational
performance

such as financial, customer orientation, organisational

effectiveness.

innovât io n/c reati vity and organisational capability.

Key objective 6
In order to test the deduttive model, the following objective outlined in table 1.6 is
proposed:
Table 1.6 Hypothesis six - testing the deductive model
Hypothesis
'That high performingftrms place a greater emphasis on the éléments with positive associations
between culture and strategie planning, leadership and strategie planning, and between
strategie planning and organisational performance, than low performingftrms '.

Meeting this objective required ascertaining the emphasis given to the:
•

dimensions of organisational culture and leadership that are perceived to be
associated with the characteristics of strategie planning

•

the characteristics of strategie planning that are perceived to be associated with
organisational performance.
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In order to test the model, firms were classified according to their perceived market
share. For example, firms with a perceived increased market share were categorised as
'high performing' and firms with a perceived decreased market share were categorised as
'low performing' firms.
Key objective 7,
In order to ascertain the homogeneity of SMEs (employing fewer than 250 people), the
following hypothesis outlined in table 1.7 is proposed:
Table 1.7 Hypothesis seven - testing for size
Hypothesis

'That firms with fewer than twenty employees differ from firms with 100-249 employees on the degree
of emphasis given to the attributes of leadership, culture and strategic planning'.

Meeting this objective entailed comparing the emphasis on the various attributes of
leadership, culture and strategic planning by two groups of firms (employing 1-19. and
100-249 respectively). It is contended that if any differences exist, they are more likely to
be between small and medium sized firms.

Key objective 8
To ascertain the applicability of generic strategies the following hypothesis outlined in
table 1.8 is proposed:
Table 1.8 Hypothesis eight - the applicability of generic strategies
Hypothesis

'That SMEs follow the generic strategies proposed by Miles and Snow (1984) '.

Meeting this objective, in turn, required comparing the listing of self classification
according to strategic orientation with an analysis of the operating environment (dynamic
and changing or market threats focused) and product type (customised, standard or
mature).
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1.5

Outline of the research methodology

The aim of this section is to présent a brief outline of the methodology used in the
research. The research methodology is described in detail in chapter seven.'The research
process comprises five main phases: an extensive literature review, exploratory research,
questionnaire development, piloting the questionnaire and data collection and analysis
Figure 1.2 outlines the research design which is described in detail in chapter seven.
However, only a brief outline of the main éléments is presented below.

Figure 1.2 An outline of the research design

ffExploratory-Inteiriews:^^^>

I'.^rl^In d u ctiy e' Mqd el^Ä";

. :. Pilot Panel

"'^^V^data collection;^

Analysis Methodology:

.'; - 7. r'VData Analysis*^:.
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A literature review is stated by Bell (1987) to be a very important stage of any study. It
is used as the foundation for the research and provides the theoretical framework for the
study. It has the following aims:
• to provide an analysis of the context of the opération of SMEs within the U K
economy and provide a background and basis for the exploratory interviews
• to examine the nature of the strategie planning process in SMEs by evaluating
the existing studies and derive characteristics appropriate to SMEs
• to review the existing studies on the association between leadership and
strategie planning and derive dimensions of leadership appropriate to SMEs
• to examine the context of organisational culture in SMEs by examining
existing studies and deriving characteristics appropriate to SMEs
• to review the existing studies on organisational performance to derive
performance measures appropriate to SMEs
• to consider the broad research philosophies and research stratégies as well as
the methods appropriate for data analysis

The aim of the study détermines the structure of the literature review. Each of thèse areas
is allocated a separate chapter. Veal (1992 p.32) argues that a literature review enables the
researcher to 'identify concepts clearly and measure (hem accurate!}''. A n extensive
literature review is therefore necessary to identify the relevant published research. A
variety of databases are used to identify the key publications in thèse areas since 1988.
In particular, it is necessary to identify the characteristics of strategie planning, the
dimensions of organisational culture and organisational leadership as well as measures of
performance, relevant to SMEs for inclusion in the survey instrument. This means
reviewing the définitions of each aspect of the model, deriving their common thèmes to
achieve a consensus in the derived définitions. This in-tum means establishing the basis
for each of the characteristics, dimensions and measures derived in the extant literature.

The exploratory interviews are stated by Robson (1993 p 42) as finding out 'what is
happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new
light '. Therefore, the exploratory interviews have the following aims:
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• to obtain insights into the problem areas facing SMEs
• to obtain a consensus on the key components of the deductive model.
In accordance with recognised practice, Managing Directors were interviewed until a
redundancy stage was reached in the exploration of concepts. This approach is referred to
as 'theoretical saturation' by Eisenhardt (1989). The exploratory interviews achieved
sufficient 'depth' as evidenced by the earlier than expected redundancy stage. The
exploratory interviews confirmed the deductive model. Accordingly, the deductive model
was structured on the basis of the literature review and the exploratory interviews.

Questionnaire development follows the formulation of the deductive model. In
designing questionnaires, the validily of the constructs was one of the key considérations.
To ensure extemal validity, the author adopted a strategy based on identifying tried and
tested relevant constructs. Thèse constructs were modified in the light of the semi
structured interviews conducted with seven managing directors of manufacturing SMEs.
Broadly the questions on strategie planning are based on the established constructs
developed by Kargar and Parnell (1996) and the questions on organisational leadership
and organisational culture are derived from a survey instrument developed and tested by
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). For further détails refer to section 7.3.3.

The pilot testing of the draft questionnaire is an important stage in the study, particularly
as many of the concepts are complex. The literature suggests thaï the pilot questionnaire
should be tested on "people who resemhle the types of people to whom the questionnaire
will finaîly be given'-De Vous (1996 p.103). Accordingly, twenty managing directors of
manufacturing SMEs from the electronics and engineering sectors were chosen. Kidder
(1981) cited in May (1997) encapsulâtes the rationale for a pilot survey when he states
that:
'changes are necessary before the start of the full-scale study The pre-test provides a
means of catching and solving unforeseen problems in the administration of the
questionnaire, such as the phrasing and séquence of questions or its length. Il may also
indicate the need for additional questions or the élimination of others '.
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The pilot testing has the following objectives:
• to ensure content validity
• to establish the likelihood that the survey instrument will be completed
by respondents in broadly similar circumstances to those of the pilot group
• to establish that the questions are clear and understood
• to ascertain that the instructions for completion are adéquate
• to ensure that the format of the questionnaire is user-friendly
• to ensure that the final instrument contains relevant questions only
In the light of the results of the pilot survey, a number of minor altérations were made to
the survey instrument such as:
• the removal of some redundant or ambiguous questions
• the addition of new catégories of response to some questions
• the revision of the structure of some of the questions
Data gathering and analysis was carried out using a postal survey approach. The
primary data is taken from a national sample of 702 SMEs in the engineering/electronic
sectors. 194 completed questionnaires were returned, representtng a .response rate of
approximately 28% (see section 9.1.1). Data analysis involved the use of a number of
statistical techniques:
• factor analysis was used on ail the main concepts as a means of data réduction.
It was also used to identify the underlying factors in each dimension.
• Cronbach's 'alpha' was used to establish internai consistency of the constructs.
• Canonical corrélation analysis was used to détermine the associations between
the various concepts. This technique is commonly used to establish the
association between two variables (see section 7.4.6).
• the mean scores were primarily used for the descriptive statistics stage and for
the testing of the model.
• the Wiicoxon test was used to examine the size of the différence between two
pairs in a similar manner as t-tests.
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1.6 Structure of the thesis

This thesis comprises eleven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the study by providing a brief
critique of the literature, setting the aims and objectives, and the research methodology.
Chapters 2 to 6 provide a literature review, which explores and evalúales the current body
of knowledge on each of the main concepts. The study then examines how the issues
rieeding clarification can be explored and outlines a research methodology based on a
quantitative approach. The final element of the study (chapters 8-10) involves the
analysis of the data and the testing of the deductive model.

The structure of the thesis is therefore as follows:

Chapter One provides an overview of the context of the study and outlines the research
precedent. It also gives the aims and.objectives of the study.

Chapter Two begins the critical review of the literature by focusing on the role of SMEs.
It reviews the definition of an S M E and identifies the problems that exist in achieving a
practical up to date definition. The chapter reviews the influences on the SMEoperating
environment and examines the emphasis of SMEs on efficiency related initiatives. It
notes that larger firms are already using a strategic orientation for competitiveness and
explores whether SMEscan use a similar approach

Chapter Three documents and critically reviews the literature relating to the concept of
strategic planning. It examines the basis for strategic planning, reviews the various
definitions and derives a definition of strategic planning applicable to SMEs based on
established guidelines. Fínally, it derives the characteristics of the strategic planning
process.

Chapter Four explores and critically reviews the literature relating to the concept of
organisational culture and differentiates the concept of leadership from management.
After a review of the seminal works on leadership, the chapter considers recent studies
and derives the various dimensions of leadership style.
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Chapter Five outlines and critically reviews the literature relating to the concept of
organisational culture and dérives a définition. It examines the bàsis of organisational
culture and its importance. After a review of the seminai work on culture, the dimensions
of culture are established.

Chapter Six documents and critically reviews the literature relating to the concept of
corporate performance. It reviews the extant literature on financial and non-financial
performance measurement Systems. Moreover, it reviews the most récent models of
performance measurement and finalises performance measures appropriate to the needs
ofSMEs.

Chapter Severi describes the design of the research. It outlines the developmént of the
draft questionnaire instrument, the exploratory interviews and the subséquent pilot testing
of the survey questionnaire. The chapter justifies the design and deployment of the
questionnaire approach. It outlines the administration of the questionnaire and continues
by describing the methodology for analysis.

Chapter Eight outlines the data validation and data réduction process deployed.'

Chapter Nine reports the descriptive analysis of the data. It begins with a range of
descriptive data and continues with an analysis of each of the principal components.

Chapter Ten reports the testing of the hypothèses.
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CHAPTER TWO: AN OVERVIEW OF SMEs AND THEIR
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
2.0

Introduction

Despite the widely acknowledged importance of small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) to the national economy and an extensive debate in the literature on S M E
classification criteria there appears to be little consensus on the most appropriate
definition of an S M E [see, for example Atkins and Lowe (1997). Wilkes and Dale
(1998)]. The constantly changing S M E business environment is extensively covered in
the literature [see, for example Ghobadian and Gallear{\997), Scott (2000)]. Whilst a
review of the literature indicates that a more strategic approach is needed for enhanced
performance - Skinner (1996), governmental and advisory agencies tend to focus on the
introduction of a vast array of additional efficiency related measures - Campbell and
Alexander (1997). Many of these measures are introduced with little reference to a
strategic planning framework. However, this is not surprising as the emphasis on a
strategic planning approach in SMEs is 'rare' - McKiernan and Morris (1994).
The literature indicates that large firms are placing an increased emphasis on strategic
planning, but SMEs are reluctant to follow this course - Deakins and Free! (1998). Whilst
SMEs differ significantly from larger firms - Jennings and Beaver (1995). Wilkes and
Dale (1998) it is worth considering whether best practice is generic and establishing if
any lessons are transferable to SMEs.

The aim of this chapter is to provide a review of the extant literature on the context of the
operation of SMEs within the U K economy. It considers:

• the difficulties in achieving an accepted definition of an SME (section 2.1)
• the importance of SMEs to the UK economy (section 2.2)
• the factors influencing the performance of SMEs (section 2.3)
• the response of SMEs to the changes in the business environment (section
2.4).
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The chapter then considers a re-focusing of SMEs using a more external orientated
approach (section 2.5), and concludes by setting the scene for the consideration of
strategic planning as a means towards enhanced performance (section 2.6).

2.1

Defining small and medium sized enterprises

There are many accepted definitions of SMEs and the classifications vary from industry
to industry and from country to country - Atkins and Lowe (1997). Concerns over the lack
of an accepted generic description of an S M E were raised as long ago as the 1970s by the
Bolton Report (1971) and Stanworth and Curran (1976). Nearly 25 years later theseconcerns are still not resolved.

One of the first definitions of SMEs is provided in the Bolton Report;
'In economic terms, a small firm is one that has a relatively small share of its market. It
has an essential characteristic where it is managed by its owners or part-owners in a
personalised way, and not through the medium of a formalised management structure. It
is also independent in the sense that it does not form part of a larger enterprise and that
its owner-managers should be free from outside control in taking their principal
decisions '- Bolton (1971 p. 1 ).
The Bolton Report (1971 p.3) sought to remedy the inadequacies in its definition of a
small firm by attempting to differentiate between sectors. It states that, in relation to size,
what constitutes a large business in one sector may be small in another. This in effect,
signals a movement away from a uniform definition. Nearly two decades later Storey et al
(1987), in a major study into ,SMEs* performance, express serious concerns on the
haphazard approach to a uniform definition. However, they do not venture so far as to
propose an alternative definition.

In an attempt to clarify the definition of a small business, Bróoksbank (1991) prescribes a
criteria based on firms employing less than 100 staff and having a turnover of less than
£2.5m. A modification on this definition is given in the Companies Act 1985, Section
249. This refers to a small business as one that has a turnover of less than £2.8m, a
balance sheet of less than £I.4m and less than 50 employees, and a medium sized firm as
having a turnover of less than £11.2m, a balance sheet of less than £5.6m and employing
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fewer than 250 employees. In the absence of a definitive Classification, the definition of a
small and medium sized enterprise was, untü recently, given as one employing fewer than
500 employees by the European Observatory for SMEs (1985). A similar definition was
used in the United States, comprising the following categories:
Micro enterprises - ^ up to 9 employees
Small enterprises
- 1 0 - 9 9 employees
Medium Enterprises - 100 - 499 employees
It could be argued that a firm employing 499 employees could be considered to be a large
firm in many parts of the European Community. As a result of the disparity in size
categorisations and concerns regarding the targeting of European Community initiatives,
the European Court of Auditors and the European Parliament in 1996 took up the issue of
how an S M E should be defined. Their deliberations resulted in a criticism of the
European Commission (EC) for failing to formulate an accepted definition of SMEs. As a
result the E C adopted a criteria for Classification to be applied to all Community
programmes, as shown in table 2.1:

Table 2.1 Criteria for SME classification
Medium Sized
less than 250

Maximum number of employées

Small

Micro

less than 50

less than 10

Maximum turnover(in million ECU)

40

7

-

Maximum balance sheet total (in million ECU)

27

5

-

Source Commission recommtndaiion 3 April 1996 OJ L 107 of 30.4.1996, p.4.

The EC further specified that to compiy with the S M E définition, a firm must adhère to
employée numbers, the degree of independence and financial criteria. The financial
considérations are reviewed every four years.
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2.1.1

Applying the E C definition to SMEs

The E C definition of SMEs is based on employee numbers and fínancial criteria such as
market share (usually dependent on the actioñs of other larger businesses), independence
(self regulated and self controlled) and personalised management (owner(s) participate in
all major decisions). However, the EC definition does not provide a monumental
breakthrough in the classification of an S M E . In fact, a similar definition was outlined
three years earlier by Dewhurst & Burns (1993), who proposed an 'economic-control'
definition which covers market share (not large enough to influence the pnces of goods
sold to any extent), independence (owner has control of the business) and management
style (owner actively particípales in all aspects of the management and decisión making
processes of the business).

Attempts so far to establish generic definitions mainly centre on financial and
employment size criteria, as shown by the Brooksbank (1991) and the Europeari
Commission (1996) definitions. In a recent review of published joumals, Atkins & Lowe
(1997) found that classification of firms as SMEs could be based on the expanded criteria
of employment, tumover, assets, managerial processes and ownership. However, this
suggested definition is still not focused enough to overeóme the issue of misinterpretation
l

raised by Boswell (1973), who states that financial measures are subjec( to the obvious
l

erosión ofinflation' and employment figures can be dubious\
Other measures such as market share are also open to question as SMEs trading in
specialised market niches may have a significant role in that market share - Stanwarth &
Curran (1976). In addition, managerial processes are changing as SMEs adopt new
management principies. An example is the decentralisation of decisión making. The EC
definition includes over 99% of all businesses in the U K and virtually 100% in smaller
EU States such as Ireland. Accordingly, it could be argued that it is time to re-assess the
definition to enable more meaningful analysis to be undertaken - O 'Regan et al (1998a).
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2.1.2. The raciónale for a re-assessment of the SME definition

A l l the defínitions of an S M E examined for this study have size (employee numbers) as a
. common factor. This is a quantitative approach which emphasises 'tangible' criteria.
However, the S M E of the future is already adopting a different form to that of the
traditional S M E , . as it embraces high technology, capital intensive producís and
processes'- Sampler (1998). Accordingly, major competitive factors such as knowledge
and information are not included in the definition of an S M E . Various examples outlined
by Stewarí (1997) show how firms use information and knowledge based capabilities to
attain competitive advantage. For example, the U.S. subsidiary of the Finnish Group
Nokia has annual sales of over $160m yet only employs a handful of employees: In
addition, another United States based company, Nike is renowned intemationally for its
sports wear and in particular its shoes. Nike, however, does not manufacture shoes but
instead relies on knowledge intensive aspects of research and development, marketing
and distribution. Its success is demonstrated by its fmancial results, which show sales per
employee 'running' at $344,000 compared to $248,000 for the mean of the Fortune 500
companies. Another example of the knowledge based growth era is Netscape, whose
chairman controls stock worth nearly a billion dollars; yet this company was unheard of 4
years ago - Stewarí (1997). It follows that the emphasis on 'intangible' factors is likely to
increase as production moves from being labour intensive to capital intensive and to a
reliance on knowledge and information technology for competitive advantage.
In the light of such changes, it is reasonable to consider varying the concept of ' S M E s ' in
preparation for the future. It could be argued that any reconsideration of the definition of
an S M E needs to take on board the increasing importance of information and knowledge
factors. This contention is based on the increasing emphasis on employees being
'information and knowledge literate ' - Applegate (1995). The new knowledge industries
have increased productivity by more effective working by a re-definitíon of the tasks and
the elimination of any unnecessary actions' - Hammer (1990). Examples of this include a
recent study of two hundred and eight Belgiah SMEs which shows that * firms... who use
more information, achieved better results in the past and are moré optimislic about the
future' Lybaert (1998 p. 188).
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One of the anomalies arising from the list of definitions outlined so far is that many
businesses perceived as iarge', .match the criteria for classification as SMEs. For
example, the American subsidiary of Nokia could hardly be classified as an S M E , even if
it conforms to the criteria of employee numbers. Accordingly, it is reasonable to argüe
that the definition of SMEs must provide for the assessment of employee numbers as a
criterion for S M E classification on a 'relative' basis. Whilst a range of definitions exist. it
is important that a standard accepted definition is available, particularly for the purposes
of grant aid, financial assistance or benefits from govemment initiatives. It is recognised
that a definition based on employee numbers will not be consistent with a definition
based on turnover. For example, it is not unusual to find firms with low staff numbers and
high financial turnover such as Netscape. Recognising that any variation in the S M E
classification will take some time to be accepted, the definition of an S M E based on
employee numbers criterion is adopted in this study as being the most relevant definition
available. The rationale for this criterion arises from the recognition that 'integral to the
concept of size is the nature of ¡he managerial processes that are employed in different
firms'- Atkins and Lowe (1997). Additionally, employee numbers criterion are frequently
used to define an SME. For example, in a major review of the literature, over two-thirds
of the papers use employee numbers as the size criterion - Atkins and Lowe (1997).
Accordingly, the employee number criterion also appears to relate directly to the aspects
of this study such as organisational culture, leadership and management style as well as
contingency factors, such as the formality of the strategic planning process.

2.2

The importance of S M E s

For decades the role of SMEs in the national economy has been significant - Rohinson
and Pearce (1983), and Bracker, Keats and Pearson (1988). Empirical studies conducted
throughout the 1980s, revea! that small firms make a considerable contribution to the U K
economy - Daly and McCann, (1992), Department of Employment (1992) confirm the
views of Gallagher et al (1990) and Daly (1990), that small firms are a significant source
of wealth and job creation. A review of the literature also supports this contention Storey (1985,), Storey (1994), Schreyer (1996), North andSmallbone (2000).
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SMEs are widely regarded by the Government as a major source of current and future
employment in the U K . They are seen as ah essential part of the economy, providing the
industriai leaders of the future, improving the competitive edge of the economy by
maximising the range of choice and challenging the dominance of existing market leaders
- Department of Employment (1991). This view is shared by the E C when it emphasises
that SMEs play a decisive role in job création and are an important driver of social
stability and economie drive at a European level. This is evidenced by the growth of
employment in SMEs during a period of retrenchment by larger firms - Jacquemin and
Pench (1996). It is therefore no surprise that a range of assistance and ad vice is provided
annually to SMEs from a variety of sources - Birch (1979), particularly in areas of high
unemployment - Bridge et al (1998), where it is used to overcome obstacles to enterprise
development - Boraston et al (1996). But this assistance is not always effective due to a
lack of knowledge of SMEs, of their needs, their entrepreneurial potential, their response
to internationalisation and the challenges of a competitive environment - European
Observatory for SMEs (1995). It is contended later in this chapter, that the provision of
assistance in the form of efficiency tools in the absence of strategie planning, reflects a
short terni approach and is unlikely to lead to competitive advantage in the medium to
long term.

2.2.1

SMEs and employment création

The importance of both manufacturing and service sector SMEs to the United Kingdom
economy is illustrateci by their significance as a source of employment. The latest figures
published by the DTI (July 1998) indicate that there are over 3.7 million SMEs in the U K
of which 3.5 million employ fewer than 10 employées. This figure includes 2.523.535
sole traders leaving 1,177,535 firms employing 1-249 employées. The statistics show that
99.8% of ali U K firms employ fewer than 250 employées. Accordingly. the importance
of SMEs to the National economy can be clearly understood. Table 2.2 outlines the
number of businesses. their employment numbers and turnover.
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Table 2.2 The number of businesses, employaient and turnover by size of business -1997
-Size Range
.(Number of Employées)

Businesses,
Number

%'

Employmènt' •
Turnover
(ooos):
%
•' .£m exVAT.

*

0
1-4
5-9
Total for-Micro

•"

10-19
20-49
total for Small

2,535,535
68.1
803,275 . '- 21.7
19,1,755
5.2 .
3,518,565..
95.0:
107,395
49,980
157,375

50-99
/100-199 ' _ ;
.
200-249; "
'"
Total for Medium

15,415;
8,135 *
1,580
25,130 -

250-499, 500+ . • • •
Total for large

3,215'
3,410
6,625

:J

w

\

Total for all firm s

3,707,695

2.9
1.3
4.2 ;

0.4
, 0.2
- 0.0
0.6

:

2,866.
2,106
1,396
6,368

-.86,706 •.
13.6
10.0
215';i 10
6.6 . : 112,403 .
30.2 : 414,219

1,511
1,539
3,050

7.2
7.3
14.5

?

4.8 ^ v .
- lZO
6.2
23.0

142,295
" 152,559
294,854

7.9
8.5
16.4

1,071'
• 105,087
5.1
1,121' . 5.3\ 112,913
352
38,550
17
2,544 12.1
256,550

5.9
6.3
2.1
14.3

1,118

0.1
0.2

9,111

'5.337.9
43.2

100.0

21,073

100.0

0.1' ', 7,993

_ 142,789
.688,751
831,540

8.0
38.3
46.3

1,797,164

100.0

.

Source: DTI Statistical Bulletin U R N 98/92 July 1998

Table 2.2 shows that the employmènt figures for îarger firms (over 250 employées) is
9,111,000 whereas SMEs (under 250 employées) employ well in excess of this figure at
11,962,000. In addition, SMEs account for 99% of allbusinesses in every industry sector
except the utilities, where the figure is 85.7%. Statistics provided by the Bank of England
(1997) show a slight decrease in the total number of businesses' from 3.725.000 to
3,706,078 (estimated) whereas Barclays Bank (1998) estimate that the figure has now
reached 3.8million. However. the total SME percentage remains the samc.

2.2.2

Manufacturing SMEs

The Competitiveness - Forging Ahead White Paper (1995) confirms the role of
manufacturing SMEs in the creation of employment. As an example, small ftrms
employing fewer than 20 staff created over a million extra jobs between 1985 and 1989
and in the two year period following that, created 350,000 new jobs. The consistency of
SMEs net employment gains over large firms can be explained by the contention that
they are less affected by macro-economie factors - Ghobadian. and Gallear (1997).
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However, the future task is to ascertain whether SMEs can sustain or improve on
employment gains in the face of growing globalisation and other factors.

2.2.3

Thè geographica! distribution of manufacturing firms

Table 2.3 shows the geographical distribution of ali manufacturing firms in the U K for
1996. Whilst the table indicates the number of SMEs according to employée numbers, it
does not conform to the size catégorisation adopted for this study due to the non
availability of data. For example, it uses a classification bracket covering 100-499
employées. Nevertheless it is a useful indicator of the importance of small and medium
sized firms.
Table 2.3 Geographical distribution of manufacturing firms in the UK 1996
Totaf Manufacturing

Employment Size

Division _

1-9

10-19

20-99

3,915
9,845
10,580
4,930
44,655
10,690
14,130
11,935
4,516
7,120
2,825

885
2,095
2,245
845
6,755
1,725
3,116
2,740
845
1,575
. 565

1,035
2,470
2,565
905
5,940
1,675
3,325
2,835
985
1,815
585

395
730
740
260
1,335
500
890
860
375
520
200

65
110
85
35
175
60
120
no
55
100
20

125,141 23,391

24,135

6,805

935 180,407

North
Yorkshire and Humberside East Midlands ' EastAnglia
South East
South West
West Midlands
North West
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
Total

100-499 500+

Total
6,295
15,250
16,215
6,975
58,860
14,650
21,581
18,480
6,776
11,130
4,195

Source DTI Slatislics Unit Table 10 Number of Local Units in Manufacturing i n d u s t r i » in 19%

The largest concentration of manufacturing SMEs is in the South East (almost 33% of the
total figure). However, it can be seen from table 2.3 that manufacturing SMEs are
represented in every région to a significant degree. A summary of the breakdown of firms
according to size catégorisations is outlined in table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Breakdown or manufacturing firm s by size catégories
Firm Size
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Tables 2.2 and 2.3 confimi the importance of SMEs as a vital component of the National
economy, in terms of their employment numbers and turnover. Their performance is,
therefore, of the utmost importance. It could be argued that measures to ensure
competitiveness are, to a large extent, related to the factors that influence the S M E
business environment. Accordingly, the next section will focus on the main factors
influencing the S M E performance.

2.3 Factors influencing the SME business environment

Managing most SMEs is considered to be more demanding and more volatile than in the
previous decade - Coopers & Lybrand (1997). Problems are no longer simple to solve
and are often the resuit of a range of interdependent factors including the increasing
importance of the globalisation of markets, advances in télécommunications technology.
the Single European Market and the growing interdependencies between économies Ghobadian & Gallear (1997). Other factors impacting on SMEs include 'heightened
volatility, hyper compétition, démographie changes, knowledge based compétition ' - Daß
& Lewin (1993). It is axiomatic that ail business organisations need to be able to respond
to any changes that could potentially have a significant impact on their development,
growth and survival. The business models assume that ail SMEs want to grow - Churchill
& Lewis (1983), Kazanjlan (1988), Foster (1993). However, Kimberley (1979) and Gray
(1996) show that this is not necessarily true in the case of every SME, as many are
content to survive rather than operate with expansion plans. Nevertheless, it could be
argued thaï both survival and growth are becoming increasingly dépendent on
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competitiveness. SMEs are already aware of some of the factors that are likely to impact
on their competitiveness over the next decade- O'Regan et al (1998b) as outlined in table
2.5. It must be stressed that this is only a limited sélection of factors illustrating the
changing business environment of SMEs. These factors are elaborated on further in this
section as examples of the extemal and internai operating environments. Other important
factors outside the scope of this study include regulation/dereguìation, access to
information, attitudes to risk and so on.

Table 2.5 The principal factors influencing the operating environment of SMEs

Globalisation
s^i^^-'.'iTessures.ïo^e more competitive^^
^M^feGhangmg management methods\.;

Each of the factors outlined, taken individually, can have significant impact on an S M E .
As each of the factors can have a catalytic effect on the other(s), the résultant cumulative
impact can constitute a potentially powerful force. Such impact could be seen as both
'destabilising' and creating 'opportunities for innovative firms to solve the problems of
others' - Kim & Mauborgne (1997). The influencing factors are summarised in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Some factors impacting on the SME business environment

Technològica] change

- " V ~r

.Knowledge.-'-"

-.** Innovation, [U*

\
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/Changing industry.stnicturt

The following sections outline the major factors and their influence on the S M E operating
environment in somewhat more detail:
• the impact of technological change (section 2.3.1)
• the changing industry configuration (Section 2.3.2)
• globalisation (Section 2.3.3)
• the structure and organisation of the workforce (Section 2.3.4)
• knowledge, information and learning (Section 2.3.5)
• innovation and creativity (Section 2.3.6)
• the pressures for greater efficiency (2.3.7).

2.3.1 The impact of technological change

One of the most important influences on the competitiveness of SMEs is undoubtedly
technological change, which has altered 'the fundamentals of design, manufacture,
distribution and organisation alike' - Peters (1989 p. 19). It has resulted in a
transformation of economic and social fife. The scale and impact world wide, of new
technology in the past Century, is reputed to be greater than in the previous 2,000 years Kennedy (1989). As an example of the rapid rate of change, Scott (2000) states that the
average product life-cycle has halved over the past ten years.
The advantages of technology include the ease. speed and extent by which information
and communication can be effected. Télécommunications technology is already used in
larger firms to enable a shift from concentrating on one specialised product. to a more
integrated and flexible approach, aliowing for the increased production of more
customised products. New technology is continually advancing and is likely to affect ail
aspects of S M E performance; for example, research and development. design services
and strategie approaches. Its impact is seen not only on issues such as greater efficiency
in production, but also on corporate structures, communication and creativity. In this
regard, concern is expressed that SMEs may not be able to keep up with the pace of
change as 'none of management's toois - basic accounting practices, patterns of
organisation, formulation of strategy or workforce care - can cope with the new rates of
change '- Peters ( 1989 p. 19).
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The increased world-wide emphasis on technology means that goods can be produced
anywhere - Peters (1997). In effect, this means that the ability to meet customer need.
through specialised knowledge, is a key differentiating factor. The author found in his
discussions and interviews with a number of SMEs, grave concems in relation to imports
into the U K from lower waged and increasingly skilled countries. This concern is also
evident from the responses to the study questionnaire (see section 9.3). Accordingly. it
could be argued that SMEs tending to ignore new technologies, will have greater
difficulty maintaining their competitive advantage in the longer term.

2.3.2 Changing industry configuration

SMEs face an increasingly competitive environment where change is the order of the day.
Tf ever there was a time when business-as-usual described the way business ran, that
time has elapsed' - Webber (1988). Change is undoubtedly taking place and is given
many names such as: the boundaryless "organisation, the virtual organisation, the
horizontal organisation, the networking organisation and so on - Handy (1990),

Mills,

(1991) Quinn, (1992), Miles and Snow (1994), Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989). The speed
of change in the configuration of industry is stili increasing and is now facilitateci by
information technology - Sampler (1998). The state of the changing industrial
configuration is encapsulated by Hirschhorn and dimore (1992) who suggest that 'the
tradìtional organisation map describes a world that no longer exists '.
The configuration of business is a moving target, as firms tend to establish networking
arrangements, strategie alliances and become involved in mergers and acquisitions. The
speed with which change occurs is also a key factor. Business changes are becoming
more radicai and are moving away from being incrementai. Champy (1995) states that
l

now we must not only manage change, we must create change - big change - and fast '.

This point is re-echoed by Hammer (1990) who states that 'nothing is simple. Whatever
you do is not enough. Everything is in question. Everyone must change'. While the
literature refers primarily to change in large firms, it is reasonable to argue that SMEs are
also affected.
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2.3.3

Globalisation

The production of goods is increasing on a transnational basis aided by international
supply chains and often resulting in national boundaries becoming increasingly less
l

important. Peters (1997 p.4) states that we 're ail mxî-door neighbours ' and continues by
saying that:
l

'the global village is here... with a vengeance. No business persan is, literally, more than
six-tenths of a second (measured by the speed of light) away from any other business
person. When I need a partner, I can just as easily look in Bangalore, India as next door
in my Silicon Valley neighbourhood'.
It is no surprise, therefore, that relationships between fïrms on a multi national basis,
arising from partnerships and alliances, are also enhancing this trend - Heller (1997).
Globalisation is not a passing phenomenon and is likely to continue as new markets
émerge in formerly underdeveloped areas such as Eastern Europe, South America and
Asia -Coopers and Lybrand ( 1997).

»

Globalisation is being further enhanced by the removal of boundaries as a resuit of the
création of the Single European Market and the agreements on World'Trade. Both factors
have reduced barriers to trade and in the process increased the pressures

for

competitiveness on both large fïrms and SMEs. In addition, they provide the foundation
for stable and predictable world trade. Trade has also been liberated following the
Uruguay round of multilatéral trade negotiations. Between 1970 and 1997, over 100
Countries abolished exchange controls affecting the import of goods and services Financial Times (Oct l 1997 p. 16). Such deregulation is changing the emphasis of
compétition in many industries.
Yet, globalisation is a double-edged sword, as existing markets become vulnérable to
increased compétition. The résultant pressures give an added impetus for fïrms with
existing home markets only, to seek new opportunities elsewhere. Coopers and lybrand
(1997) found that fïrms generate approximately two thirds of their business in their home
markets, which they expect will reduce to half over the next five years, as inroads are
made into markets such as Eastem Europe or Asia. The study cautions 'that globalisation
takes a long time - it is much more than international expansion - it requires
organisâtional

development that fosters world-wide standards combined with local
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thinking and action '. This means that SMEs have some room for manoeuvre to prépare for increased compétition. SMEs must remember that a global firm can 'pull the trick of
using cheaper sources of inputs from elsewhere in the world, something local players
cannot easily duplicate ' - Ohmae (1989).
It follows that SMEs wishing to compete with world wide competitors will need créative,
innovative, high value and quality products. Greater efficiency, even if possible, is no
longer the way forward. This implies that SMEs must seek other avenues to compete Johannessen et al (1997).

2.3.4

The structure and organisation of the workforce

The nature of employment is also undergoing extensive change as evidenced by the
tendency to introduce more participative working arrangements in many firms - Atchison,
(1991), Katzner, (1995). This is a trend which is likely to continue to develop, as a means
of dealing with complex problems that cannot be solved by hierarchical positions alone McLagan and Nel, (1995).

Il is clear that the organisation of the past has changed and with it has gone the accepted
features of the traditional ftrm, such as, stability, predictability and certainty - Peters
(1997). In ils place firms now face rapid change, greater uncertainty and a more
empowered workforce, dealing in what is essentially, a world-wide market. This means
that SMEs with greater flexibility to adapt will have distinct advantages over firms with
more rigid structures.

.
r

2.3.5

Knowledge, information and learning

The 1990's is referred to as the 'Information and Knowledge Age ', which emphasises the
need for employées to be 'information and knowledge literate' and not just 'computer
literate' - Applegate (1995). Information and knowledge literacy is reflected in the new
ways of creating and delivering market needs and marks a shift in the ethos of
organisations, as differentiation is now by results, rather than tasks, performed.
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The era of production based on the traditional factors of Jand, capital and finance are now
a thing of the past. Pope John Paul states in his encyclical letter Centesimus Annus that
'at one time, the decisive factor of production was land, later capital... today the decisive
factor is increasingly man himself that is his knowledge'- cited in Stewart (1997 p. 12). In
a major EC report Growth, Competitiveness, Employment: The Challenges and IVays
st

Forwqrd into the 21

Century, (1994 p.121), information is stated to be *the competitive

element for industry for decades to come'. A similar contention is outlined by Stewart
(1997). It is therefore important that knowledge and information factors are clearly
understood and incorporated within the S M E strategic planning process, as the main
drivers of competitive advantage. It follows that access to knowledge that others lack is a
definitive competitive advantage. However, care must.be taken to ensure that the right
information is gathered, and that the firm has the ability and capability to understand and
interpret it - Lindell and Karagozoglu (1997).

It can be argued that knowledge on its own is not enough, and by necessity, must be
integrated into a re-focused strategic planning approach. As a first step, this means
knowing where the knowledge is and who has it. Until now, the only knowledge being
emphasised was derived from aspects that are measured within the organisation. This has
profound implications for the accounting and performance measurement systems as well
as guidelines for investment. The ease with which knowledge and information can be
incorporated into the strategic and operational environments is also significant. The
degree of effective incorporation can be used to compénsate for the flatter structurcs that
have evolved from cost cutting measures. If incorporation in both aspects is relatively
easy and effective, then it can be applied to all SMEs, leaving differentiation or
comparative advantage dependent on the degrees of creativity and innovativcness.
However, many traditional firms have difficulties accommodating knowledge oricntated
factors. Quinn (1985) identifies a number of very significant barriers including top
management

conservatism, short time horizons for expected pay back, excessive

bureaucracy and inappropriate rewards. While Quinn (1985) refers to large companies,
there is no reason to suggest that similar barriers do not occur in SMEs. Such barriers can
be overeóme by greater emphasis on leaming within the organisation, but the
organisation ethos must encourage such actions.
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De Geus (1997) refers to the

l

organisation ethos of flocking or territorial behaviour'. He states that 'Birds that flock
learn faster, so do organisations that encourage flocking behaviour' (p.57). This has
training and staff deveiopment implications for SMEs.

2.3.6

Innovation

New ways of thinking and adapting business processes are needed i f SMEs are to achieve
added value from the information which is freely available. It follows that their
behavioural approach must change to incorpórate the new ways of thinking in order to
use information as a basis for a more knowledge-based approach - Stewart (1997). It
follows that SMEs must provide the emphasis, time and resources for innovation to
ensure that they can meet the demands of the future. The excuse that the rapidly changing
world makes it difficult for S M E managers to have time to be innovative no longer holds
true -Peters (1997). Davis and Botkin (1994) suggest that many SMEs emphasising
efficiency related measures have decreased levéis of creativity. Today, rapidly changing
technology is one of the key influencing factors in économie growth but on ils own is not
enough to achieve compétitive advantage. Attitude and approach are seen as a
'discemible factor' in identifying firms that are successful from those that are not - Kim
and Mauborgne (1997), Peters (1997). North and Smallbone (2000) suggest that
innovation in SMEs is influenced by 'interactive learning' which is a central
characteristic of successful firms. They suggest that innovation relates to the maintenance
and improvement of competitiveness. Essentially. innovation involves firms doing new
things in new ways to increase productivity, product deveiopment, sales and profitability.
It involves new ways of identifying the needs of new and existing clients and of making
and marketing the producís that satisfy them. The research, deveiopment and use of new,
cost-effective technology is central to this process, but innovation in other areas such as
general management, marketing, finance and administration is equally important.
Innovation is one of the principal challenges to the management of SMEs. 'Innóvate or
fall behind, the compétitive imperative for virtually ail businesses today is that simple ', is
how Léonard and Straus (1997 p.l 11) see it, and their view is widely shared - Drucker
(1989), Peters (1990). Many SMEs have the ability to innóvate effectively and develop
new producís more rapidly than larger firms - Acs and Preston (1997). This could be
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argued to be a significant factor in enabling small firms to create more jobs than their
larger counterparts - Hall, (1987), Evans (1987), Dunne and Hughes (1994). A further
differentiation is made by Greenan and Guellec (1995) who state that innovative firms
create more jobs than firms that are not innovative. While they are referring to firms in
general, there is no reason to suggest that innovative SMEs do not perform as well as
innovative larger firms.

2.3.7

Pressures for greater efficiency

Arising from increased globalisation, (see section 2.2.3), compétition is now more
intense. This means that a greater search for more efficiencies and new ways to achieve
competitiveness are needed in many SMEs. Small firms are often at a crossroads when
they are faced by choices such as whether to strive for greater efficiency, 'sticking to their
knitting', or adopting an innovate approach. The literature suggests that the conséquences
of dynamic change can not be addressed solely by efficiency related measures, but
require a strategie response - Skinner (1996). In this regard, D'Aveni, (1994 pp. 41-42)
states:
'compétition is so intense and markets are so volatile that this évolution has become the
dominant force in strategie action. Thus the position of a firm offers only a temporary
advantage. ït is the ftrm 's ahility to maintain a series of interactions successfully that
determines the success of the company '.
Such interactions include a greater responsiveness to stakeholders and the envirònment
and can be interpreted as a steer towards a more strategie approach.

2.4

The response of S M E s to the changing business envirònment

Section 2.3 outlines some of the factors impacting on the business envirònment of SMEs.
A review of the literature indicates that a vast array of efficiency related measures have
been introduced over the past four décades, in an effort to assist SMEs to meet the
challenges and problems that influence their business envirònment - De Ueyer and
Ferdows (1990).
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The evoiution of the various efificiency-related measures used are outlined in table 2.6 in
an attempt to categorise the various management techniques introduced in the past four
decades. A clear pattem can be seen: firms began with the long range planning techniques
which coincided with a period of expansión and continued with the corporate planning
techniques of the 1960s-1970s. The 1980s represent the decade of organisational
positioning which was followed in the early 1990s by a period of concentraron on
competitive advantage, based on the maximisation of intemal strength. Whilst the late
1990's show an increased emphasis on an innovative approach, it is overshadowed by an
array of cost cutting measures. In effect, the period from 1950-late 1990s demonstrates a
continuum of efficiency related measures.

Interestingly, the continuum shows a

movement away from quantitative measures and an increasing emphasis on qualitative
analysis.
Table 2.6 Examples of efficiency related measures

Stage 1 Pre 1960>s

[Budgetary planning and control]

Budgetary planning and Control

Long range planning

Stage 2 1960-70s

[Corporate planning Techniques)

Decision trees

Theory X and Theory Y

Management by Objectives

Scenario Planning

Brainstorming

Zero based budgeting

Product divers ification

Investment planning models

Competitor Analysis

Stage3Thel980's

[Organisational positioning!

Empowerment

Just in Time

Porters 5 Forces

Corporate culture

Management by walking around

Décentralisation

Portfolio planning model

Value chain

Strategie business Units

Quality Circles

Experience curves

Diversification

Stage 4 The early 1990's

[Maximising Internal Strengths]

Core competencies

Management of change and innovation

Ben ehm ark in g

Quality management

Value added partnerships

Value constellations

Knowledge based company

Resource allocation

Stage 5 The late 1990's

[Cost Cutting Measures]

Delayering/downsizing/rightsizing Business process re-engineering
Outsourcing

Knowledge and learning

Based on Davis and Devinney (1997) and Grant (1997)
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Lean production

Table 2.6 indicates a number of measures introduced in-the late 1990's which could be
argued to represent labour forcé 'cost cutting measures'; even though the 'espoused*
rationale for their introduction related to the achievement of 'enhanced effectiveness'.
In addition to the measures outlined in table 2.6, S M E management is also subject to a
vast range of other initiatives such as increased attention and assistance from successive
Governmental agencies, the EC, employers' representative bodies and higher education.
The rationale for such assistance is related to the role of SMEs in employment creation Birch (1979).

2.4.1 A critique of efíiciency related tools

A number of studies examine the use of efficiency tools. Whilst the number of initiatives
is large, Clark (1997) suggests that only a limited number of tools are used in smaller
firms. Bain and Co. (1994) surveyed managers of larger firms to ascertain their use of
management tools such as efficiency techniques and found that on average, twelve out of
twenty-fíve named tools are used. It is reasonable to argüe that on average SMEs use a
smaller number of efficiency related management tools than larger firms. Specific
criticisms of efficiency type measures relate to the degree of bias towards the
measurement of past actions rather than a considerátion,of the future - Spiízer and Evans
(1997). Another criticism relates to the lack of focus, which is often manifested in the
poor integration of the actions needed with the overall objectives of the firm - Redman et
a/(1995).

While efficiency measures are no substitute for strategic planning, there is no evidence to
suggest that their introduction in the absence of a strategic plan is harmful to SMEs. In
fact, they help to provide some insights into the way companies are run. which can be,
beneflcial in the formulation of the strategic process - Campbell and Alexander (1997
p.48). However, the strong emphasis on efficiency related measures has resulted in
strategic planning being overshadowed into second place, which has tended to undervalue
the strategic approach - Prahalad and Hdmel (1995). Arguably, many SMEs need to
adopt a more strategic approach and select the appropriate efficiency related initiatives
that support their strategic plan. Already the U K Government, in the White Paper on
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Competitiveness (1995), has sought to ensure that the various efficiency related initiatives
are 'customer-focused' and delivered in 'an effective manner'. More importantly perhaps,
the Government should also ask i f SMEs are being addressed in the right way and dispel
the perception of SMEs as focusing on labour intensive activities and producing output
geared towards larger industry.

2.4.2

Efficiency tools within a strategic planning context

Many authors stress that the demanding environment can only be met by firms taking a
more strategic approach - Senge, Ulrich and Lake, Chakravarthy and Doz (cited in Hart
and Banbury 1994). This approach applies to all firms and has been accepted as the way
forward by large firms some years ago -Ancona and Caldwell (1987). Acceptance by
large firms does not mean that the same approach can or should be adopted by SMEs, but
SMEs would be foolish not to incorporate the lessons that large firms experienced during
the strategic planning process. However, there are many differences between large firms
and SMEs that may affect the transferability of any lessons learned (see section 2.5.2).
The previous section implies that efficiency tools are likely to be more effective i f
deployed within the context of a clear strategic plan. It is understandable that many SMEs
concentrate on efficiency measures when they are confronted by a 'rollcrcoaster*
environment and merely seek increased efficiency in what they are already doing. This
inevitably means a flattening of structures and doing more with less resources - De Geus
(1988). The literature indicates that 'delayering* and cost cutting measures have removed
a degree of flexibility from organisational structures, which often manifests itself in less
emphasis on innovation and creativity - Miles (1989). This is not unsurprising as a
flattening of structures ultimately means a loss of some knowledge, which may be vital to
the creativity process. However, as labour costs now account for only 5-15% of
production costs, the scope for further efficiency improvements focusing on labour- is
limited - Wisner and Fawcett (1991). Whilst these figures relate to large firms, there is no
reason to suggest that labour costs as a percentage of product costs are any higher in
SMEs.
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The literature suggests that a concentration on efïîciency measures is indicative of short
term thinking - Skinner (1969). There is no reason why efficiency measures can not be
introduced and promoted as part of an overall clear strategie plan. Indeed, over 25 years
later, Skinner (1996) appears to suggest a similar approach when he.states that a 'new
breed of managers' are needed, who are strategically, rather than operationally and
functionally orientated, to counteract the years of concentration on efficiency related
techniques that resulted in managers thinking and looking inwards rather than outwards.
While Skinner was referring to larger firms, the suggestion is equally relevant to SMEs.
as they compete in the market place with larger firms. The author interprets this as
referring to the use of efficiency tools within the context of strategie planning, rather than
their abandonment. Skinner's argument can be reconciled with the work of Bennis (1966)
who suggests that new ways should be found to cope with the rapidly changing
environment, changing managerial behaviour and increasing spécialisation.
The issue of reconciling efficiency tools and strategie planning can also be seen in the
light of operational efficiency and effectiveness. Neeley, Gregory and Platts (1995) refer
to effectiveness as being the extent to which customer expectations are met and efficiency
as a measure of 'how economically the firm 's resources are utilised when providing a
given level of customer satisfaction'. Whilst many SMEs concentrate on efficiency
related measures which have undoubtedly helped their operational processes, the changes
discussed are radically re-shaping the business environment. It is contended that any
further concentration on efficiency measures is inappropriate until a new T i f is
established with the changing business environment. The failure to recognise and adapt to
changing trends can lead to the loss of competitive advantage and affect growth and even
survival prospects. SMEs could continue to follow traditional ways of thinking and
traditional rules,- but they are of little use when confronted by competitors who deploy
différent rules and are in effect playing a différent game - Welsh cited'in Tichy and
Charan(\9%9).

The literature présents a mixed picture in relation to the. use of strategie planning in
SMEs. McKiernan and Morris (1994) refer to the rarity of its use and suggest that only
one in six SMEs formulate and deploy a strategie pian. Robinson (1979 p.23) contends
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that small firms are more accustomed to a seat of the pants' type strategy, which
suggests a short term, rather than long term approach. Other studies, however, suggest a
higher usage of strategic planning in SMEs. Baker et al (1993) cited in Larsen et al
(1998) contend that 86% of successful US small firms annually deploy a strategic
planning approach.

2.5

Strategic planning to gain competitive advantage

Improving competitiveness in an increasingly volatile business environment is probably
the most important task facing any SME. In doing so, it is necessary to ensure that as far
as possible, the organisation 'fíts' the outside environment and meets customer needs
both effectively and efficiently - Drihlon and Estime (1993). Porter (1996) states that
effective strategic planning gives a firm a competitive advantage over its competitors as it
'renders choices about what not to do, as important as choices aboui what to do'. He
continúes by saying that 'the root of the problem is the failure to distinguish between
operational ejfectiveness and. strategy', as firms pursue the same goal of organisational
effectiveness, which he compares with

'a series of races down idéntica! paths, that no

one can win'.

Yet SMEs are often stated to be 'naive about planning and the development of strategy* Deakins and Freel (1998). This is exemplifíed by the number of ways that SMEs tend to
respond to change. Firstly, they tend to look inwards rather than outwards and ignore
change. Secondly, some continué to rely on efficiency based measures as their *strategic
plan' for the future. Thirdly, some SMEs believe that, as they are part of a localised
supply chain, they are immune to any of the external influences outlined in section 2.3.

Skinner (1996) suggests that strategic planning is an important means towards achieving
competitive advantage. Arguably, many SMEs have improved their strategic planning
processes. For example, the author noted during numerous interviews with S M E Managing
Directors, that a strategic plan is no longer a formal document with restricted circulation.
Instead it is available to all staff throughout the organisation. This represents a major change
from the strategic plan developed by the chief executive and/or top management only Mintzberg (1987) and is arguably a direct result of the changes in the business environment
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where strategic planning is seen as a continuous process rather than a once a year ritual
focusing on functional or operational planning. In addition, strategic planning is increasingly
seen in a more holistic light rather than just an amalgamation of business strategies. These
changes result in a broader approach giving a more flexible and adaptable approach, as all
employees are involved, rather than just the corporate planner - Wall and Wall (1995).

Another important aspect of strategic planning .in SMEs noted by the author during the
exploratory stage of this study is the 'overview' approach of strategic planning. Here the
emphasis on setting the scene is considered more important than identifying a market
niche or opportunity and adapting the organisation to meet that opportunity. This is a
major change from the traditional strategic thinking, which is mainly used to predict what
is likely to happen in the short to medium term based on the expected nature of
competitors actions. The 'holistic' view of strategic planning can be reconciled with the
emphasis on adaptability rather than control, based on the use of information to maximise
competitive advantage - Bardett and Ghoshal (1995).
The formulation of a unique S M E strategic plan is important and whilst some lessons
may be learned from the experiences of larger firms, the assumption that strategic
benefits gained from large firms experiences are instantly transferable to SMEs is
questionable. It is important'to note that the implementation of measures can rarely be
adopted completely from another firm - Matejka and Dunsing (1995 p.62). However, it is
not unusual for SMEs to look to larger firms for guidance on how to prepare for the
future. Accordingly, the next section will consider the benefit of 'learning' from the
example of larger firms.

2.5.1

Larger firms - an example to SMEs?

Even though SMEs go through similar strategic process as large firms - Rice (1983),
significant differences exist between them. A l l firms differ greatly in aspects such as
competencies, resources, ideals and structured approaches and this includes SMEs -
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dimore

(1971). Work by other writers show that the management processes within the

small and medium size firms are very different from that of the larger firm - Jennings and
Beaver (1995), Wilkes and Dale (1998). As an example, Jennings and Beaver (1996)
refer to the strategic approach of SMEs as adaptive (following a change in circumstances)
and large firms as predictive (explicit policies followed to achieve a goal). In a further
article, Jennings and Beaver (1997) re-enforce the message that SMEs differ from large
firms by saying that the management processes of an S M E 'bears little or no
resemblance to management processes found in larger firms '.
Without doubt, the inherent differences between large firms and SMEs are significant Barrow, Brown and Clarke (1995), Joyce, Seaman and Woods (1995). They are also
encapsulated in the following quotation from Penrose (1959) cited in Bridge et al (1998):
l

The differences in the administrative structure of the vary small and the very large firms
are so great that in many ways it is hard to see that .the two species are of the same
genus... We cannot define a caterpillar and then use the same definition for a butterfly'.
On a more specific level, the main differences can be summarised as relating to
structures, procedures, behaviour, processes, people and external orientation - Ghobadian
and Gallear (1997). Manan and Freeman (\984), and Meyer and Zucker (1989), suggest
that large firms can have unwieldy structures and complex procedures that hinder
strategic change and give rise to complacency. By implication, smaller firms have greater
flexibility. Another view propounded by Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), is that larger firms
with significant resources, can influence their environments to a greater.extent than
SMEs. Other studies indicate that smaller firms generally, have less resources -Lees and
Lees, (1987), Welsh and White, (1981) - a state which can be argued, affects their ability
to develop processes. The consequences of resource shortages are often reflected in firms
concentrating on the operational and short term aspects at the expense of strategic
planning and long term matters - Carlson (1990).

Performance is also a differentiating factor as shown by the ENSR Enterprise Survey
(1997) which contends that * labour productivity increases with enterprise size, and varies
between ECU 30,000 in very small enterprises to ECU 55,000 in large enterprises.'' In
addition the study found that profitability is higher in larger firms, although such firms
have a greater risk of retrenchment during recessionary periods than smaller firms.
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Many writers such as Gorb et al (1981) note with concern that there appears to be very
little research into small business strategic planning. Whilst the majority of the studies
examining the impact of strategic planning on performance, have been carried out in
larger firms, it cannot always be assumed that there is direct transferability of strategic
results. McKiernan and Morris (1994) state that strategic planning is a more formal
process in larger firms, and make the point that formal planning systems can often
conflict with the culture of SMEs - 'the danger lies on the assumptions that their benefits
are instantly transferable to other organisations, including their smaller counterparts \
Stanworth and Curran (1976) and Gorb et al (1981), also question the adaptation of
techniques applied in larger firms to SMEs.

Lindsay and Rue (1980) suggest that small firms 'should be considered as a separate class
in future research studies' but fail to elaborate on how this can be operationalised.
Whatever thé answer, it is clear that SMEs cannot be treated in a similar way to larger
companies and that a greater understanding is required of their needs, aspirations and how
they meet their objectives. It can be argued that the inherent differences between SMEs
and large firms are centred on the advantages that arise from greater resources, clearer
functional divisions and a higher degree of specialisation. Accordingly, it could be argued
that the differences between large firms, and SMEs are too great to suggest the direct
transferability of any lessons and best practice. The following quotation encapsulates the
variation caused by the differences in firm sizes and draws the conclusion that the
transferability of applications is not advisable:
'..a small business is not a 'little' large business; differences exist in structure, policy
making procedures, utilisation's of resources to the extern that application of large
business concepts directly to the small business may border on the ridiculous ' Welsh and
White (\9&\).
It is therefore clear that the consideration of the formulation and deployment of strategic
planning needs to be considered in terms specific to SMEs in their own right. However, it
is contended that the experiences of large firms are not irrelevant as they have in the past,
encountered similar problems to SMEs. The solutions that have emerged provide useful
signposts in an emerging area of S M E competitiveness.
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2.6

Concluding remarks

This chapter examines the définitions of SMEs and concludes that a number of anomalies
exist which need to be considered by the EC and National Governments to enable the
définition of an S M E to be updated. In doing so, it will be more than a symbolic act as it
will re-enforce the need to actively consider the impact of knowledge/information and
innovation on the opérations of the firm. The définition adopted for this study is based on
size only, as this criterion is perceived as being closely related to the principle concepts of
this study and frequently used by other researchers.
The chapter considers the environmental context of SMEs and the factors that influence
their opérations. It reviews the degree of emphasis that SMEs give to the use of efficiency
related initiatives in a bid to gain/regain or retain competitiveness and suggests that the
time is now right to consider a move away from efficiency measures to a more strategie
approach. Efficiency measures are often given high priority but it is questionable i f they
achieve the objectives of the firm without being part of an overall strategie plan. Indeed,
many SMEs may consider efficiency measures to be their strategy. Such measures may
not assist in forecasting the future or looking ahead to the longer term, as they canno! be
termed strategie. SMEs appear to have little option but to adopt a more strategie
approach. To enable SMEs to develop and benefit from strategie planning, it is now
necessary to develop an underpinning mechanism that emphasises the main factors of
influence. Such factors will inevitably include the impact of leadership style and
organisation culture on strategie planning, which in tum affects corporate performance.
Such a complex task requires a practical arîalytical approach based on sound theoretical
foundations. The next four chapters will seek to establish the theoretical basis for the
proposed éléments of this study.
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/ j Conclusions//

CHAPTER THREE: STRATEGIC PLANNING IN SMEs

3.0

Introduction

The last chapter contends that the use of effïciency orientated initiatives leads to a limited
degree of success - Campbell and Alexander (1997). To enable further success and
sustained performance to be achieved, Skinner (1969) suggests that a more strategie
approach by manufacturing firms is necessary. Accordingly, this chapter examines the
nature of the strategie planning process in SMEs.
The chapter is structured in five parts. It:
• sets the scene for the considération of strategie planning in
manufacturing SMEs (Section 3.1)
• examines the définitions of strategie planning (Section 3.2)
• reviews previous studies investigating the association between
strategie planning and performance (Section 3.3)
• develops a framework to infer characteristics of the strategie
planning process (section 3.4).
• briefly examines strategie orientation typologies (section 3.5)

3.1

Setting the scene for the considération of strategie planning in manufacturing
SMEs

Section 2.3 indicates that the business environment is complex and in a state of constant
change - Ghobadian and Gallear (1997). One of the principal components of change is
the consumer expectation of wider choices at more competitive rates. The rapid and
unprecedented rate of change means that many SMEs have to re-evaluate their strategie
plans in order to ensure that they can gain, attain or retain competitive advantage in the
face of growing compétition - Hamel and Prahalad (1993), Kay (1993).
Peters (1997) refers to competitiveness in more drastic terms by saying that 'if the other
gay 's getting better, then you 'd better be getting better faster than that other guy 's
getting better ... or you're getting worse '. Peters ' (1997) contention is based on the view
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that innovation is essential for the survival of most businesses. This is consistent with the
work of Davis and Botkin (1994) which propounds that new technology plays an
increasingly important role in the competitive advantage of SMEs, as well as playing a
key role in economic growth. However, new technology on its own is not enough to
achieve competitive advantage. Often new ways of thinking and behaving are needed to
enable SMEs to achieve added value from the information which is freely available.
Many manufacturing SMEs have adopted a range of efficiency related measures called
'lean manufacturing strategies' in an attempt to ensure greater cost competitiveness Womack, Jones and Roos (1990), Lamming (1993), and Womack and Jones (1996).
However, cost is only one factor - innovation is also needed to combat the shortening of
product life cycles - Pisano and Wheelwright (1995). In addition, customers are
continually demanding greater quality standards -Hayes and Jaikumar (1988). To this
end, Drucker (1985) argues that defining and minimising the risks facing entrepreneurs is
not enough for success and continues by saying that 'defending today' rather than
'making tomorrow' is a risky strategy.
The literature emphasises that SMEs can only meet new challenges effectively by
focusing on a corporate strategic approach - Skinner (1969). This means that a
rationalisation of future choices is necessary' as well as the systematic preparation for the
execution of organisational plans. It follows that SMEs using strategic planning are less
likely to be reliant on a 'trial and error' approach and more likely to have systematic and
analytical processes in place. The literature confirms the usefulness of this approach in a
meta-analysis of studies focusing on SMEs in general, which show that a strategic
approach promotes long-range thinking, reduces the focus on operational detail and
provides a structured means for the identification and evaluation of strategic alternatives Schwenk and Schroder (1993).

3.2

Reviewing the definition of strategic planning

Strategy is a term that virtually every business person believes they know and understand,
yet the definitions vary - Quinn (1980). Despite numerous studies there is no commonly
accepted and universal definition. In fact, the term 'strategy' is often used in a
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contradictory manner - Ghobadian (1993). This is not surprising as management strategy
is a relatively new field - the first book on strategy was written in 1965 by Ansoff Bourgeois (1996). However, strategy existed long before the 1960s 'but only since the
1960's has it been common to address explicitly the question of what strategy should be '
- Kay (1993). One of the earliest définitions is provided by Chandler (1962) when he
refers to strategie planning in terms ofgoals and the allocation of resources. A définition
by Proctor (1997) twenty-five years later also refers to strategie planning as reflecting the
goals and objectives of the business, usually set within a time framework, and specifying
the main policies and plans for attaining those goals. The importance of matching the
firms activities with its environment is stressed by Proctor (1997). As the environment is
continually changing, it is also necessary for strategie planning to continually change in
order to maintain a 'balance* or 'fit* with the external environment. This point is strongly
emphasised by Wright, Kroll and Parnell ('1996).

As strategie planning underpins organisational achievements and performance, it follows
that a valid trait must be the anticipation ôf change -Quinn (1980). Following Porters'
seminal work on cpmpetitiveness in 1990, corporate strategy achieved increased status
and progressed from being a mechanism to anticipate change, to a means of achieving
increased competitiveness. In 1994. Porter sought to refocus the discussion on strategie
i

planning by asking why do some campantes succeed and others failT. He suggests that
further work is needed to enable business to understand strategie planning by arguing
that:
'while there has been considerable progress in developing framewarks that explain
differing competitive success, al any given point in time, our understanding of (he
dynamic process by which firms perceive and ultimately attain superior market positions
is far less developed' - Porter (1994).
By 1994 the number of définitions of strategie planning had grown rapidly. based on
approaches that are outlined in the literature in terms such as strategie thrust. corporate
focus or strategie intent - Mintzberg, (1993), McDonald, (1996) and Chararbaghi and
Willis (1998). Generally, common aspects of most définitions are concerned with the
long-term direction of the organisation, defining what business the organisation should
engage in, matching the activities of the business to the environment to minimise threats
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and maximise opportunities, as well as matching the organisation's activities to its
resources - Drucker (1961), Ansoff (1969) and McDonald, (1996). In short, the various
studies seem to be in agreement that strategic planning is concerned with a firm's sense
of purpose. This is encapsulated by Drucker (1969) who suggests that strategic planning
is purposeful action through plans. Mintzberg (1989) refers to intuition and the benefits of
experience as influential factors in the formulation of a strategic plan. Porter (1991)
broadens the remit of a strategic approach by including intangible aspects as well as
tangible factors, and by referring to strategic planning as a description of the
configurations of the collection of discrete and interconnected economic activities. This is
a valid point, as a strategic approach needs to consider experiences, emotions, "gut
feeling" and other variables in addition to the structured assessment based on the
availability and analysis of information. Mintzberg (1992) adopts a more structured
definition and refers tó strategic planning in terms of the formulation of plans prior to
action being taken and implemented deliberately with the organisation's mission in mind.

The importance of a qualitative as well as a quantitative approach to strategic planning is
confirmed by a number of empirical studies. For example, Ramanujam and Venkatraman
(1987) suggest that high performing firms place a high emphasis on their past
performance levels and the reasons for their past failures. This led them to state that the
use of strategic planning can benefit from reviews and reflections rather than a second
guess at an uncertain future. Nevertheless, the essence of strategic planning remains the
preparation for an uncertain future using a systematic approach. Ohmae (1983)
encapsulates the meaning of strategic planning when he states that:
'what business strategy' is about is, in a word, competitive advantage ... The sole purpose
of strategic planning is to,enable a company to gain, as efficiently as possible, a
sustainable edge over its competitors '.
Strategic planning thus implies an attempt to alter a company's strength relative to that of
its competitors, in the most efficient and effective way.

A selection of definitions of strategic planning is outlined in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1

Selected definitions of strategic planning

Chandler. (1962)

'the determination of the long-term goals and objectives of an enterprise, and the
' adoption of courses of action, and the allocation of resources necessary to carry
out these goals'

Andrews (1971)

'the pattern of major objectives, purposes or goals and essential policies or plans
for achieving those goals', stated in such a way as to define what business the
company is in, or is to be in, and the kind of company it is or is to be*

. Ansoff

'the positioning and relating of the organisation to its environment in a way which
will assure its continued success and make it secure from surprises
1

' Steiner (1979)'

Ä£K#br</(1980)

Quirn (1980)

.. 'the futurity of current decisions. It also looks at the alternative courses,
of action that are open in the future; and when choices are made among
alternatives^ they become the basis for current decisions'
. 'focuses on decision situations concerned with both internal and external
.'. environments of the organisations, recognises the concept and importance of
positive.acceptance from shareholder groups and accepts the inevitability o f
rapid change in a complex external environment'
'a pattern or plan that integrates an organisations major goals, policies and
action sequences into a cohesive whole., to marshal and allocate an organisation's
resources into a unique and viable posture based upon its relative internal
competencies and shortcomings, anticipatedchanges in the environment, and
contingent moves by intelligent opponents'
'a set of decisions and actions which lead to the development of an effectivestrategy or strategies to help achieve corporate objectives'

Porter (1980)

'taking offensive or defensive actions to create a dependable position in an industry,
to cope successfully with the five competitive forces and thereby yield a superior
return on investment for the firm'

Reinharth et al
(1981)

'general programs of action with an implied commitment o f emphasis and resources
to achieve a basic mission' based on 'patterns of major objectives, conceived and
stated in such a way as to give the organisation a unified direction'

Carroll {1982)

'strategy is a statement of important action to be taken to improve relative
performance by allocating limited resources, which reflects an understanding of
the principle economic forces affecting the business, of the external changes to
the business requiring a response, and of the role to be played by competitors'

Ghobadian (1993)

'a rational activity concerned with the determination of the extent and the manner
that the top management of the organisation deploys its resources or diverts
resources from its current activities in pursuit of gaining or compounding its
competitive advantage or meeting non-profit related objectives, in a consistent fashion,
taking into account the risks involved and the values of the organisation'

Johnson and
Scholes (1997)

'strategy is the direction and scope of an organisation over the long term: which
achieves advantage for the organisation through its configuration of resources within a
changing environment, to meet the needs of markets and to fulfil
stakeholder expectations'
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3.2.1

Identifying common areas in the définitions of stratégie planning

A n analysis of the définitions outlined in table 3.1 indicates that stratégie planning is a
complex and dynamic process, dépendant on the objectives the organisation wishes to
achieve. It is primarily concemed with giving direction and purpose to an organisation
based on the resource potential available and iniluenced by a relatively large number of
factors, requiring detailed analysis and considération. The principle components of the
various définitions are outlined in table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Définitions of strategie planning and their principal components
Environmental
poshioning ~

Aiithor ...

Long term. Impact,, 'Allocation - Action ' Pursuit of
Monitoring of
goals and of finn's"of scarce Plans/,Competitive the
.objectives future - «sources •.- Systematic Advantagc
Strategie Plan *

. Chandier[1962] r.

.V.

Andrews [1971] -

.

-.

Ansoff[ 1979] "'
Steiner

[I979J .

Rad/ord[mO]

Quinn

V

:

-

[1980]

V

V

-

Glueck (1980]
Porter [1980]
Reinharth et al

V

[1981]
Carroll

[1982]

V
V

Ghobadian [1993]
Johnson and
Scholes[l997]

-

V •

V

V
V

V

V

V = factor présent in this définition

An analysis of table 3.2 indicates that strategie planning is likely to relate to the following
criteria:
(a) the positioning of a firm in relation to the environment
(b) the firms long term goals and achievements
(c) the future of the firm
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(d) the deliberate and planned allocation of scarce resources
(e) the use of action plans and a systematic approach
(f) the pursuit of competitive advantage
(g) the monitoring of the strategie pian

A review of the literature establishes the basis for the inclusion of each of these common
areas in a définition of strategie planning appropriate to SMEs.

(a) The positioning of a finn in relation to the environment refers to the achievement
of a match or 'fit' between the internai and external environments - Godiwalla et al
(1981). The importance of an organisational 'fit* with its environment is widely
documented in the literature - Lawrence and Lorsch (1967), Venkatraman and Camillus
(1984), Johnson and Scholes (1997), Hoyes and Pisano (1996), Skinner (1996), Hofer
and Schendel (1978) and Kay (1993). However, it is a complex task, which includes a
series of treaties and networks that form part of the firm's environment - Ghoshal and
l

Bartleit (1990). Miles andSnow (1984 p.l 1) describe 'fit' as aprocess as well as a state
... a dynamic search that seeks to align the organisation with its environment and to
arrange resources internally in support of that alignment". A n analogy to describe a
concept l.ike 'fit' is provided by De Geus (1997 p. 105) when he states that:
'when the temperature goes up, the rock on the mountainside expands. When it freezes at
night, the rock contraets. it may crack in the process, but in a very short (ime the rock is
back in harmony with its cold environment '.
Achieving a 'fit' with the environment does not happeh automatically. Bourgeois fi996,
p.8) argues that a firm that is:
'truly thinking strategically can be identified in a number of ways. First, its executives
know and understand the firm's mission and strategy. Second, they know the ir core
competencies and capabilities as an organisation. Third, they can idenlify their
competitors and predici their reactions to the firm 's strategie moves. Fourth, they bave
deveïoped a culture that supports their strategy. Finally they are constantly developing
new capabilities for renewing their stratégies and for competing successfully in the
future '.
'The achievement of 'fit' as a means of enhanced performance has received much
attention in the literature from as early as 1961, when Burns and Stalker (1961) found
1

that organisations structures vary depending on the nature of their external environments.
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The contention by Jauch and Osborn (1981, p.492) that 'the probability of organisational
survival increases as the congruence of environmental, contextual and structural
complexity increases', is confirmed in an empirical study carried out by Powell (1992).

Environmental conditions such as stability and control are important to many SMEs as
they focus and guide actions and at the same time allow for adaptation to the external
environment - Mintzberg (1992). The importance of a match or 'fit' is often more evident
during the considération of the high investment costs associated with manufacturing
plants, particularly during an era when consumer demand is constantly changing. This
implies that expensive infra-structural Investments should not be made lightly and not
without a detailed analysis of the external environment. However, iVyer and Smallbone
(1999),express some doubts on the ability of smaller SMEs to react in an effective
manner to their external environment.

(b) The firms long term goals and achievements are seen as the rationale for a strategie
plan by Johnson and Scholes (1997,). However, Ghobadian (1993) contends that strategie
plans need not necessarily be long-term and encapsulâtes a revised criterion- when he
states that 'the time span is dépendent on the contingency factors and the

partìcular

objectives to be pursued '.

(c) The future of the firm is arguably one of the main rôles of strategie planning. It can
be argued that the effective formulation and deployment are the means by which
organisations interpret opportunities and threats and decide on the optimum uses for their
skills and resources. By implication, the strategie planning process must look to the future
rather than be an extension of the présent.

(d) The deliberate and planned allocation of scarce resources is stressed by many
writers as'the means by which firms achieve their key aims and objectives- Ohmae,
(1983), Porter (1985), Kay (\ 993) and Johnson and Scholes (1997). However, a
difficulty often arises in identifying what the key objectives are and how they should be
prioritised. Resources and capabilities are the fundamental basis of a strategy and are
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classifiable in terms of financial, physical, human technological and organisational
factors - Grani (1991). This could be described in a more generic format as anything that
can be thought of as a strength or weakness of a firm - Wernerfelt (1984).

In the formulation of a strategie pian it is worthwhiie to incorporate a multi-dimensional
approach and consider the effeets of strategie deployment and impact (thinking
outwardly) - Johnson and Scholes (1997). To enable strategie choices to be made, the
strategie objectives must be clearly understood. This means that care has to be taken to
avoid failing 'to distinguish between purpose (what an organisation exists to do) and
constraints (what an organisation must do in order to survive)' - Campbell and Alexander
(1997). However, while a strategie plan can not in itself guarantee future success, it ìs a
useful basis for considered actions - Gilmore and Brandenburg (1962). This arguably
means that resources are allocated following a criticai analysis of the options available.

(e) The use of action plans and a systematic approach reinforces the concept of
strategie planning as a purposeful activity whereby managers clearly understand the
firm's environment and exploit it. acting on its uniqueness for competitive advantage.
This thème is taken up by Hendcrson (1989) when he states:
'strategy is a deliberate search for a pian of action that will develop a business 's
competitive advantage and compound it. For any company, the search is an iterative
process that begins with a récognition of where you are now and what you bave now.
Your mosl dangerous competitors are those that are most like you- the différences
between you and your competitors are the basis ofyour advantage. Ifyou are in business
and self supporting, you already bave some kind of advantage, no mailer how small or
subtle....The objective is to enlarge the scope ofyour advantage, which can only happen
al someone else 's expense '.
Hofer and Schendel (1978) state that any décision on a firm's direction should be
carefully considered. yet research carried out by Quinn (1980) suggests that planned
changes such as formulating a strategie pian are rarely deliberately considered or
deployed. In many cases, little considération is given to the introduction of a strategie
pian until the firm hits a crisis - Aram and Cowan (1990).
In the literature, the achievement of a systematic approach Ìs seen as 'prescriptive'.
Mintzberg (1987) disagrees with the 'prescriptive school' approach and states that this
approach is impractical. He outlines the difficulties of forecasting ahead on a definite
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basis and doubts if firms will sacrifice short term benefits in exchange for longer term
benefits. His main point is that strategic planning is an on-going process or 'emergent'
and can not be 'set in concrete' for a period of years ahead. In addition, he sees strategic
planning developing on an incremental basis, to ensure that the culture and attitudes of
employees accept the 'steer' given by senior managers. - Mintzberg, (1987). In effect.
Mintzberg states that strategic plans evolve over time. In a separate work, Mintzberg
(1990) confirms this interpretation and goes on to contend that a strategic plan evolving
over time is more likely to effectively take on board the organisation's culture and enable
stakeholders to adapt to changes as they occur. However, while the alignment of a firm's
objectives with the external environment is often achieved by incremental action, as
patterns of decision making and behaviour develop - Snow and Hambrick (1980), it is
also clear that 'emergent' strategies are both short term and reactive. Nevertheless, such
practices are capable of being translated into a pattern of business related decisions or a
series of activities and decisions that together form a pattern in a firm - Covin (1991),
Inkpen and Choudhury (1995).

Strategic planning is considered to be the common underlying logic that unifies the
important actions and decisions of a firm, and according to Mintzberg (1987). is derived
out of a process that is partly deliberate and partly emergent. In a later article. Mintzberg
(1994) agrees that there is room for both emergent and formalised strategies as 'all real
world strategies need to mix these in some way - to attempt to control without stopping
the learning process'. This represents a mellowing of the hard line approach that
Mintzberg took earlier in relation to the benefits of formalised planning. In fact.
Mintzberg states that strategies can form as well as be formulated.
It could be argued that the 'emergent' school gives grounds for concern, as in reality it is
nothing more than a series of non structured and unprioritised actions which can be
unduly influenced by managers adhering to their own agenda. The emergent approach
gives SMEs a 'blurred' process and fails to ensure that the resources of the firm arc
maximised for the corporate benefit of the organisation. While in both the prescriptive
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and émergent approaches it is difficult to say that either one conforms totally with reality,
it is more likely that the prescriptive approach provides a greater basis for competitive
advantage in the longer term.

(f) The pursuit of competitive advantage is the essence of strategie planning - Porter
(1980) and (1985), and is arguably achieved by the provision of goods or services in
ways that can not be easily imitated by others. However, the basis for competitive
advantage involves a range of factors which are rarely possible to consider in one
exercise and as such it is necessary to prioritise the key factors that are essential to its
l

existence. Such factors are referred to by Ohmae (1983) as the key factors for success '.

(g) The monitoring of the strategie plan and its importance arguably can not be
understated. It is the means by which a finn obtains the necessary information to enable it
to assess the success of the deployment process. It ascertains that thé best use is obtained
from scarce resources. In tum, this information is used to enable amendments to be made
to the strategie plan, if necessary. Simons (1995, p.156) states that:
'strategie control is not achieved through new and unique Systems but through beliefs
Systems, boundary Systems, diagnostic control Systems and interactive control Systems
working in concert to control both the implementation of intended stratégies and the
formation of émergent stratégies. Thèse Systems provide the motivation, measurement,
learning and control that allow efficient goal achievement, creative adaptation, and
profitable growth '.

Monitoring the deployment of the strategie plan needs to be an on going activity. as the
company acquires, interprets and processes information about its environment- Pettigrew
and Whipp (1991).

3.2.2

Achieving a définition applicable to SMEs

Selected définitions of strategie planning are presented in section 3.1 and their coordinates are identified. The literature supporting each co-ordinate is reviewed in section
3.2. The définitions of strategie planning outlined in the literature focus on the degree of
uncertainty and unpredictability that firms face and provide a way of considering how to
create a desired future. However, it could be argued that predicting the future is not the
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sole purpose of a strategie plan and that greater considération needs to be given to
ensuring that the finn is in a position to maximise new opportunities or confront potential
obstacles. In addition, the formulation of a strategie plan is not a prescriptive exercise, but
also involves numerous qualitative as well as quantitative variables. While the various
définitions of strategie planning have distinct common thèmes, their prolifération is likely
r

to lead to a degree of confusion in many SMEs. It is essential therefore, that a clear
définition of strategie planning appropriate to SMEs is available. The définition of
strategie planning by Johnson and Scholes (1997) takes on board the majority of the
common thèmes identified and is consistent with the understanding of strategie planning
by S M E Managing Directors, as related to the author during a séries of exploratory
interviews. Accordingly, the définition of strategie planning used in this study is:
'the direction and scope of. an organisation over the long term: which achieves
advantage for the organisation through its configuration of resources within a changing
environment, to meet the needs of markets and to fulfil stakeholder expectations '.
This définition encompasses the common thèmes identified and supported in the
literature. It explicitly deals with the positioning of the firm in relation to the •
environment, long term goals for the future of the firm, the planned allocation of
resources in a systematic manner and the pursuit of competitive advantage. This
définition could be argued to apply equally to SMEs as to larger firms.

3.2.3

Strategie planning - content and process

SMEs need lo be aware of the distinction betwèen the 'content' or the 'whaf of the
1

strategie plan, and the 'process' or the 'how' of strategy formulation. The Miow cnables
the achievement of the 'content'. The content relates to the distinct éléments of the
strategie plan which differs from firm to firm. On the other hand, the process relates to
the mechanisms for the development of the strategie plan and its subséquent deployment.
While the substance of the strategie plan is unique to a firm, there is 'no logicai reason
why organisations can not deploy a common process in the establishment of 'strategie'
plans' - Ghobadian (1993). Mintzberg (1973) contends that while both content and
process are separate éléments of strategy formulation, they are highly interdépendant. The
interrelationship is so significant that a considération of the content of strategy in the
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absence of the strategie process means that only a limited view is obtained - Mintzberg
(1990). Moreover, others contend that it is impossible to consider one without the other Hinierhuber and Popp (1992). However, strategie planning is much more than a "what'
(

and a h o w \ Pettigrew and Whipp (1991) state that strategie planning is not just a matter
of formulation and deployment, it also includes how people interpret and deploy the
strategie plan. This view is consistent with the 'émergent* school of thought, which sees
the strategie plan being formulated and deployed more or less by trial and error, as it is
influenced and interpreted by the way people respond - Mintzberg (1990). This implies
1

that strategie planning evolves, taking on board the internal décisions and the extemal
1

factors to create, a new, widely, shared consensus for action' - Quinn (1978). In effect,
thèse influences reflect the way that an intended or émergent strategy becomes a realised
strategy- Mintzberg (1990). Research by Bourgeois et al cited in Dean and Sharfman
(1996) shows that deployment can have a significant influence on the final outeome and
effectiveness of strategy. Porter (1987) cited in Tushman et al (1989) states that strategie
planning can not be separated from implementation. This is consistent with the views of
Beer et al (1990), who suggest that any drawbacks in the strategie planning process relate
to deficiencies in its implementation. This shorteoming in the success of deployment is
also shown in a report by Deloitte and Touche (1992) which suggeststhat eight out of ten
companies fail to deploy their stratégies effectively. It could be argued that there is little
purpose in having a range of visions, goals, aims, objectives and so on, if there is no
attention given to how they can be deployed effectively.

3.2.4. Establishing a surrogate measure of strategy
Strategie content and strategie processes are interdependent

functions rather than

independent of each other - De Wit and ivieyer (1994 p.30). In essence, it is difficult, if
not impossible to translate the contents of an organisation^ strategy to a set of simple
questionnaire constructs, except at a very simple and superficial level. Similar arguments
apply to the deployment of strategy. It could be argued that the content of any strategie
plan will change to meet the firm's operating environment. Stacey (1993) suggests that
prescriptive stratégies are 'too inflexible for an unknown future' and a 'recipe for
stagnation'. Instead, he argues that stratégies should emerge from the 'self organising
activities ofloose, informai, destabilising networks'. In a dynamic business environment,
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the plans of many SME's Managing Directors are constantly in the course of
modification, revisión and refinement, often in the minds of the top management Henderson (1989). This implies that plans can be modified until they are implemented
and often result in changed or unrealised contení - Mintzberg (1987). It could be argued
that the 'dominant logic' referred to by Stacey (1993) ís encompassed in the strategic
planning process, rather than in the strategic contení. Accordingly, this study uses the
strategic planning process as a surrogate measure of strategy.

3.2.5

Formality of the strategic planning process

It can be argued that a formal strategic planning process is a delibérate means to include
factors and techniques in a systematic way to achieve specified tasks. In essence, it
involves the establishment of a clear goal and the necessary processes to achieve it Armstrong (1982). It follows that a formaíised strategic planning process has the
following benefits:
• strategic planning is included on the corporate agenda
• it is approached in a systematic manner
• the process increases staff awareness and participation in the strategic
plan
Empirical studies provide a mixed picture in relation to the valué of a formal strategic
planning. Whilst McKiernan and Morris (1994) state that a formal strategic planning
process in SMEs often fails to provide a holistic view of the firm, a major study of small
firms in the United States found that a formaíised strategic planning process has some
benefits - Lyles et al (1993). As a summary, Lyles et al (1993 p.42) state that
'the elements of goal formulatión, develóping distinctive competencies, determining
authority relationships, deploying resources, and monitoring implementation receive
more effective attention when small businesses engage in formal planning'.

As a detailed consideraron of formal and informal strategic planning processes is outside
the scope of this study, a written or unwritten strategic plan is used as a surrogate
measure of formality. This approach is appropriate for the consideration of strategic
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planning in smaller fïrms and is consistent with the work of Gilmore (1971), Robinson
andPearce (1983), Bracker Keats andPearson (1988)..

3.3

The association between strategie planning and organisational performance links with previous work

The relationship betwéen strategie planning and organisational performance has received '
significant considération - Buzzell and Gale (1987), and Porter (1980), but results are
fragmented and cóntradictory- Ramanujam et al (1986). This section provides a review of
the literature to date on studies that have considered the association between the strategie
planning process and organisational performance. The section is structured as follows:
•

studies showing a positive association between strategie planning and
financial performance

•

studies showing no association between strategie planning and financial
performance

•

studies showing a positive association between strategie planning and a
mixture of financial and non financial performance measures

3.3.1

Studies showing a positive association between strategie planning and
financial performance

Table 3.3 summarises a sélection of studies that measured performance using
financial/profitability criteria. The characteristics of strategie planning include:
• the formulation and deployment of plans
• general trends in the use of strategie planning
• the key issues to be addressed
• the use of strategie planning techniques

The studies undertaken in the 1970s relate mainly to large firms - Kargar and Malik
(1975) and Wood and LaForge (1979). Each of thèse studies use planning as a surrogate
measure of strategy. The number of characteristics is broadened by Wood and LaForge
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(1979), when they refer to the impact of a total strategy, partial strategy or no strategy, on
organisational performance. This approach is followed by Frederickson (1984) when he
sought to ascertain the association between the level of comprehensiveness in the
strategie planning process with organisational performance. While each of the studies use
financial performance measurement criteria only, the findings in each study show that
strategie planning firms outperform non strategie planning firms.

The first studies on the association between strategie planning and organisational
performance in SMEs that the author was able to access, were carried out in the 1980s.
Not surprisingly, thèse studies use financial performance measurement criteria. t For
example, Robinson (1982) uses the return on sales as a measure of performance, while
Bracker, Keaîs and Pearson (1988) use profitabilité as the performance measure.
In a review of fourteen studies of small firms, Schwenk and Shrader (1993) use sales
growth and return on assets as the measure of performance. However, thèse studies differ
from those carried out on large firms in relation to the characteristics of strategie planning
used. For example, Robinson (1982) and Bracker, Keats and Pearson (1988) use specific
aspects of strategie planning such as the use of external assistance, or the use of strategie
planning techniques.
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Table 3.3 Summnry of unidimensional studics showing the relationsfup between strategy and performance
Sample Type and
Size

S<ùdy

Stratégie planning/process
. measures . .

-i
:

ÂnsoffètaI (1970)

."

*'

'• ,."

'

* kargarand Malik(1975)

93 large..-.^
manufacturing firms

8 large industriai
firms
-•.

;.-Burt(1978)

92 large Australien
retai ling firms

.; Wood and LaForge
' (1979) : . ' ! • -

41 large banks

202 small firms

Robinson (1982) '

" the systematic formulation and
. deployment of plans on the
success.of acquisitionsformai integrated long range • *
planning and objectives

internai consistency of goals
considération of risk

,

• . . . , " . . ' . ( ;

finàncial
-sales, earmngs •• • <
_ •.
-return on equity - •. •
f

i
. •

finàncial
*
*
rsàles, net income,
eamings per share

formai plannersou^erfonhednon
*. >- planners
. '
'•; >•

t

*.

s

tfihariciàl.',',

.

- ,- y/-

i...

'•';>

• •

'

,

"

38 large paint
manufacturera

J~

'

, V; "i

return on sales ' " : • -

S

•

,;

••

•;

[;

•.

r

' comprehensiye planners
outperformed non planners .

"•
\r

levé) of comprehensiveness in the finàncial
stratégie planning process

'

. 'positive relationship between '• •' '
strategy and performance

;

:

Frederickson (1984)

planners outperformed non
planners on finàncial criteria

v

. i
the formulation of a total strategy, finàncial
a partial strategy and no strategy
j. • use of external assistance , in
stratégie planning

Fmdings

• Performance •
'mèasures

'*.-'••

firras eniplpying outside assistance
'to deyelop strategie plans perforrhed
bettèr'.' -' *
\ * '- "
1

!

' ;V ' 'à positive relatiónship.berweèn *: ,
~
.comprehensiveness àndVeturn
•
' ó n ' a s s e t s ' \V:';t\\",.. .Vc" ;.S V'>-\ •
.
• '> ;..'r:
.•
;

:

,

:

f

r

. Bracker, Keats and
, Pearson(1988) -,
'

'-."'tv
. Schwenk and Shrader .
(1993)

73 small
entrepreneurial firms

use of sophisticated planning
techniques *";".

•profitabiìiry/::.

14 studies on
small firms

use of extemal assistance,
use of sophisticated stratégie
planning.
use of planning formality.

sales growth • .'• .-"
"return oh Asseto / - , "
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k

; <- ;

1

^

sophisticated strategie planning'
, -, .firmsoutperformed other firms,
F
!
J . . - : t - , < ».
; demonstrated a link between
.
; ' . planning and performance across .
StudièS ' '
.,
'
'.
1 , 1 - ,
.
.
, fT

Each of the studies on small firms demonstrates a positive association between the
characteristics of strategie planning used and financial performance.
Based on thèse studies it is clear that irrespective of size or sector, strategy measured
using process dimensions has an impact on the financial performance of organisations.

3.3.2

Studies show in g no association between strategie planning and financial
performance.

A number of studies did not find a positive association between strategie planning and
financial performance in both large and small firms. The characteristics of strategie
planning used range from the-formality of the planning process to the comprehensiveness
of the décision making processes - Frederichon and Mitchell (1984). Table 3.4 provides
a summary of thèse studies.
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1

Table 3.4

Summary of unidimensional studies showing a 'no effect impact betwecn strategy and performance
Performance
. measures. ^

/Study'':''. •'* à V " -..ì ' Sa m pie typelv',.^ • *''*V Strategie planning/process
îtieasûres' '
' and sîzë ^'.C,-, > ;
•' iy¡;
- ye'
r
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*., ,. *
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*

-
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\
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-
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.

'
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'
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'

,

í

a

'

"
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(

;
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1
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t

ä
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/ ,
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-.- Profit margin . • ^
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; - Employee productivity

•
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formahty of the strategie planning-; :*• .,
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performance * . ~-t
•
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Each of thèse studies uses a limited number of planning process characteristics. For
example, Robinson and Pearce (1983) in a study of small firms, refer to stratégie
planning in terms of formai planning and outline the following activities to be included in
a written document: *
• the use of environmental scanning
• the setting of goals and objectives
• competency
• authority relationships
• resource deployment
• monitoring/control measures
Robinson and Pearce (1983) found that there was no relationship between a formai
strategy and fïnancial performance. The following year, Frederickson and Mitchell
(1984) used the comprehensiveness of the décision making processes as a surrogate
measure of stratégie planning. Characteristics of comprehensiveness include the:
• assignment of responsibility
• breadth of participation
• willingness to seek outside help
• analysis undertaken/range of techniques used

Frederickson and Mitchell (1984) found no relationship between comprehensiveness and
fïnancial performance.

It can be argued that the studies outlined use the following limited number of
characteristics of stratégie planning such as surrogate measures of strategy:
• formality of the process used to develop the content of strategy
• use of planning techniques
• use of externat assistance
• considération of risk and congruency of goals

While Frederickson and Mitchell (1984) use the comprehensiveness of the planning
processes, their characteristics do not include external orientation. The importance of
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external orientation is stressed by Rhyne (1986), who states that an extemal focus
combined with a long term perspective, is associated with an enhanced return to
stockholders.
However, it is possible to argue that thèse studies présent findings contran' to those
outlined in section 3.3.1 and as such présent a degree of concern to SMEs on the use of
strategie planning. One possible explanation for the lack of consistency may be attributed
to a lack of understanding of the strategie planning process in both large and small firms.
In an attempt to ascertain the association between strategie planning and organisational
performance, Greenîey (1986) reviews the literature up to 1986, reporting results of the
relevant empirical studies. He suggests that it is not possible to accept or reject the
hypothesis that the use of a strategie planning process in manufacturing firms influences
their performance. Pearce, Freeman and Robinson (1987) confirm this finding in relation
to small firms. However, whilst a direct association between the impact of a strategie
planning process and performance can not be established beyond doubt in thèse studies. it
can be argued that the process of strategie planning is beneficiai to firms in identifying
the broader issues - Schwenk and Shrader (1993). Furthermore, the literature emphasises
the benefits of a strategie planning process, which enable a firm to gain insights about its
customers and identified/evaluated unique market opportunities- Deschamps (1996).
From tables 3.3 and 3.4, it is clear that the majority of studies are carried out to examine
the association between strategie planning and financial performance. In more récent
years studies have focused on examining the relationship between strategie planning
process and several dimensions of performance.

3.3.3

Studies showing a positive association between strategie planning and a
mixture of financial and non financial performance measures

In the late 1980s, Ranumujam and Venkairaman (1987) found that a broad range of
strategie planning characteristics are associated with planning effectiveness measured
using financial and non-fmancial criteria. In the 1990s, the number of studies on the
association between strategie planning and a mixture of financial/non financial measures
in SMEs increased. The findings of thèse studies are summarised in table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Suminary of multi dimensional studies showing positive findings on performance
Study

Sample Typt

Stratégie planning /process measures

Performance measures

Kargar and
Parnell(l996)

47 Small
banks

use of planning characteristics;- internai
and externat orientation, functional '
intégration, resources for strategy, and
planning techniques,
and a focus on control

satisfaction with
financial outeome
organisational
crèativity in planning

findings showed a link between 7
strategie planning characteristics
and planning satisfaction
' '
. ¿ffectiveness ,
•.

emphasis on regular stratégie planning,
written plans and the involvement of
top management

profitability
marketing/product mix
industry leadership décision making .',
commun ication/unity
motivation'

completìon of strategie planning is
positively associât ed with profitability

301 Small
Joyce, Seaman
and Woods(I995) firms

emphasis on stratégie planning,
planning, informational strategy, and
evolutionary strategy

short terrn growth
încrease tn staff numbers
investment in new
technology

foiind that 'strategie' firms afe more likely to . '
grow and. nave increased employment,
increased investment in
•
- ,
in new technology andgreater innovation success

Roper(1997)

emphasis on introducing new producís
expanding into new export markets,
quality, MIS, consensúa! management
centralising control or ownership ,

growth, '
profitability

Degree of officer involvement,
communication methods, degree of formai
planning and the collection of information
and time spent on planning

service and quality
improvément, changes
in productivity and
market share

Baker et al
(1993)

Naffziger and
Mueller(1999)

194 Small
firms

703 Small
firms

71 Small
firms

1

Findings

v

*

;

significant link between stratégie initiatives and
àsset utilisatiön/profitability but nb évidence
bf a link between strategie initiatives . and their turnover to àsset ratio.
*
5

;
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High degree of satisfaction on the use of strategie
planning based on the performance measures.

Using broadly similar strategie planning characteristics to Ramanujam and Venkatraman
(1987), Kargar and Farne II (1996) found that seven planning process characteristics are
associated with organisational/financial performance. Baker et al (1993), Joyce, Seaman
and Woods (1995), Roper (1997) and Naffziger and Mueller (1999) also found a degree
of association between strategie planning and performance. Each study with the exception
of Baker et al, uses a mixture of financial and non fmancial performance measures. It is.
therefore, possible to conclude that a broad range of planning process characteristics are
relevant to SMEs and that they can be used to achieve performance in ternis of financial
and non-financial measures. This conclusion is also applicable to large firms as shown by
Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987).
Sexton and Van Auken (1985) indicate that strategie planning processes play a significant
rôle in the performance of firms, but they caution that small firms in general, use strategie
planning process in a temporary and erratic way. While planning is no guarantee that
success will be acKieved, there is some évidence that non-strategic planning firms achieve
less progress that other firms - Ackelsberg and Arlow (1985). Concern on the problems
that arise from the lack'of a strategie planning process such as the underestimation of the
capability of competitors is mentioned by Whipp et al (1989) and Anderson and
Dunkelberg (\993).

The studies in table 3.5 show the detailed criteria used by both large firms and SMEs in
both strategie planning and organisational performance. For example, Ramanujam and
Venkatraman (1987) identìfy trends in the design and use of strategie planning Systems
under the following headings:
• the fulfilment of planning objectives
• general trends in planning
• key planning issues and functional emphasis
• the use of planning techniques and the rôles of the planning system
They measure organisational performance using the following multiple indicators:
• sales growth
/

• net income growth
• return on investment and market share changes
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Whilst the study identifies a link between the planning process and performance, it also
establishes the following planning process principles for high performing firms:
• resource commitment for the strategie planning process
• line staff commitment
• retrospection by considering internai capabilities
• functional integration
• the involvement of a trade-off between creativity and control

Kargar and Parnell (1996) examine the impact of the emphasis on seven characteristics
of the strategie planning process on organisational performance. The planning process
characteristics used are:
• internai and extemal orientation
• external orientation
• functional integration
• key personnel involvement
• the use of analytical techniques
• creativity in planning
• a focus on control

Roper (1997) investigates the impact of strategie planning processes on organisational
performance by measuring the degree of emphasis on the following characteristics:
• the considération of improved products and new markets
• the introduction of quality Systems and new information systems
• moves to centralise control or ownership
•jnoves to more consensual managerial styles
• moves to more hiérarchie or directive managerial styles

Roper (1997) concludes that firms with broader development objectives, new produci
development, export market development, and moves towards a more consensual
managerial approach, achieve enhanced profitability, increased growth and asset
utilisation.
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3.3.4

Analyste of existing studies

From tables 3.3 to 3.5, it can be seen that a limited number of studies have been carried
out examining the relationship between strategie planning and performance. The majority
of the srudies carried out to-date are uni-dimensional and examine the association
between strategie planning and financial performance. These studies mainly characterise
firms in the rôles of planners or non planners, formal planners and informal planners - all
of whichare arbitrary classifications. Yet even when studies use the same classification,
the results vary enormously. For example, in the banking sector, a study by Robinson and
Pearce (1983) found no association between formal planning and financial performance,
whereas in the same sector, both Wood and LaForge (1979) and Sapp and Seiler (1981)
found that strategie planning is associated with better fmancial performance.

However, all the multi-dimensional studies carried out to-date indicate a positive
association between strategie planning and performance assessed by non financial as well
as financial measures. Interestingly, the timing of the multi dimensionai studies coincides
with high profile work carried out on multi dimensionai performance measurement
Systems in the 1990's: Filzgerald et al (1991). Cross and Lynch (1992). Kaplan and
Norton (1992), Brown and Laverick (1994) which propound the use of non financial as
well as financial measures of performance. Studies carried out by Kargar and Parnell
(1996), Joyce, Seaman and Woods (1996) and Roper (1997) confimi the use of several
performance measures in small firms.

3.4

Inferring the characteristics of the strategie planning process

Section 3.1 provides a sélection of the définitions of strategie planning and outlines that
there is no one accepted définition. Not surprisingly, there is no commonly accepted
catégorisation of the characteristics of the strategie planning process. The planning
process characteristics for this study are based on a review of the most récent studies that
tested a number of constructs. It is also necessary to determine a séries of attributes to
infer the various characteristics of the strategie planning process. Inferring the
characteristics of the strategie planning process has a number of advantages. Firstly, it
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addresses the reluctance of firms to reveal their strategie plan, which on occasions could
be awaiting Implementation. Secondly, it ensures that the interprétation of the strategie
plan is not based totally on the Statements of senior managers who may have said one
thing but behaved otherwise - Burgelman and Rosenbloom (1989, p. 19). This often leads
to an incorrect assignment of strategie behaviour on the basis of verbal testimony Kotier, (1982). Finally, it confirms the importance of each characteristic based on the
degree of perceived emphasis on each of their attributes.

3.4.1 Existing studies on the characteristics of the strategie planning process

The processes involved in the formulation and deployment of a strategie plan are criticai
influences on it's content Ghobadian (1993). Accordingly, this study concentrâtes on.the
impact of a number of strategie planning characteristics that are seen as crucial in the
achievement of organisational performance. This represents an attempt to devise a
rational process for the formulation of strategie plans. Ghobadian (1993) argues that this
process is based on a prédominant 'domain of action' which is either extemal or internai
in orientation. Other authors broaden the 'domain of action' to include functional
integration, the use of analytical techniques, creativity and resources for strategie
planning - Ramanujan! et al (1986), Ramanujan! and Venkatraman (1987), Veliyath and
Shortell ( 1993) and Kargar and Parnell ( 1996).

Each of thèse studies are considered briefly in the following sections.

Ramanujam, Venkatraman and Camillus (1986) is one of the first studies to recognise
the multidimensional nature of the strategie planning process. It identifies the following
seven key characteristics of this process based on their effectiveness as demonstrated by
previous studies:
• Systems capability
• the use of techniques
• attention to internai and extemal facets
• functional coverage
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• resources provided for planning
• the degree of résistance to planning

The study develops a multiple criteria of .effectiveness based on organisational
effectiveness and performance relative to compétition. A number of attributes are also
determined in relation to both planning process characteristics and performance
perception. The study, which was carried out on Fortune 500 companies, indicates that
the key characteristics of strategie planning are Systems capability, resources provided
for planning and functional coverage. Whilst the study relates to large firms, it provides a
useful basis for the considération of similar characteristics in SMEs. Table 3.6 outlines
the characteristics and their attributes, of both the strategie planning process and the
perceptions of performance used.
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Table 3.6 Characteristics and attributes of the strategie planning process and perceived performance
developed by Ramanujan! et al (1986)

Characteristics ,

Attributes

External Orientatìon -

Monitoring environmerital trends.

Internal Environment

Internai capabilities,"past performance and reasons for pàst faìlures.

Functiona) Integration

Marketing function, operations and manufacturing functions, finance function
personnel function, purchasing and procurement function, research and " '
development, technology, computers and management information systems.

Use of techniques

Portfolio planning, PIMS modeís,financia!models, zero based budgeting,
value-based planning, project management techniques, stakeholder analysìs,
scenarios/delphi techniques, and forecasting/trend analysìs..

Resources for planning -The number of planners,time spent by the CEO and the involvement of
staff managers in planning; and resourcès provided for planning.
Resistance to planning

The overall emphasis on strategie planning, involvement of line managers in
strategie planning, resistance to planning in general, and threats to the
continuation of strategie planning.

Systems Capability

The ability to anticipate surprises and crises,flexibilityto adapt to unanticipated
changes, valué as a mechanism for identifying new opportunities, role in
identifying key problem áreas, valué as a tool for managerial motivation,
capacity to generate new ideas, ability to communicate top
management's expectations down the line, valué as a tool for management
contro], capacity to foster organisational leaming, ability to communicate
line management's concems to top management, value as a
mechanism for integrating diverse functions and operations and value as a
basis for enhancing innovai ion.

Performance
Characteristics

Attributes

Organisational
Effectiveness

Organisational effectiveness predicting future trends, evalùating altematives
based on more relevant information, avoiding problem areas, enhancing
managerial development, improvement in the short terni and improvement
in the long terni.

Performance relative
to competition

Growth in sales, growth in earnings, changes in market share and return on
investment.

Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987) sought to establish the link betvveen the
characteristics of the strategie planning process and organisational performance. The
study isolated the significant différences between high and low performing companies
using data from 207 large North American Corporations. Although the titles of the
characteristics differ from the Ramanujam et al study, their attributes have distinct
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similarities. The results of the study indicate that the following six characteristics of the
strategie planning process are associated with organisational performance:
• resource commitment
• line-staff commitment
• internai capabilities
• functional integration
• the use of analytical techniques
• a balance between creativity and control
Performance is evaluated with regard to the fìrms' competitors, which is seen as more
relevant than using arbitrary financial return parameters. Table 3.7 outlines the
characteristics and their attributes used in the study.
Table 3.7 Characteristics and attributes of the strategie planning process and perceived performance
developed by Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987)
Characteristics
Fulfilment of
planning objectives

Attributes-

•

-.

Improvement in long terni performance, ühprovement in short terni performance, predicting future trends and enhancing management
• development.

General trends :
in planning

Resources provided for strategie planning, number of planners, time spent
by the Chief Executive in planning, involvement of staff managers in the annual
planning exercise and consistency between strategie plans and budgets.

Key planning issues/
functional emphasis

Past performance, reasons for past failures, diversification opportunities,
customer-end user preferences, operations/raanufacturing function, research
and development/technology function and computer/MIS.

Use of planning
techniques

Forecasting and trend analysis by reference to the use of nine popular planning
techniques - portfolio models, PÍMS model, financial models, zero based
budgeting, value based planning, project management techniques such as PERT,
stockholder analysis and forecasting and trend analysis.

Rôles of the planning

Ability to anticipate surprises, flexibility to adapt to anticipated changes, a
mechanism for identifying new business opportunities, the generation of new
ideas, a tool for management control, a means of fostering organisational
learning and a basis for enhancing innovation.

Performance
Characteristics

Attributes

Performance

Sales growth, net income growth, return on investment and market share changes.
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Veliyath and Sfwrtell's (1993) study involves large firms and identifies the following
key characteristics of the strategie planning process:
• planning implementation which includes an assumption that internai organisational
strategie processes represent a managerial choice response to extemal
environmental conditions
•

key personnel involvement including a cross functional approach

•

staff planning assistance including resources for planning

•

innovativeness of strategie plans

Table 3.8 outlines the characteristics deployed in this study and their respective attributes.

Table 3.8 Characteristics and attributes of the strategie planning process developed by Veliyath and
Shorteti (1993)

Characteristics

Attributes

Planning implementation .

strategic planning needs to become formalised and disciplined
Strategy implementation plans are well developed
Strategic planning process would benefit from more
invotvement of the department directors/heads.

Market research

Ability to perform or obtain market research is good
Ability to perform or obtain market research information
needs to be strengthenéd.

Key personnel involvement

Involvement of line management staff and the
involvement of board members.

Staff planning assistance

Involvement of staff at all levéis within the fírm.

Innovativeness

Increased degree of innovation compared to previous
procésses and compared with competitors.

Kargar and Parnell (1996) prior to their investigation of the association between
strategic planning and organisational performance in small banks, evaluate the previous
studies carried out on large firms by Ramanujam et ai (1986), Ramanujam and
Venkatraman (1987) and Veliyath and Shortell (1993).They dérive characteristics broadly
similar to those derived by Ramanujam et al (1986) but add a further characteristic - a
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focus on strategy as an instrument of control. Table 3.9 outlines the characteristics and
their attributes derived by Kargar and Parneli (1996). •
Table 3.9 Characteristics and attributes of the stratégie planning process developed by Kargar and
Parneli (1996)

Characteristics

Attributes

.

\

Esternal Environment Analysis of inyestment opportunities, analysis of deposit opportunities,
analysis óf competition, market research ánd analysis. . . .
Internai Environment.

Perceived degree of attention to customer services, efficieney of the operations
process, attracting andretaininghigh quality employees, analysis of financia!
strengths and weaknesses.

Functional Intégration

Perceived degree of emphasis accorded to functional involvement, co-ordinatior
and integration, marketing,financefunction and personnel functions.

Use of techniques

Portfolio analysis techniques,finaricialmodels, forecasting and trend analysis.

Resources for planning Number of planners, time spent by the Chief Executive in strategic planníng,
involvement of staff managers in planníng, involvement of board members in
planning.
Systems Capability
or Creativity

Ability to anticípate surprises and crises,fiexibilityto adapt to unanticipated
changes valué as a mechanism for identifying new opportunities, role in
identifying key problem áreas, valué as a tool for manageríal motivation,
capacity to genérate new ideas, ability to communicate top management's
expectations down the line.

Focus on Control

Valué as a tool for management control, ability to communicate management's
concerns down the line and staff concerns to management, valué as tool for
managerial motivation, capacity to foster organisational learning, valué as a
mechanism for integrating diverse functions and operations, monitoring and
controlling the implementation of the bank's strategy, valué as a basis for
enhancing innovation, using múltiple financia!/ nonfinancia!control measures,
using control measures to monitor performance and having control systems
to revise current plans.

Performance is evaluated by deploying the perception of the degree of satisfaction
with financial performance and organisational effectiveness as shown in table 3.10.
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Table 3.10 Characteristics and attributes of the performance in dica tors developed by Kargar and
Parnell (1996).
Performance
Indicators'

Attributes •> .

.

,

' .

frénds.ermancmg.manageriàl-dèvelo
ir
Financial Performance .Predicting future
short temi.peifc^ance,improvément in long terni performance, direct impaci
on Rilanciai performance. '
Organisational.
Effectiveness

Improving ability to evaluate alternatives, improving ability.to avoid'mistakes
and improving the budget process..
. . . . .
.

The study confìrms a positive association between the seven characteristics of strategie
planning and organisational performance in small firms. This study is very important as it
uses characteristics tested in larger firms and confìrms their applicability to smaller firms.

3.4.2

Analysis of existing studies

The analysis of existing studies outlines a number of characteristics of the strategie
planning process that have been tested in larger firms - Ramanujam et al (1986),
Ramunajam and Venkatraman (1987) and Veliyath and Shortell (1993). In addition, the
study by Kargar and Parnell (1996) confìrms the relevance of many of these
characteristics to small firms. In analysing previous studies to ascertain their applicability
to SMEs, it is necessary to derive the common thèmes or characteristics. Common thèmes
are useful to obtain a directional steer - Dess and Davis (1984). A summary of the
characteristics of a strategie planning process is outlined in table 3.11.
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Table 3.11 Summary of the characterîstics of the stratégie planning process used in previous studies
Ra manu ja m and Veliyath and Sh orteil Kargarand Parnell
Venkatramanv,.
1993
•
1996
1987
.

• ^^^--i^
Studies >
•ÇharactensMcs^-*^,^

Ra manu jara,
Venkatraraaa
and Camillus
1986

"(1) External Environment

Yes

Yes

Yes

(2) Internai Environment

Yes

Yes

* Yes

Yes

(3) FunctionaJ Intégration

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(4) Use ofanalytical techniques Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes'"-"

Yes

.Yes"

•.

-

-*

(5). Resources for the stratégie ;.
planning process
Yes

;

-.

• Yes

(6) Systems capability/creativity Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(7) Résistance to planning

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

" (8) Focus on control "

Yes
Yes (part of6)

" Yes(partof6)

-

.

Table 3.11 indicates that the key áreas identified by the.literature with respect to the
characteristics of the strategic planning process are similar to the characteristics derived
by Kargar and Parnell (1996). Each of these characteristics are discussed briefly in the
following sections.

The external environment represents the competitive arena in which the firm operates
and includes all the external influences that impact on a firm from its external
stakeholders - Hegarty and Uoffman (1987). The external environment can be considered
in the context of economic. política!, technological. social and cultural factors which
inevitably increase its complexity - Andrews (1971), and Mintiherg (1994). This
approach includes a vast number of factors that could potentially influence the future
performance of the firm - Schwartz (1991), and Thompson (1993). In any event. many of
the external factors are outside the immediate control of management- Bourgeois (i 996).
In brief, the external environment includes 'the sum total of all the forces that affect a
company's actions'- De Geus.(\991, p.35).
The importance of the external environment varíes, depending on whether the firm
operates in a stable or turbulent market. The more complex or dynamic the environment,
the greater the degree of uncertainty - Duncan (1972). Consequently, in a dynamic
market, greater emphasis is given to the extemal environment.
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However, greater attention does not mean that the costs involved in adapting to external
environment conditions should be allowed to outweigh the potential benefits

-

Frederickson and Mitchell (1984). The importance of the external environment to SMEs
is stressed by Covin and Slevin (1989), who state that:
'general economic conditions as well as fiscal and regulatory influences are commonly
acknowledged as déterminants of small firm création and success \
The conséquences of not concentrating on the external environment are exemplified in a
study by Storey et al (1987), which indicates that slow growth SMEs tend to have little
understanding of the external environment and of their competitors. However, while the
literature shows that the external environment is vital to the success of firms, many SMEs
have difficulties achieving the appropriate awareness and analysis of it. The key aspects
of the external environment are arguably 'uncertainty', 'awareness of the environment',
and 'forecasting competitor actions'. 'Uncertainty' is a key factor in the external
environment, often influenced by the rapid technological and politicai changes - Lawrence and Lorsch (1967). 1t can be.argued that uncertainty cannot effectively be dealt
with in the absence of a process that assists SMEs in the diagnosis of its potential impact
- Ansoff (1969), Gibb and Scott (1986), Stacey (1993), Thompson (1996) and De Gens
(1997).
It is undoubtedly for the reasons outlined earlier in this paragraph, that the literature
highlights the need for firms to be aware of the external environment- Mills and Friesen
(1992). 'Awareness' can be increased by using secondary data as well as direct contact
with customers and suppliers - Easterby-Smith ( 1990), Mills and Friesen ( 1992).
Research carried out by Royal DutchJShell cited in De Geus (1997) confirms that long
surviving.companies tend to monitor the external environment for indications of change
and use the findings to avert any impending crises. To ensure a greater awareness of the
environment, it is suggested that firms consider the assignment of staff to continually
monitor it - Fahey and King (1977), Thomas (1980), Porter (1980). De Geus (1997.p.59)
• suggests that:
'planners must go out imo the wide world. Once out there, they have to look back at
their company and ask themselves the question what relevance could the driving forces
that we see externally, have for the more limited world of their own company and
industry? '.
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However, it can be argued that few SMEs have the resources for such an approach which
means that SMEs need to have more effective means of assessing their external
envirpnment - Pettigrew and Whipp (1991). The literature suggests that firms should at
least consider their competitore - their products, cost structures and motives, as well as
how they view oihers in their market - Porter and Spence (1982). Porter (1980, p.88)
encapsulâtes the competitive nature of the market place by stating that 'the outcome of a
competitive move by one fìrm dépends at least to some extent on the reactions of its
rivais'. To enable the attributes of the external environment ' characteristic to be
determined, the following studies are examined: Miller and Friesen (1982) and
Fiegenbaum, Hart'and Schendel (1996). However, none of these models are tested in
SMEs. Briefly, Miller and Friesen (1982), use three attributes to assess the external
environment:
• heterogeneity (the number and diversity of external factors)
• dynamism (unpredictability and rate of change in the heterogeneity factors)
• hostility (threats from increased compétition and reduced markets)

Fiegenbaum, Hart and Schendel (1996) refer to the external environment attributes as
'competitor needs', 'customer needs' and 'stakeholders needs'.

Only one of the models outlined in section 3.3.3 is tested in a study of SMEs - Kargar
and Parnell (1996). Attributes of external orientation similar to those used by Kargar and
Parnell (1996) are well documented in the literature. In addition, preliminary discussions
with S M E Managing Directors confimi that these attributes are relevant to SMEs and are
easily understood. Accordingly, the following attributes are used in the survey instrument
in this study:
• general economie and business conditions (opportunities)
• regulatory and Government issues
• analysis of current competitive position and trends (compétition)
• technological trends and capabilities
• customer trends
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The internal environ ment refers to the degree of orientation towards internai factors
such as organisational strengths/weaknesses and the actions necessary to meet the firm's
objectives and goals. A n internai environment assessment is like a 'situation audit' as it
considers the internal capabilities to ensure 'common mind sets', efficiency of operating
Systems and the reasons for past failures - Ramanujam et al (1986). In the late 1980s and
early 1990s the thinking changed'to include the internal orientation as an important
source of competitive advantage - Hamel and Prahalad (1994), Barney (1991). Porter
(1990) stresses the need for effective internai orientation to enable 'clear trade offs and
strategie cholees' to be made and to ensure that pace is kept with the firm's extemal
orientation. The importance of keeping pace with the internal environment is
encapsulated by Fombrun (1992) when he states that:
'firms

fail because their internai features generate inertia and momentum that seduce
managers io opt for the status quo, favouring established directions that proved
successful in the past, because their activities embed them in business communities that
shield them from the wider environment '.

The attributes outlined in thèse studies (see section 3.4.1) show a degree of commonalty.
For example, capability and past performance. The Kargar and Pamell attributes are
used in a study of small firms and enconipass the attributes used in other studies.
Accordingly, the following attributes are used in this study:
• past performance of the firm
• strengths and weaknesses in current products/services
• strengths and weaknesses in marketing
• strengths and weaknesses in general managerial ability
• strengths and weaknesses in human resources
• financial strengths and weaknesses
• diagnostic assessment of past failures or performance shortfalls
Following the exploratory interviews, the construct 'internai orientation', was re-titled
'Attention to product delivery' in the survey instrument (question 17). This was seen as
more appropriate to SMEs.

Functional integration refers to the effective integration of différent functional areas
needed to achieve an integrated and co-ordinated approach for competitive advantage.
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This means the minimisation of organisational boundaries which are described by Butler
(1991) as 'abstractions'. Kanter (1990, p.9) refers to functional integration as being
essential for effectiveness:
'Thinking across boundaries, or integrative thinking, is the ultimate entrepreneurial
act...Call it holistic thinking. To see problems and opportunities integratively, is to see
them as wholes related to larger wholes... . Blurring boundaries and challenging the
categories permits new possibilities to emerge, like twisting a kaleidoscope to see the
endless patterns that can be created from the same set of fragments'.
Champy (1995) agrees and further qualifies Kanter's contention by referring to functional
integration as essential for an external customer focus. It follows that a functional
approach enables a sustained advantage to be achieved or retained, adding value by 'the
assembly'of tasks and the way that each one relates to another'- Champy (1995. p. 112).
This is encapsulated by Porter (1987) who states that 'corporate strategy is what makes
the corporate whole add up to more than the sum of its business unit parts'. In reality,
•
functional integration is carried out in most organisations through teams and project
management. The literature is clear on the benefits of functional integration in larger
firms. Womack and Jones (1994) state that:
'by eliminating unnecessary steps, aligning all steps in an activity in a continuous flow,
recombining labour into cross-functional teams dedicated to that activity, and
continually striving for improvement, lean companies can develop, produce, and
distribute products with half or less the human effort, space, tools, time and overall
expense. They can also become vastly more flexible and responsive to customer desires'.
Cross functional integration also leads to greater flexibility in meeting customer needs, as
argued by Hirschhorn and Gilmore (1992) when they state that:
'one of the premier challenges of 'leaders' is to design more flexible organisations.
Companies are replacing vertical hierarchies with horizontal networks; linking together
traditional functions through inter-functional teams; and forming strategic alliances with
suppliers, customers, and even competitors'.
However, examples of functional integration in the literature relate mainly to large firms.
This is not surprising as SMEs generally do not divide tasks to the same extent as larger
firms. The existing literature indicates that functional integration as part of the strategic
planning process is positively associated with enhanced performance in large firms Ramanajum and Venkatraman (1987), Ramanujam et al (1986), Hammer (1990). The
importance of functional integration in small firms is confirmed by Kargar and Parnell
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(1996). It should be noted that the author was unable to find another study which
confirms the importance of functional integration in SMEs. Consequently. testing this
characteristic in SMEs provides a new insight. Previous studies by Ramanujam et al
(1986), Kargar and Parnell (1996) and Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987) have used
specific functions as attributes such as the marketing function and so on. However, as
outlined earlier, the majority of studies concentrate on larger firms, which tend to have
formai functional démarcations, whereas in SMEs a number of functions are often
performed by a limited number of personnel. The exploratory group suggested that to
ensure applicability to SMEs, functional intergration should be measured according to the
degree of emphasis on the understanding of ali the functions of the firm by employées,
rather than on the degree of emphasis given to individuai functions. Accordingly. the
following attributes are used in this study:
• understanding of ali functions of the firm by employées
• cross functional support
• functional co-ordination
• efforts to achieve functional agreement

Following the exploratory interviews the construct 'functional integration" was re-titled
'departmental co-operation' in the survey instrument (question 19). which was seen as
more appropriate to SMEs

The use of analytical techniques refers to the use of techniques, concepts and models
such as financial models, zero based budgeting. stakeholder analysis. scenarios/delphi
techniques and forecasting/trend analysis as part of the strategie planning process Ramanujam et al (1986), Kargar and Parnell (1996). In earlier years when the business
environment was not as complex as today, analytical techniques were seen as
cumbersome and unnecessary - Hoyes and Abernathy (1980). This view has changed
dramatically and a range of techniques are now considered essential, particularly in
turbulent environmental conditions- De Geus (1997).
The use of analytical techniques receives a mixed reception in the literature. In a study
conducted by Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987), the use of techniques is not
associated with better performance; whereas in a review of studies examining the
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association between strategie planning and performance, Wortman (1986) suggests that
the more complex issues couid only be addressed by using sophisticated Statistical
techniques. Another view is given by Hayes and Abernathy (1980), who state that a
reliance on techniques and principies can do more harm than good and in fact lead to a
loss of competitiveness. It can be argued that the knowledge of techniques, models and
concepts may not confer any long terni advantage on any S M E over other firms using
similar approaches.
Many of the attributes of this characteristic outlined in the literature are arguably more
suited to larger firms than SMEs. Accordingly, rather than refer to the degree of emphasis
on specific techniques, this study seeks to ascertain the emphasis on :
• the use of analytical techniques
• the ability to use techniques
• the willingness to use external assistance to apply such techniques (question
21)
This approach ensures that the questions are relevant to SMEs and are easily
understood.

Resources for the strategie planning process refers io the means by which the strategie
pian is deployed - King and Cieland ( 1979). Steiner ( 1979), Hamel and Prahalad ( 1994).
Specific resources include the physical and financial resources and the involvement of the
chief executive, top management and line managers - Ramanujan! et al (1986); Kargar
and Parneìl (1996). The role of the chief executive is seen as crucial as well as symbolic
in the strategie planning process - Collins and Moore (1970), Lorange (1980) and
Bracker et al (1988J. However, in reality many managing directors tend to gel embroiled
in 'operational' rather than "strategie' matters. This is confirmed by Koch and Goddcn
(1996, p. 84-85) who cite a Booi-Allen and Hamilton survey which indícales that the
'overwhelming amount of time was spent internally\ with senior managers spending
'about 60% of their time on internal matters', mostly reacting to past events 'usually
things that have gone wrong ',
The role of line management is also seen as criticai in the attainment of competitive
advantage - Thomas et al (1991), Chan (1993). This implies that line management must
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be conversant with the dynamics, opportunities and threats present in the competitive
environment to ensure an effective strategic planning process - Thompson (1993). The
literature also emphasises the need for the involvement of operational staff in the strategic
planning process- Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987) and Veliyath and Shortell
(1993). In conclusión, it isno surprise that the literature provides a sound basis for the
attributes of resources for the strategic planning process based on the involvement and
commitment of the managing director, management and staff. Kargar and Parnell (1996)
stress the involvement of the Board of Directors of the firm. However, as many SMEs do
not have a Board of Directors, this attribute was considered inappropriate for this study.
Accordingly, this characteristic includes the degree of emphasis on the:
• time spent by the Managing Director
• involvement of line managers
• involvement of consultants
• the availability of relevant and adequate information from available sources
• other physical and fmancial resources
• involvement of ad hoc working groups
Following the expioratory interviews the construct 'resources for planning' was re-titled
'employee involvement* in the survey instrument (question 20), which was seen as more
appropriate to SMEs.

Systems capability/crcativity refers to how the iirm anticipates and prepares to meet
potential threats and opportunities. It refers to the ability to perceive or discover new and
better ways to compete- Poner (1990). To remain at the forefront of business, companies
need new thinking in addition to creativity. De Geus (1997, p.22) comments that 'unless
companies accelerate the rale at which they leam, their primary assets will stagnate and
their competitors will outpace them'. The importance of new thinking is also shown by
Tushman and Nadier (1986, p.74) when they state that:
'in today 's business environment, there is no executive task more vital and demanding
than that of sustaincd management of innovation and change... to compete in this everchanging environment, companies must créate new producís, services and processes; to
domínate they must adopt innovation as a way of corporate Ufe'.
Similar points are made by Sexton andBowman-Upton (1991) and Atkinson et al (1997).
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Yet the literature indicates that many firms stili believe that their existing ways and
processes are sufficient for the next decade:
'a pattern emphasised ..is the degree to which powerful competitors not only resisi
innovative threats, but actually resisi ail efforts to understand them, preferring to further
entrench their positions in the older products - Utterback cited in Peters (1997 p.78).
Systems capability/creativity enables SMEs to have greater 'flexibility, a higher ability
to adapt and improve and less difficulty in accepting and implementing change 'Dama'npour (1992). This is facilitated by the flexible internai Systems of SMEs and the
absence of bureaucratie constraints - Acs and Audretsch (1988), Rothwell and Dodgson
(1991). SMEs are renowned for their creativity and new product development- Storey
(1994), Barkham et al (1996) and Acs and Audretch (1988). However, many SMEs stili
fail to see the opportunities and advantages that are open to them, such as the flexibility
of customising products to the requirements of the consumer, an advantage adopted by
larger firms - Kotler (1989). Their failure to take such opportunities is paraphrased in
Peters (1997, p.91) as 'you miss 100 percent of the shots you don't take'. Failure to
pursue a creativity approach is summed up by Hamel and Prahalad (1994) as the route to
becoming 'a laggard'. It is no surprise that Systems capability/creativity is vital, to enable
SMEs to face increased risks and achieve greater compétence - Buzzeil and Gale (1987),
Roper (1997). It also enables SMEs to achieve an enhanced ability to react positively to
crises, which is centrai to growth and success - Smallbone et al (1993).
The attributes of this characteristic for this study are based on the previousiy tested
construct by Ka'rgar and Parnell (1996) in small firms. Accordingly. this characteristic
includes the degree of emphasis on the:
• ability to cope with surprises/crises/threats
• flexibility to adapt to unanticipated changes
• ability to identify new opportunities
• role in identifying key problem areas
• capacity to generate new ideas
• capacity to generate and evaluate a number of strategie alternatives
• anticipation and avoidance of barriers to strategy implementation
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Following the exploratory interviews the construct heading 'systems capability or
creativity' was changed to 'staff creativity' in the survey instrurnent(question 22), which
was seen as more appropriate to SMEs.

Focus on control relates to the on-going process of measuring qualitátive as well as
quantitative aspects in both the internal and external environments. Goold (1991) states
that control helps in the co-ordination and amendment of the strategic plan as well as
being a motivating factor. In a joint article Goold and Quinn (1993) state:
'Research that we have carried out with over 50 compontes in the UK, USA, Europe and
Japan has convinced us that, for strategic planning to he worthwhile, companies musí
establish some form of strategic control process '.
Section 3.3 indicates that there is no consistent listing of attributes for this characteristic
and only one study treats 'focus on control' as a sepárate characteristic - Kargar and
Parnell (1996) (see table 3.11). A discussion on this characteristic during exploratory
interviews with S M E Managing Directors indicated that many of the attributes used by
Kargar and Parnell are relevant to SMEs. However, some concern was expressed that the
number of attributes give undue weight to this in comparison to other characteristics. The
number of attributes are therefore reduced to include only those considered most
appropriate to SMEs. Accordingly this characteristic is assessed on the degree of
emphasis on the:
• valué of the strategic plan as a control mechanism
• ability to communicate management thinking down the line
• ability to communicate staff thinking up the line
• valué of a strategic plan as a control technique for monitoring performance
• valué of a strategic plan as a mechanism for revising current strategy
• valué of a strategic plan as a mechanism for managerial motivation
• valué of a strategic plan as a mechanism for integrating functions
Following the exploratory interviews the construct 'focus on control' was changed to
'strategy - a control mechanism' in the survey instrument(question 23), which was seen
as more appropriate to SMEs.
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3.4.3

Strategie planning process characteristics - a summary

The characteristics of the strategie planning process together with their attributes derived in
this chapter are surnrnarised in table 3.12.
Table 3.12 Summary of the attributes of the strategie planning process characteristics
Characteristic

Attributes

Literature Source
;

Hegarty and Hoffman (19&7), Miles and Snow (1978) .
"Attention to . General économie and business «
conditions, rcguIatory/Govemment
Market Place
' Aldrich (1979), Fatiey Wd~King(1977), Keegan (1974)
regulatoiy/Govemment...
and
. Thomas (1980), Ramanajum et al (1986),
Customer . , - compétitive positîon/trends
Veliyath and Shortell (1993), Andrews (1971). Stacey
technologicaj trends_and capabilities- (1993), Porter (1.980), Miller and Friesen (1982), Fiegenbaum,
Requirements
customer trends/other
Hart and Schendel (1996), Ramanujam and Venkatraman .
(1987) and Kargar and Pamell (1996).
Attention to ; \
Product Delivery

Past performance ofthefirm .
strengths and weaknesses in '
-current products/services
-marketing
-gênerai irianagerialability
-human résources/financial
- .
- diagnosis of past faiJures

Ramanujam et al (1986), Grant and King (1982),King and- ;
Cleland (1979), Lorange arid Vancil (1977) Stevenson (1976),
Steiner (1979), Camillus and Venkatraman (1984), Ramanujam
' and Venkatraman(1987), Pascale (1984), Kargar and Pamell
(1996) ,

Departmental
Co-operation,

Understandingof ail functions
functional co-ordinauon.
cross functional support •
functional agreement efforts

Snow and Hrebriniak (1980), Hin, Ireland and Palia (1982),
Hirt, Ireland and Stadter (1982),.Lorange (1980), Ramanujam
et al. (1986), Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987),

Resources for
Strategy

Involvement of staff
time spent by CEO
involvement of staff
managers

King and Cleland (1979), Steiner (1979) Westley and Mintzberg
(1989), Guth and MacMillan (1986), Mintzberg (1990), Rhyne
(1986) , Wooldridge and Ftoyd (1990), Burgelman (1984),
Quinn (1985), Ramanujam et al (1986) Ramanujam and
Venkatraman (1976), Mintzberg et al. (1976) Wall and Wall
(1985), Govindrajan (1986). Ramanujam and Venkatraman
(1987) Veliyath and Shortell (1993) and Kargar and Pamell
(1996)

Structured
Approach Analylical
Techniques

Use of techniques
ability to use techniques
intemally
use of extemal assistance

Quinn (1980), Schwenk (1984), Grant and King (1982), Hofer
and Schendel (1978), Hax and Majluf (1984) Ramanujam and
Venkatraman (1987), Ramanujam et al (1986), Frederickson
(1984) and Kargar and Parncll (1996).

Staff Creativity

Anticipâte surprises and crises
flexibility to adapt
identify opportunities and key
problem areas
gencrate new ideas
generate/evaluate alternatives
antïcipate/avoid bam'ers to
strategy implementation

Ramanujam and Ventraman (1987), Camillus (1975), Lorange
and Vancil (1977), King and Cleland (1979), Greenley (1986) ,
Shank, Niblock and Sandall (1973), Miles and Snow
(1978), Segev (1989) and King (1983), Ramamujam et al
(1986), Kargar and Pamell (1996).

Strategy- A
Control
Mechanism

Value as a control mechanism
communication downwards
communication upwards
monitoring technique
mechanism for revising
current strategy, managerial
motivation and intégration of
functions '

Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987), Goold (1991),
Ramanujam et al (1986) and Kargar and Pamell (1996)
Lorange (1988)
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Table 3.13 compares the attributes deployed in this study, with the attributes used by Kargar
and Parnell (1996).
Table 3.13 The characteristics of strategie planning deployed by Kargar and Parnell (1996) compared
with the construits of this study
Ctaaracteriític

' Attributes àsed by
KargaraDdPaniell' •

Externa!
Environment

analysis of ;
investment opportunities ,.
depbsits opportunities" .
• compétition,

. Internal
Environment* -

Proposed Attributes

'

General economic and.
; business conditions, technological trends and
capabilities',- custómer trends,
perforining Market Research -

past" performance •
„ Similar attributes as
strengths/weaknesses - Kargar and Pamell
in currenfproducU, marketing,
general managerial'ability, human resources, fûiancial. ,
diagnosis ô f past failliras -

' Reasons for Variation

Kargar and Pamell study retates to
bonking. The proposed attributes nave '
a strong basis in the literature and are
seco as more appropriate to SMEs
competitive posinoti No variatìon

Functional
Integration.

marketing fonction
finance Function . - ..
personnel Function
opérations fonction

understanding
of other fonctions
functional co-ordination
cross functional support .
information

Resources for Strategy

time spent by CEO
involvementof line
managers
involvement of
board members

time spent by CEO
involvementof staff and managers

Broadly similar to Kargar and Pamell
except for the omission of board
member emphasis - not ali SMEs have
Boards ofDircctors

Structured
Approach
{analytical
techniques)

financia) models
forecasting and trend
analyste, Stakeholder analysis,
portfolio analysis

use of techniques
ability to use techniques
internally
use of extemal assistance

Many of the techniques used by
Kargar and Pamell are more suitable to
larger fìrms. The attributes proposed
are seen as more suitable to SMEs

New Thinking
and creative
thinking

Anticípate surprises
threats and crises

anticipate surprises
threats and crises

flexibility to adapt and
identify opportunities
and problem arcas

flexibility to adapt and
identify opportunities
and problem arcas

genérate new ideas, enhance
innovation, genérate and
evalúate a no. of stratégie
alternatives, formúlate goals
for the banks compétitive
environment, anticipate,
avoid and remove barriers
to stratégie implementation

generate new ideas
enhance innovation

Focus on control

value as a control mechanism
ability to communicate
management thinking
communicate staff thinking
aids the performance
monitoring, aids strategy
revision, motivâtes
- management, integrales
fonctions

'.SMEs may not have a distinti functional
.approach

Broadly similar io attributes used by
Kargar and Pamell, with (he omission
'ofgeneratinganumberof strategie
altematives, which is part of the
external orientaiton dimension.
Formulating goals relaltng to the
competitive environment is also an
attribute implicit in thcextcmaf
orìcntation dimension.
, barriers to strategy implementation is
al ready covered in the resources for
strategy attribute

Same as Kargar and Pamell
attributes
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No variations

In identifying the characteristics of the strategic planning process, it is important to bear
in mind that whilst each characteristic is supported by the literature, it is not clear .which
of the characteristics or a combination thereof, are significantly associated with enhanced
performance. However, it could be argued that strategic orientation also influences the
deployment of the strategic planning process. Strategic orientation is examined in the
remaining section of this chapter.'

3.5

Strategic orientation

An examination of the literature indicates that there are numerous schools of thought on
the classification of firms according to the degree of emphasis that they give to
characteristics that determine their strategic orientation. The main rationale behind the
various schools of thought relate to the ability to predict the factors that have a potential
impact on the firm's future - Grant and King (1979). The main schools of thought in
relation to strategic orientation are:
• Ansoff(1965)
• Porter (1980)
• Miles and Snow (1978)
Each of these schools of thought are discussed briefly in the following section.
Ansoff (1965) proposes a matrix of four strategic orientations: market penetration,
product development, market development and diversification. However, this school of
thought lacks comprehensiveness and does not provide for a holistic strategic approach.
Its main focus is on extending the existing business strategy.

Porter (1980) outlines generic strategy models. The rationale for Porters' generic
strategies is to enable firms to analyse the industry structure and determine a positioning
stance. Porter classifies firms into those emphasising cost leadership (producing broadly
similar goods as competitors but at more cost effective prices), differentiation (from the
products of competitors by, for example, image, or quality) and focus (identifying the
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markets that the firm intends to particípate in). This catégorisation focuses mainly on
developing a business strategy and is encapsulated by Porter (1980 p. 33) as a:
'systematic way of examining ali the activities afirm performs, and how they interact...
for analysing the sources of competitive advantage '.
Porter continues by stating that:
'the model reflects the firms history, its strategy, its approdch to implementing its
strategy and the underlying économies ofthe activities themselves ' - Porter (1980 p.36).
It could be argued that this school of thought fails to address the qualitative and human
resource, aspects of industry analysis. Accordingly, this model is more appropriate to a
stable environment rather than a dynamic changing eñvironment.

Miles and Snow (1978) are the main protagonists of the classification of firms according
to strategie orientation. They argue that firms can be categorised according to their
dominant strategie objectives. The Miles and Snow model catégorises firms into four
main strategie orientations - the first three catégories (prospector, defender and analyser)
refer to strategie intention, whereas the last category (reactor) has less strategie
motivation. Even though the typology was developed in 1978, it is still valid today.
Interestingly, Miles and Snow carried out their study on a number of industrial sectors,
including electronics, but their sample involved large firms. Davig (1986) confions the
Miles and Snow typology in the foundry and fabricated metáis industrial sectors. The
Afiles and Snow typology is also validated by Shortell and Zajac (1990) in its
administrative and entrepreneurial concepts, and as such gives a greater assurance as to
its prédictive qualities. In addition, the literature provides wide support for the Miles and
Snow typology - Hambrick (1983). Snow and Hàmbrick (1980). An empirical study
carried out by Ibrahim (1993) cited in Naffiiger and Mueller (1999), on the relationship
between strategie type and performance using the Miles and Snow typology indicates
'that a niche strategy is by far the most effective strategy for small business '. Other
studies indicate that differentiation stratégies are effective strategie types for small
business' - Naffiiger and Mueller (1999). The Miles and Snow typology is examined in
greater detail as shown in the next section.
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3.5.1

The Miles and Snow typology

Miles and Snow (1978) outline a typology of strategie orientations of firms that
emphasise their environmental factors and catégorises them according to their strategie
and cultural orientations. Miles and Snow's typology, when used cautiously with the
Knowledge of its shorteomings, provides numerous guidelines and information for
building and refining organisational structure and decision-making processes

to

successfully implement stratégies. The typology classifies firms as: 'prospectors',
'defenders\ 'analysers' or 'reactors'. These catégorisations are discussed briefly below:

Prospector firms are described as externally orientated firms, continually scanning the
environment for opportunities and adjusting their 'fit' with the environment to maximise
trends and potential changes. In addition, by their actions they often create change in an
industrial sector. A distinguishing feature of 'prospector' type firms is the need for
flexibility

and freedom from constraining company rules and régulations, to achieve

innovativeness, creativity and a rapid response - Snow and Hrebiniak (1980).
'Prospectors' are likely to be growing firms, content with higher risk éléments as they
seek to maximise market opportunities. They have little problem accepting change or
strategie re-orientation. 'Prospectors' tend to create changes in their produets or markets
through extensive new product or market development. They also tend to have complex
co-ordination mechanisms with decentralised control, a product structure with low
division of labour and are to a large extent, shaped by the influence of marketing,
research and development executives. 'Prospectors' differ from 'defender' types in that
they perceive their environments as uncertain, while 'defenders' are more likely to view
their environments as certain and stable. It is reasonable to expect that 'prospectors'
prefer an uncertain environment'to a certain stable environment. Covin (1991) uses the
descriptive term 'entrepreneurial' for this category.

Defender type firms are internally orientated firms with narrow product market domains
and are not unduly concemed about new opportunities, preferring to concentrate on
existing markets and on improving operational efficiency. Usually companies categorised
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as 'defenders' have advantages in production. Miles and Snow (1978 p.39), refer to the
'defender' strategy as:
Uhe création of a narrow, stable domain... through a limited mix of producís
customers and aggressive 'efforts ' io protect the domain from competitors '.

and

'Defenders' type firms do not have the requirement to adapt to a dynamic environment
and usually have the opportunity of a full and comprehensive analysis prior to décision
making. They also have a singular orientation as their managers 'devote primary attention
to improving the efficiency of their existing opérations' - Miles and Snow (1978 p.29).
The focus of 'defenders' is described as producing and distributing goods or services as
efficiently as possible - Miles and Snow (1978). 'Defenders' tend to use ideas that are
well established and avoid risk as much as possible. As such, while they are happy to
achieve change, they feel more comfortable with existing stratégies -McDaniel and
Kolari(\m).

'

'Defender' type firms usually attempi to maintain présent products or customer base in
ordef to secure niches within their industries. Therefore, little or no new product/market
development is undertaken. 'Defender' type firms tend to have. simple co-ordination
mechanisms with centralised control and have a functional structure with extensive
division of labour. They are to a gréater extent shaped by the influence of production and
finance executives. Covin (1991) used the term "conservative* for 'defender' type firms.

Analyser type firms operate in stable markets. routinely and efficiently. In unstable
markets they monitor competitors for new ideas and try out the more promising ones. In
other words, Miles and Snow's key supposition is that a firm's product and market lead
to choices of how to compete (competitive advantage), to grow, and attain functional
support. 'Analysers' are a hybrid category, taking some features from the 'defender' and
'prospector' types. Essentially, 'analysers' focus on efficiency and increased production
when the market is stable and on innovation when the market is dynamic or uncertain Slater and Narver ( 1993).

Reactor type firms perceive change and uncertainty, but are either unable or unwilling to
take proactive measures to respond effectively. They react to the actions of their
competitors only and do not have a strategie direction due to their préférence for short
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term rather than long term planning. It follows îhat any form of strategie change présents
1

some difficulties for 'reactor type firms. Miles andSnow refer to the actions of 'reactors'
as inconsistent, a resuit of a lack of clear goals and direction. Consequently, they are
unlikely to be proactive and are likely to delay responding to the external environment
until it is absolutely necessary. Conant et al (1990) state that 'reactors' respond to the
challenges of the market in an erratic manner. Essentially this is the management type of
'last resort' and could be categorised as continuous fìre-fighting. A summary of the Miles
and Snow organisational characteristics is provided in table 3.14.

Table 3.14 Organisational characteristics of the Miles and Snow typology (adapted from Barnes
(1999).

Type • „

"Dominant stratégie logic

Prospector ~ - Locate and exploit new product
and market ôpportunities "

Strategie characteristics.
Growth through product and market development
' market leaderin innovation searching for
new ôpportunities in the environment, and risk
tolérant.

Analyser

Match new ventures to
présent shape of business

Two product-market domains; one changing, the
other stable. Prefers incrémental change to minimise
risk, market follower in innovation.

Defender

Secure and stable niche in the
market

Spécialisation to serve existing markets, price and.
service used to défend current business, emphasis on
planning, and risk aversion.

Reactor

Survival

Inconsistent adjustments in response changing
external environment.

3.5.2

Relevance of Miles and Snow typology to this study

The Miles and Snow typology is used in this study to ascertain the perceptions of
managing directors on the strategie orientation of their firms (question 15 in the survey
questionnaire). This enables the author to obtain a preliminary view of the firm's strategie
orientation. Based on an analysis of the Miles and Snow classification, each firm was
asked to indicate the best 'fit' Miles and Snow type classification (questions 15 of the
research questionnaire) that is most appropriate to their firm, based on the following
options:
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• my firm is continually seeking opportunités and using flexibility to adapt and
respond rapidly and creatively to the changing external environment.
• my fírm competes on the basis of price, quality, delivery or service, and opérâtes
efficiently based on a strong emphasis on maintaining existing markets.
• my firm focuses on efficient and increased production following a fìlli analysis
of directional strategy and how to compete.
• my firm reacts to the market place, based on observing the expériences of
others, and a préférence for the short term.

Strategie orientation is another way of looking at how an S M E deals with the issue of
'fit' with ils external environment. Every business could be said to have a strategie
orientation even if by default, which influences its performance - Miles and Snow (1978),
Joyce et al (1995). Strategie orientation catégorisations are mainly used by researchers
for 'analytical convenience' - Hatten and Hatten (1987). However, the typology provides
a usefùl means of looking at strategie planning process characteristics and can be used as
a means towards deducing or predicting other traits- Miller and Friesen (1978). In
accordance with established practice the terms 'defender', 'prospector', 'analyzer' and
'reactor' are not used in the questionnaire - Langerak et al (1999). Instead, each strategie
orientation is presented by way of an operational business description.

3.6

Concluding remarks

This chapter begins by setting the scene for the considération of strategie planning in
SMEs. It shows that the demands of the dynamic market environment are such that
operational measures are no longer capable of enabling firms to attain/retain or gain
competitive advantage. Section 3.1 outlines that émergent strategie planning is the only
means by Avhich SMEs can rationalise future choìces and prepare for the future. SMEs
can no longer rely on a 'trial and error' approach. The chapter considers the différent
meanings of strategie planning, and shows that there is no agreed définition. Following a
literature review it was decided that the most appropriate définition for use in the study of
SMEs is derived by Johnson and Scholes (1997). Their définition is adopted for use in
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this study. The chapter then proceeds by clarifying the distinctions between strategie
content.and strategie process, and establishes that strategie process will be utilised in this
study as a surrogate measure of strategy. Existing studies on the association between
strategie planning and organisational performance are reviewed. A n analysis of previous
studies indicates that there is insufficient évidence to either definitively accept or reject
the hypothesis that the strategie planning process is associated with organisational
performance.
Following a review of recently tested construets on strategie planning process
characteristics, the chapter derives seven key characteristics of strategie planning to be
used in the survey questionnaire. Each characteristic is supported by the literature and is
both relevant and easily understood by SMEs. The chapter continues by . briefly
discussing organisational capability, which is considered to be one of the main drivers of
the strategie planning process. The chapter ends with a brief discussion of the main
schools of thought on strategie orientation. Both the Ansoff and Porter schools of thought
were discounted as being too restrictive - the Ansoff approach focuses on extending the
business strategy, whereas the Porter approach focuses on developing the business
strategy only. The strategie orientation model proppunded by Miles and Snow is adopted
for use in this study as it takes on board cultural as well as organisational traits.
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CHAPTER FOUR: AN OVERVIEW OF LEADERSHIP STYLES

4.0

Introduction
'Leadership is a reciproca! rehüonship between ihose who choose ¡o lead and those who
decide to foliow' • Kouzes and Posner (1997).

The importance of adopting a strategic approach in the rapidly changing and dynamic
environment is discussed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 is devoted to a review of strategic
planning, establishing the characteristics of the strategic planning process and reviewing
their association with organisational performance. However, the deployment of a strategic
plan is influenced by a number of factors such as leadership - Hickson et'al (1986). The
literature indicates that leadership is a complex coñcept which is manifested in the high
number of diverse and wide ranging research studies. Over twenty years ago, Bass (1981)
found over 5,000 publications on leadership - it is reasonable to deduce that this total has
increased dramatically since then. Despite extensive coverage in the literature, there is no
one accepted definition of leadership. However, the literature indicates that in essence,
leadership is described as the ability to get others to do something that they would
otherwise be reluctant to do, or to do it with greater commitment and confidence. This
generic description is consistent with the findings of Yufd (1994) and Lim (1997). which
suggest that effective leadership is essential for the success of the strategic planning
process in firms.
This chapter is devoted to understanding leadership and to deriving a means of assessing
it. It is structured in four main parís as follows:
•

derives and justifies a definition of leadership and clarifies the differences
between leadership and management (section 4.1)

•

reviews the principie studies on leadership and focuses on leadership style as a
surrogate measure of leadership (section 4.2)

•

examines the main behavioural styles and derives the attributes of each
leadership style used later in this study (section 4.3)

•

reviews the association between leadership and organisational performance
(section 4.4)
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4.1 Defining leadership

Clarifying the définition of leadership is not an easy task. Stogdill (1974 p.259) states
there are 'almost as many définitions of leadership as there are persons whô hâve
attempted lo define the concept '. A decade later the position had not changed - Bennis
and Nanus (1985) note over 800 différent définitions. Moreover. attempts lo define
leadership are broadly formulated according to the requirements of the various
researchers in a multitude of studies. Such attempts include the examination of leadership
traits, relationships,-behavioural patterns and the yielding of influence.
Historically, the word 'leader* originated from an old European word 'laed', meaning
'path', 'road', 'course of a ship at sea,', or 'joumey'. The term 'leadership' then evolved

1

to mean 'accompanying people on a journey' guiding them to their destination - Turner
(1998). A review of the literature reveals the following selected définitions of leadership
as shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Selected définitions of leadership
Author

Definition

Katzand Kahn (1978)

'the influential incrément over and above mechanical compliance with
the routine directives of the organisation'

Rauch and Behling (1984)

'the process of influencing the activities of an organised group
towards goal achievement'

• Peters and Austin (1985)

'unleashing energy, building, freeing and growing'

Richards and Engle (1986)

'articulating visions, embodying values, and creating the
environment within which things can be accomplished'

Hersey and Blanchard ( 1988)

'anempts to influence the behaviour of an individual or group'

Yukl(1989)

'the process whereby one individual influences other group members
towards the attainment of defined group or organisational goals'

Schein (1992)

'the ability to step outside the culture...to Start evolutionary
change processes that are more adaptive'

Weihrich and Koontz (1993)

'the art or process of influencing people so that they will strive
willingly and enthusiastically toward the achievement of the
group's mission'

Ackoff(1999)

'guiding, encouraging and facilitating others in the pursuit of ends by
the use of means, both of which they have either selected or approved'
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The définitions presented in table 4.1 are analysed using key words. The results of the
analysis is presented in table 4.2. This suggests that despite no apparent similarities these
définitions contain a number of common thèmes.

Table 4.2 Common thèmes of selected définitions of leadership
J
Common.
Au th o r ^ - - ^ ^ t h e m es

Influencing'
others

- Katz and Kahn
(1978)

Motiyating,.
Co-ordination
inspiring and
directing others

l .«

Rauch and Behling" (1984),
Petersand-Austin
(1985)
.

Formulating and
deploying thestrategic plan

..V;'

- ;

Richards and Engte'
(1986)

'

: -'•

Hersey and Blanchard
(1988)

:

f

Yukl(1989)

.w.

-

V

-v.'- •

(
V

V-

Schein (1992)

V

Weihrich and Koontz
(1993)
Ackoff(1999)

4.2.1

V

V

V

Achieving a working définition of leadership

An analysis of the définitions of leadership indicates that whilst there is no common
définition, a number of common thèmes exist as follows:
• influencing others

f

• the effective formulation and deployment of the strategie plan
• motivating, inspiring and directing others
• the co-ordination of activities
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Two définitions contain all four selected common thèmes - Yuhl (1989), Weihrich and
Koontz (1993). Considération of both of thèse définitions during the S M E exploratory
interviews indicated that the définition put forward by Weihrich and Koontz is clearer and
more easily understood by SMEs. This définition builds on and broadens the définition of
l

leadership given by Yukl (1989). It adds the words strive willingly and enthusiastically'
in respect of the achievement of the organisational goals. The emphasis on 'willingness'
and 'enthusiasm' was perceived by a number of Managing Directors as reflecting the
essence of successful leadership. Campbell (1977) and Karmel (1978) suggest that a
working définition should accord with the research aims and be likely to yield the
information required. Accordingly, this définition was considered to be the most
appropriate for use in this study. A literature review was carried out to ascertain the
support foreach of the following common thèmes of leadership as shown below:

Influencing others is one of the common thèmes in the définitions of leadership
depicted in table 4.2. Yukl (1989) describes leadership as:
'the process whereby one individuai influences other group members towards the
attainment of defined group or organisational goals '.
Ä

Cialdini (1988) contends that staff accept influence from their leader for reasons of
admiration or respect, rather than as a resuit of the position held by the leader.
Accordingly, it could be argued that effective leadership could only be based on a
positive relationship with staff members, involving loyalty and commitment. Senge
(1990) refers to the example set by top management and the organisation^ leadership as
being paramount
'in any organisation led by influence, people are moved and convinced when they see a
group of people al the top truly sharing a vision and strategy and modelling it in their
behaviour'.
This has changed following the restructuring of many firms, as shown by Miles (1989
pp.9-28), when he states:
'In the newer, flatter, and leaner firms, management Jobs are fewer, more demanding
and, for the most part, more satisfying ., instead of being in charge of a division or
department, the top executive of production, design or supply components is a general
manager running a compete business itself His or her staff must also share a broader
vision '.
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The important task for any leader is to ensure that leadership exists at all levels within the
firm. This ensures that added attention is given to the core values and mission of the
organisation and ensures greater motivational actions to'enable the strategic plan to be
achieved - Senge (1990). Arguably this involves sharing the vision for the future with all
stakeholders, encouraging new ideas and ensuring that the critical factors for success are
in place.

The effective formulation and deployment of the strategic plan is another one of the
common themes of leadership identified in table 4.2. This is arguably a logical
implication of the exertion of influence as it relates to the overall purpose of leadership.
Bennis and Nanus (1985) suggest that the principle task of a leader is to ensure the
effective deployment of the strategic plan. They also suggest that:
'to choose a vision, a leader mustfirsthave developed a mental image of a possible and
desirable future state of the organisation...The critical point is that a vision articulates a
view of a realistic, credible, attractive future for the organisation, a condition that is
better in some important ways than what now exists '.
In their study based on ninety interviews with senior managers responsible for strategic
leadership, Bennis and Nanus (1985) suggest that leaders need vision to instil confidence,
as well as the communication skills to share the vision and obtain commitment to ils
achievement. However, leadership also needs the ability to obtain the trust of the
organisation's stakeholders. But effective leadership is more than this as Bennis and
Nanus go on to say:
'// there is a spark of genius in the leadership function at all, it must lie in this
transcending ability, a kind of magic, to assemble --out of all the variety of images,
signals, forecasts and alternatives - a clearly articulated vision of the future that is
simple, easily understood clearly desirable and energising '.
It follows that leadership plays a critical role in formulating and deploying the strategic
plan.
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Motiva ti ng, inspiring and directing others could be argued to be at the root of effective
leadership. Traditionally, such actions were expected from the top levels of the company
only, but they are now encouraged at ali levels. The shift in emphasis could be argued to
have resulted from the widespread 'down sizing' or 'right sizing' that took place during
the past decade. The importance of motivating, inspiring and directing others is clearly
vital to the leadership process.
Bennis and Nanus (1985) encapsulate this by stating that:
'leaders are only as powerful as the ideas they can communicate. They inspire their
followers to high levels of achievement by showing them how their work contributes to
worthwhile ends. It is an emotional appeal to some of the most fundamental human needs
- the need to be important, to-make a différence, to feel useful, to be part of a successful
and worthwhile enterprise '.
Co-ordinating activities is also considered to be a complex matter. It involves the need
for a proactive approach by ali employées to pay attention to how they work together,
identify issues that block teamwork and consciously develop a pattern of working
together - Vaili (1991). It is considered to be an essential thème in the définition of
leadership, as leaders strive to ensure that the workings of the organisation are coordinated and the functional integration/teamwork maximised - Morgan (1989).
However, it is argued that to be effective, leaders must recognise the competitive
demands of the market place and ensure that the necessary actions are taken to
maintain/retain competitive advantage. It could be argued that leadership style provides
the means of ensuring that the strategie and operational aspects of the firm are fulfilled at
the same lime as the market requirements are met. In effect. leadership is a mechanism
for the co-ordination of a holistic overview of the firm as it links the strategie processes
with the culture of the firm in order to achieve corporate performance. However, Kotier
and Heskett (1992) suggest that leadership is much more than co-ordination. They state
that:
'without leadership, firms canno! adapt to a fast moving world. If organisations are
going to live up to their potential, we must find, develop, and encourage more people to
lead in the service of others. Excellent leadership from the top is the essential ingrédient.
This leadership empowers other managers and employées who see the need for change
but have been constrained by the old culture. It also helps to win over the hearts and
minds of others who have not yet recognised the necessity of change. In many
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organisations today, providing this kind of leadership is surely the number one challenge
for executives '.
Kotter and Heskett (1992) conclude that successful firms have effective leadership at the
helm. They state that this leadership contains a number of common thèmes such as:
• a clear perception of a need for change

'

• effective communication of the vision for the future
• motivating others
Each of thèse common thèmes has a strong foundation in the literature. Accordingly. the
following définition of leadership derived by Weihrich and Koontz (1993) is adopted for
use in this study:
*the art or process of influencing people so that they will strive willingly and
enthusiastically toward the achievement of the group 's mission ',

4.1.2

Leadership compared with management

Arguably the meaning of the terms 'leadership' and 'management' are often confused,
mixed up or juxtaposed. It is not surprising that both terms are considered to be
'interchangeable' in everyday life due to the perceived overlap that exists. Accordingly,
this section aims to clarify the remit of both concepts. The more popular differentiation of
leadership and management cornes from Bennis and Nanus (1985 p,21) when they
encapsulate the différences by saying that:
'managers are people who do things right and leaders are people who do the right
thing '.

A broadly similar differentiation is put forward earlier by Zaleznik (1977), who contends
that leadership is about the achievement of change, through changing the ways that
people think about what is needed and achievable, whereas management relates to the
operational détails of implementing that change. Thèse distinct différences are developed
further in the literature by the various descriptions attributed to management. Mullins
(1996) refers to management as taking place within a structured organisational setting
and with prescribed roles, directed towards the attainment of aims and objectives. He
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states that these aims are achievable through the efforts of other people based on
established systems and procedures. As with leadership, there is no single definition of
management. Burnes (1996) cites a useful description put forward by Hales (1986 p.102):
'Much of what managers do, is of necessity, an unreflective response lo circumstances.
The manager is less a slow and methodical decisión maker, more a 'doer' who has lo
react rapidly lo problems as they arise, 'think on his feet', take decisions in situ and
develop a preference for concrete activities. This shows in the pace of managerial work
and the short term span of most activities... '
The confusión between leadership and management is not helped by the literature. For
example, leadership is included in a taxonomy of managerial roles by Mintzherg (1973).
Leadership types are often described in terms of managerial practices - Bass and Avolio
(1994). A middle road is taken by Hinterhuber and Krauthammer (1998), who state that
leadership and management

are complementary concepts. They elabórate on . the

differences as follows:
'leadership is more important than management. Leadership is a natural unforced
ability to inspire people, to discover opportunities and to capitalise on íhem.
Management is creative problem solving'
1

This 'middle road sits comfortably with the contention that leaders and managers are not
necessarily from different backgrounds - Bass (1990). Kotter (1988). A detailed
comparison between management and leadership is provided in table 4.3 adapted from
Kotter (\990):
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Table 4.3 Co m pa ring management and leadership
Activity

Management

Leadership
:

Planning and budgeting - establishing. .
Creating an dêtailed steps'and timetables for . . achieving needed results, and then
Agenda
al localing the resources necessàry
toraakethathappen .

Establishing direction - developing a '
vision of the future, oftén the distant
future, and stratégies for producing
th'e changes needed to achieve that
vision -„.• - "

Developing Organising and 'staffing - establishing
ahuman
some structure for accomplishing plan.
network
requirements,-staffing that structure ;. •
to achieve: with individual, delegating responsibility,
the agenda and authority fór.carrying out the plan.
- Providirig policies and procédures to
help guide peóple, and creating methods " ->,or Systems to monitor implémentation

Aligning people - communicating the
direction by words and deeds to ail
those whose co-operation may béneeded so as to influence the création
of teams and coalitions that widerstand
the vision and stratégies, and accept
their validity.

:

Execution

Motivating and mspiring * energising .
Controlling and.prpblem solving - .
"monitoring résulte Vs. plan in some détail people to' overeóme major politicai
identifying déviations, and then planning \ bureaucratie, and resource barriere
to change by satisfying very basic, but
and organising to solve thèse problems •
often unfïlled, human needs .

Outcomes

Produces a degree of predictability and
order, and has the potential of
consistently producing key results
expected by various stakeholders
(e.g. for customers, always being on
time, forstockholders, being on budget)

Produces change, often to a dramatic
degree, and has the potential of
producing extremely useful change
(e.g., new products that customers
want, new approaches to labour
relations that help make afirmmore
competitive

Based on Kotler, J.P., (1990), A Force for Change - How Leadership Diffen front Management, NY:The Free Press.

Kotter (1990) summarises the différences in terms of four activities performed by both
managers and leaders (see table 4.3). The différences according to Kotter rest both in the
nature of the task and the expected outcomes. In essence, Kotter describes management
as activity based (planning, budgeting, organising, human resource management,
monitoring and control), whereas leadership is a people based activity (creating a vision
for the organisalion, the awareness and understanding of the vision and the achievement
of communient). This represents a much more focused differentiation than that of Watson
(1983) who developed the 7-S's framework, which attributed strategy, structure and
Systems as being the primary domain of managers and style, staff, skills and shared goals,
as being the primary role of leaders. Despite the increasing importance of leadership,
Kotter (1990) remarks that firms are still over-managed and under-led and suggests that
l

the real challenge is to combine strong leadership and strong management and use each
to balance the other '. From a practitioner viewpoint, this inevitably means that in an ideal
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world, people should be both managers and leaders, whereas in reality, few people
combine both traits. This in turn means that ways have to be found to enable effective
leaders to work with effective managers.

4.2 Leadership studies

Arguably the list below represents the key leadership studies conducted over the past'four
décades:
• The Ohio State Leadership Studies (1961)
• Biake and Mouton ( 1965)
• University of Michigan Studies (1974)
• Adair (\9S2)
• Wright (1996)
• Yukl{\991)
• Wiiderom and van den Berg (1997).

Each of thèse studies will be examined briefly below.

The Ohio State Leadership Studies represent Likert's (1961) earlier research activities
into leadership behaviour. Thèse studies set out to develop a mechanism for measuring
the behaviour of leaders in organisations and indícate that leadership behaviour is closely
linked to organisational culture. The study outlines two dimensions of leadership. Thèse
are:
(a) Considération - this dimension includes mutual trust, respect, support and
communication between the top management and the organisational staff,
(b) Initiating Structure - this dimension includes the degree to which top
management strive to put in place a structure to achieve the corporate strategy. It
relates to the degree to which top management or the leadership define their
corporate goal, their own role, the role of their staff and the group interactions
necessary to achieve the overall mission.
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The study cohcludes that both catégories are independent behavioural types. Accordìngly,
leaders could conceivably place strong emphasis on one dimension and lesser emphasis
on the other. The following year, Fleishman and Harris (1962) found that leaders
emphasising a high degree of considération receive lower levels of complaints, and their
organisations have lower staff turnover. On the other hand, the results of emphasising the
initiating structure dimension are higher turnover and a greater level of complaints. The
Likert (1961) research is followed by studies examining the degree of assistance given to
staff by leaders as well as concern for their general welfare - Stogdiii (1974). A meta
analysis of studies carried out by Fisher and Edwards (1988) indicates that the
subordinates of leaders and managers that are considerate or supportive, are more
satisfied in their work and happy with the behaviour of their manager/leader.

Blake and Mouton (1969) build on the Ohio State leadership studies and develop the
'managerial grid theory', which is used to match an individuala current leadership style
with the environment in which they operate. It describes an effective leader as displaying
a concern for both task and staff at the same lime. The managerial grid is used to identify
différent styles of leadership. For example:
• low concem for both task and staff; where the minimum effort is required from
staff to attain the objectives òf the firm
• high concern for staff but a low concern for task; where the main objective is to
achieve harmony based on social cohésion.
• high concem for task and a low concern for staff; where high productivity is the
main goal, and Staffing concerns are kept to a minimum.
• high concern for both task and staff; where the objective is to ensure that there
are high levels of performance and high levels of job satisfaction.

Blake and Mouton (1969) clearly see task and staff concerns as not mutually exclusive
and propound that the goal of effective leadership is the attainment of a high concern for
both task and staff. The main advantage of the 'managerial grid theory' is its emphasis on
leadership style rather than personal characteristics or traits. However, the managerial
grid receives limited support in the literature - Yukl (1989). It is reasonable to argue that
the lack of support for this theory probably arises from the difficulties in relating
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leadership .traits to organisational performance, in the absence, of organisational
characteristics.

The University of Michigan Studies were carried out by Síogdill et al (1974). The
studies indícate that two main types of leadership behaviour apply to effective leaders.
These are described briefly below:

a) Task Orientated behaviour. In this type, there is a clear divide between the leader and
the subordinates in the carrying out of tasks. This leadership type could be said to be
comparable with the Ünitiating structure' of the Ohio study.

b) Relations orientated behaviour. In this case assistance and consideration for the
subordinate are paramount to the achievement of the task in hand. This is broadly
comparable with the 'consideration' dimensión of the Ohio study.

Comparing the Ohio and Michigan studies it can be seen that there are cióse similarities
between them. In both studies, leaders' emphásise 'initiating structure' which has as its
main consideration the accomplishment of the task at hand. They deploy measures such
as work organisation, guidelines. goal setting and the separation of employee roles in
order to achieve it. Based on these two seminal works, leadership behaviour can be
classified in different ways. For example, in the Ohio study leaders can have a lovv degree
of'consideration' orientation as well as a low degree of'structure' orientation. or have a
high degree of 'consideration' orientation and a high degree of 'structure' orientation. In
addition, leadership could display a combination of both traits. Whilst no doubt, there are
firms that can be matched to each combination, it is clear that in a generic sense, there is
no one combination that leads to superior performance. It is therefore preferable to
achieve a balanced approach avoiding any extremes in the emphasis of either trait.

Adair (1982) develops a model of leadership which expands on the previous studies. He
argües that people in an organisation have three types of need, as follows:
• the task to be achieved
• • maintenance of the social cohesión of the groups
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• individual team member needs
He argues that thèse three types are interdependent and stresses the importance of an
effective leader who has the ability to influence ail three needs simultaneousiy.

Wright (1996) further expands the classifications of leadership behavioural types into
four main leadership styles as shown in table 4.4.

Table 4.4 Expanded leadership styles
Leadership style I

r Main emphasis

V\

.. j •

"

i , -

;

-

Concern for task .. • "'where production or functión is the prirnary concem of the leaders and where .
• i
• • -~ v - - :activitiésaregearedaccbrdingly-* r
'
;
.
"
!

Concern.for people^"

where the leader is primarily conceméd about the needs development and . . .
• welKÛ-é'ojf.thè pepplë iri:thè oi^ariisation
"
t

Directive.leadership..V

-

(

Participative leadership

- refers to thè style wherethe leader makes décisions and expects others to caxry.themout'• -?
]

refers to the degree of sharing in the prpcesspf décision making or policy
direction.-

:

There are clear links between the Wright, Ohio and Michigan studies. The 'concern for
people' and 'participative' dimensions are broadly similar to the 'considération'
dimension in the Ohio Study. Similarly, the 'directive leadership' and 'concern for tasks'
styles are comparable with the earlier dimensions of 'initiating structure'. In effect. the
Wright study adds the deployment of influence as a factor to the findings of Michigan and
Ohio studies.

Y u h l (1997) reviews studies on leadership behaviour and propounds .the following
groupings of behaviour types:
• task orientated behaviour
• change orientated behaviour
Yukl (1997) represents one of the first studies to suggest that a broader behavioural
classification is necessary than that proposed by the Ohio Study.

r
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Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) in an empirical study of small firms derive four
leadership styles as depicted in table 4.5.

Table 4.5

A Summary of leadership styles derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)

. Main Emphasis ;

Leadership Style .

• provides for the concerns of employees while at the same ' -,
time emphasising the business goals • •

Human and results *
orientated
Transformational-.

Transactional-

•-.

,
:

shows the degfee of inspiration, consideration and
assistance given to employees
' ,

.

•
.

shows an exchange relationship between the leader •
and employees based on the benefits of co-operation to
; each party'
'
.
v

Laissez faire

"

-describes passive management or.tne absence of
active management

Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) contend that effective leaders find ways to integrate
task and people concerns and are 'able lo reconcile seemingly conflicting demands'. The
study suggests that a balanced 'human resources and transformational leadership style'
impacts to a greater extent on organisational performance than a 'transactional style'. It
also suggests that a laissez faire leadership style has the least impact on organisational
performance.
This study builds on previous studies and in particular the Ohio and Michigan studies
(task and staff orientations). It could be argued that the earlier studies are more
appropriate to a stable environment, rather than a dynamic or turbulent environment as
suggested by Kotter (1990). However, it could also be argued that the expansion by
Wilderom and van den Berg(\991) provides aleadership classification more suitable to a
more dynamic and changing environment.
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4.2.1

An analysis of the studies on leadership

The earlier studies focus on task and staff relations only - The Ohio State Leadership
Studies (1961), Blake and Mouton (1965), and the University of Michigan Studies (1974).
Interestingly, thèse studies were carried out independent of each other and nevertheless
reach similar conclusions. Adair (1982) is one of the first studies to broaden the
leadership types to include individuai needs and social cohésion. This study is further
elaborated on by the inclusion of directive and participative styles of leadership, in
addition to the 'core' aspects of task and staff orientation by Wright (1996). It could be
argued that this study represents a shift in emphasis from leadership'rôles to that of
leadership behaviour types. The study is consistent with changes in the business
environment, which

lead to a trend towards shared

responsibilities and clear

accountabilities, a consensus in strategy formation and policy décisions and maximising
the use of the organisation's talent- Kiefer (1994).

Building on the foundations established by previous studies, Wilderom and van den Berg
(1997) continue the 'trend' established and investigate the impact of four leadership
styles on performance. This approach is consistent with the contention that effective
leadership resul.ts primarily from the traits of leaders or their practised behavioural
patterns - Stogdill (1974). Nevertheless, ali the studies examined, acknowledge that
personal characteristics can influence the effectiveness of leadership. In effect. ali the
studies are complementary to a large extent. They are also consistent with the work of
Fiedler (1967) who contends that there are two main leadership styles: relationship
orientated and task orientated. In essence, relationship orientated leadership focuses on
the interpersonal relationships that leaders have with their subordinates, whereas task
orientated leaders focus on ensuring that the task is completed to the required standard.
Finlay (2000) contends that 'thèse two leadership dimensions allow leaders to he
categorised as using one of four broad styles '.
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Figure 4.1 depicts the two main leadership dimensions and the four leadership styles.

Figure 4.1 Styles of Leadership

Task-related orientation
Low

High

Low
') Laissez f a i r e • '-'^ % Autocrati^

People-related
orientation

'

High

Human relations", r - ,

*.;"ÏV'

*r'

:

Enrolling -[\ \ j
:

-t

Source; [Finlay (2000, p. 102) adapted from Cook et al., (1977)1.

Fìnlay

(2000) states that leaders who are highly task orientated and with little

considération for the feelings of the group could be termed autocratie, whereas leaders
with a high concern for the feelings of the group and a low concern for the task could be
termed human resource orientated. He also states that leaders with a high emphasis on
both people-related orientation and task-related orientation could be termed enrolling
whereas leaders with a low emphasis on both dimensions could be classified as followihg
a laissez faire style.
However, the détermination of leadership traits is no easy task. Handy (1994) contends
that there are no accepted guidelines for determining the type of leadership best suited to
any company. Indeed, Yukl (1989) states that the identification of 'traits' for effective
leadership is riddled with confusion, inconsistency and contradiction. The leadership
styles derived by Wilderom and van den Berg could be argued to be similar to the four
leadership styles distilled from the literature by Cook et al (1977) cited in Finlay (2000).
For example, Wilderom and van den Berg use the terni 'transactionaf to describe firms
with a high task-related orientation and a low people-related orientation and the term
'transformationaf to describe firms with a high people-related orientation and a high
task-related orientation. In a similar way to Cook et al, Wilderom and van den Berg term
the remaining styles 'human relations' and 'laissez faire'. The Wilderom and van den
Berg study is the only published work that the author could find on leadership in small
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firms. In addition, the constructs were recently tested and validated and are therefore
prima facia appropriate for use in this study. As this study is interested in the behavioural
aspect of leadership, there is no need to consider other aspects such as the traits of
leaders, or the power-influence aspects.

Accordingly, the following behavioural styles are derived as surrogate measures of
leadership styles:
• transformational leadership
• transactional leadership
• human resources orientation
• laissez faire leadership
The use of leadership styles as a surrogate measure is consistent with the work of Stodgiil
(1974). A literature review was carried out to ascertain the basis for each of these
leadership styles. This is presented in section 4.3.

4.3

Leadership styles

A review of the literature of the past decade, indicates a significant emphasis on the two
main styles of leadership: transactional and transformational. It could be argued that these
two styles have many similarities to the task and staff orientations depicted in the Ohio,
Michigan and Blake and Moulton studies. Whilst leadership is classified as either
transformational or transactional as early as 1978 by Burns (1978). the majority of studies
on transformational leadership belong to the 1990s. Many studies refer to both
transformational leadership and transactional leadership styles as being at opposite ends
of the spectrum. This perception arises from the belief that transformational leadership
style focuses on the motivation of staff by appealing to higher ideals and values. On the
other hand, transactional leadership focuses on bureaucratic authority, stressing work
assignments and the achievement of task oriented goals. Transactional leadership style
could be argued to be based to a large extent on task completion and penalties for failure.
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Tichy and Ulrich (1984 p.6) encapsulate the differences as follows:
'where transactional managers make only minor adjustments in the organisation's
mission, structure and human resource management, transformational leaders not only
make major changes in these three areas, but they evoke fundamental changes in the
basic political and cultural systems of the organisation. The revamping of the political
and cultural systems is what most distinguishes the transformational leader from the
transactional one '.
Whilst the quotation from Tichy and Ulrich appears to suggest that both transformational
and transactional leadership styles are significantly different, Hater and Bass (1988)
propound that the transformational style is a 'special case' of transactional style and that
while both styles have similar goals, it is the process by which employees are motivated
that differs, in the achievement of the stated objectives. Table 4.6 from

Bass'(\990)

shows the main differences between transactional and transformational leadership types.

Table 4.6 Transformational and transactional leadership styles
Transformational style

Transactional style

Contingent Reward: contracts exchange of reward for
effort, promises rewards for good performance, and
recognises accomplishments
. Managing by Exception: watches and searches for
expectations, deviations from rules and standards, and
takes corrective actions

Charisma: provides vision, and sense of ^
mission, instils pride, gains respect and
trust.
Inspiration: communicates high expectation
symbols to focus efforts, expresses important
purposes in simple ways

Management by Exception: intervenes only if the
standards are not met.

Intellectual stimulation: promoles
intelligence, rationality, and careful problem
solving.

Laissez- faire: abdicates responsibilities, avoids
making decisions

Individualised consideration: gives personal
attention, treats each employee individually, ,
coaches and advises staff.

Sourer: Bass, B.M., (1990), 'From transactional to transformational leadership - learning to share the vision''Organisational
Dynamics Winter p.22.

The next section considers both styles in more detail to engender a deeper understanding
of leadership types. BassS^9S5) states that transactional and transformational styles are
two separate dimensions of leadership and that leaders often adopt both styles at the same
time. This is explained more clearly by Bass (1985) when he refers to transformational
leadership as an extension of the transactional leadership style.
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Transformational leadership style relates to the ability to undertake a major change in
direction to achieve the vision set and to influence others even though 'certain sacrifices
need to be made in pursuit of it'- Ackoff(l999).

A review of the literature indicates that a

number of définitions are available. A sélection of définitions is provided in table 4.7:
Table 4.7 Selected définitions of transformational leadership
Study

Definition -

Bums (1978)

'leaders and followers raise one another to tiigher.lëvels of morality
and motivation'

Hâter and Bass (1988) ' _'involyes strong personal identification with the leader, joining in a
shared vision òf the future,-or going beyond the self-interest
exchange of rewards for compliance'. .
Yammarino and Bass
(1990)

'articulâtes a real isti c vision of the future that can be shared, stimulâtes
subordinates intellectually, and pays attention to the différences among .
the subordinates'

Conger(1991)

'makes ordinary people do extraordinary things in the face of adversity'

Conger's définition is widely used as it.arouses strong émotions and ensures that
assistance is provided to facilitate the achievement of intended goals. In many ways.
transformational leadership can be equated with the old analogy taken from motor racing,
which refers to the inability to make a Volkswagen go as fast as a Porsche by pushing on
the accelerator, without a radical re-design of the car. Clearly. if the re-design is radical, it
will be necessary to obtain the commitment of a large number of people within the
organisation to ensure its transformation. Total commitment is not-easy to achieve, as
shown by the following quote attributed to George Washington:
'One of the dijficulties in bringing about change in an organisation, is that you must do
so through the persons who have been most successfid in that organisation, no matter
how fauity the system or organisation is. To such persons.... it is the best of all possible
organisations, because look who was selected by it and look who succeeded most within
it. Yet, thèse are thé very people throiigh whom we must bring about improvements '.
It can be argued that transformational leadership style has a number of clear attributes
ranging from an emphasis on the need for change, by challengin'g current assumptions,
extemal orientation and comparison with competitors; to creating a new vision for the
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Organisation, managing the transition, and finally obtaining the commitment from others
to the change - Tichy and Devanna (1986). Conger (1991) suggests that the essential
ingrédient in the transformational leadership style is the ability to define the direction of
the organisation in a way that gives meaning and purpose to whatever actions leaders
need from their followers. Conger (1991 p.44) states that:
'if you as a leader can make an appealing dream seem like tomorrow's reality, your
subordinates will freely choose to followyou '.
A number of empirica! studies investigate transformational leadership styles and
détermine common attributes - Lim (1997), Bass and Avolio (1989) and Kouzes and
Posner (1987). The attributes used in thèse studies are outlined in table 4.8:

Table 4.8 Attributes of transformational leadership
Kouzes and Posner

X^tady
;

Lim (1997)

Attributes

'. Gäining group commitment

Bass and Avolio (1989)

(1987)

Inspiration and motivation

Inspiring a shared vision

Intellectual stimulation

Intellectual stimulation

Challenging the process

Providing an appropriate rôle
model

Idealised influence

:

Considération for the individuai Individualised considération

Modelling the way

Encouraging the heart

The attributes outlined in table 4.8 have many similarities, such as inspired motivation,
vision and the use of influence. These similarities are supported by the literature Yammarino and Bass (1990), Bass (1990), and Hirschorn and dimore

(1992). The

literature also confirms that focusing on interpersonal behaviour and the more qualitative
aspects of a firm's opération such as style, behaviour and shared vision are important
aspects of leadership-M>7/z6erg (1979), Kolter (1990).
The attributes of transformational leadership identified by Wilderom and van den Berg
(1997) elaborate on thèse common thèmes. In addition, the attributes are consistent with
the rationale for the transformational leadership style (high task related orientation and
high people-related orientation). Following the considération of the attributes used by
Wilderom and van den Berg during the exploratory interviews and the pilot study, the
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attributes outlined in table 4.9 are used in this study to represent the transformational
leadership style.

Table 4.9 The attributes of transformational leadership
Leadership style / * Question" ^Attributes '.
v

Transformational,

"

"

!

;

'.

Promotes a clear vision for the future

' ' '."

•-"

.

:

12b

' "

:

Makes employées aware qf important common values and ideals.
Gives employées the feeling thatmgt. can overcome any obstacle
Gives employées a sensé of pridé ih wprking for this organisation

' ^'
;

•"' 'f' "•' \ - -

'

r

12c .
-";.->.*

-

t

V*'. \ ••'••Myv
•

"

' 1 im .. Stimùlates eihployees to support opinions with good arguments •

;

'

:

l i a ; - ';Introduceshew projectsandchallenges

.;• Ilk <
, .

'*

Encourage hewideasfrom;employées

V"=;-llc"

-

:

" T *""•->""' * -

, Instiïperfect trust

11a

:,

'

', . .'

12d

V .Shows ariextrabfdinary ability ineverything thatthey undertake

- 12e. \-, Focuses attention on performing even better '. .. .

-

12f-

Is of thé opinion that employées should leam for their mistakes(if any).

I 2 i

Fulfïls promises with action
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Sets ambitious targets for the organisation

12p

Keeps an eye on mistakes

I2q

Makes a powerful impression

Transactional Leadership represents a style, where managers are paid to think and
workers are paid to work, each defining and protecting their own territory. It is commonly
described in the literature as involving a reward or benefit for doing something - Bass
(1985), Burns (1978). It represents the traditional view of leadership, whereby the
employee is paid to perform a task and should do so without querying its rationale. As a
leadership style, it appeals more to personal self interest rather than the primacy of
achieving corporate goals, although both terms are not necessarily exclusive - Bass (1985).
It includes a marked reluctance to change with an emphasis on the rationale of maintaining
the status quo. Transactional leadership style relies on control as the main element to
ensure that the various tasks are effectively completed.
The literature indicates that the attributes of transactional leadership style are focused on a
system of rewards dependant on the degree of performance achieved - Bass (1990).
Following the consideration of the attributes used by Wilderom and van den Berg during
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the exploratory interviews and the pilofe«tudy, the attributes outlined in table 4.10 are used
in this study to represent the transactional leadership style. These attributes are consistent
with the rationale for a transactional leadership style (high task related orientation and low
people-related orientation).

Table 4.10 The attributes of transactional leadership
Leadership style .

Question ; Attributes

Transactional

'

, ' ;

•.

-

; " •

\ . \-

11 e • . .Pays^attentíon to.performance shortcomings that need attention
Hg

* Emphasises the maintenance of standards

/Ili .

Offers the prospect of rewards for work

lis

• Agrees with employees on the rewards that they can look forward to
if .they do what has to be done - '"--

-

• r_ : '. U t .

"

*

Focuses attention on ÙTegniaritiés...fiom what is expected of employees.
^; Tells employees 'criteria for performance related benefits

-,

i2 :

V;

i2j

g

Is strongly convinced of their own opinion and values
_ Expects good performance from employees

12k

Aims at reaching financial goals .

12s

Pursues its own interests

Human resources orientation refers to the degree of emphasis on staff relations by top
management levels. The literature indicates that effective leaders find ways to integrate
task and people concerns so that both can be satisfied to a considerable extent. A l l leaders
need followers: Lee (1991) states that:
"withoutfollowers leaders cannot lead ...Withoutfollowers, even John Wayne becomes a
solitary hero, or, given the right script, a comic figure, posturing on an empty stage '.
Thus leadership is a two-way process and whilst leaders influence their followers, their
followers also have an influence upon them. It is clear, however, that effective leaders treat
their employees well in terms of task and satisfaction criteria - Hampden-Turner (1990). It
could be argued that it is the employee's perception of the leader's behaviour that matters,
rather then the leader's agenda. Following consideration of the attributes used by
Wilderom and van den Berg during the exploratory interviews and the pilot study, the
attributes outlined in table 4.11 are used in this study to represent the human resources
orientated leadership style. In addition, the attributes are consistent with the rationale for
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the human resources-related leadership style (low task related orientation and high peoplerelated orientation).

Table 4.11 The attributes of the human resources orientateci leadership style
Leadership stylé

Question

Human and results.
Orientated

1

Attributes -

1 lb

Has an ear for matters that are important for employées

1 lj

Gives advice to employées when they need it

Ilo

Creates a feeling of working togetheron major assignments/missions'

1 lp

Shows employees how to look at problems from new angles

1 lu

Tries to involve as many employees as possible io progressive changes

Laissez faire leadership style represents a passive approach by leaders, bordering on
indifférence, in relation to both task and staff concems. It can be summarised as a
behavioural style where the leaders abdicate responsibility and allow their subordinates to
'do their own thing*. This style is summarised in the following quotation from- Von
Zugbach (\995):
'The laissez faire manager has little participation in the work of the team. He will supply
information when it is needed. but subordinales have to come to him. Unlike other
styles...this management style is highly reactive, deferring action uni il the point is
reached when the manager has to intervene '.
Boss (1990) indicates a negative association between laissez-faire leadership and a variety
of subordinate performance, effort and attitudinal indicators. This arguably implies that
laissez-faire leadership is nearly always an inappropriate way to lead. It is included in the
survey instrument to ensure that the constructs are as comprehensive as possible.
Following considération of the attributes used by Wilderom and van den Berg during the
exploratory interviews and the pilot study, the attributes outlined in table 4.12 are used in
this study to represent the laissez faire leadership style. The attributes are consistent with
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the rationale for the laissez faire leadership style (low task related orientation and low
people-related orientation).

Table 4.12 The attributes of laissez faire leadership
Leadership'style
•

Laissez faire

Question

/Attributes

' - .1 lb;llf
,,111
1 In
1-lr
1

.

•12o--

Only takes action when things go wrong'
Only takes action when problems become serious
Does not trouble employees if they do not cause difficulty
Adheres to the saying 'do'not intervene unnecessarily'
' Does not attempt to improve matters as long as performance
meets minimum demands

/

Avoids making decisions •

4,4 An analysis of the importance of leadership

The impact of leadership on the success of organisations is well documented - Motowidlo
(1992). The literature shows that leadership has a significant impact on performance Hart and Quinn fl993) and Keller (1992).Other writers such as Berkely Thomas (1988,
p.399) have no hesitation in saying that 'leader differences do account for performance
variations within firms to a substantial degree'.

1

Studies carried out by Bass (1990) conclude that leadership impacts significantly on
performance and that transformational leadership has the greatest impact, followed by
transactional leadership style. Finally, Bass confirms that a further classification, laissez
faire (passive), has the least impact on performance. Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)
expand the dimensions of leadership to include human resources orientation and suggest
that a mixture of transformational and human resources orientation types yield enhanced
performance. This confirms a similar finding by Keller (1992). Wilderom and van den
Berg (\991) suggest that there is a significant relationship between a 'balanced
transformational'

leadership style

in top

management

and

enhanced

corporate

performance. However, the word 'balanced' needs clarification. One possible explanation
l

is put forward by Hart and Quinn (1993 p.544) as the mastery of diverse and seemingly
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conflicting roles to deliver higher firm performance'. This definition is consistent with
the various studies on leadership (see section 4.2). Accordingly, it is no surprise to note
that Davis et al (1997) argue that a 'balanced' style is common sense as it aims to treat
employees fairly, in terms of employee satisfaction and organisational productivity.
One of the first empirical studies carried out in the U K ' s cultural setting, by Urn (1997)
indicates a positive association between transformational leadership and organisational
performance. Other studies indicating an association between leadership and performance
include Kanter (1983), Peters and Austin (1985), while no association is suggested by
Wagner and Gooding (1987) and Cotton et al (1988).
Virtually all the studies focus on leadership in the context of large firms - Begley and
Boyd (1986), and in the process attention seems to be directed at the Chief Executive as
the main leadership influence - Mintzberg (1983). Begley and Boyd (1986) state that the
role of the Chief Executive in the smaller firm is more significant as s/he is the
controlling influence as regards decisions and strategic planning. Chief Executives exert
an influence on the firm that is significant and which may be either good or bad - Day
and lord (1988), although Hambrick and Mason (1984) state that the environmental
circumstances surrounding the firm dictate the leaders actions to a large degree. Studies
carried out by Alexander (1985) conclude that strategic plans are deployed more
effectively and successfully when the reasons for the decisions are explained in detail and
when the various roles of the staff are clarified. The literature indicates that radical
change can only be achieved through quality of ideas and commitment to their
achievement rather than the position held in a firm.

4.5 Concluding remarks

This chapter seeks to define organisational leadership and to derive a working definition
for use in this study. A review and analysis of the literature derives a working definition
of leadership for this study based on the following themes:
• influencing others
• formulating and deploying the strategic plan
• motivating, inspiring and directing others
• co-ordinating corporate activities
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These themes include the emphasis given by the leader to the task and to the ability and
welfare of the people undertaking the task - Finlay (2000). They encompass the tenets of
the various leadership studies. For example, a task orientated leader is likely to focus on
the formulation and deployment of the strategic plan and the co-ordination of corporate
activities, whereas a human relations orientated leader is likely to focus on the attitudes,
feelings and personal well being of the people in the firm. Both the task and human
relations orientated dimensions are used to derive the following leadership styles:
• human and results orientation,
• transformational,
• transactional,
• laissez faire.

These four organisational leadership styles are inferred using the attributes shown in
tables 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 (see section 3, question 12 of the survey instrument).
Whilst the survey instrument for this study is devised to ascertain the emphasis on
leadership only, the exploratory interviews suggested that the section in the survey
instrument should be headed 'leadership/management style' to ensure that SMEs of all
sizes are able to perceive the relevance of the various questions.
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CHAPTER FIVE: AN OVERVIEW OF ORGANISATIONAL
CULTURE

5.0

Introduction

The importance of organisational culture is gaining in significance and is increasingly
seen as a unifying forcé in organisational processes.lt is seen as a potentially effective
tool to manage organisations, particularly as other managerial and effíciency related
initiatives seem to have yielded 'less than hoped.for results' - Smircich (1983), Harris
and Ogbonna (1999). In effect, culture is often seen as the conduit through which
management can influence the strategic planning process. The literature contends that
organisational culture directly impacts on the strategic planning process and affects
organisational performance. Whilst a limited number of empirical studies have been
carried out, the work relating to organisational culture is largely comprised of opinions,
anecdotes and contentions. The small number of empirical studies relate mainly to larger
firms. By implication, therefore, the definitions of organisational culture relate mainly to
these larger firms and organisations. Whilst the role of culture in the implementation of
new ideas, processes and systems in firms of alí sizes is not disputed, little research exists
on the impact of culture on small and médium sized firms. It is therefore not surprising
that many academics and practitioners see culture as a blurred concept. In addition. this
blurring is compounded by the absence of any indicators to signal a desirable culture for
an S M E . It is therefore important that culture and its role in SMEs is understood. In the
absence of a clear understanding of culture, a means of deriving dimensions of culture
and devising constructs is necessary for this study. Accordingly, this part of the study filis
an important gap in the knowledge base.

The aim of this chapter is to provide a review of the extant literature on the context of
organisational culture in SMEs. The chapter is structured in seven main parts. It:
• examines the definitions of organisational culture (section 5.1)
• reviews the main schools of thought on organisational culture (section 5.2)
• discusses the achievement of an appropriate culture (section 5.3)
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• reviews the factors that influence organisational culture (section-5.4)
1

• discusses the 'strength of culture (section 5.5)
• dérives dimensions of culture appropriate to SMEs (section 5.6).

5.1

Définitions of organisational culture

Chapter four provides an overview of leadership.styles. Many writers refer to leadership
as a quantifiable aspect of 'the formal organisation' which is amenable to 'planned
change'- French and Bell (1990). On the other hand, organisational culture could be
argued to be a qualitative aspect of both the 'formal and informal organisation'.
Consequently obtaining an accepted définition of culture is a complex task. As one of the
aims of this study is to ascertain the association between organisational culture and the
strategie planning process, it is important that a working définition of organisational
culture be derived. The working définition forms the basis for deriving the culture
constructs and facilitâtes the examination of any association(s) of culture with the other
variables in the study.

To explain the concept of culture within the overall organisational setting, French and
Bell (1990) use the metaphor of an 'organisational iceberg' where the area above the
water is visible and easy to see and measure, whereas the area below the water line is
hidden. The hidden area contains the values, beliefs and basic understandings of the
organisation. This does not mean that because it is hidden. it is not a powerful force in
influencing the direction of the organisation but it does mean that what this area contains
is often omitted, given cursory attention, or to quote French and Bell (1990 p. 18) '...not
examined at ail or partially examïned'. Yet thèse 'soft' aspects of the organisation often
provide formidable barriers'to the introduction of change, even if the change is intended
to significantly benefit the organisation - Morgan (1989). This implies that the successful
completion of the strategie planning process is dépendent on the 'informai' organisation,
where obstacles can form significant barriers as well as facilitate deployment.
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Culture is a term that most managers think they know well but each manager invariably
has a différent définition It is not surprising that a large number of définitions of culture
exist. Although there are many définitions, it is contended that there may not be any pne
accepted définition - Ott (1989, p.50). Indeed, Smircich (1983,p.339) states that confusion
often arises as many of the définitions resuit frorn the potential overlap between
organisational culture and the organisation itself. She provides a possible explanation by
pointing out that the concept of organisational culture originates frorn anthropology
where there is no consensus on its meáning.
Van Maanen and Schein (1979) refer to culture as:
'consisting hroadly of long-standing rules of thumb, a somewhat special language,
shared standards of relévame as to the criticai aspects of the work that is being
accomplished, matter of faci préjudices, models for social étiquette and demeanour,
certain customs and rituals suggestive of how members are to relate to colleagues,
subordinates, superiors and outsiders and a sort of residuai category of some rather
piain 'horse-sense ' regarding what is appropriate and 'smart ' behaviour within the
organisation and what is not '.
Hofstede (1981 p.24), a renowned expert on organisational culture, defines culture as:
'...the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes one category of people
from those of another. Culture in this sense is a system of collectively held views...
A broadly similar définition is given by Morden (1996) who refers to organisational
culture as 'the collective mental programming of the enterprise and its members. Il is
apparent in the way we do things around bere '. This description was later adapted to
business organisations by Hofstede (1984. p.21) as "the way things are done in the
business' to illustrate the firm's phiiosophy or character. Nevertheless. despite the large
number of définitions and descriptions, a consensus on the définition appears to develop
around the concept of shared key values and beliefs. Smircich (1983 p.345) refers to the
consensus arising from the basis of culture focusing on the need for a sense of identity for
organisational members, the generation of commitment to something larger than the self,
the enhancement of the stability of the social system and as a means of guiding and
shaping behaviour. Culture is also seen as a psychological concept rather- than a
management tool. In fact, a number of writers take up the psychological angle. For
example, Schneider, Brief, and Guzzo, (1996) refer to culture as the underlying
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psychotogical foundation of an organisation Starbuck (1982 p.3) refers to organisational
idéologies as:
'logically integrateci Clusters of beliefs, théories, world views values, goals, visions,
expectations, plans, myths, stories, rituals, symbols and terminology '.
On the other hand, Morgan (1986 p.128) equates culture with the very existence of the
organisation. He states that culture is a shared under/standing that 'allows people to sec
and understandparticular events, actions, objects, utterances, or situations in distinctive
ways'. The interprétation of the 'shared understanding' provides the basis for individuai
behaviour. A range of selected définitions are outlined in table 5.1, which indicate a shift
in the emphasis on 'shared/accepted perceptions' prior to the 1990s to an emphasis on
'shared beliefs and values' in the présent decade. A n example of the underlying trends in
defining culture can be seen from the définitions given by Hofstede (1984; 1990), which
appear to indicate a change of définition. However, it can be argued that his définitions
do not change, but evolve to use the more descriptive term of 'shared perceptions of daily
practice' in place of the 'ways things are done'.
The literature indicates that there are three common thèmes in the définitions of
organisational culture: beliefs and values, the way things are done and shared, and
accepted perceptions. For example, earlier studies such as Denison (1984) Deal and
Kennedy (1982) and Hofstede (1990) describe culture as the shared or accepted
perceptions of the organisation. Another view put forward by Van Maanen and Barley,
(1984), Hofstede (1984) and Denison and Misha (1995) describe culture as the way
things are done. This is not a significant change from the earlier définitions and could be
argued to be an extension of, rather than a change to, the original descriptions. In fact, the
main protagonists of organisational culture Hofstede and Denison. describe culture using
both définitions. The later studies conducted by Gordon and di Tomasso, (1992), Kolter
and Heskett (1992), and Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) focus on beliefs and values
to describe organisational culture. This approach is consistent with the work of Chatman
and Jehn (1994 p.531) who argue that:
'organisational culture is only meaningful when there is high consensus among members
about organisational values '.
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Table 5.1 Selcctcd définitions of organisations! culture - common thèmes
Study

- ^ - ^ C o m m o n Thèmes l.Beliefs/Values.
Basis of définition
-

Denìson(1984)

perceptions of organisational practices

Deal and Kennedy(1982)

a pattem of beliefs and expectations
shared by organisation members

Smircich(1983)

2. The Way things
are done

3. Shâred/accepted.
perceptions

v

J

Van Maanen and Barley (1984) the way we do business around here
the way things are done in the business'

Schein (1985)

a pattem of basic assumptions

Hofstede et al (1990)

'shared perceptions of daily practice'

Schein (1992)

'the residue of the learning process'

>

--

-

•*' -

•

Gordon and Di Tomasso ( 1992) shared and stable beliefs and values
Kotier and Heskett ( 1992)

shared values and behavioural patterns

Denison and Misha (1995)

core values

' v

' ••

V

V :
1

Wilderom and van den Berg
(1997)

(

. •

the expression of unconscious process _

Hofstede (1984)

Overlap of
thèmes 1-3.

shared perceptions and préférences
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It is reasonable to assume that the definitions differ for the following reasons:
• organisational issues change over time and the definitions alter to reflect these
changes - Handy (1994),
• the definitions tend to be based on the thinking of the core discipline that
impacts on the organisation such as human resource management
• the definitions evoive as society itself changes

To achieve a working definition that provides for the ftiture actions of an organisation,
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) encompass the Hofstede et al definition and broaden
it further by including the perceived 'preferences' on how the organisation works and
should work. Accordingly, for the purposes of this study, the Wilderom and van den Berg
(1997) definition of culture is used:
'employees shared perceptions and preferences regarding ways in which the
organisation works'.
This definition ensures a clear understanding of organisational culture and is consistent
with the contention that the inclusión of beliefs and expectations produce norms that
influence the behaviour of individuáis and groups - Schwartz and Davis (1981).

5.2 The main schools of thought on organisational culture
Arguably the list below represents the main schools of thought on organisational culture:
• Hofstede (1980)
• Deal and Kennedy (1982)
• Sc/7e/>i(1985)
• Handy (1993)
• Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)

Each of these studies will be considered briefly below.

Hofstede's (1980) seminal work on organisational culture is used in most publications as
the basis for a description of organisational culture. His study is based on the
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classification of culture into fíve types, which he entitles individualism^or collectivism,
power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity or femininity and long/short term
brientation. These are briefly described in the following sections.

Individualism/Collectivism refers to the extent of group integration in an organisation.
Hofsíede

depicts 'individualist' organisations as those emphasising rewards as the

principie motivating factor: whereas

'collectivist' organisations emphasise

group

interests, relationships between the group and the employer, and actions based on trust.
The resultañt consequences of an 'individualist' type organisation are based on the
overriding criterion of 'mutual advantage'. On the other hand, the consequences of a
'collectivist' organisation are likely to result in a greater expectation that the organisation
will have a more maternalistic approach to employees, influencing their well being and
defending their interests. A 'collectivist' organisation is also more likely to have staff
with a strong sense of loyalty and duty.

Power distance relates to the expectation and acceptance of the unequal distribution of
power in an organisation. In a later study, Hofsíede defines it as:
'the difference between the exíent to which the boss can determine the behaviour of the
subordínate and the extent to which the subordínate can determine the behaviour of the
boss' - Hofstede (1994 p.72).
The impact of'power distance' as a motivating forcé depends. to a large extent. on the
perceptions of the employees. However power dislance manifests itself in aspects such as,
the degree of centralisation. the proportion of supervisory personnel to non-supervisory
personnel, wage differentials, and employment status. For example, in an organisation
where 'power distance' is not very significan!, it is likely that a flatter organisational
hierarchical system will be in place, greater consultation on decisión making within the
organisation is carried out and greater communication exists between management and
staff. In organisations with significant power distances, it is likely that a hierarchical
organisation style will exist and only an inner circle will have knowledge of what is
happening. Employees outside the 'inner circle' will wait to be told what is happening or
what to do. Arguably, in large organisations employees are likely to be somewhat in awe
of the inner circle.
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Uncertainty Avoidance refers to how the organisation views the future and whether it
prefers to plan ofjust let events unfold. It refers to the tolerance of uncertainty and/or
ambiguiry. Tolerance of uncertainty varíes and can be indicated by rule orientation,
employee stability and stress - Hofstede (1994). If the emphasis is on uncertainty
avoidance, it is likely that rules, regulations and constraints will be imposed. with the
result that creativity is often reduced. In addition, where there is a strong uncertainty
avoidance culture, there is likely to be more routine functions, which are a direct result of
the hierar'chical systems in place. Flexibility is likely to be rare and standardised
procedural processes are likely to be the norm.
Various degrees of uncertainty créate varying degrees of anxiety. Organisations tend to
use rules and regulations to reduce internal uncertainty and increase'predictability, as
evidenced by dependence on bureaucracy or the reliance on expert knowledge - Hofstede
(1994). A low emphasis on uncertainty avoidance is usually indicated by fewer written
rules and the use of more generalist staff members. Low emphasis on 'uncertainty' also
tends to manifest itself in greater managerial involvement in the strategic planning
process and the willingness to take individual and risky decisions. However, it is also
evidenced by high labour' tumo ver and lower employee satisfaction scores. It could be
argued that employee dissatisfaction arises from the inabiíity to prepare for uncertainty.
Where uncertainty avoidance is low, there is a greater likelihood that firms will have a
strategic plan in place.

Masculinity ¡Femininity determines the degree to which an organisation is performance
orientated. 'Masculinity' is a term applied to performance
'femininity'

orientation, whereas

relates lo a more social relationship orientation. 'Masculinity" type

companies are considered to focus more on strength or power whereas 'femininity'
orientated companies are considered to be more egalitarian. For example, the term
'masculinity' often denotes eamings, recognition, advancement and challenge; whereas
'femininity' tends to denote terms such as good working relations with line management
and co-operation with other colleagues and outside stakeholders. 'Masculinity' can also
be associated with being tough and not showing emotions, as well as the right of firms to
interfere in employees lives.
I
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Long/short terni orientation refers to the long or short term approach of the firm.
Öbviously, a firm does not engage in long term strategie planning i f its concerns are only
short term, or if they feel that reacting to the actions of others is the best course to follow.
A culture that displays a long term orientation is likely to have established relationships
and networks. A long term approach can manifest itself in the lowering of costs and the
achievement of greater efficiency -Hofstede (1991 p. 168).

Criticisms of Hofstede 's work relate to its focus on employée orientation, based on open
communication, empowerment and results. It can also be argued that Hofstede makes
little référence to environmental factors, in the absence of which, employée orientation
often means little. In addition, the emphasis on qualitative aspects makes comparisons
more difficult. A recent study carried out by Winch, Miliar and Clifton (1997) outline
results that replicate Hofstedes findings on cultural values, but fail to support the
predicted implications for behaviour. They indicate that 'the relationship between cidture
and behaviour might be more complicated than research to date suggests '. It can be
argued that there are a number of constraints in Hofstede 's work resulting from the age of
the research, it was carried out in the late 60's/early 70's, and from the sample used,
which coniprised a largely American influenced culture. Doubts are expressed by Ryh
Song and Lawrence (1995) on the validity of Hofstede 's methodology and by Wilderom
and van den Berg (1997) on the 'serious methodological issue' of the overlap between
culture and leadership.

Deal and Kennedy (1982) catégorise culture types based on two main considérations: the
degree of risk arising from a firm's activities and the feedback received on the degree of
success of the firm's strategie plan. They propound four main culture types: tough guy
macho culture, the work hard play hard culture, the bet-your-company culture, and
finally, the process culture. Each of these culture types are examined briefly in the
following sections.

Tough guy macho culture refers to the individuate within an organisation that undertake
high risk activities, based on tight time constraints. The rewards are usually high.
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However, internal pressures may also be high. In essence, this culture type relies on high
profile individuals, who could be described as 'self centred'.

Work hard/play hard culture is based on high volume production, assisted by 'fun'
éléments such as a motivational force. Normally, the risk élément involved is low.

Bet-your-Company culture refers to long term investment type décisions, made on a
bureaucratie basis. The high risk involved means that every step is taken with care and
attention.

Process Culture refers to low risk activities in large bureaucratie organisations, where the
individuar s actions are part of a much larger process. As the feedback on the
effectiveness of the individuar s actions is usually very slow, staff tend to adopt a
cautious attitude with much attention to detail.

Schein (1985) was one of the first authors to classify and catégorise culture. He
propounds the necessity to analyse organisational culture in order to enable the actions of
an organisation and its employées/managers to be understood. He suggests that culture
comprises three distinct levels: artefacts, values and basic assumptions. His contention is
that basic assumptions are the essence of culture which are manifested in the values and
behaviour of the organisation. Schein (1985) outlines thèse levels of culture in a
continuum, ranging from the informai aspects which are often highly visible but
indecipherable, to aspects that are invisible and preconscious. This view is consistent
with the contention by Pettigrew (1979) that organisational culture is a 'family of
concepts' which include 'assumptions', 'values', 'symbols', 'myths', 'beliefs' and 'rituals'.
The continuum derived by Schein (1985) is depicted in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Culture - a continuum of awareness
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Source : Adoptedfront Schein (1985 p. 14).

In explaining this model, Schein (1985) states that the 'artefacts and créations' level is the
most visible, whereas the second level 'the values' evolves as the organisation becomes
established and grows. He stresses that the 'basic assumptions' level is the foundation of
organisational culture. His reasoning for this is that basic assumptions are well
established in most organisations. Basic assumptions also have a strong basis in the
literature. To enable a better understanding of organisational culture, the following levels
will be examined briefly; (a) artefacts and créations,

(b) values, and (c) basic

assumptions.

Artefacts and créations are described by Schein (1985) as the most visible level of
organisational culture. Examples include a firm's physical infrastructure or social
environment. In a later study. Ott (1989 p.24) encapsulâtes 'artefacts' as:
'material and non-material abjects and pattems that intentionally or unintentionally
communicate information about the organisations ' technology, beliefs, values,
assumptions and ways ofdoing things '.
It can be argued that 'material objects' relate to the physical aspects of an organisation
such as its buildings, whereas 'material pattërns' relate to the working environment and
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include the degree of interactions within the physical confines of the building. Examples
might include accessibility to other or higher ranking colleagues through 'open door'
policies. Non material objects and patterns relate to the 'softer'

aspects of the

organisation and include aspects such as symbols, rituals, jargon and communication
patterns - Dandridge et al (1980), Hofstede et al (1990). Both material and non material
objects and patterns are termed 'artefacts' as they communicate a message about the
organisation. However, the non material aspects are more complex and more difficult to
understand. For example, symbolism is used to 'reveal or make comprehendable the
unconscious feelings, images and values that are inherent in that organisation'

-

Dandridge et al (1980). Other writers refer to the importance of symbols in enabling:
'employees to interpret and understand the organisation and their role in it, by providing
information about status, power, commitment, motivation, control, values, and norms 'Da//(1983).
Rituals could be argued to be another factor that can have a significant influence on
organisations and relate to the formal as well as the informal practices. Interestingly,
Schein (1985) refers to the levels of artefacts as manifestations of culture rather than as
attributes of culture, based on their importance in sustaining the organisational culture.
This view is consistent with the work of Morgan,(\986); Hampden-Turner, (1990),
Schein, (1992). It could be argued that the consideration of the artefacts' level, in the
absence of the other levels of culture, gives a limited view only. For example, the 'values'
and 'basic assumptions' dictate the role and usefulness of the 'artefacts* level.

Beliefs are consciously held cognitive views about the truth and reality, whereas a value
is a conscious, affective desire or want ~Ott (1989). A value is like a belief but with an
'ought to' implication - Ott (1989, p.39). Values are an indication of the firm's way of
doing business and how they relate to their shareholders. It is accepted that values lie at
the heart of culture -Deal and Kennedy fl982). Values and beliefs evolve over time and
include assumptions about the organisational environment, the managerial styles adopted
by the organisation's leaders. Beliefs and values are referred to as 'recipes' by Grinyer
and Spender (1979). While 'recipes'.may have achieved success in the past and have
been faithfully adhered to by many managers, there is no guarantee that they will succeed
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in the future. The danger of using 'recipes* is that they may blur managers' perceptions of
problems/issues arising.
While values and beliefs differ from each other, they are also interdependent, as
encapsulated by the quotation that 'adults may have thousands of beliefs, ..only hundreds
of attitudes and a few dozen values' - Gross (1987). The degree of interdependence is
stressed by Ott (1989 p.79) when he refers to beliefs and values as the organisational
'ideology' comprising 'the pervasive and dominant sets of interrelated systems of
thoughts, beliefs and/or values'. The consideration of values and beliefs on their own can
be harmful unless influenced by positive leadership - there can be nothing more
dangerous than a shared feeling of delusion - Kets de Vries (1980). However, Pettigrew
(1979 p.574) states that culture cannot be seen in terms of just one value, attitude or norm
and that 'culture treated as a unitary concept...lacks analytical bite'. To assist in the
understanding of values, an example of key sets of values is depicted from Trompenaars
and Hampden-Turner (1997) in table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Key sets of values
Ilniv^rcfllkm

^

^

based on abstract rules of behaviour
Individualism

^

^

^

p

Objective interventions
• Specific

Emotional
Emotional interventions

*

*

task oriented and goal related
Achievement

rule ßexibility depénding on
circumstances
Communitarianism
Emphasis on the Community

emphasis on the individual
Neutral

Pnrtinilnricm

Diffuse
broader than specific goals

^

w

judged on output

Ascription
status, background and
conneclions important

Based on Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1997)

Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1997) suggest that a balance is needed between each
continuum, to ensure that any negative aspects are avoided. However, all values are not
mutually exclusive and there is no reason why an organisation could not, and should not,
comprise more than one value - Gregory (1983). From an organisational viewpoint this is
common, as many departments may have their own values and beliefs but also subscribe
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to the corporate culture. Usually i f a clash occurs, then the departmental behaviour gives
way to the corporate culture. Harris and Ogbonna (1999) suggest that there has been a
marked résurgence in research ìnto culture as a pluralistic concept, rejecting the previous
uni-dimensionality. The benefits of 'values' are also shown in an empirical study of
twenty companies that outperform the national economy growth rate, based on their
commitment to values - Heller (1997).

Basic Àssumptions are an influence on the organisational values and norms as well as its
artefacts - Hofstede (1980) and Schneider (1989). Clarification is provided by Ott (1989)
who refers to assumptions as 'not only beliefs but also perceptions (interprétations of
cognition's) and values and feelings (affects)'. The broad applicability of 'basic
assumptions' to an organisation is outlined by McGregor (1987 p.6) who states that:
'Every managerial act rests on assumptions, généralisations, and hypothèses - that is to
say, on theory. Our assumptions are frequently implicit, sometimes quite unconscious.
often conflicting; nevertheless, they determine our prédictions that if we do a, b will
occur. Theory andpractice are inséparable ',

It could be argued that the interplay, of assumptions and values lead to greater cultural
dynamism, which is more prévalent during periods of crises, which reinforces the
importance of the use of assumptions during periods of rapid change. Schein (1996)
contends that many of the problems in organisations arise from underestimating 'the
importance of culture- shared norms, values and assumptions • in how organisations
function'. Wilson and Rosenfeld (1990 p.237) share this point of view by emphasising
that 'the pervasive nature of organisational culture cannot be stressed too much. It is
likely to affect virtually all aspects of organisational life '.

Handy (1993) characterises organisational culture as the psychological relationship
between employers and employées. He catégorises culture into four main types: power,
rôle,

task and person. This catégorisation is based on the différences

between

organisations in terms of power and control. Each of thèse culture types are examined
briefly below.

Power culture relates to the degree of influence that émanâtes from a central power force
or 'inner circle*. This implies that the influence of a few individuate determine the actions
of others. A power culture is often found in smaller organisations where it opérâtes in the
absence of detailed procédures or processes.
Role culture refers to the degree of spécialisation in an organisation and is often
associated with bureaucracy. In this culture type, the work of the specialist units is coordinated by a small number of people, based on their position within the organisation. In
essence, role culture is based on the power associated with the position of authority.

Task Culture relates to the achievement of a task based on maximising the achievements
of the appropriate resources. The exercise of power based on expertise is an important
component of this culture type.

Person culture refers to the centrai role of the individuai within the organisational
structure.
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) review previous studies and structure their findings
on the baste of the 'important structural variables* of the organisation and it's 'internai
aspects'. They derive the following dimensions of culture:- empowerment, intergroitp
orientation,

human resource

orientation,

improvement orientation

and externa!

orientation. Each of thèse dimensions are briefly discussed below.
Empowerment represents the greater involvement of employées in the overall task.
Marcoulides and Heck ( 1993) refer to empowerment as encompassing a generic aspect of
the task structure as well as the level of horizontal différent iati on. Wilderom and van den
Berg (1997) argue against the inclusion of vertical integration on the basis that it relates
more to leadership rather than to organisational culture. The likely manifestations of
empowerment include a decentralised, informai and non standardised environment Spreitzer {\995).

Intergroup Orientation relates to the overcoming of barriers to productive inter group
communication and is seen as a means of achieving more effective organisational
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working. This dimension is influenced to a significant degree by the degree of
empowerment present within the task.

Human Resource Orientation is depicted in the literature as an essential element in
organisational culture and relates to the way employees are treated within the
organisation - Gordon (1990), Quinn, (1988), Gordon and Di Tomasso (1992).

Improvement Orientation relates to changing organisational practices in order to achieve
more competitive advantage. It denotes a shared high level of ambition, a concomitantly
strong commitment to high-quality work, as well as a positive inclination towards
organisational change- Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).

External Orientation refers to the emphasis given to outside forces and influences and is
outlined in the literature as one of the key aspects of organisational culture - Wilderom
and van den Berg (1997), Schein (1985) and Hofstede et al (1990).

5.2.1

Recent studies on organisational culture

Apart from the different schools of thought discussed in the previous section, a number of
empirical studies have been conducted in the 1990s. Arguably the list below represents
the main studies conducted over the past decade:
• Hofstede et al (1990)
• Kotter and Heskett (1992)
• Gordon and Di Tomasso (1993)
• Marcoulidas and Heck (1993)
• Denison and Misha (1995)
Each of these studies are discussed briefly below.

Hofstede et al (1990) study twenty organisational units of IBM focusing on the shared
perceptions of daily practices. The study adopts the following types of culture:
• process or task orientation
• employee or job orientated
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• open or closed Systems
• loose or tight control
• normative or pragmatic approach
• parochial or professional focus
It could be argued that these culture types are an expansion of the originai culture types
derived by Hofstede (1980). However, in this study they include many items that could be
argued to refer to leadership attitudes and styles. In fact Hoftede et ai stated that 'key
leaders undoubtedly shape organisational culture '.

Kotier and Heskett's (1992) study of one hundred and seven large American firms
examines organisational culture and its adaptability. The study concludes that an adaptive
culture is associated with long terni performance. As a result of their study, Kolter and
Heskett (1992) suggest that culture should be considered at various levels and a
differentiation made between the "visible" culture such as behaviour patterns and the
"deep" culture of shared values.

Gordon and Di Tomasso (1993) refer to the paucity of studies on the impact of culture
on organisational performance. They state that much of the work undertaken is based on
'arguments that are conceptual and anecdotal or > case studies without formai
measurement of either performance or culture'. In their empirical study, they examine
organisational culture in eleven large American insurance firms. using the following
attrìbutes to describe culture:
• clarity of strategy/shared goals
• systematic décision making .
•
•
•
•
•

integration and communication
innovation and risk taking
accountability
action orientation
fairness of rewards

• development and promotion
The study concludes that organisational culture is associated with short term performance
only.
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Marcoulidas and Heck (1993) examine organisational culture in twenty six large
American firms, using the following déterminants of culture:
• the structure and purpose of the organisation
• organisational values
• organisational climate
• task organisation
• worker attitudes and goals
The study indicates that organisational culture is associated with organisational
performance.

Denison and Mis h a (1995) investigate organisational culture in seven hundred and sixtyfour large American firms. In addition, they also conduct five case studies. They use the
following déterminants of culture:
• involvement
• consistency
• adaptability
• mission and goals.
The study concludes that aspects such as mission and consistency are associated with
overall performance. Involvement and adaptability, on the other hand, are associated with
organisational growth.
Other examples exist in the literature showing the impact of culture on performance. For
example, a study of the automobile industry concludes that successful cómpanies owe
their success as much to their overriding philosophy or culture as 10 their stratégies IVomack, Jones and Roos (1990). The results of this study are confirmed in empirical
studies by Koner and Hesket (1992) and Vargas, Rivera and Cardenas (1997). which
show that companies with strong values outperform companies that lack strong values.
Table 5.3 depicts a summary of the empirical studies investigating the association
between organisational culture and organisational performance. In a high profile nonl

empirical work, Peters and Waterman (1982) state that without exception, the
dominance and cohérence of culture within excellent organisations proved lo he the
esseniial quality of success'. It can be argued that this statement is well underpinned by
the empirical évidence to date.
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Table 5.3 A Summary of the empirica! studics invcstigaling the association hclwccn culture and performance
Study

Sam pie used

Hofstede et al
(1990)

Divisions of IBM
(20 organisâtionat
units in 2 countries)

Koner and
Hestedt (1992) -

Marcoulidas
and Heck (1993)

Adapted from

Shared perceptions of
daily practices

Shared and stable
beliefs and values

11 large US
insurance firms

Gordon and
DiTomasso
(1992)

Dennison and
Misha(1995)

Définition of culture

207 large US firms

Shared values and
behavioural patterns

26 large US
firms

764 large US
firms and S case
studics

H'ilderom and van den Berg {

Pcrceived functioning,
values and beliefs

Core values

Dimensions of culture
1. Process vs. task orientated
2. Employée vs. job orierited
3. Parochial vs. professional
4. Open system vs. closed system
5. Loose control vs. tight control
6. Normative vs. pragmatic

Perfo r m a n ce meas u res
Financial

1. Organisation structure/purpose
2. Organisational values
3..0rganisational climate
4. Task organisation 5. Worker attitudes/goaìs

r

Financial

Volume and share of
market
' Profit - ,

1997)
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The importance of competitive advantage in the modern technological age depends on the
speed with which firms keep pace with developments - Tushman and O'Reilly, (1997).
and as such the principle driver of change is dependent on the culture of the organisation.
Culture is also a means towards enhancing motivation and a 'steer' for the changes in
behaviour that the organisation will tolerate. It is often a response to corporate
"dilemmas" - Smircich (1983), Hampden-Turner, (1990). It could be argued that the
failure of many of the management tools introduced in the 1980s and 1990s is a result of
the influence of corporate culture placing a higher value on stability rather than change.
The significance of culture is according to Schwartz and Davis (1981 p-35) '...capable of
blunting or significantly altering the intended impact of even well-thought out changes in
an organisation'.
It could be argued that while organisational culture is an important influence on strategic
planning, non-cultural influences are also important. It is for this reason that Brown
(1995) suggests that '/'/ is impossible to predict an organisation's strategy from
knowledge of its culture alone'. This view is consistent with Smircich (1983) who states
that culture can be viewed either as an independent variable, for example, brought into
the organisation, or as an internal variable. However, it is clear that culture is one of the
more important influences on strategic planning and enables it to be expressed 'in much
the same way as speech creates meaning in language ' - Brown (1995).
While the literature suggests that organisational culture is associated with strategic
planning, the Wilderom and van den Berg investigation is the only example the author of
this study was able to locate in relation to SMEs.

5.3 Achieving an appropriate culture

"

'J

Achieving an 'appropriate culture' is a painstaking process in what can be described as
the 'moving target* of business life. Handy (1986 p. 188) remarks that:
'Not all cultures suit all purposes or people. Cultures are founded and built over the
years by the dominant groups in an organisations. What suits them and the organisation
at one stage is not necessarily appropriate for ever - strong though the culture may be'.
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In fact, Schein (1985) argües that the first step in ensuring that a fírm has the
'appropriate' corporate culture, is to understand its existing culture type and its
underlying assumptions. However, it is also necessary to understand the context of the
organisational culture and the factors impacting on it The culture of-firms difFer
markedly, often determined by the firm's activities - Aíkinson (1990). Such differences
are not surprising as each firm is:
'a bundle of interlocking processes overlaid by organisaiion policies, permeated by
unwritten rules of behaviour, andconstrainedby its resource structures' - Maira (1996).
It could be argued that an appropriate culture will be influenced to a significant degree by
the characteristics of the various industrial sectors and the changes impacting on them.
For example, high technology firms may have a different culture from traditional heavy
engineering firms. The literature indícales that attempts to change organisational culture
can be a delicate process. A positive view of cultural change is given by Barran (1990
p.23) when he states that 'valúes, beliefs and altitudes are learnt, can be managed and
changed and potentially manipulated by management'. Bourgeois and Jemison (1982)
take a similar view and refer to the shaping of the way that people behave, interact and
perform. However, not all authors are in agreement that culture can be changed. Meek
(1988) contends that:
'culture as a whole cannot be manipulated, turned on or off, although it needs to be
recognised that some are in a better position than others to intentionally influencc
aspeas of it.... Culture should be regarded as something an organisaiion 'is' not
something it 'has'; it is not an independent variable ñor can it be created, discovered or
destroyed by the whims of management'.
This point is supported by the contention that even though individuáis with new or fresh
assumptions join organisations, the established assumptions remain. Daft and Weick
(1984, p.286) suggest that key individuáis within an organisation often frústrate the
introduction of changes to the culture. As culture represents the character of the
organisation derived from the cumulative valúes and beliefs of all the employees, culture
change may be a slow and tiring process.
It can, however, be argued that the management ethos has changed in recent years as
egalitarianism has replaced bureaucracy. This has resulted in a lesser emphasis being
placed on firm size and a greater emphasis on lean and flexible organisations - Peters
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(1997). A n influential factor in the chartging management ethos is the concept of
competition, which has resulted in firms both competing and co-operating with one
another often at the same time - Coopers and Lybrand (1997). Another example of the
changing management ethos relates to the organisation's strategic plan, which in previous
decades was confined to a few influential individuáis, whereas today, the emphasis is on
greater awareness and empowerment -¡Canter (1990). It could be argüed that corporate
culture has been re-defined in line with these changes and is continuing to re-define itself.
This is consistent with the contention by Stacey (1996) that organisations evolve new
systems and patterns of behaviour that 'fit' the emerging new systems. It can, therefore,
be argued that culture evolves rather than is deliberately 'shaped' .

5.4 Factors influencing the organisational culture

Arguably every S M E has an organisational culture which can be inferred from its
structure, operation and approach to its overall strategy and mission. The culture of any
organisation relates to its valúes and beliefs, which are often influenced by various factors
including the company's founáer-Pettigrew

(1979), Schein (1985). The 'established

organisation' tends to keep and build on the initial behaviour and valúes -Daft and Weick
(1984). A n example of this is the pride with which companies refer to the number of
decades or even longer that they have been established. The portraits of its founders on
the office walls of sénior management re-enforce both employée perception and the
culture itself. This pattern can be recognised in many firms as founding members seek to
stress personal beliefs, valúes, and assumptions on a range of issues from the

business

strategy to the environmenl - Kotter and Meskett, (l992), Robbins (1992), Brown (1995).
In addition to founding members, top managers also play a leading role in developing a
company's ideology- Beyer (1981). As such it can be said that corporate ideology is
heavily identified with top levéis of management in the company - Dunbar, Dutton, and
Torbert (1982), Starbuck (1982).
Culture is also influenced by people in the organisation, any professional bias that they
may have and by the functions that they perform - Schein, (1992); Kotter and Heskett,
(1992). As staff often identify more with their professional grouping than with their
company, it is important that effective systems are in place to facilítate cross functional
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working to overcome any adverse impact. Culture is influenced by the way the
organisation's managers and leaders stress their priorities, goals and assumptions SWiewi,(1992).
It is often by trial and error that companies adapt their culture to the market place and to
the external environment. However, once the basic beliefs are established, general
interactions and inter relationships determine an organisation's culture - Korter and
Heskett, (1992); Schein, (1992); Morgan, (1986); Hampden-Turner, (1990).

5.5 The 'strength' of culture
Deal and Kennedy (1982) describe cultural strength as the extent to which the
organisational members share core values. They contend that it is possible to identify the
strength of culture by the existence of symbols and artefacts that relate to the company's
core values. There is no common definition of'strength of culture'. However, it is often
defined according to the coherence, homogeneity, stability and intensity, congruence,
penetration and internalised control of the firm - Gordon and Di Tomasso (1992).
The literature indicates that culture strength can be manifested in organisations in a
number of ways such as a strong or weak culture types. While other manifestation types
exist, strength is a concept used in a number of empirical studies - Denison (1984),
Gordon and Di Tomasso (1992), and hotter and Heskett (1992). Accordingly, an
understanding of 'cultural strength' is desirable in order to effect change. Not all
organisational cultures are the same - 'organisational cultures differ markedly in terms of
their relative strengths' - Brown (1995 p.74). The essential difference between both
extremes of culture is that in an organisation with a strong culture, a clear understanding
exists on how the organisation should operate. In addition, virtually all employees
strongly support that understanding. In an organisation with a weak culture, it is likely
that the converse applies, as often sub cultures compete with each other with the result
that no one culture is dominant.
The literature reveals a number of studies outlining the benefits of a strong culture.
Several researchers contend that a strong culture leads to organisational excellence or
high performance - Barney (1986), Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). More
specifically, Kotter and Heskett (1992), suggest that companies with a strong culture that
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values employées, customers and shareholders, outperform all other companies. Generic
advantages of a strong culture include the capability to enhance the 'fit' between their
internai environment and the extemal environment -Kotier and Heskett, ( 1992).
In an empirical study of insurance firms in the US, Gordon and Di Tomasso (1992)
confirm that a strong culture 'regardless of content or Substantive value ' is associated
with increased asset and premium growth. This study supports the findings of Denison
(1990), that the strength of culture is prédictive of short term performance. It could be
argued that firms with a strong culture have an advantage in that they can adapt to the
changing environment more easilyi as their values and norms are both outward looking
and related to their strategie aims and objectives.
As the culture of an organisation is seen by Schein (1985) as concentrating more on why
things happen rather than what happens, it follows that the rôle of the organisation's
leadership is crucial. Peters and Waterman (1982), Kanter (1983) and Deal and Kennedy
(1982) give the impression that power is the means by which leaders can control and
manage the culture of the organisation. Hassard and Sharifi (1989 p.l 1) agrée with thèse
sentiments and add that any change programme must take into account the views of the
firm's 'opinion leaders'. This élaboration provides the vital link between organisational
culture and leadership.

5.6

Deriving dimensions of culture appropriate to S M E s

Harris and Ogbonna (1999) contend that the characteristics and limitations of some
forms of quantitative

research

preclude the

exploration of certain aspects of

organisational culture such as language and symbols.'Accordingly, this study focuses on
culture styles only. The Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) study follows a detailed
review of previous studies and establishes 'new' styles/dimensions of culture. The new
dimensions are tested and validated to gauge the perception of organisational culture.
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) acknowledge that whilst their new dimensions are not
perfect, they are représentative of an organisation's culture and cover most of its factors.
Accordingly, they conclude that the dimensions derived are operationally sound and
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robust. The tested dimensions have a theoretical' and practical basis and overcome the
shortcomings in Hofstede 's approach. These dimensions are outlined in table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Dimensions of organisational culture derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)
Description ;.

Dimension
a) Empowerment'- '

Employées bave sufficientfreedomand authorityto
make décisions. Low degrees of empowerment exist
in highly centralised, formalised, standardised and
specialised environments:

"

Efficient and pleasant relations between departments
Horizontal differentiatioh often créâtes barriers to
cross functional communication.

b) Intergroup Orientation •

c) Internal Orientation towards.
. improvement
_
;

Continuous improvement and adjustment of internai
affaire. This dimension gives a commitment to .
• high quality work and the adoption of change.

d) Externàl orientation-. •

Dynamic/active relation with extemal parties and
other external factors.

e) Human resources orientation

How the organisation deals with their employées.

The Wilderom and van den Berg dimensions have recently been tested and validated for
use in small firms and are appropriate for use in this study. The five organisational culture
types are inferred using the attributes shown in table 5.5. Thèse are included in section 4,
question 13 of the survey instrument.
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Table 5.5 The dimensions of organisât tonal culture and their attributes
Dimension

Question Attributes and position within question

•

Empowerment

.

13b

Room for non managerial employées to make their own décisions

13d

Assignaient of interesting tasks tp.employees •;.

, -13g

' Freedom for employées to départ from rules *

13n

Employées exert influence on important décisions regarding work .

13p

The opportunity for employées to bring forward ideas befóre-.
décisions are made

.

t

I3q

Initiatives takën by employées to improve the way work is done

Intergroup

13a

Exchange of information between departments-

Orientation

13e

Useful coroperation between departments -

13j '

Traely resolution of conflicts between departments..

13m

Usérul meetings between heads of departments

Improvemënt

13k

Talking about mistakes in order tp learnfromthem

Orientation

13 z

Quick implementation of sound proposais for
change

External orientation

13c

Active promotion of the organisation by its employées

131

Working to improve the local market position

13o

The firrn's future plans

13r

Efforts contributing to exceptional performance of the firm

13t

Active canvassing of new customers

13u

This firm has the edge over local competitore

I3w

Quick reaction to developments in the market

13y

Investigation of the needs and wishes of customers

Human resources

13f

Récognition of good performance by employées

orientation

13h

Carenai sélection of new employées

13 i

' Managers taking performance évaluation seriously

13s

Thorough training of employées... in information gathering

13v

Stimulation of créâtivity ih employées

13x

Thorough training of new employées
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5.7 Concluding remarks
Organisational culture is a complex concept and one which is not always immediately
visible or recognisable. It could be argued that despite the évidence of a number of
empirical studies, the comment of Peters and Waterman (1982) that 'most businessmen 's
eyes glaze over when the talk turns to value Systems, culture and the like ' is still true.
Schein (1992) states that whilst external sources may seem to recognise the culture of the
organisation, it is only when they talk with the staff of the organisation that they can
Widerstand all the aspects of the organisation's culture. However, it is only within the
organisation^ parameters that culture can be really understood.

This chapter examines selected définitions of organi sational culture and adopts the
définition provided by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997), which refers to employées'
shared perceptions and préférences regarding the way in which the organisation works.
This définition is comprehensive, up to date and has a strong foundation in the literature.
The chapter outlines the basis of culture and describes its constituent parts, for example,
artefacts, values and beliefs. Examples of a number of culture types are outlined and the
importance of culture briefly examined. The chapter then dérives a set of dimensions of
organisational culture, based on the dimensions of culture tested and validated by
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).
Few existing studies consider the impact of culture on organisational performance in the
U K - most studies relate to large firms in the United States. The author was able to locate
only one study (conducted by Wilderom and van den Berg) that relates to SMEs. This
study therefore, fills a gap in the knowledge base, as it concentrâtes on U K SMEs.
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CHAPTER SIX: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN SMEs

6.0

Introduction

As compétition intensifies, performance measurement is emerging as a priority area for
companies seeking success and growth - Creelman (1996). Neefy et ai (1994) provide a
rationale for this by referring to performance measurement as an effective means of
ensuring the consistency of both décision making and actions, based on the widespread
sharing of the firm's strategie objectives. A review of the literature indicates that there are
two main types of performance measurement:

'traditional' financial performance

measurement, and a broader measurement system comprising a mixture of financial
results

and organisational effectiveness.

While the

importance of

performance

measurement is not in doubt, the crucial debate centres on aspects of how performance
should be measured.

One of the objectives of this study is to examine the association between perceived
organisational performance and the strategie planning process. Accordingly, this chapter
is devoted to deriving a number of measures indicative of performance measurement for
inclusion in the constructs. To do this. it reviews a number of performance measurement
models. The intention is to use the various models to establish common thèmes of
measurement, rather than test the applicability of any one model in SMEs. The rationale
for the literature survey is discussed briefiy in section 1.5 and in greater detail in section
7.1.
This chapter:
• examines the définitions of performance (section 6.1)
• reviews the main types of performance measurement (section 6.2),
• examines the extant literature on the principal models of performance
measurement (section 6.3).
• considers the relevance of the existing models for S M E performance
measurement (section 6.4)
• dérives performance measures appropriate to SMEs (section 6.5).

6.1 Defining performance

Performance is defined in ihe Concise Oxford Dictionary as the 'execution' or Hhe
carrying out of a task\ It is often taken to mean accomplishment, achievement,
attainment, realisation or ftilfilment. In business terms, performance focuses on outputs.
Sieger (1992 p.46) States that:
'a performance measure is one of the quantitative indicators used by management to
judge how well one parí - or all - of a company is doing '.
This description is taken further by Flapper, Douwe and Stoop (1996) when they refer to
a performance measurement system as covering 'all aspects of performance that are
relevant for the existence of an organisation as a whole' and success as the 'way the
organisation carries its objectives into effect'. While this definition is broad ranging, in
reality few SMEs can afford to measure a large number of factors. Arguably many SMEs
avoid complex measurement systems as long as their annual financial results are broadly
consistent with the organisational objectives. However, this can lead to potential
problems as SMEs may not be aware of the directional changes needed.

Fitzgerald et al (1991) provide one 'of the fírst references linking performance
measurement to strategy. They view performance measurement as 'a key factor in
ensuring the successful implementation of a company 's strategy' Continuing the
connection between performance and strategic intent, Seddon (1991) argües that
performance is much more than a time lagged target and is more concerned with what
will happen in the future, rather than looking back to what has been accomplished in the
past. Kaplan and Norton (1992) also emphasise the link between strategy and
performance. They echo the sentiments of Schroeder (1989 p. 669) who states that - "if
you can not measure it then you can not manage it'. It follows that the aspects measured
are likely to get more attention than those that are not - Globerson et al (1991), Eccles
(1991). While this may indícate a focused approach, the literature in general suggests that
a wide ranging approach to performance measurement is needed. Nevertheless, while
there are many contributions to the literature, there is little agreement on the elements
comprising a comprehensive' performance measurement system - Moon and Fitzgerald
(1996).
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6.2. Types of performance measurement

Over 30 years ago, Skinner (1969) suggested that the behaviour and ethos of an
organisation and the deployment of its strategie plan, could be influenced by the
performance measurements used. A review of the literature since then indicates that an
effective performance measurement system should be based on the link between the
measure(s) used and the strategie objectives of the firm. It is, therefore, reasonable to
assume that performance measurement needs to cover a broad range of measures to
reflect the objectives of the strategie plan. However, virtually ali the studies carried out
into performance measurement until the early 1990s concentrate on the 'traditional'
single dimensionai measure of finance/profitability, which Donaldson and Lorsch (1983)
state are 'embedded in the firm 's planning and décision making process '. After the mid
1990s a noticeable trend can be seen in the movement from the 'traditional' single
dimensionai performance measurement to a broader range of financial and non-financial
indicators of performance. Accordingly, the descriptions of performance measurement are
classified in two main catégories - the 'traditional' financial measures and a mixture of
financial and non-financial measures. The remainder of this section will consider and
criticalfy evaluate both catégories.

6.2.1

Traditional performance measures

Traditional performance measures based on financial indicators are well, developed
and populär. Robinson (1983) States that the attractiveness of financial measures as
indicators of performance resuit from the availability of reasonably accurate financial
data. Other reasons include:
* historical background - Donaldson and Lorsch (1983), Fry (1992), Neely et al
(1995).
• ease of use - Robinson (1983), Heap (1992).

It could be argued that 'traditional' financial performance measures are considered to be
an adequate performance measurement in most SMEs. However, they provide little
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guidance on the various processes that determine overall financial success. Indeed,
Kaplan and Norton (1992 p.79) suggest that:
'tradiiional performance measurement Systems specify the particular actions that they
want employées to take and then measure to see whether the employées hâve in fact taken
those actions
This means that the specifïed aspects of a firm's performance receive attention and by
implication, those aspects not specifïed may receive lesser attention.
The 'traditional'financial performance measurement system has a number of limitations,
which include:
• the historié orientation of financial performance measures
• the différent practices and methods of deriving aggregate financial data
• the restrictions arising from the use of quantitative data only

These limitations are briefly discussed below.

The historié orientation refers to a strong emphasis on past actions and historié timelagged data. It could be argued that 'traditional' financial measures fail to recognise the
changing nature of the business environment as they:
'remain anchored to an accounting model developed centuries ago for an environment of
arms length transactions between independent entities '- Kaplan and Norton (1996).
Other authors put forward broadly similar arguments - Johnson and Kaplan (1987).
Turney and Anderson (1989), Champy (1995). This implies that a new performance
measurement system is needed to replace the financial indicators, which are no longer the
foundation for performance measurement but one among a broader set of measures' Eccles (1991).

The différent practices and methods of deriving aggregate financial data are arguably a
major limitation of the 'traditional' financial measurement system. Doyle (1994) cautions
against an over emphasis on financial data which he argues could be subjected to
altération or influenced in the short term, by measures such as cost cutting and efficiency
related initiatives. While such practices and methods may be perfectly acceptable, they
nevertheless could be used to présent a potentially biased picture. This could potentially
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hinder the comparison of results with the previous years results, as well as benchmarking
comparisons with other firms. In any event, financial measures are often available in
aggregate format only and consequently the information available is often o f little use to
functional operational issues - Kaplan and Norton (1996). Brown and Laverick (1994
p.90) caution against using financial data for comparison purposes with other SMEs,
because of the potential for firms to deliberately 'paint a facade of the company in the
colours that the company desires'. Other authors concur and emphastse that the
comparison of firms cannot be made on solely financial criteria - Kaplan and Norton
(1992). Comparisons on the basis of financial measures only, could be counterproductive
as data on privately held firms is often 'severely restricted', and potentially misleading,
due to the varying accounting practices of small and médium sized firms - Dess and
Robinson (1994). In any event, any comparison of performance with competitor firms is
fraught with dífficulties due to the scarcity and interpretation of available data Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986), Nicholson, Rees and Brooks-Rooney (1990),
Dalton et al (1998).

It could be argued that the financial framework works well as long as financial measures
capture, the majority of valué creating (or valué destroying) activities that occur during
quarterly or annual periods. The use of this framework becomes less valuable as more and
more of an organisation's activities involve investments in relationships. technologies and
capabilities that can not be valued in a historical-cost financial model. Courtney. Kirkland
and Viguerie (1997) suggest that financial output measures are generally seen as short
term measures appropriate for use in stable environments. They caution against relying
on them as the solé measure of performance in the longer term.

The restrictions arising from the use of financial data only refer to the difficulty in
interpreting aggregated financial data, and in particular identifying the principal' factors
influencing the success or failure of a firm. For example, Hoffecker and Goldenberg
(1994), argüe that financial measures ignore customer and competid ve perspectives and
fail to genérate early warning signs of what was happening in the marketplace. They
further argüe that this could lead to organisations' missing trade-off s that are in the
interests of the company. Another example is given by Wisner and Fawcett (I991p.7),
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who criticise financial measurement for its inability to 'provide sufficient guidance in the
formation of táctica! decisions'. This could be argued to result from the tendency to
prioritise decisions based on financial considerations. A major survey by Renaissance
(1996) concludes that 'overall, the majority of management systems are designed aroimd
short-term, control-orientatedfinancial frameworks that are fundamentally tactical'. The
survey also indicates that departments' budgetary forecasts are the main drivers behind
targets and not the firm's overall corporate goals. The emphasis on

financial

measurement may also mean that the views of financial staff on the future direction of the
organisation are given more consideration than those of other disciplines - Hart and
Banbury (1994).

Investment decisions may also be made on a number of arbitrary assumptions such as the
treatment of the assets used for financial purposes. This approach may not always reflect
the real life of the assets or the potential external investment opportunities - Mayes and
Garvín (1982). It follows that the use of financial measurements only, could result in the
provisión of information that is at best indicative of one dimensión. This can be
i

misleading i f it measures a low priority dimensión only. It can also lead to management
having a 'false' view of the firm's performance, as it omits many intangible assets such as
goodwill, organisational culture and organisational leadership. Another. example of the
shortcomings of a financial measurement approach is given by Amidon (1996), who states
that:
'traditional financial accounting mechanisms fail to calcúlate or calibróte the most
importan/ resources of the firm - its intellectual capacity.... and (real people as liabilities
or expenses, instead of assets'.
A number of metaphors are used to demónstrate the folly of using exclusive financial
measures. For example, navigating an aircraft with one measure of performance, driving a
car using the rear view mirror only or concentrating on the scoreboard only in a football
game -Kaplan and Norton (1996).
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6.2.2

Financial and non financial indicatore of performance measurement

As a means of overcoming the deficiencies of the 'traditional' financial performance
measures discussed earlier, the need for an integrated system encompassing measures
other than financial is taken up by Eccles (1991), Kaplan and Norton (1992). In a move
to link performance to strategie planning, Kaplan and Norton (1992) state that
performance measures, both financial and non-financial, should be derived from the
organisation^ strategie objectives, with the aim of 'articulating the strategy of the
business'.-The implication is that the performance measurement system should outline
the factors that drive success rather than focus on financial retums. They suggest that the
ability to compete on non-price factors is also important as firms seek to meet customer
needs through improved design, manufacturing and marketing. In essence, they argue for
the 'relegation' of the accounting function as a primary form of performance
measurement.. At the same time, other authors also argue for the inclusion of non
financial measures and a widening of performance measures - Lynch and Cross (1991),
and Fitzgerald et al (1991). Their rationale for a broader performance measurement
approach is based on a conscious effort to avoid the short term approach of üsing
financial measures only, which they see as inward looking and operationally orientated.
This is consistent with the work of Eccles (1991) who argue that the traditional methods
of performance measurement undermine attempts to have a customer-focused strategie
plan. The literature indicates the following advantages

of a broader system of

measurement:
• it intégrâtes financial and non financial information to ensure that the factors
that determine success are enhanced - Gluck, Kaufman and Walleck (1982),
Lynch and Cross ( 1991 ), Barker ( 1995) and Creelman ( 1996)
• it focuses on customer orientation and customer rétention - Forneil and
Wernerfeit (1987). Liswood (1989), Reichheld and Sasser (1990), Power
(1991), Reichheld (1996)
• it emphasises customer satisfaction - Kotler (1994), Slywotsky and Shapiro
(1993) cited in Heller (1997).
• it facilitâtes organisational learning and innovation -Kaplan and Norton (1992).
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However, the need to achieve a balance between financial and non financial objectives is
not new and was outlined over a quarter of a century previously by Drucker (1963), as
shown in the following quotation:
t

in addition to balancing the immediate and the long range future, management also has
to balance the objectives...Objectives in the key áreas are the 'instrument panel'
necessary to pilot the business enterprise. Without them managementfliesby the 'seat of
its pants', without landmarks to steer by, without maps and without having flown the
route befare.. However, an instrument panel is no better than the pilot s ability to read
and interpret it. In the case of management this means the ability to anticípate the
future'.
Over thirty years later, the concept of multi dimensional performance measurement is
receiving greater attention, as many authors contend that any credible model of
performance measurement must have more than one criterion - Veliyath and Shortell
(1993), Brown and Laverick (1994), and Price Waterhouse (1995). The literature
outlining a number of financial and non financial performance models is reviewed in the
next section.

6.3 The principal models of performance measurement
A suggested criteria for effective performance measurement is outlined by Liu and Roth
(1996) which comprises linking performance to the firms' strategic objectives, future
orientation and strategic control. In addition, they suggest that any performance
measurement system should be clear and easily understood by all the firms' stakeholders.
An evaluation of the literature identifies the following models that fulfil these criteria:
• Kaplan and Norton (1992),
• Cross and Lynch {1992)
• Fitzgeraldet a/(1991)
Each of these models are considered in greater detail in the remainder of this section.

Kaplan and Norton's balanced scorecard was developed in 1992 following a detailed
study of 12 US companies at the leading edge of performance measurement, and also
included input from various academics and consultants. Since then it has received
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considerable attention from both industry and academia - Butler et al (1997). Despite this
attention its use in the U K is considered to be negligible by Hepworth (1998).
The model consists of four quadrants;• financial perspective
• customer orientation based on how the firm is seen by its customers
• internai orientation
• learning/growth
Each of thèse quadrants are examined briefly below:

The financial perspective indicates the degree to which a company's strategie plan
contributes to financial performance. Kaplan and Norton (1996) summarise financial
measurement as the 'end in itself, whereas they. refer to non financial indicators as the
'means to this end'. They see this perspective as an integrating élément of the other three
perspectives, which implies that the other perspectives are aligned with this perspective to
ensure that the ultimate success indicator is measured by 'value added' activities in
financial terms. Attributes of this dimension include generic measures such as a return on
investment, cash flow or project profitability as depicted in figure 6.1.

The customer perspective is intended to ensure that customer needs are clearly
understood. The customer perspective is an important dimension in achieving market
share, customer rétention, customer acquisition, customer satisfaction and customer
relations and image/reputation - Kaplan and Norton (1996). In essence, this dimension
can be summarised as the way that the organisation is seen by its customers' and how it
satisfies their demands and needs. Attributes of this dimension include the customers
perception of the product based on criteria such as value for money, competitiveness,
innovation or the degree of professionalism involved in its delivery, as depicted in figure
6.1.

The internai business process perspective refers to the criticai internal processes that the
firm must perform well, if it is to meet the objectives of customers and shareholders Kaplan and Norton (1996). As an example, this perspective includes measures to improve
quality, reduce cycle times, increase yields, maximise throughput and lower costs. In
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other words this factor is related to the processes that an Organisation must be good at to
survive. Attributes of this dimension include product effectiveness. meeting customer
needs and product quality as depicted infigure6.1.

The iearning and growth perspective identifies the actions necessary to create long terni
growth and improvement based on people, Systems and organisational procédures Kaplan and Norton (1996). It could be argued that this perspective forms the basis for the
first three perspectives, as it emphasises investment for the future in the form of
innovation, creativity and Iearning. Attributes of this dimension include product
innovation/creativity and staff empowerment as depicted infigure6.1.

Figure 6.1 A practica! example of a scorecard

Strategie pian

.v

" •

Dimensions of the scorecard

financial
- return on capital
- casb flow
- project profitability
- reliability or performance

internai
- meeting customer needs
- effectiveness of services
• quali ty of services
-superior project management

Strategie pian - aims .
Satisfy shareholder expectorions
Organisational effectiveness
Customer satisfaction
Innovation and creativity

customer
- value for money
- competitive prices
• high performance goods
- innovation

growth
- continuo)» im prove raent
- product innovation/creativity
- enjpowered staff '

Adapted from Kaplan and Norton (1993).
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Kaplan and Norton (1992) contend that their model emphasises a limited number of
critical indicators that are necessary for effective performance measurement and stresses
strategic planning and visión rather than control. They also suggest that the scorecard
emphasises the use of both fmancial and non-financial information systems for all
employees in the organisation. The term 'balanced scorecard* refíects the balance
between short and long-term objectives, between financial and non fínancial measures,
between lagging and leading indicators and between external and internal performance
perspectives - Kaplan and Norton (1996).
This is the only model that the author was able to identify that includes a company's
intangible and intellectual assets, which are arguably as important as the tradttional
physical and tangible assets. The four quadrants outlined earlier in this section stress
success factors such as financial viability, customer satisfaction (how customers view the
firm), quality, innovation and staff development (improve and créate valué). However
Kaplan and Norton (1992 p.71) state that 'no single measure can provide a clear
performance target or focus attention on the critical áreas of business'. Essentially,
Kaplan and Norton retain financial measurement as an integral part of the scorecard and
complement it by adding valué through the inclusión of the factors that assist its
attainment. This method ensures a greater awareness of the company's visión as it
develops actionable plans based on organisational needs. The financial dimensión
provides information on the actions taken, while the remaining three measures provide
information that could be used to improve future financial performance. Kaplan and
Norton (1992 p.73) state that the model brings together in a single report 'seemingly
- disparate elements of a company s competitive agenda'.
However, the balanced score card has some drawbacks. As an example, it does not
provide for the inclusión of other stakeholders interests such as suppliers and the
community - Kaplan and Norton (1996 p.34). They refer to the problems that can arise
from structural defects and organisational defects, Nevertheless, it can be argued that the
model provides a useful basis for generic performance measurement guidelines.
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(b) Cross and Lynch - performance pyramid (strategie measurement analysis
and reporting technique)
Cross and Lynch (1992) emphasise the need to link performance measurement to the
corporate strategie plan by integrating financial and non-fínancial measures such as
customer satisfaction, functional integration, and increased flexibility. They state that:
'performance measurement is the single most powerful tool to ensure success of business
stratégies. Driven by customers, aligned strategically, and integrated and instituted at the
levéis of the business unit, division or department, measures signal daily priorities for
keeping managers and employées on track '.
Cross and Lynch (1992) refer to the requirements for managers to improve all aspects of
day-to-day performance and suggest the need for a means of 'identifying, measuring and
managing a few criticai performance indicatore' to ensure that corporate priorities are on
the right track. They develop the performance pyramid to enable firms to understand,
manage and improve the key performance attributes that lead to the achievement of their
corporate objectives. The dimensions of the performance model and their respective
attributes in relation to the business units, business operating system and the
departments/work centres are depicted in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Performance pyramid

Based on Cross and Lynch (1992)
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This model outlines nine dimensions on which performance can be assessed. It is a topdown model strategically, whereas performance measurement is assessed from the lowest
levéis upwards, linked to the strategie objectives. At ail times, vertical and horizontal
links between strategie goals and performance measurement are stressed. The pyramid
comprises four levéis:
• vision
• business unit level
• business operating Systems and departments
• operational centres (front-line services)

Each of thèse levéis are considered briefly below.

The vision level consists of the corporate vision which outlines the company's markets
and how it competes - on price, bfeadth of product line and quality of sales force - Cross
and Lynch (1992).

The business unit level outlines the firm's key resuit objectives and measures. At this
level, business units consider the short term targets of finance (net capital and profit
margin) and long term targets of growth and market share. Cross and Lynch (1992) state
that financia! measures are 'at best half the pitture* and are dépendent on market share in
the first instance. The business unit level links the operating departments to the corporate
vision. In addition, measures are integrated horizontally as well as verticali)'. A l l
dimensions interact and Cross and Lynch (1992) point out that it is vital to understand
how each level 'behaves and interacts'. It is the understanding of the interaction that
determines the balance of trade offs that can be made, for example, the. four key
dimensions are divided into extemal and internai orientation measures and linked to the
overall strategie vision. The left hand side of the diagram in relation to -this level
represents the measures of external effectiveness (customer satisfaction, perceived quality
and effective delivery), whereas the right hand side represents the measures of internai
effectiveness (flexibility - product development time and stock turnover, process time cycle time and production time per unit, and waste - as a percentage of costs).
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The opérations level is linked to the business unit level. Each employée is expected to be
able to tell how his/her actions impact on the organisation. In an earlier work, Lynch and
Cross (1991) stress the effective communication of the corporate objectives down to the
'troops'.
It could be argued that this model has a number of advantages as it:
• aligns performance measures to the corporate strategy
• links the various levels of the organisation
• emphasises the importance of the operational levels

However, the model was considered during the exploratory interviews to be tpo complex
and inappropriate for use in many SMEs. In addition, doubts were expressed that few
SMEs have the operational layers propagated by the model. Concerns were also
expressed that the model begins with a vision or strategie statement, which may not be
established or formalised in many SMEs. In addition, the model fails to give sufficient
emphasis to compétition factors.

(c) Fitzgerald et al - Déterminants and results model
Fitzgerald et al (1991) détermine a model for the service industry to link strategie
planning and capital budgeling. Their 'déterminants and results' model provides for a
feedback Controlling mechanism which monitors progress against goals, plans, budgets
and targets across the performance dimensions and attributes as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Déterminants and results performance model
Dimensions - Competitive performance -

. " Attributes
Relative mark et share and position, sales growth and.
customerbase.

Financial performance
QuaJrty ot service

' -•

' Profîtability, lîquidity, capital structure and market ratio
Keliability, responsiveness, appearance, communication,
compétence.

Flexibility

Volume, delivery/speed and spécification flexibility

Resource.utilisatiòn

Productiyity and efficiency

- Innovatiòn

-

Performance of the innovation process, and performance
of individual innovations. -

The model derived by Fitzgerald et al (1991) encompasses both fmancial performance
and non fmancial indicators. It is termed a 'déterminants and results' model as it enables
the considération of factors that impact on the overall fmancial performance of the firm,
such as quality, the use of resources, innovation and flexibility. The model is designed to
consider the interactions between the various dimensions and provide information to
enable any trade-offs to be made based on informed décision making. In a review of the
déterminants and results model, Brignoli and Ballantine (1997) argue that interactions
across the six dimensions are inévitable. They suggest a complex 'importanceperformance matrix' to manage the various interactions. The model is designed for the
service sector. However, it could be argued that there is no reason wh'y it can not be used
for performance measurement in manufacturing. Nevertheless, the exploratory interviews
indicated that the model is too complex for use by SMEs. In any event. the model
neglects to give explicit attention to efficiency and effectiveness aspects, which are
important aspects of S M E performance.

6.3.1

A n analysis of the key models

While each model differs in some regards, there are common treads which focus on
linking performance to the strategie objectives of the organisation. Figure 6.4 shows the
commonalties of the performance measurement models. The central tenets of each model
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are that performance must be linked to the strategic planning, and measured in terms of
financial and non financial terms. Neely (1999) encapsulates the requirements of an
effective performance system as having a balance of-financial and non-financial
measures, and external and internal measures. Thecommon themes of the various models
examined are depicted infigure6.4.
Figure 6.4

Common themes of the main performance measurement models
Balanced Scorecard Performance Pyramid
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While each model attempts to link performance measurement to the corporate strategic
plan, each model has some disadvantages (see section 6.3). For example, the Kaplan and
Norton model fails to consider competitors, whereas both the Lynch and Cross and the
Fitzgerald et al models are too complex for use in many SMEs. The author of this study
was unable to find any reference in the literature to the relevance of any of the models
outlined to SMEs.
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6.4 The relevan ce of the principal performance measurement models to SMEs
The models are reviewed in order to guide the selection of performance measures
appropriate to SMEs. They are not reviewed in order to select any one model for testing
in this study. The literature indicates that the models reviewed are in use in large firms Kaplan and Norton (1993), Neely (1994). While the use of the attributes of the models in
large firms provide a useful starting point, their relevance to SMEs still needs to be
determined. The first stage is to establish the degree to which the performance
measurement requirements of SMEs differ from large firms. In this regard, the literature
clearly states that SMEs differ significantly from large businesses in their management Jennings and Beaver (1997), Storey and Westhead (1996). It is reasonable to assume that
their performance requirements will also differ. Storey and Westhead (1996) remark that
the impact of extemal uncertainty on small firms is usually manifested in a shorter term
strategic planning approach rather than an emphasis on long term returns. This is
consistent with the contention of Glancey (1998) that many SMEs do not have growth
objectives. In the absence of both longer term strategic planning and the desire to
grow/expand, Gibb and Davies (1990) stress the difficulty in developing a generalised
technique for predicting the growth potential of the small firm with any degree of
consistency.

Following a review of the extant literature since the Bolton Repon. Watson et al (1998)
conclude that there is no simple pattem to the achievement of success in S M E
performance and that the evidence points towards a complex set of interrelated factors.
However, the literature is helpful in providing some guidelines for the way forward.
Chaston and Mangles (1997) suggest that one possibility is to adopt a holistic view that
the key characteristics exhibited by growth firms reflect the internal capabilities of the
organisation. They continué by saying that if this is true, then an "evalualion of the
current capabilities of a firm could be used to define appropriate actions for enhancing
the firm s future performance'. On a practical level, an empirical study carried out by
Coopers and Lybrand (1994) indicates that successful SMEs perceive their markets as
highly competitive and frequently use differentiation as the key advantage. They also
conclude that technology driven solutions to deliver new or improved products are
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essential and that the use of cross fiinctional teams is very important in the search for
improved productivity. Another guideline is provided by Smallbone (1991) who found
that the more common problems affecting the performance of SMEs relate to marketing
/selling the product and financia" control.

SMEs have traditionally been lacking in their ability to derive comparative measures for
performance monitoring and in addition lack the availability of managers' time to do so Curtís (1983). This is a critica" point as any performance management System dépends on
certain contingent variables: that is, the System must match the circumstances - Otley
(1987). In addition, performance measurement has resource implications which many
SMEs often find difficult to justify given the pressing operational pressures that often
exist. It could be argued that SMEs need to achieve a balance between the time and
efforts deployed in performance measurement and the likely results.

6.5 Deriving performance measurement indicators relevant to SMEs

While firms of ail sizes use financial measures of performance, the literature indícales a
strong case for the inclusion of non financial measuremerits in a broader scorecard type
measurement System - Kaplan and Norton,(\992) Brown and Laverick, (1994J, Neeley
(1999). A broader performance measurement approach is consistent with the criteria for a
performance measurement System propounded by Hoffecker and Goldenherg (1994)
which suggests the considération of the:
'vital signs of the company... and translate the organisations highest visions into
individual performance measures that focus the organisation, highlight excellence,
support compétitive spirit, provide a foundation for continuous improvement and support
the good of the organisation over the good ofparticular' individuáis or functions '.

A brief outline of ail three models was considered during the exploratory interviews with
S M E managing directors and chief executives. While each model provides a useful
insight into the successful opérations of firms, each is limited in its ability to provide a
prédictive model of S M E performance. The balanced scorecard was more favourably
received than the others and was seen as more understandable, less complex and
manageable. Four or five main measures were recommended during the exploratory
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group interviews as sufficient for use in SMEs. This number is consistent with the work
of Neely et al (1999), who stress the practica' considérations of implementing the
measures selected and ustng them to manage the business on an on-going basis.
While the focus group considered that individuai company circumstances often require up
to ten différent measures, the four perspectives of the Kaplan and Norton model were
considered to be the minimum number of measures to enable meaningful performance
measurement to be undertaken. However, the exploratory interviews suggested that
organisational capability should also be included as a performance

criteria as

organisations compete fundamentally on their capabilities. The literature indicates that the
importance of organi sational capability is well documented

- Pascale

(1984),

Ramanujam, Venkatraman & Camillus (1986). Indeed, Hayes & Upton (1998) see
organisational capability as the main driver for a successati corporate strategy. They refer
to organisational capability as the basis from which smaller firms compete successfully
with larger firms.
In an investigation of strategie planning system characteristics and planning effectiveness
in small mature firms, Kargar (1996 p.21) states that a Systems capability approach is
central

to

organisational

performance.

Systems

capability

is defined

as

the

'organisation's ability to adapt to changes that are occurring and will occur in ils
environment'. Kargar (1996) focuses Systems capability on the creativity and control
aspects of the planning system and in particular attributes such as innovation, aptitude for
change and improvements to the company's activities. He states that cumulative
tmprovement along thèse aspects is a distinct dimension of organisational performance
and should 'be used as a référence point for evaluating planning effectiveness '. However.
it could be argued that organisational capability is also a driver of performance.
The five performance measures stressed during the exploratory interviews are consistent
with the contention of Russell (1997) that a minimum of four/five key measures of
performance are necessary. The advantage of using measures similar to those used by
Kaplan & Norton in addition to organisational capability relate to a focus on both
strategie and operational issues and the incorporation of both results and their
déterminants in equal degrees of importance.
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The dimensions and attributes of performance used together with their foundation in the
literature are shown in the table 6.1.
Table 6.1 A Summary of the dimensions of performance derived
Dimensions.

Attributes -

- Literature Source

Financial/

Predicting future trendsl
Importance attached to
financial measures
lmproved financial
performance

Drucker (1963), Covin and Slevin
(1989), Venkatraman and Ramanujam
(1986), Nicholson, Rees and Brooks
Roony (1990), Cross and Lynch (1991),
Fitzgerald et al (1991), Kaplan and
Norton. (1992), , Fry. (1992), Heap
(1992); Karger and Parnell (1996)

Customer
Orientation

Customer satisfaction ' »
Customer rétention
Market share .

Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986),
Forneil and Wernerfeit (1987), Liswood
(1989) , Nicholson, Rees and BrooksRobney (1990), Reichheld and Sasser
(1990) , Cross and Lynch (1991),
Power, (1991), Kaplan and Norton
(1992), lacaboucci etal{\ 994),
Reichheld (1996).

1

Organisational
Effectiveness

Ability to evaluate alternatives
Ability to avoid mistakes
lmproved budgetary process
Enhanced managerial learning

Learning and growth Manufacturing learning
Introduction of new
products compared to the
main competitors
Organisational
Capability

Capability to:
advertise/promote the products
de li ver a broad produci line
distribute products broadly.
respond to swings in volume
make rapid design changes
compete on price
provide after sales service
deliver products quickiy
provide high performance goods
deliver goods on time
offer consistent quality
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Lorange and Vancil, (1977), Gluck,
Kaufman and Walleck (1982),
Shrivastava and Grant(\9$5),
Ramanujam and Venkatraman
(1987), Karger and Parnell (1996).
Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986),
Senge (1990),
Fitzgeraldetal(\99\),
Kaplan and Norton (1992).

Anderson et al{\989), Mayer and
Moore (1983), Hayes& Wheelwright
(1984), Akkermans and Van Aken
(1992), Hayes and Upton (1998) and
Keuning (\99&).

The following aspects provide a mechanism to gauge the perceived performance
management iri SMEs:

Financial - implementation of a selected strategic decisión on overall

financial

performance of firm (question 26 of the questionnaire)

Customer orientation - the impact of the selected strategy on customer satisfaction,
customer retention or market share (question 27 of the questionnaire).

Organisational effectiveness - the impact of strategy on the degree of fulfilment of the
prediction of future trends, the evaluation of alternatives base in relevant information, the
avoidance of problem áreas, the improvement of short term performance and the
improvement of long term performance (question 28 of the questionnaire).

Learning/growth - the impact of the implementation of the strategy on manufacturing
learning and the introduction of new producís (question 29 of the questionnaire). The
exploratory interviews with SMEs managers were used to fínalise the design of the
instrument,. The resultant questionnaire used a scale ranging from 'totally inadequate" to
'totally adequate', to measure managing directors' perceptions of the performance
measures of their firms.

Organisational Capability - the impact of competitive capability factors on the overall
performance of the firm (question 16 of the questionnaire).

6.6 Concluding remarks

This chapter reviews the main types of performance measurement - 'traditional' and
financial/non financial measures. The chapter concludes that although the 'traditional'
financial performance measures have a strong historical basis, they also have a number of
limitations arising from the differing practices and methods of deriving aggregate
financial data. A review of the extant literature reveáis an increasing emphasis on the
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need for a broader performance measurement system, an emphasis which began in the
early 1990s.
In an effort to derive suitable measures of perceived organisational performance for use in
the constructs of this study, the three principal models of performance measurement,
based on a predetermined selection criteria are reviewed. The chapter considers the
relevance of the attributes of existing models for S M E performance measurement and
süggests that the addition of an additional performance measure organisational capability
is necessary.
Accordingly, the following surrogate measures of performance are adopted:
• overall financial performance
• customer orientation
• organisational effectiveness
• learning and growth
• organisational capability

While these dimensions can be argued to be common to both large and small.fìrms, they
address the concerns expressed during the exploratory interviews and arguably address
the particular needs of SMEs. Accordingly, they are deemed to be appropriate generic
indicators of perceived performance.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: RESEARCH DESIGN AND M E T H O D O L O G Y
7.0

Introduction

The proceeding chapters review the literature on the concepts of strategie planning,
organisational culture, leadership and performance measurement and where possible
examine thèse issues in the context of SMEs. As outlined in chapter one, the purpose of
this study is to develop and test a deductive model based on the associations, i f any,
between culture and strategie planning, leadership and strategie planning, and between
strategie planning and performance measurement. This study is based on manufacturing
firrris drawn from two distinct-sectors: electronics and engineering. The electronics sector
is included in this study as it represents high technology firms. Arguably, engineering
firms are more traditional and often involve low technology. This chapter is devoted to
discussing the research methodology deployed in this investigation. The chapter:
• discusses the broad research philosophies to enable an understanding of the
context of this study (Section 7.1)
• considers the various research stratégies in the light of the research
philosophies (Section 7.2)
• outlines the research design and methods of data gathering (Section 7.3)
• describes the quantitative approaches used in the study (Section 7.4)
The research methodology is described in a logicai rather than chronological manner. For
example, parts of the literature review and exploratory interviews, were carried out
simultaneously in order to provide the basis for the survey-constructs.

7.1

Research philosophies

Business research is defined as 'the systematic, controlied, empirica!, and criticai
investigation of the phenomena of interest to managerial décision makers ' - Davis and
Consenta (1988 p.8). Veal (1992) simplifies this définition by referring to research as
'finding out andexplaining'. It could be argued that researching business related issues is
rarely straightforward as a resuit of the complexity of organisational studies where:

X.

'most of the crucial theoretical questions and substantive issues which define
organisational analysis as an identifiable and viable field of study seem to be matters of
considérable dispute, not to say deep controversy ' Reed and Hughes (1993, p.l).

To enable an understanding of research design the main research philosophies are
reviewed. Positivism and phenomenology are arguably the

two main

research

philosophies - Burrell and Morgan (1979), GUI and Johnson (1991), Easterby-Smith et al
(1991). Lazenby (1996) suggests that thèse two philosophies reflect essentiat différences
in:
• their assumptions about the essence of the phenomena under examination
(ontology)
• the grounds of knowledge (epistemology)
• the relationships between human beings (human nature)
• the way in which the 'real world' is investigated and 'knowledge* obtained
(methodology).
The essential différences are depicted in figure 7.1 below;

Figure 7.1 A comparison of the positivist and phenomenologicat perspectives
Positivist Perspective

Core ontological assumptions

Reality as a concrete

Phenomenological Perspective

Reality as a social construction

process

Assumptions on human nature

Man as an adapter

Basic epistemologica! stance

To study Systems,
process and change

Man as a social constructor

To understand how social reality
is created

Based on Morgan and Smircich ( 1980)

Burrell and Morgan (1979) contend that both positivism and phenomenology should be
treated as separate entities as they 'generate quite different concepts and analytical tools'.
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However, Cooper and Emory (1995) argue that research in the .social sciences has greater
difficulty demonstrating validity than scientific research, as 'physical scientists have beert
more rigorous in their concepts and research procédures'. They also contend that physical
scientists are 'much more advanced in their theory development'. Whilst this could be
interpreted as implying that positivism is the only accepted research approach, May
(1997) argues that the phenomenological approach is also a valid and accepted means of
research. This is consistent with the work of Cooper and Emory (1995 pp. 12-13) who
outline six characteristics that can be used to define a 'scientific method'. These
characteristics are depicted in table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Defming scientific research
Characteristics

Rationale

1 .The purpose of the research should be clearly

Any degreë of ambiguity or lack of

defined and sharply delineäted in terms as

2.

. .

understanding can lead to reduced

unambiguous as possible. -

confidence in the findings.

The research procédures used should be described

To enable the validity an d^ reliability

in sufficient detail to permit another researcher

of the data to be ascertained.

to repeat the research. Should reveal the sources of
data and the means by which they were obtained.

3. The procédural design of the research should be

4.

5.

To ensure confidence in the data analysis,

carefully planned to yield results that are as

avoid any personal bias and ensure

objective as possible.

reliability.

The researcher should report, with complete

To ensure that the impact of any potential

frankness flaws in procédural design and

flaws is minimised in relation to

estimate their effect upon the findings.

the study's validity and reliability.

Analysis of the data should be sufTiciently adequate

To ensure that there are no doubts on the

to reveal ils significance and the methods of

validity or reliability of the data.

analysis should be appropriate.

6.

Conclusions should be confined to those justified

To ensure that ail findings are supported by

by the data of the research and limited to those for

the data.

which data provìde an adequate basis.
Based on Cooper and Emory (1995 p. 12/13)
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Hovvever, there are a number of other schools' of thought on research philosophies which
include realism, subjectivity, idealism and post modernism. These are not directly
relevant to this research and therefore will not be considered further. Accordingly, this
section briefly examines the two main research philosophies in order to provide some
contextual background information, prior to a discussion of the research methods
deployed in this study.

(a) Positivism is the main philosophical approach in the social sciences and refers to the
use of scientific methods in the study of social phenomena - Johnson (1983). It is a
school of thought that is generally accepted in the literature. For example, Cooper and
Emory (1995, p. 12) state that 'good research uses scientific methods'. Johnson (1983,
p.27) encapsulâtes the essence of the positivist approach in the social sciences when he
states that:
'.. .human behaviour is subject to the opération of laws of cause and effect, and the nature
of these laws can be identified by the process of hypothesis-testing agatnst empirical
évidence'.
Gill and Johnson (1991, p. 32) have a similar view, and imply that the processes by
which théories and hypothèses are tested are often rated as more important than the
source of such théories, in the positivist approach. The essence of positivism is the
identification of causai relationships - Easterby-Smith et al (1991) and Gill and Johnson
(1991). As such, Saunders et al (1997) state that a positivist approach involves:
• deducing the hypothesis from the theory
• expressing the hypothesis in operational terms
• testing the operational hypothesis
• examining the outcome
• if necessary, modifying the theory in the light of the outcome
Gill and Johnson (1991, p. 132) state that a positivist approach requires a highly
structured methodology to facilitate replication. They contend that positivism relates to:
• directly observable phenomena
• the testing of théories, in a hypothetico-deductive fashion, by their
confrontation with the facts of a readily observable external world.
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The advantages of a positivist approach centre on the relative ease of data collection,
based on a clear theoretical focus at the outset. In addition, the researcher is in control of
the research process and the data is relatively easy to compare with the findings of other
studies - Saunders ei al (1997). Positivism has a number of drawbacks such as,
weaknesses in understanding social processes and difficulty in changing direction once
the data collection process has started - Saunders et al (1997). Other drawbacks relate to
' the apparent gap between the approach and the reality of organisational decision making
resulting from the influence of personal values - Merton (1967).

(b) Phenomenology can be contrasted with the positivist approach and is seen as an
alternative philosophy. For example, the positivist philosophy focuses on the assumption
that society has a real concrete existence and a systematic character based on order and
regulation, whereas the phenomenological philosophy begins 'with the assumption that
social

world possesses a precarious

ontological

status'

-

Hassard

(1991).

Phenomenology relates to the interpretation of social phenomena in terms of what is
happening, by taking on .board human actions and interactions rather than the scientific
approach which typifies the positivist school of thought. Lazenby (1996) argues that:
'from this perspective, social reality, although possessing order and regidation, does not
possess an external concrete form. Instead, it is the product of inter-subjective experience
constructed by the human mind interacting in social situations '.
This view is consistent with the reservations of Merton (1967) in relation to the influence
of personal values on organisational decision making. Saunders et al (1997) imply that a
phenomenological

approach overcomes

such drawbacks as

it encompasses

an

interpretation of people's experiences of the social phenomena. As such this approach
facilitates the researcher to understand what is happening and why it is happening. It
follows that the context within which events are occurring is important. Easterby-Smith et
al (1991) contend that qualitative data is used to establish different views of phenomena
and outline three main reasons to use this approach:
• it enables a more informed decision on the research design, and is:
'more than simply the methods by which data are collected and analysed. It is
the overall configuration of a piece of research: what kind of evidence is
gathered and from where, and how such evidence is interpreted in order to
provide good answers to the basic research question '.
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• it provides a more criticai evaluation of research methods,
• it facilitates the research methods to counter potential constraints in the research
process.
However, this approach has a number of drawbacks. First, data collection can be time
consuming and therefore costly. Second, data anaiysis is often complex and panerns are
difficult to identify - Saunders et al (1997).

7.1.1

Relating research methods to the research philosophies

Gill and Johnson (1991) suggest that the primary task of any researcher is to choose
between the different approaches in making an area of interest researchable. This
inevitably means evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of the various methodologies.
Gill and Johnson (1991) give extensive consideration to the two methodologies outlined
and present three evaluation criteria to assess their effectìveness: internai validity,
l

external validity and reliability. Yin (1994) states that these tests are commonly used to
establish the quality of any empirical social research '.

Each of these criteria are examined briefly below:

Internai validity' refers to whether or not the 'causes' or ' Stimuli' actually produce what
has been interpreted as the 'effects* and 'responses*. It involves establishing the corrcct
operational measures for the concepts being studied (1991).

Yin (1994). Gill and Johnson

'

External validity refers to the extent to which any research findings can be generalised or
extrapolated beyond the immediate research sample or setting of the research. External
validity involves establishing the domain to which a study's findings can be generalised Cooper and Emory (1995). Gill and Johnson (1991) further subdivide this criterion into:
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• population validity which relates to the ability to généralise the research from
the sample to a wider population
• ecological validity which relates to the ability to généralise from the actual
social context in which the research has taken place to other contexts and
settings
Reliability invòlves demonstrating that the opérations of the study can be repeated, with
the same results. Opérations in this case mean data collection procédures. Yin (1994)
states that reliability is assured i f 'a later investigator followed exactly the same
procédures as described by an earlier investigator ... the later investigator should arrive
ai the same findings and conclusions'. The reliability of the exploratory interviews is
enhanced by following the systematic process of qualitative transcript-based

data

analysis.

The next section seeks to ascertain the applicability of each of thèse criteria to the main
research methods outlined by GUI and Johnson (1991): (a) ideal or laboratory
experiments, (b) quasi experiments and action research, (c) surveys, and (d) ethnography.

(a) Ideal or laboratory experiments are highly structured as a resuit of the identification
of independent and dépendent variables which can be manipulated and compared with
control groups. Cooper and Emory (1995, p.351) describe laboratory experiments as
'studies involving intervention by the researcher beyond that required for measurement '.
The high degree of structure is ideal for replication (ascertaining reliability) and for
establishing causal relationships (internai validity). This method has some problems in
meeting the external validity criteria due to the small number of subjects involved which
can potentially influence the population validity. GUI and Johnson (1991) suggest that
this limitation can be overcome to some degree by the use of random sampling of the
subjects. However, GUI and Johnson (1991 p. 122) raise some concems in relation to this
method when they state:
'.. the ideal experimeni, in gaining thèse strengths through ils high degree of structure,
loses or 'trades off naturalismi experiments are low in ecological validity because of the
artificial nature of the research process and the context created by their very structure.
Such weaknesses raise the issue of the extent to which any conclusions from ideal
experiments are mere artefacts of the research process and context and thus inapplicable
to social contexts outside those in which the data has been collected'.
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The ideal/laboratory method belongs tò the positivist school of thought. The author of
this study has been unable to find any example of where this method was recently used in
the context of strategic planning.

(b) Quasi-experiments and action research focus on taking the research design of the
ideal experiment out of the laboratory setting and into the field -Gill and Johnson (1991).
Rapoport (1970, p.499) defines this approach as aiming:
'to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic
situation and to the goals of social science by joint collaboration within a mutually
acceptable ethical framework '.
In this way, the degree of ecological validity can be enhanced. However, there is often a
trade off as ecological validity can result in a decrease in internal validity, population
validity and reliability. Gill and Johnson (1996 p. 123) encapsulate this trade off as
follows:
'here we confront the paradoxical relationship which exists between control and
naturalism in research design. Through venturing into the field naturalism may be
gained, but only at the expense of losing the ability to manipulate the. incidence of
independent variables and control the incidence of extraneous variables. Except on rare
occasions, in action research it is usually much more difficult to manipulate the
independent variable and assign subjects to matched and experimental groups '.
The author of this study was unable to find any example of where these methods are used
in the context of strategic planning and organisational performance except in a limited
way in relation to the consideration of the survey instrument during the exploratory
interviews.

(c) Surveys are a common research methodology and are used in the majority of studies
reviewed in chapter three. Surveys are the most appropriate methodology for this study as
they offer the best prospect of obtaining the views of a large number of S M E Managing
Directors at a relatively low resource cost. The other research methods are rejected for
varying reasons as outlined earlier. Surveys have considerable strength in relation to both
population validity and reliability. Gill and Johnson (1991) suggest that 'by using highly
structured questionnaires to gather data in a form that is quantitatively analysable,
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survey based research is usually regarded as easily replicable and hence reliable'.
However, Gill and Johnson (1991) contend that there is a trade-off between the degrees
of naturalism and structure. For example, in a highly structured survey, it is likely that
respondents, while adhering to the conceptual and theoretical proforma of the research,
have 'little opportunity ... to articulate the ways in which he or she personally
conceptualises and understands the matters of interest' - Gill and Johnson (1991). The
survey instrument in this study is developed from the exploratory interviews. Arguably
this foundation increases its naturalistic tendencies. In addition, the use of multivariate
techniques during the pilot testing phase ensure the reliability of the survey instrument.
The survey methodology enables the author to gain a general view of the perceptions of
the respondents. May (1997, p. 104) criticises the survey approach as it 'rules out the
possibility of understanding the process by which people come to adopt particular values
or behaviours'. This potential drawback can be overcome by ensuring that the survey is
grounded in theory-

(d) Ethnography is described by Cooper and Emory (1995, p.119) as 'the process of
discovering how a cultural subgroup describes and structures its world to a street level*.
Ethnography relates to the extensive study of a small number of cases. Arguably this
approach may result in population validity problems. In contrast to the structured research
methods outlined, ethnography focuses on induction and is unstructured. As such it has
potential problems in replicability and reliability. However, Gill and Johnson (1991) state
that the main strength of this method is to conduct the research in the everyday natural
setting of the research subjects being investigated.
Gill and Johnson (1991) state that it is 'perhaps the most likely of all strategies to identify
and include all the relevant variables in any subsequent theoretical analysis'. Their
rationale for this contention is that researchers have the opportunity lo reflect on the data
gathered and identify the relevant variables. This means that ethnography can have a high
degree of internal validity. The author of this study was unable to find any studies
conducted using ethnography in the strategic planning field. In any event, this method is
unsuitable for a large scale nation-wide research investigation.
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7.1.2

Selecting a research philosophy and method

This study aims to ascertain the associations between a number of variables based on
information collected from a relatively large number of SMEs on a nation-wide basis. in
order to test the model presented in section 1.2. It could be argued that organisations are
essentially social phenomena, that is groups of people getting together for an agreed
collective purpose. The use of a phenomenological approach in this study is consistent
with the récognition in the literature that an effective research methodology must reflect
the multifaceted nature of organisational reality - Burreli and Morgan (1979). The
phenomenological approach is also consistent with the need to consider many complex
dimensions in the sanie study - Daß and Wiginton (1979). The phenomenology approach
has a major advantage over the positivist approach as identified by Morgan (1986 p.
337):
'people who learn to read situations from différent (theoretical) points of view have an
advantage over those committed to a fixed position. For they are abie to recognise the
limitations of a given perspective. They can see how situations and probiems can be
framed and re-framed in différent ways allowing new kinds of solutions to emerge '.
The positivist approach is rejected due to its primary emphasis on observable phenomena
'with any référence to the intangible or subjective being excluded as being meaningless* Gill and Johnson (1991 p. 132). Positi vism is based on knowledge being obtained through
'our neutral and passive registration of various sensory inputs' - Gill and Johnson (1991
p.134).
While the research literature suggests that 'good research uses the scientific method' it is
reasonable to suggest that this study uses a combination of a largely positivist approach
and to a lesser degree a phenomenology approach. This approach is consistent with the
hypothetico-deductive method as suggested by C/7/ and Johnson (1991 p.32).
There is some concem on how to identify the best roule to achieving a 'scientific
approach'. The real issue lies on how lo ensure that the objectivity of the research is
robust. Cooper and Emory (1995) suggest that this"goal can be achieved by following a
rigorous research design process. Section.7.2 will consider in detail the.research process.
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7.2 Research design
The previous section considers the two main research méthodologies and concludes that
the phenomenological approach is appropriate for this study. This section examines the
research design. Research design is well documented in the literature and is described as
'the framework or plan for a study used as a guide in collecting and analysing data. It is
the blueprint that isfollowed in completing a study' - Churchill (1991 p.127). Arguably
research is a planned structured investigation to gather information in order to answer
research questions.
There are two modes of research: inductive and deductive. In order to decide whether this
study is deductive or inductive, it is essential that the exact starting point for the study is
recognised. The inductive approach i s based on the need to base explanations of social
phenomena on observation and expertise - Gill and Johnson (1991). They contend that an
inductive approach is more likely to lead to a more usefiil outcome as it Unvolves moving
from the 'plane ' of observation of the empiricai world to the construction of explanations
and théories about what has been observed'. Cooper and Emory (1995, p.27) refer to
induction as drawing a 'conclusion front one or more particular facts or pièces of
évidence '. They describe an inductive approach where 'the task of research is largely to
determine the nature of the évidence needed and io design methods by which to discover
and measure this other évidence '. In essence, an inductive approach reflects upon past
expériences and uses the normalisation of abstract concepts, théories and généralisations
to explain past expérience" and predict future events - Gill and Johnson (1991). Sincc the
main aim of this study is to ascertain the association between leadership, culture, strategie
- planning and organisational performance in an integrated manner, it is necessary to
develop a model using thèse concepts in relation to SMEs. Accordingly, this part of the
study is inductive.
The remainder of the study relates to the testing of the model derived. The rationale for
this stage is to establish the validity of the model. A deductive approach 'entails the
development of a conceptual and theoretical structure prior to its testing through
empiricai observation' - Gill and Johnson (1991). Cooper and Emory (1995. p.26)
explain that a deductive approach refers to an approach where relationships are
established between reasons and conclusions by way of empiricai study. Essentially, a
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deductive approach either proves or disproves the theory or hypothèses being
investigated. Accordingly, it can be argued that inductive research refers to the process by
which the theory is generated, whereas deductive research is the process by which the
theory is tested. This study entails both approaches: the developmént of the model
(inductive) and the testing of the model (deductive). The use of both approaches in
research study is common. Indeed, Buckley et al (1976) cited in Gallear (1999) state that
both approaches are présent to some extent in ail research projects.

7.2.1

Research strategy

The research strategy refers to the process by which data is obtained and analysed.
Establishing the research strategy is an important part of the research process as it
determines the nature and source of the data. Buckley et al (1976) cited in Gallear (1999)
identify four main stratégies (as distinct from research techniques):
• opinion research
• empirical research
• archivai research
• analytical research
In deciding which research strategy to adopt. it is necessary to have regard to the research
domain (the data source and environment). The literature review identifies gaps in the
existing knowledge in each of the constituent parts of the model in relation to SMEs. A
large and wide ranging national sample is likely to lead to a greater degree of consensus
in relation to the various parts of the model.
A brief considération of the various research stratégies suggests that an opinion research
approach is appropriate for this study. A n analytic research approach is discounted as it
relies on the 'internai logie' of thè researcher and no référence is made to external data
sources. A n archivai research approach is also discounted as it is concerned with
documented and historical data. In addition, it is clear from the literature review that this
approach is unsuitable as evidenced by the lack of clarity on the issues under
investigation. However, an archivai approach is used to a limited extent in the
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formulation of the inductive model. A n empirical research approach is also discounted as
it focuses on what actually happened as opposed to what Managing Directors perceive
happen. In addition, this approach is impractical for the following reasons:
• the need to witness factual situations
• the need to focus on the past events rather than the present
• the significant resources required
• the impracticalities of conducting a large scale National survey due to
the geographical locations of respondents
The remaining research strategy" 'opinion research' is preferred as it overcomes the
disadvantages and failings of the previous three research approaches. The advantages of
this approach include:
• the ability to survey a large sample, thereby enhancing the likelihood
of obtaining findings that can be generalised
• the methodology is established for the administration of this approach •
• statistical packages such as SPSS are available to analyse the data
Opinion research is a common approach used in the majority of studies investigating the
impact of strategic planning on organisational performance and on the associations
between culture and leadership on strategic planning (see chapters 3, 4, and 5). The
literature accepts that the use of opinions or perceptions is a valid approach.

For example, Unwin cited in Gill and Johnson (1991) states:
'we are continually bombarded by sensations and stimuli and we project on to those
inputs a form and substance that derives from within, from our cognitive processing
mechanisms'.
They also argue that perceptions enable us to make sense out of sensations. The
objectives of this study are to ascertain the associations between the factors in the
inductive model and

are consistent with the phenomenology school. This was re-

enforced by the use of exploratory interviews in the early stages of the study. The
investigation of organisational culture and leadership factors in SMEs could only have
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been considered by using a phenomenological approach. The author ensured that the
design and exécution of this research project fiilly complies with the characteristics of
scientific research outlined in table 7.1. This ensures as far as possible, that every step is
taken to mimimise any methodological weaknesses and potential biases. There are no
reasons to suggest that the respondents opinions are not based on factual expériences. In
addition, the use of opinion research is consistent with the phenomenological research
philosophy (see section 7.1)

7.2.2 Approaches to research
The literature classifies the main approaches to research as; (a) exploratory or (b)
descriptive - Churchill (1991). Thèse two classifications are briefly discussed below:

(a) Exploratory research attempts to obtain insights into problem areas and the
development of innovative approaches. Robson (1993 p 42) sees exploratory research as
identifying clear methods of expressing complex issues by finding out 'what is
happening; to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess phenomena in a new
light'. As such, it is no surprise that it is widely used as an elementary framework for
research issues, often based on secondary data, which is used as the basis for further
exploration of the issues and problems - Robson (1993), Vin (1994). Exploratory research
is mainly based on a review of the literature. discussions with experts in the field and
focus group interviews - Emory and Cooper (1991). This study involves exploratory
research in the early stages during the exploratory group discussions to provide a clear
understanding of the key components of the model.

'

(b) Descriptive research is defined by Robson (1993 p.4) as 'an accurate profile of
persons, events or situations'- Descriptive research allows the collection of a large
amount of data from a large sample of the population at an economical cost. The
literature indicated that surveys are 'appropriate for a descriptive phase' • Yin (1994).
This study contains both exploratory and descriptive research approaches.
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This study contains both exploratory and descriptive research approaches.

7.3

The

The Research methodology

remainder of the chapter concentrates on the development and deployment of the

research s'urvey and outlines the research design adopted for this study. Figure 7.2
outlines the process involved.

Figure 7.2 The research design
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7.3.1

Literature review

The importance of a literature review as the first stage of research is outlined by Bell
(1987) as a catalyst for new ideas and an important foundation for the research questions
and the theoretical framework of the study. Howard and Sharpe (1983) regard a literature
review as being crucial in the refinement of the ideas for the project. This is followed by
Veal (1992 p.32) who argues that a' literature review enables the researcher to identify
concepts clearly and measure them accurately. A n extensive literature review is
necessary to identify the relevant published research. A variety of databases are used to
identify the key publications in thèse areas since 1988.
The objectives of the literature review are to:

."

• examine the définitions of the concepts being examined and where
appropriate develop définitions to guide this study
• establish the characteristics of the concepts
• review the existing instruments and studies
• justify the use of additional questions
• provide a background and basis for the exploratory interviews

The outlines of the literature review are presented in chapters 3.4.5 and 6. The majority of
the studies focus on larger firms. Therefore, it is necessary to ascertain. as part of the
exploratory research. the views of practising SME Managing Directors and to understand
their perception of the key concepts and issues addressed in this study. The next stage is
described as the exploratory stage and includes the exploration, identification and
clarification of the various factors associated with each concept of the inductive model.

7.3.2. Exploratory stage

A number of différent sources of exploratory information are outlined by Y in (1994)
which

include: documentation,

archivai records,

interviews, direct observation,

participant observation and physical artefacts. Due to resource implications, the nature of
the project and the lime frame available, both observation and participation are beyond
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the scope of this study. Accordingly, the main form of évidence is based on reports from
informants (individuai interviews and discussions). The rationale for undertaking
exploratory research is to ensure a clear understanding of the relevant issues based on
access to quality data - Gummesson (1991).
At the initial stages of the study, focus group discussions using a panel of S M E
Managing Directors drawn from employer représentative bodies are considered
(invitation letter to participate is attached as appendix 7.1 ).

The criteria for firms to participate in the exploratory interviews include:
• firms should be SMEs (as described in Chapter 3)
' • operating within the engineering or electronics sectors (SIC codes 37 and 38 Central Statistics Office (1979)
• have been in business for at least 5 years (this criterion ensures that they have
developed a reasonable structure and have survived their potentially most
turbulent years - Pickle and Abrahamson (1976)
• are located within a reasonable travelling distance of the Business School.

The Confédération of British Industry (CBI) and the North London Chamber of
Commerce (NLCC) were invited to join the exploratory group interviews on the basis of
their involvement with a wide range of manufacturing SMEs. The CBI manufacturers*
action group is important as it contains représentatives from a wide géographie area
throughout the U K and as such is appropriate as a 'sounding board' for a nationally based
1

study. The involvement of the N L C C gives a more 'localised aspect to the preliminary
study explorations. In accordance with recognised practice, the Managing Directors were
interviewed, until a redundancy stage was reached in the exploration of concepts. This
approach is referred to as 'theoretical saturation* by Eisenhardt (1989) and 'minimalist
leaming" by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Eisenhardt (1989) provides a guideline for the
l

number of exploratory interviews désirable and states that while there is no ideal number
of cases, a number between 4 and 10 usually works well'. He suggests that less than four
cases is insufficient, whereas over ten cases may add to the complexity of the research
rather than simplify it due to the large volume of data generated. The décision to conduct
exploratory interviews with a limited number of companies is justified in this study, on
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the basis that sufficient 'depth' is obtained as evidenced by the earlier than expected
redundancy stage. However, difficulties were experienced arranging norther focus group
sessions due to the workload of Managing Directors, as well as their geographic locations
throughout the U K . Accordingly, a series of individual interviews with S M E Managing
Directors was chosen as an alternative source of information. Seven individual interviews
were conducted with Managing Directors on a semi structured interview/free ranging
basis.
Kahn and Cannell (1957) cited in Saunders et al (1997) describe an interview as 'a
purposeful discussion between two or more people'. Easterby-Smith (1991) encapsulates
the advantages,of interviews as:
• the flexibility of the number of questions that can be asked
• the adaptability of the questions to meet the subjective nature of many
' concepts
• the enabling of participants to describe the concepts from their own perspective
• the meeting of objectives of the exploratory stage by enabling supplementary
questions to be framed in order to probe for further information
• the enabling of the interviewer to note non verbal behaviour, which
contributes to the achievement of'rich' and 'complete' data
In addition, by using individual interviews in the familiar working surroundings of the
Managing Directors, it is felt that more 'enterprising' suggestions were forthcoming.
Individual interviews were also seen as the best way to maximise the time available to
discuss the principal concepts and their attributes. However, interviews also have a
number of disadvantages such as time constraints, non standardised wording and resource
implications. Bourque and Fielder (1995) suggest that a further disadvantage is the
possibility of the interviewer influencing the respondents. In order to overcome any
potential bias, the first set of interviews were conducted in the presence of the author's
academic supervisor.
While interviews can be carried out in a number of ways ranging from structured to free
ranging -Colwell, (1990), Kinnear and Taylor, (1996), the format adopted for this study
is a hybrid mixture of both semi-structured and free ranging to ensure a frank and free
flowing discussion. As well as having distinct advantages this method avoids the inherent
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difficulties

that inevitably arise in focus groups such as varying degrees of

knowledge/expertise, cultural différences between group members, dominating group
members, or peer group pressure.
At the beginning of each interview, permission was sought from each participant to
record the proceedings (ail Managing Directors acceded to this request), to enable the
interviewer to concentrate on responses, develop thèmes and make brief notes. Individual
managing director interviews were more structured than would otherwise be the case in a
traditional focus group of five to twelve participants. A i l participants were helpful, open
and frank. The impression was gained that senior level interviewées of their rank and
position do not need, nor welcome, the anonymity of being part of a group interviews or
feel more open or uninhibited as part of a group. This observation is consistent with the
findings of Crabtree et al (1993), Krueger (1994). Topic guides were formulated to
enable the interview to have an order of questioning, but in most cases a flexible
approach was adopted to ensure that the interviewées' views were recorded in the order
they perceived as important to them.

The framework for the exploratory interviews with S M E Managing Directors is attached
as appendix 7.2. Prior to the interviews, desk research was carried out to ascertain the
suitability of ail companies based on their size, sector and nature of business. Open-ended
questions were used to gain an overview of the company through examining ils history
and development, business areas and structure. The rationale underlying the study was
clearly outlined and incorporated the types of issues to be explored, for exampie, strategie
planning, performance measurements, cultural and managerial orientation aspects to
enable the company's approach to be analysed and evaluated. A définition of the concept
under considération, for example, strategie planning, was given, and the managing
directors were asked to describe actions undertaken by them that came within the
définition. In addition, they were encouraged to draw on their expériences and to add,
modify or delete item(s).
The analysis of the transcribed interviews confirmed the importance of the thèmes
included in the conceptual model. After five interviews, it became évident that these
thèmes were common ones. and the interviews were modified accordingly. In brief the
exploratory interviews confirmed the inductive model. Seven interviews were conducted.
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The objectives of this stage were:
• to identify the characteristics of stratégie planning in use
• to identify the dimensions of organisational culture in use
• to identify the styles of leadership in use
• to identify the main contingency factors facing SMEs
• to investigate the associations between the concepts outlinéd
The thèmes outlinéd as important by the exploratory groups mirror those derived from the
literature review. Accordingly, the exploratory interviews confirm the importance of the
thèmes outlinéd by récent studies as outlinéd in chapters 3,4,5 and 6.

7.3.3

Questionnaire development

Saunders et al (1997) suggest that questionnaires can be self-administered (postal) or
interviewer-administered (téléphone questionnaires or face-to-face structured interviews).
As this is a national study, it is vital that a wide geographical spread of respondents is
obtained. A cost comparison with other methods is provided by Bourque and Fielder
(1995 p.9), who suggest that:
l

given the same-length questionnaire and same objective, a completed questionnaire
administered by mail costs approximately 50% less than one administered by téléphone
and 75% less than one administered by personal interview '.

Self-administered questionnaires were chosen as they:
• enable a wider geographical area to be covered than other methods
i-

• are cost effective
• can include a significant number of questions
• can be completed in less than 6 weeks (even allowing for follow ups)
This study is amenable to research using questionnaires and many of its component areas
have been previously researched in this way (see chapters 3,4,5 and 6). The exploratory
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interviews and the pilot study indicate that Managing Directors of SMEs are favourably
disposed to a postai questionnaire rather than a face-to-face interview or a téléphone
administered questionnaire. It could be argued that Managing Directors have significant
expérience of completing various types of questionnaire retums. In addition, they have a
strong interest in the areas under examination. Accordingly, the author was confident that
a detailed and lengthy questionnaire would be favourably received. Nevertheless, the
questionnaire design stage was given detailed considération as shown in the next section.
The literature, for example, Bourque and Fielder (1995), Saunders et al (1997) suggest
that the following issues need to be con'sidered during the design stage of questionnaire
surveys:
• sample-related issues
• questionnaire Construction
• content
• administration
• pre-testing the survey
Each of thèse five actions are described in greater détail below:

Sample-related issues can be categorised as probability or non probability sampling Cooper and Emory (1995). Probability sampling is defined as 'a

controlled[procédure

that assures that each popxdat'xon élément is given a known nonzero chance of sélection ' Cooper and Emory (1995 p.202). Probability or représentative sampling is normally used
for surveys and questionnaires, whereas non probability sampling is mainly used for case
studies - Saunders et al (1997).
Saunders et al (1997) suggest that the 'larger your sample size, the lower the likely error
is generalising to the population'

Probability sampling is used in this study and

accordingly the following actions are taken:
• a suitable sampling frame is identified
• the sample size is determined
• the most appropriate sampling method is chosen
• a check is carried out that the sample is représentative of the population.
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To identify potential respondents for participation in the study, sample criteria were
established similar to the criteria ôutlined in section 7.3.2. While no one director}'
provides an entirely suitable sampling frame, a random sample was available from a
reputable commercial firm. As there are 14,842 electronic/engineering SMEs in the U K
(DTI 1996), it was necessary to consider a sampling methodology. The main sampling
types available are simple random sampling and stratified random sampling- Saunders et
al (1997).
Practical considérations largely guided the choice of the two industriai sectors examined.
The aim was to identify industries that were economically important and where it was
possible to find many small and medium sized firms. Furthermore, it was important that
the two sectors provided a significant contrast in terms of product maturity. Following
careful considération SIC37 and SIC 38 were chosen. Both sectors are economically
important and both have a large number of small and medium sized firms.
The firms included in the sample belong to the following subsections of SIC 37:
3711 - Motor yehicles and passengers car bodies
3713 - Truck and bus bodies
3714 - Motor vehicle parts
3715 - Truck Trailers
3751 - Motor cycles, bicycles, and parts
The above sectors serve industries producing mature products and are therefore more likely
produce standard products.
In terms of SIC 38, the following sub-sectors were covered by the study:
3811 - Engineering, laboratory, scientific and research instruments and
associated equipment
3822 - Automatic controls for regulating residential and commercial
environments and appliances
3823 - Industriai instruments for measurement, display and control of process
variables; and related products
3824 - Totalising fluid meters and counting devices .
3825 - Instruments for measuring and testing of electricity and electrical
signais
3829- Measuring and controlling
3841- Surgical and médical instruments and apparatus
3873- Watches, clocks, clockwork operated devices and parts
The above sector's products are likely to be less mature and have a shorter life cycle.
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Simple random sampling is suitable for a large sample frame, selected on a wide
geographical basis and can be undertaken at a modest cost. This sampling methodology
allows the sélection of an unbiased sample, but a potential drawback relates to the
Potential for a section of the population to be over or under represented, due to the
random nature of the technique - Saunders et al (1997).
fitratified random sampling, on the other hand, ensures that the sample used is
représentative of the population of manufacturing SMEs and divides the data into strata
sets based on employment numbers. The advantage of random stratified sampling is that
there is an increased likelihood that each sample will be représentative and is represented
proportionally within the study based on the distinct strata within the study. However,
differential response rates often require re-weighting, which can be a complex process.

Random sampling was chosen due to the large sample size and the wide géographie
spread of the respondents. The possibility of a low response rate meant that additional
efforts were necessary to ensure a reasonable response rate. The sample frame was
governed by the confidence level needed in the data, for example, the level of certainty
that the data characteristics represent the characteristics of the entire number of firms in
the sectors chosen - a margin of error 5% is tolerable. However. there is no set way of
deciding on a sample, and ultimately it is based on the concluding analysis of the
researcher - Hoinville dndJowel! (1978).
The pilot study provided a starting point for the calculation of the likely response rate.
However, the pilot results need to be treated with a degree of caution as the pilot group
comprised members of the CBI and North London Chamber of Commerce Manufacturing
Groups. The response rate of 80% is exceptional and could be argued to resuit from theinterest of Managing Dtrectors* in the study, the size of the companies involved and the
characteristics of the Managing Directors' that responded.
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As the population size in this study is known, the size of the sample can be estimated
using the following formula - Ryan (1995 p.179):
2

Ns

n

=

2

(N-l)B

1

2
+S

z
where

n = sample
N= population size
s = standard déviation or estimate
B = allowable error
z = z score based on desired confidence level

Accordingly, 171 completed and analysable questionnaires were estimated to be the
minimum requirement to ensure that the data was comprehensive, robust and capable of
ensuring a defensible analysis of the findings. Interestingly, Folz (1996, p.49) states that:
'as long as the population is relatively large, the proportion of the population sampled
does not have a big impact on précision, because it is the absolute size of the sample
rather than the size of the sample fraction, that détermines précision '.

Questionnaire construction relates to the formulation of an outline of the information
sought. In the case of this study, the nature of the variables are defined by the conceptual
model outlined ih chapter one, a review of the extant literature and by the exploratory
interviews. In designing the content, Bourque andFielder (1995 p.27) suggest that:
'ideally the surveyor structures the questionnaire so that everyone answers every
question. This can he donc ....by the création of closed-ended response lists for every
question '.

As many of the concepts in this study are complex, it is important that the questions used
are clear and easily understood. Bryman (1989) suggests that clear ànd unambiguous
content can be achieved by framing questions in a neutral fashion, so as not to bias the
response. Following the literature review, a number óf drafts of the survey instrument,
covering letter and feedback forms were developed (appendix 7.3). Each draft was
considered by a number of colleagues and amended where necessary. However, the
literature clearly states that a pilot survey is vital in the development of a survey
instrument - Gill and Johnson (1991), Bourque and Fielder (1995), Saunders et al
(1997). The pilot

survey was administered to twenty
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managing directors of

manufacturing SMEs. Having established the content of each individuai question, the
next stage was to decide on the form of response required. Likert-type scale
measurements are commonly used and are easily analysable using Statistical packages Gill and Johnson (1991). This involves 'providing people with Statements and asking
them to indicate how strongly they agree or disagree ' - De Vaus (1996 p.88). A five point
scale is suggested based on the constructs ofprevious studies - Kargar and Parncll
(1996) and Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). A five point scale was selected as
respondents ofìen find difficulties distinguishing between values on scales of more than
five points - Saunders et al (1997). Bourque and Fielder (1995) suggest that an effective
questionnaire needs to be constructed to allow a smooth transition from one section to
another. In addition they suggest that clear instructions must be given in relation to the
completion of the questionnaire as a whole. The author adhères to thèse suggestions in
this study.
The Content is enhanced by the number of established constructs available which can be
adapted for this study, for example,
•

strategie planning - Kargar and Parnell (1996)

• organisational culture - Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)
• organisational leadership - Wilderom and van den Berg ( 1997)
• organisational performance - Kaplan and Norton (1992)
Each of thèse areas are examined briefly below:

Strategie planning is discussed in chapter three. Constructs examining the association
between strategie planning and corporate performance are developed by Ramanujan} and
Venkatraman (1987), Veliyath and Shortell (1993) and Kargar and Parnell (1996).
However, the Kargar and Parnell survey is the only construct developed so far that
examines the characteristics of the strategie planning process in SMEs. Kargar and
Parnell acknowledge that their framework is based on the Ramanujam and Venkatramen
and Veliyath and Shortell studies. It is tested and validated and proven to be robust.
While its applicability to manufacturing has not been tested, the individuai interviews
with S M E Managing Directors indicate that its characteristics are relevant to their firms*
and encompass the main issues of importance to SMEs. Accordingiy, the constructs of
the Kargar and Parnell study are adapted for use in the current study - with slight
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modifications and re-wording to some questions. The final questionnaire asked
respondents to indicate their firms perceived emphasis (on a 1-5 scale from 'no emphasis*
to 'strong emphasis') on each of 41 attributes that comprise seven characteristics of the
strategie planning process.

Organisational leadership is discussed in chapter four. The literature suggests that
leadership is associated with strategie planning- Hart and Quinn (1993), Berkely Thomas
(1988). However, the author could identify only one construet that was tested in SMEs Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). Accordingly, the constructs of the Wilderom and van
den Berg study are adapted for use in the current study - with some modifications and rewording. The finalised questionnaire for this study asked respondents to indicate their
firms perceived emphasis (on a 1-5 scale from 'a very small extent" to 'a very great
extent') on each of 41 attributes that represent the four characteristics of organisational
leadership.

Organisational culture is discussed in chapter five and the seminai works of Schein
(1985) and Hofstede (1980) are considered. In addition, a recent study by Wilderom and
van den Berg (1997) which developed, tested and validated revised constructs appropriate
to SMEs is considered. The Wilderom and van den Berg constructs attempt to measure
r

the emphasis on five main types of organisational culture. A literature review provides
adequate justification for the use of these culture types in SMEs. The finalised
questionnaire asks respondents to indicate their firms perceived emphasis (on a 1-5 scale
1

from 'a very small extent' to 'a very great extent*) on each of 26 attributes that represent
the five characteristics of organisational culture.

Organisational performance is examined in chapter six. The extant literature indicates
that organisational performance tends to be measured on the basis of financial
results/profitability rather than on a multidimensional basis - Brown and Loverich (1994),
Lynch and Cross (1991), Fitzgerald et al (1991), and Kaplan and Norton (1992).
However, while there is no consensus on performance measurement,

there is a

compelling case for the use of a multi dimensionai approach based on financial
performance, customer orientation, organisational effectiveness and innovation or
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creativity. Organisational capability is also included as a performance characteristic
following its inclusion in earlier studies - Kargar and Parnelï ( 1996), Kargar ( 1996).
Appendix 7.4 contains the questionnaire used.
Administration relates to the establishment of the boundaries for the study. The next
stage is to décide how the information should be gathered. May (1997) refers to this stage
as turning the hypothèses into 'questions that respondents can understand and are abîe to
answer '. The advanced nature of the operationalisation of the constructs suggests that a
structured questionnaire is appropriate. However, Bourque and Fielder (1995) suggest
that short rather than long questionnaires tend to be more effective. They imply that the
length of the questionnaire is related to the degree of complexity of the research
objectives and even in a study with relatively simple objectives, only a small range of
data can be collected. In designing the final questionnaire, a trade off is made between the
number of questions to be included and the likelihood of a reasonable response rate. De
Vaus (1996) suggests that the maximum length is about 12 pages in order to achieve a
reasonable response rate. The final questionnaire for this study is eight sides of A4 paper
and therefore well within the limits suggested by De Vaus. As a resuit of the longer than
intended questionnaire, only closed-ended questions are included as a means of ensuring
a reasonable response rate. Close-ended questionnaires are less time consuming than
bpen-ended questions. A justification for this approach is encapsulated by Bourque and
Fielder (1995 pp.17/18) when they state that:
'the number of possible responses to a question must be limited to a number that can be
readily assimilated by respondents and from which they can reasonably sélect those that
apply to ihem '.

While the literature seems adamant that the length of the questionnaire affects the
response rate - Saunders et al (1997), the exploratory interviews indicated that a
significant number of questions were necessary for this study. Nevertheless, to ensure that
Managing Directors were not discouraged by the questionnaire length, guidelines
outlined by Huber and Power (1985) were taken into account in the formulation of the
questionnaire, to ensure that:
• employers did not have unnecessary disincentives to respond to the
questionnaire by guaranteeing anonymity and confidentiality
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• the length of time managing directors are to be expected to spend
completing the questionnaire was clearly butlined
• the usefulness of participating in the survey was explained
• a copy of the completed findings was offered to ail respondents

Pre testing the constructs is essential to ensure content validity - Converse and Presser
(1986). Cooper and Emory (1995) suggest that 'the détermination of content validity is
judgmental'. Nevertheless, to ensure that the-questionnaire meets the aims of this study,
the survey instrument was pilot tested.
A pilot survey is intended to ascertain if:
'changes are necessary before the start of the full-scale study. The pre-test provides a
means of catching and solving unforeseen problems in the administration of the
questionnaire, such as the phrasing and séquence of questions or ils length. Il may also
indicate the need for additionàl questions or the élimination of others' - Kidder (1981)
citedinMïy(]997p.93).

The literature suggests that the pilot should be tested on 'people who resemble the types
of people to whom the questionnaire will finally be given-De

Vous (1996 p. 103). The

pilot testing has the following objectives:
• to.establish the likelihood that the survey instrument will be completed
by respondents in broadly similar circumstances to those of the pilot group
• to establish that the questions are clear and understood
• to ascertain that the instructions for completion are adéquate
.• to ensure that the format of the questionnaire is user-friendly
• to check practical issues such as data coding
• to ensure that the final instrument contains relevant questions only
Accordingly, the questionnaire was forwarded to the Managing Directors of 20 SMEs
drawn from the CBI and N L C C panel members involved in manufacturing firms from the
electronics and engineering sectors. In addition, face-to-face interviews were conducted
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with two of the Managing Directors that responded, based on established guidelines. This
helped to validate the questionnaire and ensure common response patterns. The personal
interviews enabled the author to query aspects of the Managing Directors' responses. For
example, some managing directors may perceive the instructions for the pilot survey to be
too lengthy and therefore unlikely to be read. Personal interviews also enabled the author
to identify the reasons why some questions were left unanswered, for example a small
number were perceived as being relatively unimportant to SMEs.
To ensure that as many of the pilot questionnaires were retumed, each participating
managing director was telephoned to encourage a response. This had the added advantage
of giving the opportunity of responding over the, téléphone. This opportunity gave the
interviewer the opportunity to probe for more 'qualitative data' and • seek detailed
feedback on the 'feeling' of the Managing Director in relation to how other industriaiists
might view the survey instrument. Twenty pilot questionnaires were issued, of which
fifteen were directly returned, giving an initial response rate of 75%. A further
questionnaire was responded to, over the téléphone, giving an overall response rate of
80%. The highly satisfactory response rate was próbably enhanced by the involvement of
members of the CBI and North London Chamber of Commerce S M E manufacturing
panels.
To get the response rate in perspective, it is useful.to bear in mind that many Managing
Directors suffer from an overload of questionnaires of various types, as well as requests
to participate in research - Bryman,{\9%% p.15). This was confirmed in the discussions
held with Managing Directors during the exploratory stage. In the circumstances. the
response rate is very satisfactory, especially when compared with other" studies using
postal questionnaires - Hodgkinson, (1990) and Hambrick, Geleikanycz and Frcderickson
(1993). It is contended that the response rate is higher than expected as a resuit of the
layout of the questionnaire instrument, which is based on previously tested professional
survey forms. The results of the pilot questionnaire are shown in appendix 7.5. The main
findings are summarised. In the light of the results of the pilot survey, a number of minor
altérations were made to the survey instrument such as:
• the removal of some redundant or ambiguous questions
» the addition of new catégories of response to some questions
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• the revision of the structure of some of the questions
The detailed revisions are also outlined in appendix 7.5.

Following the interest shown by the participants in the pilot survey, it was decided that a
broad summary of the results would be forwarded to ali respondents. This action showed
that the lime spent in exploratory interviews ànd completing the pilot questionnaire was
not wasted, and also gave the opportunity for any Managing Director to again re-visit the
questionnaire and give feedback on any of the amendment made. No feedback was
received. A non response analysis was conducted to determine the extent to which non
respondents differed front respondents. O f the five respondents that did not reply by post,
two were continually out of the country, two were 'too busy' and the remaining one
replied over the téléphone. The initial exploratory interviews clarified the concepts and
indicated a number of potential associations between the variables. Consequently, driven
by the exploratory interviews and the extant literature, the conceptual model was
confìrmed.

Field work - data collection - the need to have an effective and efficient administration
and deployment of the questionnaire is well documented -Dillman (1978). At an early
stage, interviewer-administered questionnaires were deemed to be impractical due to the
géographie spread of the respondents, the potential for interviewer bias and time/resource
constraints. Consequently, a postal questionnaire was adopted for this study.

The

rationale for targeting the Managing Directors "of SMEs is twofold. First, the majority of
questionnaire studies on SMEs areconducted on the basis of one respondent. usually the
most senior person within the firm, as shown in table 7.2. The author was unable to locate
a study on SMEs that involved more than one respondent, in a questionnaire based
survey. Second, the literature strongly supports the targeting of the Chief Executives or
Managing Directors. Hambrick (1981) suggests that the Chief Executive's perceptions of
the firm's strategy are more likely to align with external strategie measures.
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Hambrick{\9%\ p.271) states that:
'researchers who attempt to identify an organisation's actual' strategy by asking
executives other than the chief executives may receive considerably less accurate
information than might have beenpresumably assumed'.
In particular, the literature states that the views of the Chief Executive are likely to be the
best available, i f the business is small or specialised - Powell (1992), Birley and
Westhead (1990). However, there is no way that the researcher can state with a high
degree of certainty that the Managing Director completed the questionnaire form
personally, and did not delégate the task - Moser and Kalton (1971), Bryman (1989).
There is also no way of knowing the order in which the questionnaires were competed by
the respondents ñor the time taken in the completion of the questionnaire or sections of
the questionnaire- Moser and Kalton (1971).
It is also not possible to take steps to ensure that the questionnaire is completed by the
intended respondent. This is an inhérent weakness in postal surveys. However, postal
surveys are used extensively in management research and are considered a valid and
acceptable approach.
Table 7.2 Questionnaire surveys of S M Es involving managing director level respondents

STUDY

L E V E L O F RESPONDENT

STUDY DETAILS

Robinson and Pc arec (1983)

chief executives

the impact of strategy on performance

Rhyne(19S5)

most senior responsable for
corporate planning

the effects of Corporate planning,
on performance

Bracker and Pearson (1986)

owners/managers

the degree of planning rc finement

Ramanujan! and Venkatraman (1987)

senior managers

the impact of strategy on performance

Baker et al (1993)

chief executives

the impact of strategie planning on profitability

Joyce, Seaman and

general managers, owners.

the impact of strategy on performance

Woods (1995 )

partners, managing directora.

(Cargar and Pamcll (1996)

chief executives

the impact of strategie planning on
performance

Naffziger and Mueller (1999)

owners and managers
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the impact of strategie planning in small firms

In accordance with the suggestion of Bourque and Fielder (1996), all Managing Directors
were sent a signed covering letter from the Director of Research at Middlesex University
Business School (appendix 7.6) containing details of the survey, its rationale and
objectives, and an indication of the likely time that the questionnaire would require to
complete. The objectives of this stage were achieved through a self-administered postal
questionnaire to the Managing Directors of 1,000 SMEs nationally. The questionnaire
was forwarded to all participants in early May 1998. In accordance with accepted
practice, a postcard reminder was sent to all firms in the sample after one month Dillman (1978), Murphy et al (1991). In addition, each firm was contacted by telephone,
in order to encourage a response.
Telephoning each firm in the sample had three main advantages:
• it eliminated a significant number of companies that were not in
manufacturing or did not comply with the study criteria,
• it enabled the database to be amended to indicate the correct name of the
Managing Director,
• it identified a number of companies that did not have the time or resources to
respond.
In addition, it could be argued that the telephone calls were instrumental in encouraging a
response and gave the opportunity of responding over the telephone. No managing
director choose to respond in this manner. The calls, however, enabled the author to
absorb some 'qualitative data' about some companies that was later used in the final
reminder to further encourage a response. The literature showed that response rates can
vary for postal questionnaires arising from factors such as: a refusal to respond, the
ineligibility to respond and the failure to make contact with the respondent. The literature
provides some guidelines on a probable response rate of between 10-12% - Hambrick,
Geletkanycz and Frederickson (1993), and 30% - Owen and Jones (1990). The mean of
v

these estimates is 22.5%.

From the initial mailing of 1,000 questionnaires, it was found that 298 firms were not
SMEs, had ceased operations, or were not contactable. The effective size of the sample
was, therefore, 702 SMEs. 194 completed and usable questionnaires were received. The
response rate was in excess of the typical response rate outlined by Bourque and Fielder
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(1995), who state that without incentives, a survey of the general community is unlikely
to have a response rate higher than 20%. The response rate of 27.64% was slightly in
excess of the mean of estimâtes suggested by Owen and Jones (1990), Saunders, et al
(1997). On receipt of the competed questionnaires the following checks were carried out
to ascertain that respondents :
• complied with the criteria for classification as an S M E
• operate within the sub-sectors of SIC 37 and 38 selected for the study
• are over 5 years in existence
• responded in a manner that indicated a thoughtful and truè response
.Each of thèse aspects will be elaborated on in the following section.
Meeting the criteria for SME classification
Each of the responses were checked to ensure that they complied with the criteria for
j
classification as an S M E . Question 2 of the questionnaire was used to ascertain the
number of employées in the firm. Eight firms indicated that their employée numbers
exceeded 250, and were therefore omitted from further analysis.
Düring the follow up téléphone calls, respondents were asked if .their firm was
independent or a subsidiary firm. Where respondents indicated that their firm was a
subsidiary, further probing questions were asked to ascertain if both the holding firm and
the subsidiary could be classified as an S M E according to the criteria. This resulted in a
further 43 responses being considered as unsuitable for use in this study as their holding'
companies were large multinational firms.
Operating within the selected SIC3 7 and SIC38 sub-sectors
Each respondent was asked to indicate which SIC category was appropriate to their firm.
58 firms indicated that their activities overlapped and could be considered to be both
electronics and engineering orientated. Further probing questions were used to ascertain
the appropriate catégorisation. It was possible to catégorise 31 firms according to the subsectors used. However, 27 firms clearly belonged to other sub-sectors and were
consequently omitted from further analysis.
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Firms over 5 years in existence
The database provider was asked to provide contact names of firms established over 5
years (to ensure that they had developed a reasonable managerial structure and had
survived their potentially most turbulent years). However, the follow up téléphone calls
indicated that thirteen fîrms were start-up firms in opération for less than two years.
Thèse firms were, therefore, omitted from any further analysis.

Responded in a thoughtful and true mahnër
Each response was checked to ascertain if there was sufficient variation within the
completed questionnaire to indicate that it was completed in a 'thoughtful and true
manner'. Fourteen questionnaires indicated that the majority of responses were completed
in a uniform manner with little variation in the responses. Each of thèse firms was
telephoned to ascertain the extent of effort devoted to the questionnaire and to ascertain
the validity of the responses. Each managing director was engaged in conversation, which
focused on a number of generic questions such as the items included in their stratégie
plan. Based on the consistency in the replies, it was clear that twelve firms had completed
the questionnaire in a 'thoughtful and true manner'. However, it was also clear from the
inconsistent responses and the comments of the remaining two managing directors that
their responses were given 'to get the questionnaire off their desks'. Accordingly, thèse
two responses were omitted from further analysis.

The breakdown of the responses received according to employée size is provided in table
7.3.
Table 7.3 Survey response data
Firm size

1-9

Electronics
and Engineering 22
Sectors

10-20

24

21-50

51-99

56

47

100-250

45

Total

194

There are potentially many reasons for non response to a postal .questionnaire. For
example, questions might be 'unclear, too intrusive, provide insufficient responses or
appear to be similar to previously answered questions' - De Vaus (1996 p. 101). Other
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reasons given by De Vous, include questionnaire layout, which can lead to accidentai non
response. A more fundamental reason for non response is given by Bryman (1989), who
refers to some fïrms having;
• suspicions about the researchers motives,
• a reluctance to divulge information
• concerns for the resource implications in questionnaire completion.
It is important to measure the degree of non response to eliminate any source of bias
within the sample. A s outlined in the previous page, each S M E was contacted by
téléphone to encourage participation in the study. Despite every effort, 504 firms did not
submit a completed survey questionnaire. Various reasons were given for non
participation as follows:
• 299 firms indicated that they lacked the time and resources needed to complète
the survey
• 108 firms indicated that it was company policy not to participate in surveys
• 51 firms expressed a reluctance to divulge information
• the author was unable to contact the managing director or his/her deputy of 29
firms after four separate attempts
• 21 firms refused to participate with no particular reason given

The degree of non response was measured using the following formula -Ryan (1995
p.179):
r
R=
n
where R = response rate
n = original sample
r — the number of respondents

Using this formula, the response rate is 27.5% and the non response rate is 62.5%. Ryan
(1995)explains that the:
'seriousness of the non response bias dépends upon the exlent to which the population
mean of the non-response stratum differs from that of the response stratum '.
Taken together with the number of valid responses this suggests that response bias is not
a serious problem and does not invalidate the results. The previous sections outline how
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the survey instrument was developed and administered. The next stage outlines how the
questionnaire responses were analysed.

7.4 Quantitative data analysis

After the completion of the data génération phase, the questionnaires received were coded
and analysed using the SPSS statistical package. Figure 7.3 présents a summary of the
statistical techniques which are used in the data analysis phase.

Figure 7. 3 Summary of the statistical techniques used in the data analysis
T

:

. * (i)V,DescriptivetècnjiiquesXSecn^n 7;4.1)-

T

:.'~ ^'P^'- ."'

\
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.

(ii) iTiereHability of scales(Section 7.4.2)*"
v

(iii) fësting for scale validity (Section 7.4.3)'
. (iv) Corrélation analysis to detect potentiàl underling relationships (Section 7.4.4)
(v)
(vi)
- -

Factor analysis and principal component analysis (Sèctiori;7.4.5):
Canonical corrélation analysis to identify linear associations between variables
(Section 7.4.6) •
'
'.'

• (vii) Wilcoxon test (Section 7.4.7)

The next section provides a description of the statistical methods used and justifies their
use. Reidand Andereck (1989 p.24) suggest that:
'much research either ignores or faiis to clearly report useful descriptive statistics ...
many readers may be aware that ANOVA is used, but others might profit hy a brief
description of the statistical method and reasons why ils use is appropriate in a
particular context. A short technique description also forces researcher accountability
and allows readers to evaluate the appropriateness of statistical tests used '.

7.4.1

Descriptive techniques

Descriptive research 'deals with questions of what things are like, not why they are that
way - De Vaus (1996). The importance of descriptive statistics is stressed by De Vaus,
l

who states that unless we have described something accurately and thoroughly, attempts
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io explain it will be misplaced'. Accordingly, to enable comparisons and to explore in
greater détail the survey findings, descriptive statistics are outlined in chapter nine.
The most frequently used descriptive technique is the mean score for the data in the
sample. Other techniques include significance testing, using the chi-square to test whether
two variables are significantly associated. For example, in cases where the probability of
obtaining the test statistic by chance are very low, then the relationship is deemed
significant. The use of the chi-square is relevant in this study, as the sample size is
relatively large.

7.4.2

Reliability of scales

The procédures used to analyse the responses include the détermination of the reliability
of the instrument. In particular, question 10 (operating environment), questions 11 and 12
(leadership/management

style),

13

(Culture),

16

(organisational

capability

-

performance), 17-23 (strategie planning) and 26-29 (organisational performance) are
tested for their ability to yield a significant factor structure. Reliability is referred to by
Li twin fi 995 p.6) as 'a statistica! measure of how reproducible the survey instrument s
data are '.

Reliability is the degree to which the items give a consistent resuit and is a function of the
number of independent measures. The importance of establishing the reliability of the
instrument is stressed by Bohrnstedt (1983). The instrument could be said to have a high
degree of reliability when there is a significant association between responses to each of
the attributes. In effect, it is 'an indicator of how welì the différent items measure the
some issue'Litwin (1995 p.21).
Internai consistency is established using Cronbach's Alpha, and factor analysis which are
outlined in détail in ali statistics textbooks and described briefly later in this.chapter.
Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient - Cronbach (1951) is used to test the scale reliability. This
measures the corrélations that exist for each possible way of splitting a set of items in
half. Cronbachs alpha can be obtained from a vari ance/co vari ance matrix or by evaluating
the average corrélations among items in a scale - Sakakibara et al (1993). The alpha co-
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efficient represents the most widely used and most general form of internal consistency
estimate' - Murphy and Davidshofer (1994 p.83). Nunnally (1978) states that a
Cronbachs Alpha value of 0.7 is adequate for internai consistency reliability while Jones
and James (1979) contend that a broader band of alpha value ranging from 0.44 to 0.81 is
adequate as the alpha value tends to give a conservative estimate of the scales reliability.
SPSS 6.1 is used to calculate Cronbachs alpha using the guidelines that at least 3 items
are included in each scale in order to cover it adequately.

7.4.3 Testing for scale validity

The previous section briefly examines scale reliability. However, Gill and Johnson
(1991) suggest that 'reliability does not necessarily imply validity, whereas if the
measure is valid it will be reliable '. Validity refers to the degree to which the instrument
meets the purpose for which it was designed- Sakakibara et al (1993). Reliability testing
is also described as the degree that the dimensions are free from error and can yield
consistent results - Zikmund (1994). Although ali of the characteristics used in each
section of the questionnaire are well supported in the literature, it is still necessary to
carry out validity testing to enable the author to have confidence in the ability of the
constructs to establish the associations between leadership, culture, contingency factors
and strategie planning, and between strategie planning and corporate performance.
Validity can be expressed in terms of (a) content validity and (b) construct validity - De
Vous (1996). The following sections briefly explain the distinction between content and
construct validity.

(a) Content validity is a qualitative judgement based on a review of the literature and
ensuring that the instrument adequately covers the information that it is designed to
measure. It is the 'extent to which the indicators measure the différent aspects of the
concept ' - De Vaus (1996 p.56). To ensure content validity, each measure is derived from
the literature and analysed for its relevance, clarity and meaning during individuai
interviews with S M E Managing Directors, and subsequently, during the pilot phase of the
study.
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(b) Construct validity refers to the degree to which the instrument measures the
underlying construct that it is designed to measure and indicates whether the combination
of items in a scale truly represent the characteristics of the construct of interest Sakakibara et al (1993 p. 187). Construct Validity can be convergent (the extent to which
the survey correlates with factors or variables with which it should correlate), and
discriminant (the extent to which it does not correlate with factors with which it should
not correlate) - Cooper and Emory (1995). Examples of sources of évidence for construct
validity 'include:
• experts'judgements that the content of the survey directly relates to the
area of interest,
• an analysis of the internai consistency of the survey (see above),
• feedback from survey respondents about their responses to the survey in
order to obtain information about the "goodness" of the items as shown in the
pilot survey,
• statistical analyses such as factor analysis which will be outlined later in this
chapter.
This study uses a mixture of ail four types. For example, the exploratory interviews used
the expert judgement of practising Managing Directors/industry representativesto ensure
that the content of the survey was of direct interest to manufacturing SMEs in the
electronics and engineering sectors. The internai consistency is established using
Cronbach's Alpha as outlined in section 7.4.2. The pilot survey is based on responses
from twenty managing directors of SMEs from the electronics and engineering sectors.
The responses give useful feedback on the 'goodness' of the items included in the
constructs. Statistica] analysis is also widely used - see later in this chapter.

7.4.4

Corrélation analysis

Corrélation analysis is used to measure the strength of relationship between variables.
The co-efficient of corrélation shows the strength of the relationship, for example, if the
relationship is perfect and one measure follows exactly from another, then the corrélation
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is given the value of 1.00. On the other hand if there is no relationship, then the
corrélation is said to have a value of 0.00. If two measures are the exact opposites of each
other, then the relationship is negative with a value of -1.00.
A corrélation co-efficient is signifîcant when it is sufficiently différent from zero to
exclude the possibility that the corrélation between the two measures is achieved by
chance. The signifwance level of say 0.01 is termed the remaining risk that the similarity
could have occurred by accident. In other words, there is a one in a huridred risk of this
happening.

7.4.5

Factor analysis

Factor analysis is used to reveal underlying commori thèmes and also as a means of data
réduction. The most frequently used factor analysis type for thèse purposes is principal
component analysis - Bryman and Cramer (1994). In this study principal component
analysis is used to transform the sets of variables into a composition of linear
combinations of variables. The literature suggests that interpretability and eigenvalues
can be used to determine the number of factors - Nunnally (1978). Kline (1994 p.28)
points out that the main aim of factor analysis is to 'simplify a matrix of corrélation such
that they can be explained in terms of a few underlying factors'. Norusis (1990 p.321)
refers to factor analysis as a mechanism to 'identify a relatively small number of factors
that can be used to represent relationships among sets of many interrelated variables'.
However, the interprétation of the results of factor analysis requires a high degree of
» value judgement as factor analysis is "something of an art, and is certainiy not as
objective as other statistica! methods '- Manly ( 1994 p. 105).
A scale has validity if ali the characteristics load onto one factor. It follows that if more
than one factor émerges then the scale measures more than one construct - Sakakibara et
a! (1993). In a case where the scale loads on to more than one factor, a décision must be
made whether to subdivide the factor into two or more factors or to eliminate the
attributes as 'unwanted nuisance factors'- Sakakibara et aï (1993). However, a guideline
exists in that ail factors with eigenvalues of over 1 are retained - Kim and Muelïer (1978)
as are ail attributes in that factor over 0.6. Some authors consider that retaining factor
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loadings over 0.6 is being a little conservative, and suggest that factors with a loading of
over 0.320 should be interpreted- Tabachnick and Fidell (1996). This is broadly in line
with the suggestion of Kline (1994 p.6) who report that 'factor loadings, are high if they
are greater than 0.6... and moderately high if they are above 0.3 \
Accordingly, all factor loadings above 0.6 are retained for analysis.

7.4.6 Canonical correlation analysis

Following the establishment of the construct validity and reliability of the instrument, the
next stage is to outline the methodology for establishing the association or relationships
between the factors using canonical correlation analysis. Ramanujam and Venkatramen
(1987) compare the three main ways of data analysis of interrelationships - factor analysis
of the two sets followed by correlation analysis, separate multiple regression analysis for
each dimension of strategic planning effectiveness, and canonical correlation. They
choose canonical correlation as 'it is more insightful', and discount factor analysis
followed by correlation analysis as being too restrictive. Canonical correlation is a
statistical technique for studying the association between two variables to form linear
combinations of the variables that have maximum correlation. As the aims and objectives
of this study are to identify the associations, if any, between the variables, then it is
deemed to be the most appropriate technique for analysis of the data. A precedent exists
from the use of canonical correlation analysis in previous studies that examine the impact
of strategic planning on organisational performance - Ramanujam and Venkatramen
(1987) and Kargar and Parnell (1996). The process of canonical correlation involves
finding the set of coefficients that give the maximum correlation, followed by a set that
was orthogonal to the first and had the next largest correlation and so on. Kargar and
Parnell (1996) refer to the advantages of canonical correlation as 'lying in its multivariate
(and integrated) treatment of the effectiveness and predictor dimensions'. Kargar and
Parnell (1996) refer to the contention by Fornell (1982) that a canonical correlation is:
'an inflated measure of the underlying relationship, since it is the purpose of canonical
analysis to maximise the relationship between linear combinations of the two sets of
variables'. Accordingly, it was necessary to 'examine the nature of the canonical variates
themselves, and the extent to which they capture the information in the original
variables'.

Forneil (1982) cited in Kargar and Parnell (1996) states that cross loadings are believed
to be the most direct measure of the relationships between the criterion and predictor
dimensions, while canonical loadings are considered to be more meaningful as indices of
relative importance in contributing to the observed canonical relationship. Lambert and
Durand (1975) cited in Ramanujam and Venkatramen (1987) state that 'for purposes of
comparison loading values of 0.30 and above are sufficient for drawing inferences about
criterion-predictor relationships '. Canonical roots can also be interpreted by examining
the simple corrélations between the canonical variâtes (or factors) and the variables in
each set. These corrélations are also called canonical factor loadings. The logie here is
that variables that are highly correlated with a canonical variate have more in common
with it. The degree of variance can be inferred from the proportion of variance extracted
from each set of variables by a particular root by looking at the canonical factor loadings.
By squaring the corrélations, the resulting numbers reflect the proportion of variance
aecounted for in each variable. The canonical corrélation analyses can be performed using
the C A N C O R R programme in SPSS - Nie et al (1975). The SPSS C A N C O R R
programme is used in this study.

7.4.7 Wileoxon test

To ascertain the différence of emphasis on the various selected attributes of strategie
planning, leadership and organisational culture, a comparison of the. mean scores is
carried out between high and low performing companies. Each set of scores are subjected
to the non parametric Wilcoxon test. The Wilcoxon test uses the information about the
size of the différences between two pairs such as the emphasis given to selected attributes
of the various factors by high performing companies and low performing companies.
Blalock (1979 pp.265-266) cited in Kargar and Blumenthal (1994) states that 'for
moderate and large samples. The power efficiency of the Wilcoxon test is approximately
95%-as compared with the t-tests '.
The rationale behind using a non parametric test is based on the following considérations,
firstly, the data sample is based on questions using a Likert-type scale which emphasise
the median rather than the mean. Secondly, the Wilcoxon test was effectively used by
Kargar and Parnell (1996) in their analysis. The hypothèses were tested by analysing the
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différent emphasis on each of the attributes that indicate a strong association with
strategie planning and its subséquent impact on organisational performance. A null
hypothèses that there is no différence on the emphasis of the various attributes between
high performing companies and low performing companies was tested by using the
Wilcoxon test.

7.5 Concluding remarks

The methodology is largely prescribed by previous studies that examine broadly similar
constructs, and is therefore relatively sfraightforward. The first stage of the research was
to conduet an extensive literature review. This is followed by a séries of individuai
exploratory interviews, based on a pre-selected criteria, to ascertain the issues of major
importance facing SMEs. Both of thèse stages support the development of the conceptual
model. The next stage is the considération of the most effective way of data collection. A
postal survey is seen as the most appropriate mechanism. In the development of the initial
survey instrument, the researcher is fortunate in that a number of research instruments are
available, that can be adapted for use in this study. However, following the piloting of the
survey instrument a number of amendments are made to the draft questionnaire. The
questionnaire seeks to measure the perceptions of managing directors on the emphasis
given to the concepts in the model. The research questions are formally outlined and
analysed in Chapter 9.
The response to the final questionnaire was subjected to a number of statistica! analytical
techniques. As a first step, a range of descriptive statistiçs are generated. The next step
entails the détermination of the reliability and validity of the survey constructs, which are
ascertained by the use of factor analysis. The range of associations between variables is
ascertained using canonical corrélation analysis and the final testing of the model is
subjected to the Wilcoxon test to ascertain the différences in overall perceived
performance between firms placing a significant emphasis on culture, leadership and
corporate strategy and firms placing a lesser emphasis on thèse factors.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DATA REDUCTION AND RELIABILITY
8.0

Introduction

The previous chapters outline the processes utilised in the development of the survey
instrument and the methodology for the analysis of the data. This chapter reports the
results of the data réduction analysis undertaken. The main concepts in the questionnaire
consist of 129 variables which reduced to 34 factors comprising 111 variables. In the case
of large questionnaires such as this one, it is usual to attempt a réduction of the data using
factor analysis. This in turn, facilitâtes a more effective data analysis. The survey
instrument comprises the following eight main sections:
• section 1 (questions 1-9) company information and product type
• section 2 (question 10) the operating environment
• section 3 (questions 11 and 12) organisational leadership
• section 4 (question 13) organisational culture
• sections 5-7 (questions 14-25) the stratégie planning process
• section 8 (questions 26-29) performance measures.
As discussed in section 7.4.5, principal component analysis method was used for this
purpose. The method deployed to test the reliability of the data is described in section
7.4.2. As previously tested and validated constructs were used, no attempt was made to
test the validity of the constructs again. The chapter is structured in five main parts:
• leadership style (section 8.1)
• organisational culture (section 8.2)

.

• the stratégie planning process (section 8.3)
• performance measures (section 8.4)
• contingency factors (section 8.5)

8.1

Leadership style

This section outlines the analysis of the responses of the Managing Directors' perception
1

of their firms leadership styles. It refers to Section 3 of the questionnaire (questions 11
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and 12). This section is divided into 41 statements describing the attributes of

the

leadership styles derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) as shown in table 8.1. In
their validated and tested instrument, Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) use ten
attributes to characterise transactional leadership, fifteen attributes to characterise
transformational style, ten attributes to characterise human resources style and six
attributes to characterise laissez faire leadership style.
Table 8.1 Leadership styles derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)
Style

.

(a) Transactional

•

Description

; - .

indicatiñg an exchange relationship betweeri leader and employees based solely
on the costs and benefíts calculations of both partí es

(b).Transformational' 7 . based on charisma, inspiration/intellectual stimulation and attention of leaders
: for individual employees ; .
:-' ; \ / . ~ - (c) Human/resultsi

. (d) Laissez faire •

taking into account both the concems of employees and the néed to provide
businessororganisationalresults. *
• •*
essentíally indicatiñg the absence of active management

Permission was received from Professor Wilderom to use similar constructs which were
subjected to slight modification for use in this study. Emphasis on the specific leadership
attributes are based on a five point Likert-type scale ranging from a very small extent
(=1) to a very great extent (=5). As virtually the same instrument as that tested and
validated by Wilderom and van den Berg is used, factor analysis is carried out on the
attributes of each leadership style rather than on all the 41 attributes to ascertain if the
number of attributes can be reduced further in this sample. Tables 8.2. 8.4. 8.6 and 8.8
report the results of factor analysis on responses to questions 11 and 12. Attributes with a
factor loading of over 0.6 (see section 7.4.5) are shown in bold type. Communalities and
eigenvalues are provided in tables 8.3, 8.5, 8.7, and 8.9.

(a) Transactional leadership style
Tables 8.2 and 8.3 report the results of the factor analysis (varimax rotated factor matrix)
on the transactional leadership dimension. Variables with high factor loadings in excess
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of 0.6 are highlighted in bold type. The alpha score of .6785 is higher than that suggested
by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internal reliability (see section
7.4.2). As shown in table 8.2 the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce
significant results, which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The
factor analysis generates four distinct factors - rewards, standards, performance and own
interests. Table 8.3 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicate that there is
good evidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individual variables. A l l the
variables have high communalities (50% or more), which imply that the factor structure .
explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The four factors jointly
explain 64% of the overall variance.

Table 8. 2 Factor analysis of transactional leadership style responses
\

Kaiser-Meyer 01kin Measure of Sampling Adequacy= .68141 •
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 305.41028, Significance = .0000 .
VARIMAX converged in 7 iterations
:

Factor 1

Factor 2

Pays attention to Performance
shortcomings that need correction

.16409

.69268

.34424

.03445

Emphasises the maintenance of
Standards

.00821

.74647

.21611

-.16438

Offers the prospect of rewards for work

.81092

.03912

.13703

-.07371

Agrees with employees on the rewards
that they can look forward to if they do
what has to be done

.77792

.12131

-.01075

.05256

Focuses attention on irregularities,
exceptions, and deviationfromwhat
is expected of employees.

.29466

.64697

-.35227

.29314

Teils employees criteria for Performance
related benefits

.81479

.12543

.05876

-.01346

1s strongly convinced of their own
opinion and values

.08352

.00365

.14248

.72328

Expects good Performance from
employees

.07813

.13042

.73514

.28010

Aims at reaching financial goals

.08501

.15644

' .80008

.01210

-.11791

-.01753

, • .04958

.72499

Attributes

Pursues its own interesls
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Factor 3

Factor 4

Table 8.3 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for transactional leadership-style responses
Communaliry

. -.Attributes/
\ Pays-attention to performance .
• shòrtcommgs that need correction*-

.62642:

Emphasises'thë maintenance of: . V .
. standards

.63101 .

OfTers the prospect of rewards
' for work
_ -

.68334 '-'

Factor .Eigenvalue 1

:

. 1 ;'

: 2.62046

%ofvar.
26.2

;

:

.

• 2

K56406

.3

1.15231 "

j5;6' -

11.5

/

Agrées wtth employees on the rewards
. that they can'look forwardto if they •
do what has to be done .
Fócuses attention on irregularities,
exceptions and deyiations;from what
- is expectedof employees. 1;

4

.62276 .

Ì0.3
63.6

, .71542,
-

4

Tells employées criteria for: . performance related benefits-,

1.03206 '
Total Variance

.68326

Is strongly convincedoftheirown
opinion and values - , ' .

.55043

Expects good performance from
employees

.64200

Aims at reaching fmancial goals

.67198

Pursues its own interests

.54228

•

• •

;

h

An analysis of the transactional leadership style indicates that the attributes load on to 4
factors as shown in figure 8.1. Each of the attributes outlined in bold have a factor
loading in excess of 0.6. Based on the interpretation of the guidelines on factor analysis
this implies that the factor structure is robust. Factor one can be described as
transactional-rewards, while factor two is concerned with standards, factor three with
performance and factor four with own interests. Accordingly, these four new variables
are added to the working data set. Factor one comprises questions 3, 4 and 6 which typify
the nature of the transactional leadership type as described in section 4.3. It is therefore
no surprise to note that factor one accounts for a higher percentage of the variance than
any of the emerging new factors. The results of the factor analysis on the transactional
leadership attributes are represented pictorially in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of transactional leadership style
Attributes

/

Rewards for work

"

Factors;

•- '

•'

— T

.

- Agree rewards for work -.

.'"

Factor I Transactional-

*.-•*,

Informs criteriä for benefits

, - Rewards
V

Cprrecting Performance shortcomings :
Maintainihg Standards

•

'

',"

'

'

.

•

" "

-

Focus on irregularities.

^

—

.

:

Expectsgood Performance

,

•

---^

' /

'.

•

Factor 3 Performance -

Aims of financial goals

Own values and opinions
pursues own interests

•

-

J

•

i-.:

Factor 4. Own interests

•

" - •

(b) Transformational leadership style

Tables 8.4 and 8.5 report the results of the factor analysis on the attributes representing
the transformational leadership dimension. Variables with high factor loadings in excess
of 0.6 are highlighted in bold type. The alpha score of .6763 is higher than that suggested
by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internal reliability (see section
7.4.2). The alpha score is at the higher end of the range suggested by Jones and James
(1979). As shown in table 8.4. the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model
produce significant results, which indicate-that the data is highly suitable for factor
analysis. The factor analysis generates four distinct factors - competence, creativity,
vision and mistakes focus. Table 8.5 shows the eigenvalues and communalities. which
indicates that there is good evidence for the strength of the structure underlying the
individual variables. The majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or
more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the
remaining variables. The four factors jointly explain 56% of the overall variance.
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Table 8.4 Factor a na lys is of transformation al leadership style responses
'
A

T

kaisefTMeyer-Olkiri Measùreof Sampimg Adequacy=j85756 tr\
• :Bartle«Test-ofSplieri
VÀRIN1AX converged inj6;n^rahóp5>r¿ít
-v
v>' r

t;

-'• •

- ~i

.
!

;

'* jr

- ' *"

'

5

" *"'

w ?

.Attributes¿.*. -

,:;*

Factor 1

:

Insti lperfecf trust • ' ""

?

- Factor 2

.66915;-'

. .32530. .. .
'1

¿

Encouragé new.ideasv J 7 ^ - Ç ;
- from employées!.. •'
V

:Î3912; -

Introducesnewp'rojects
"i " ándchallénges.

-

J5994. ; V

.

'

Factor 3

• Factor 4

" -.20303'

-.075601;

•

.81047
•

•-•-07562

1

"-.03595--'

' •- '

1
.7297 . •:

.67002. "

'..11710

\I4

rf

Promòtes a clear vision ' - .fortiie[future';'^.-''

.?

.16090 - \

:

0-41788

'* .60789>

-.04578*

í

i

r

; ,21151

;.;^7325qi:*- -

Makes employées awafeof.-\
important common values and
ideáis.
V,
•' ^ ..

.31213

,47174 •

Gives employées the feeling
that management can overeóme
any obstacle

.77134

..08322.

.10755

.12848

Gives employées a sense of pride
in working for this organisation

.48636

.18944

.37987

.05263

Shows an extraordinary ability
in everything that they undertake

.70715

.17578

.15282

.11930

Focuses attention on performing
even better

.17716

.05811

.52794

-.02521

Is of the opinion that employées
should leam for their mistakes(if any)

.01100

.20988

.19972

.66225

Fulfils promises with action

.54782

.26053

.30735

.09609

Sets ambitious targets for
the organisation

-.01194

.04465

.75754

.19888

Keeps an eye on mistakes

' .21301

.01873

-.10890

.79798

.61858

.02964

.22214

-.45515

'Stimulâtes employées ta
>- - ' i
.,
: support.opinions¡with good
,v_ -,
arguments
.; : . . . ' - • ;

;

Ì07075'.: ;

.32570

;

T ' .19164

.

.30128

:

Makes a powerful impression
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Table 8.5 Variable comraunalities and factor eigenvalues for transformational
leadership-style responses
.*
Attributes:

Communality *

Insul perfect trust *. '

'* '.60052

Encourage new.ideâs
from employées-/ -

~ ,68323 •"' ' -

'Factor: "^Eigenvaluev.

Z-

;

i

:

1.37735
.•

Ihtroduces new projects
" ahd challenges.\
•'

;

.

Stimulâtes employées to support ,
opinionswithgoodarguments '

.3'

31.8 ;
"\ .

9.2

1:22893

8.2

:

'; .51814;

%"
• / •••

- Promoies a clear. vision,
for die future.

4.76546

% of var.

:

:

. • "'4-"'"

1.03682
6^9,
56.1
. Total Variance.

, '.57214

'

.62302. -*

e

Makes employées aware of important S. ,53512 ' - .
common values and idéals ;
'
Givés employees the feeling that
management can overeóme any
obstacle
.;.

'.62997 -

Gives employees a sense of pride
in working for this organisation

.41950

Shows an extraordinary ability
in everything that they undertake

.56885

Focuses attention on performing
even better

.31412

Is of the opinión that employees
should leam for their mistakes

.52263

Fulfils promises with action '

.47168 •

Sets ambitious targets for
the organisation

.61555

Keeps an eye on mistakes

.69435

Makes a powerful impression

.64003

*

An analysis of the transformational leadership style indicates that the attributes load on to
4 factors as shown in figure 8.2. Based on the interprétation of the guidelines on factor
analysis results (see section 7.4.5), all attributes with high factor loadings in excess of 0.6
are retained for further analysis. Factor one can be described as compétence, while factor
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two is concerned with creativity, factor three with visión, and factor four with mistakes
focus. Each factor contains attributes that typify the nature of the transformational
leadership type as described in section 4.3.
Accordingly, four new variables based on the factors derived are added to the working
data set. For example, questions 1, 7, 9 and 15 are combined to form a new variable
compeíence leadership style. Figure 8.2 depicts the results pictorially.

Figure 8.2 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of transformational leadership style

Attributes.'. ;

•*. •'• - -

Instil perfect trust
Management ability
Ability.to achieve
Makes a pówertul impression ,

;

Factor»*.

Factor;]

11

Compétence

-

Encourage new ideas.
Introduces new projects
Stimulâtes employées.

• . Factor 2 Creativity

Promotes a clear vision
Sets ambitious targets .

Factor 3 Vision

Leam from mistakes
Keeps an eye on mistakes

Factor 4 Mistakes focused

(c) Human resources leadership style
Tables 8.6 and 8.7 report the results of the factor analysis on the human resources
leadership dimension. Variables with high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 are highlighted
in bold type. The alpha score of .8424 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James
(1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in
table 8.6, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-OIkin model produce highly significant
results, which indicates that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis.
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The factor analysis générâtes two distinct factors - employée focused and competing for
the future.
Table 8.7 shows the eigenvalues and communalities, which indicate that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the , individual variables. The
i

majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), which imply that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The two
factors explain 52% of the overall variance.

Table 8.6 Factor analysis of the human resources leadership style responses
• Kaisef-MèyerrOjkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy,=,.86242.>
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 564.29927, Significance = .0000 • Varimax converged m 3 itérations:] / -. - ^
" \ *\
•
:

Attributes?

Factor 1

Factor 2 •

Has an ear.for matters that are important to employées

.61595

.11113

.Gives advice to employées when they need it

'

.65462

.29004

Créâtes a feeling of working together on major assignments

.

.75102

.09649

Shows employées how to look at problemsfromnew angles

.73610

.18376

Tries to involve as many employées as possible in
progressive changes within the organisation

.59392

.41622

Works actively for the benefit of both personnel and
organisation al goals

.45299

.48669

Is concemed with the organisation^ personnel and with
competing organisations.

.24643

.67313

-.02701

.80409

Is both performance and employée welfare orientated

.28778

.63704

Encourages co-operation

.50446

.52793

Speaks optimistically about the future
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Table 8.7 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for human resources style
leadership respouses
• Attributes -

.

,

. ,

•.

Commuriality -

Has an ear.for.matters thatare important.
. toèmplôyèes
'*""'".'-•""

;.39174--,

Factor Ëigenvalue = % of var.
r

;;f.

4.15308:

r

41.5'.

y:
r

1

Gives advice to employées when they needit;
Créâtes a feeling pf working
together on major assignments/missions " *

2 .
1.05125
•v Total Variance

.51265 =
'.'57334.

' 10 5 '
52.0. ;

- _
';**> •

%

j".

' -

- v *-.-,•" .

;..

i .. •'•«

1.57562

, Shows employées how to look
at problems from new angles : ',.
Tries to involve as niany employées
as possible in progressive changés
within trie organisation .

J

L

.

1

^

;

..

s -

:

' ^:52597 ,;'

r

T

t

"

•
:

Works actively. for the benefit ofbòth
personnel and organisational'goaïs .

-.44207 '

Is concemed with the organisation's
personnel and with competing organisations.

.51384'

Speak optimistically about the future -

.64728.

Is both performance and employée
welfare orientated

.48863

Encourages co-operation

.53319

,

•

The factor analysis indicates that the attributes of the human resources style load on to
two

factors 'employée

focitsed' and 'competing for the future'.

Based on the

interprétation of the guidelines on factor analysis results it can be concluded that the
factor structure is robust. These two characteristics are added to the working data set. For
example, questions 1-4 are combined to form a new variable employée focused leadership
style. Figure 8.3 depicts the results pictorially.
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Figure 8.3 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of the human resources leadership style
.Attributes • *

—

•

J

Factors

Has ân èar for mâtters that - y
~
I •
.. importanttoemployées -, ;
Givesadvicetoemployéeswhenr- .
/>.-..
•
" "
- Factor V :
uSeyiieed it~.
' . "
Créâtes a feelingof wdrking togéther -. *
' on major assigninents/missions
> .
Shows employées how to look at . ' * • • - " '
- problemsfromnewangles
, "-;-

* r/

:

j

.

*

-

J

i

v

Is concémed with organisation's ^
personnel and with competing organisations Speaks bptimistically about the future • •
• Msboth'performance and employée" :
welfare orientàted.
, .
—

Employée focused

;

Factor Two
" Competine for the future

(d) Laissez faire leadership style

Tables 8.8 and 8.9 report the results of the factor analysis on the laissez faire leadership
dimension. Variables with high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 are highlighted in bold
type. The alpha score of .6087 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James (1979)
and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in table
8.8, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results which
indicates that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis produces
two distinct factors - reactive style and passive style. Table 8.9 shows the eigenvalues and
communalities which indicates that there is good évidence for the strength of the structure
underlying the individuai variables. The majority of the variables had high communalities
(50% or more), which implies that the factor structure explains the majority of the
variance in the remaining variables. The two factors explain 54% of the overall variance.
Based on the interprétation of the guidelines on factor analysis results it can be concluded
that the factor structure is robust.
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Table 8.8 Factor analyste of the laissez-faire leadership style responses

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure.of Sampling Adequacy -..62431
BartlettTest of Sphericity= 126.17374, Significance = .0000; *
•VARIMAXconvergedm3itératiòns,' • - _ • . V
.• _ '. " '
Attributes •

*

'

v . , / ...

V .

J

•

Factor 1
/81213-

' Only takés action when things go wrong

.72029

Only takés action when problems become serious^ Does not trouble employées if they do not cause difficulty

.01355
\

...05678

'.1202Ì

Adhères tothe saying 'do not interyene unnecessarily' . * -.08782

?..

"

.

•

.77251
.31814

.6Ì612
* •"

-

•

.75200 •

. Does not attempi tp improve matters as long as performance \58436-.
. meets minimum demands ^
, ;
. _ ,-*
' Avoidsmakingdécisions **\

• Factor 2

-28620

."

-

*

Table 8.9 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for laissez-faire leadership-style
responses
Attributes

Communality Factor Eigenvalue % of var.
•\

.65810

1

1.93227

32.2

Only takes action when problems become serious

.51387

2

1.33465
Total variance

22.2
54.4

Does not trouble employées if they do not cause difficulty

.57911

Adhères to the saying 'do not intervene unnecessarily'

.60859

Does not attempi to improve matters as long as
performance meets minimum demands

.44652

Avoids making décisions

.46072

Only takes action when things go wrong

1

The results are expressed pictorially in figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of laissez faire leadership Style
^Attributes/-;' />••.- .-f-'

r

.

/. /Ç/ / / / / ^ / '

" / / / F à c î o r s / v > {.-.-'\->Y. ^ '
* , - -

' Only tikes action when things go .wrong,
:. . . \
', OnlyJakes"actibn when ;^b7ein5 wcome simoiu;-!
Avbid^'making decisions.:/;
•<
I%
'-""•< •
,

Doesriottrouble employées . >:
,
-iftheydonot:cause difficulty'.!.' *.*•
•/" ,
^Adheres.tothe.saying'donot ¡-'1." l\
-.•
intervene;unnecessarily! •.. / ' - > * / / , - " / * .

i <

^Factor7*;'.-\
''Réactive style.

'" !

•*

- "

•Factor 2'- '
- Passive stylé J

%

Accordingly, two new variables representing the laissez faire dimension are added to the
working data set for subsequent analysis. For example, questions 1, 2 and 6 are combined
to form a new variable reactive leadership style, while questions 3 and 4 are combined to
form the variable passive leadership style. Both reactive and passive leadership styles
contain variables that are consistent with the laissez-faire leadership style.

8.1.1 Leadership style - discussion

The examination of the factor analysis shows that each of the four leadership styles
derived by Wiiderom and van den Berg (1997) load up to give more than one factor. For
example, the transactional leadership style loads on to four factors representing rewards
style, the maintenance of standards, performance attainment and own interests. The
analyses indicates that the reliability of the individual variables is acceptable. A l l of the
variables have high communalties (50% or more), which indicates that the factor
structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The
eigenvalues indicate that over 63.6% of the variance is explained by the factors in the
transactional style, 56.1% of the variance by the factors in the transformational style, 52%
of the variance by the factors of the human resources style and 54.4% of the variance is
explained by the factors of the laissez faire style.'Accordingly, it is reasonable to
conclude that the dimensions of leadership styles derived cover the concept of leadership
adequately in manufacturing SMEs.
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8.2

Organisation al culture

This section reports the analysis of the responses of the managing directors' perception of
their firms' organisational culture and refers to Section 4 of the questionnaire. This
section contains 26 statements that are used to describe the five main types of
organisational culture derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).

Table 8.10 The dimensions of organisational culture derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)
Description-Zv.'

Dimensions/'

• «(a) Empowermènt

/.

,-.'_„"

t:(b) Externai orientation-..

*

;

•

employées are allowed sufficient fxeedom and authority" - . tomake décisions .
./ •
.rdynaniic/active relations with externai parties and other
• . externai factors /
^ V
:

J

;

(c) Human resources

how the' organisation deals with their employées '

(d) Inter group orientation

efficient and pleasant relations between departments

(e) Improvement orientation

continuous improvement/adjustment of internai affaire

Permission was given by Professor Wilderom to use similar constructs which were
modified for use in this study. The attributes of organisational culture dimensions are
based on a five point Likert-type scale ranging from a very small extent (=1) to a very
great extent (=5).
Tables 8.11, 8.13, 8.15, 8.17 and 8.19 report the results of factor analysis on the
responses to question 13. în accordance with the guidelines for the interprétation of the
results of factor analysis (section 7.4.5), attributes with a high factor loading of 0.6 and
over are retained for further analysis. Thèse attributes are shown in bold type.
Communalities and eigenvalues are shown in tables 8.12, 8.14, 8.16, 8.18 and 8.20.
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a) Empowerment culture
Table 8.11 reports the results of the factor analysis on the empowerment culture type. A i l
the variables have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold type). The
alpha score of .7437 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and
indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). Asshown in table 8.11
the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results which
indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis confirms
the empowerment culture style. Table 8.12 shows the eigenvalues and communalities
which indicate that there is good évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the
individual variables. The majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or
more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the
remaining variables. The derived factor empowerment style explains 52% of the overall
variance.

-

Table 8.11 Factor analysis of empowerment culture style responses
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .78634
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 229.02214, Significance = .0000.
Attributes

Factor 1

Room for managerial employées to make their own décisions

.78159

Assignment of interesting tasks to employées

.65586

Employées exert influence on important décisions regarding work

.75668

The opportunity for employées to bring forward ideas before
décisions are made

.77171

Freedom for employées to départ from the rules

.62520
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Table 8.12 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for empowerment culture-style responses
Coramunality Factor Eigenvalue % of var

Attributes.,.
Röom'for managerial'employées to make own décisions .

.61088/

Assignment of interesting tasks to employées

.43015

Employées exert influence on important décisions regarding
work
• •
'"*.•'
"

.57256

The opportunity for employées to bring forward ideas
before.décisions are made
~

:59553,

1

; 2.60000;

, .52.0

Freedom for. employées to départ from the rules

The results of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of the empowerment culture
style load on to one factor which is consistent with the empowerment culture style
derived by Wiîderom and van den Berg (1997).

(b) External orientation culture style

Tables 8.13 and 8.14 report the results of the factor analysis on the external orientation
culture style. Four variables have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in
bold type). The alpha score of .7327 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James
(1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in
table 8.13, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce highly significant
results, which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor
analysis confirms the external orientation culture style. Table 8.14 shows the eigenvalues
and communalities, which indicates that there is good évidence for the strength of the
structure underlying the individuai variables. The majority of the variables have high
communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of
the variance in the remaining variables. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the
factor structure is robust.- The derived factor external orientation explains 59% of the
overall variance.
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Table 8.13 Factor a na lys is of externa! orientation culture style responses
Käiser-Meyer-OIkinMeasureofSamplingÄdequacy = .82346
. Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 312.44885/Significance - .0000; •
Attributes

-u

.:

t

,

•

'*

'

'

. Factor. 1/

Active canvassing pfriewcustoniers '

.

v

.61086-

Working.to improve the local market position ' -

,• • \ * '. .61227 ' .

Quick reaction to developments in the market

,«•• -

.69368

This firm has an edge over local competitore -.

.60185

Investigation of thVneeds and wishes of customers

.69939

Thorough training of employées in systematically gathering- information in what customers waht to see improved '

.73013'

Active promotion of the organisation by its e m p l o y é e s ,

.60147

'•.

The firm'sfuturé plans

'
'

.60881

Table 8.14 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for external orientation culture-style
responses
Attributes

Communality Factor Eigenvalue */o of var.

Active canvassing of new customers

.29253

Working to improve the local market position

.52487

Quick reaction to developments in the market

.58119

This firm has an edge over local competitors

.55029

Investigation of the needs and wishes of customers

.58914

Thorough training of employées in systematically.
gathering information in what customers want to see
improved

.53309

Active promotion of the organisation by its employées

.29319

The firm's future plans

.31458
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1

3.12889

59.1

The results of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of the external orientation
style load on to one factor which is consistent with the external orientation culture style
derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).

(e) Human resources culture style

Tables 8.15 and 8.16 report the results of the factor analysis on the human resources
culture style. A l l the variables have high factor Ioadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in
bold type). The alpha score of .6398 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James
(1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in
table 8.15, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results
which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis
confìrms the human resources culture style. Table 8.16 shows the eigenvalues and
communalities which indicates that there is good évidence for the strength of the structure
underlying the

individuai

variables. The majority

of the

variables have high

communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of
the variance in the remaining variables. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the
factor structure is robust. The derived factor explains 48% of the overall variance.

Table 8.15 Factor analysis of human resources culture style responses
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .78271
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 175.43516, Significale = .0000.
Attributes

Factor 1

Managers taking Performance evaluation seriously

.73080

Careful selection of new employees

.64152

Recognition of good Performance by employees

.68835

Stimulation of creativity in employees

.68303

Thorough training of employees

.73159
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Table 8.16 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for human resources orientation
culture-style responses
Art ri bu tes

Communality

Managers taking peifòrmance"evaluation seriously -

Factor. Eigenvàlue % of var.

-.53407 •

Careni! sélection of new employées'--..„

: .41155

1

:

2.42119 -

. , 48.4*

:
-1 •

Récognition of gòod performance by employées
*. Stimulation of creativity ih employées

;

• .51382
•

Thprough training of employées.

*

- 156653 :

..53522

The results of the factor analysis indicate that ali the attributes of the human resources
culture style load on to one factor which is consistent with the human resources culture
style derived by Wdderom and van den Berg (1997).

(d) Inter group culture style

Tables 8.17 and 8.18 report the results of the factor analysis on the intergroup culture
style. A l i the variables have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold
type). The alpha score of .6785 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James ( 1979)
and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). As indicated in table
8.17, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results
which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis
confirms the empowerment culture style. Table 8.18 shows the eigenvalues and
communalities, which indicates that there is good évidence for the strength of the
structure underlying the individuai variables. The majority of the variables have high
communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of
the variance in the remaining variables. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the
factor structure is robust. The derived factor explains 55% of the overall variance.
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Table 8.17 Factor analyste of Intergroup culture style responses
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkiri Measure of Samplihg Adequacy = .69954
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 167.67895, Significance = .oooo:
Attributes •

;

; ''

' Factor 1-. .

*.'''*•.'

Exchange of information betweën departments ^

t

• -'

'

.76741

' .. ;
- '

.'

'

.

*-

."

~, "

.84069 • •

UsefuI coopération between departments.
Timely resolution of conflicts between departments-

-

.69736 .65366

Useful meetingsbetween heads of departments
;

••

Table 8.18 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for the intergroup culture-style responses

Attributes

Communality. Factor Eigenvalue

'

Exchange of information between departments '

.58891

UsefuI co-operation between departments

.70676

Timely resolution of conflicts between departments

.58631

UsefuI meetings between heads of departments

.42727

1

2.20925

% of var.

55.2

The results of the factor analysis indicate that all the attributes of the intergroup style load
onto one factor. This finding is consistent with the intergroup culture style derived by
Wilderom and van den Berg ( 1997).

(e) Improvement culture style

Tables 8.19 and 8.20 report the results of the factor analysis on the improvement culture
style. A l l the variables nave high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold
type). The alpha score of .6785 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James (1979)
and indicàtes a high degree of internal reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in table
8.19, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results
which indicàtes that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. Table 8.20 shows the
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eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there is good évidence for the
strength of the structure underlying the individual variables. The majority of the variables
have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure explains the
majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The derived factor explains 53% of
the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the factor structure is
robust.

Table 8.19 Factor analysis of improvement culture style responses
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .71112
BartlettTestofSphericity = 138.93902, Significance =.0000.
Attributes

Factor 1
' .76571

Talking about mistakes in order to leam from them
- . Quick implemeritation of.söund proposals forchangc.

'

.68941

Initiatives taken by employees to improve the way in
which the work is done

.75796

ErTorts contributing to exceptional Performance bf the firm

.70776

Table 8.20 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for the improvement orientation
culture-style responses
Attributes

Communality

Talking about mistakes in order to leam from them

.58632

Quick implementation of sound proposals for change

.47528

Initiatives taken by employees to improve the way in
which the work is done

.57451

Efforts contributing to exceptional performance of
the firm

.50093

Factor Eigenvalue % of var
1

2.13704

53.4

The results of the factor analysis indicate that ail the attributes of the improvement
orientation style load onto one factor. This finding is consistent "with the improvement
culture style derived by Wiiderom and van den Berg ( 1997).
o
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8.2.1

Organisation al culture - discussion

The attributes of the dimensions of organisational culture derived by Wilderom and van
den Berg (1997) are factor analysed and confirmed in respect of this sample. The results
indicate that each style has a good level of internai consistency reliability. Each of the
attributes indicates a high factor loading in excess of 0.6. The majority of the variables
have high communalties (50% or greater), implying that the factor structure explains the
majority of the variance in the remaining variables. In addition, évidence from the
eigenvalues shows that a considérable proportion of the overall variance is explained by
the factor in each style. Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude that the dimensions
derived cover the concept of organisational culture adequately in manufacturing SMEs.

8.3

Strategie planning

This section focuses on the characteristics of strategie planning and relates to questions
17 to 23 in the questionnaire. The specific strategie planning characteristics are taken
from a tested construct obtained from Kargar and Parnell (1996) and based on a fi ve
point Likert-type scale ranging from no emphasis(=I) to a great emphasis (-5). Each of
the characteristics and their attributes are confirmed by the exploratory interviews and
supported by the literature review. Tables 8.21, 8.23, 8.25, 8.27, 8.29. 8.31 and 8.33
report the results of factor analysis on responses to questions 17-23. Communalities and
eigenvalues are shown in tables 8.22, 8.24, 8.26. 8.28, 8.30, 8.32 and 8.34.

(a) Internai orientation
Tables 8.21 and 8.22 report the results of the factor analysis on the internai orientation of
the firm. In the questionnaire, question 17 is entitled 'Attention to Produci Delivery'
rather than internai orientation as the exploratory group interviews feit that this was a
more meaningful title to SMEs. A l i the variables have high factor loadings in excess of
0.6 (highlighted in bold type). The alpha score of .6465 is higher than that suggested by
Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (see section
7.4.2). As shown in table 8.21, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkiri model
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produce signifîcant results which indicate lhat the data is highly suitable for factor
analysis. Table 8.22 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there
is good évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individual variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The two
factors explain 54% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that
the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.21 Factor analysis of internai orientation
1

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .69118 Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 252.96139, Signifiçance = .0000.
VARIMAX converged in 3 itérations.
Attributes; ;

• j ~

;

tactor l

•.

• Diagnostic assessmentof past performance^ "*

.48778

tactor l
-

.37801 ,

-•.06995

.75899

Strengths and weaknesses in general
managerial ability -

..81085

Financial strengths/weakness'es

.68303

.17728

Strengths and weaknesses in human resources

.80786

-.14135

Strengths/weaknesses in marketing

.37855

.55170

Strengths/weaknessesin current producís

.08878

.62880
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'

'.22752

Table 8.22 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for internai orientation
AttributesvV.'v^^-'-'V"

Communaliry.' •Factor,-

-Y" Y . . Y Y

. • Etgenyaluer!. % of var.

v :

! Diagnc^iç assessment of past performance -v - Y56642,

" 2.58474*

:

Pastpeifqrmarice--rj

¿:y ' • YY.- " YY'"*- :

.58097-Y

;2.-: Y

v

36.9

1.19341'- .
> Total variance

17.0
53:9

. / ; / 7 Ó 9 2 5 .' Stréng^s andweaknesses in gênerai .-„'
managerial.ábility '' \
.
• * V .•!."- '
:

E

Fmaricial st-engms/weaknèsses-. -«.

•'--'/

Strengths and weaknesses inhumanresourcesw

Sfjengths/weaknessès m marketing '*.;'• _
.Sîreng^s:ànd»weàknesses m cürrent producís

-i •

J ;Y .59796-

• .

Y ' .'67262-\ . Y . Y " •''

.*
hi, ..50327,';

A n analysis of the internai orientation characteristic of strategie planning indicatés that
the attributes load on to two factors as shown in figure 8.5. Thèse factors can be described
as internai capabiìity

and producís

and performance. The factors are

represented

pictorially in figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of internai orientation
Attributes

Factors

Strengths and weaknesses in .
General managerial ability
Financial strengths/weaknesses
Strengths and weaknesses in
Human resources

Factor One
Internai capabiìity

Past performance
Strengths/weaknesses in
Current producís

Factor Two
Products and performance

The results indicate that the strongest component of the perception of internai capabiiity
by managing directors relates to the attributes of factor one (36.9% of the variance). This
is not surprising as it could be argued that thèse attributes typify internai orientation as
outlined in section 3.3.2. This analysis is consistent with the internai'orientation
characteristic derived by Kargar and Parnell (1996)
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The second factor relates to products and performance and accounts for 17% of the
variance. The two new variables {internal capability and products and performance) are
added to the working data set.

(b) External orientation

Tables 8.23 and 8.24 report the results of the factor analysis on the external orientation
characteristic of strategie planning. In the questionnaire, question 18 is entitled 'Attention
to Market Place/Customer Requirements'

rather than external orientation as the

exploratory interviews indicated that it was a more meaningful title to SMEs. A l i the
variables have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold type). The alpha
score of .7379 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a
high degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.23, the Bartlett
test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produces significant results which indicates that
the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis confirms the external
orientation characteristic of strategie planning. Table 8.24 shows the eigenvalues and
communalities which indicates that there is good évidence for the strength of the structure
underlying the individuai

variables. The majority

of the variables

have

high

communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of
the variance in the remaining variables. The derived factor explains 59% of the overall
variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.23 Factor analysis of external orientation
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .71161
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 84.10435, Significance = .0000.
Attributes

Factor 1

Analysis of current compétitive position and trends

.67514

Customer trends.

.61417

General economic and business conditions

.66061

\

Regulatory and Government issues. .

.60498

'

Technological trends and capabilities

,61394

.
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Table 8.24 Variable com m un a lit ies and factor eigenvalues for externa! orientation
Variàble -'

"'*,'

.

-

•

— Comraunality

.65581 ' '

Analysis óf òirrent competitive pòsirion arid trends
Oìstom'ertrends- " • '

: •*

r

-

. .62967;- '

General economie and business conditions
Regulatory and Government issues
• Technoldgical trends and capabilities -*

-Factor

1

Eigênvalue-% of yar.

2.94102

. , 58.8

-

.63640
. . .

.64221:' '
.

.67690-'

.

The results of the factof analysis indicate that ali the attributes of the extemal orientation
characteristic of strategie planning load on to one factor. This is consistent with the
external orientation characteristic derived by Kargar and Parnell (1996).

(c) Departmental co-operation

Tables 8.25 and 8.26 report the results of the factor analysis on the departmental cooperation characteristic of strategie planning. Ali the variables have high factor loadings
in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold type). The alpha score of .6785 is higher than that
suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability
(see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.25 there is a high degree of internai consistency
reliability. The Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results
which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis
confirms the departmental co-operation characteristic of strategie planning. Table 8.26
shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicate that there is good évidence for
the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. AH the variables have
high communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure explains the
majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The derived factor explains 72% of
the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the factor structure is
robust.
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Table 8.25 Factor analysis of departmental co-operation

'Kajser-Meyer-Olkffl-Measure of SamplmgAdequacy.- .79853
. Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 392.94Ò43,,Significance «.'.0000.•
Attributes.."

'

Factor 1

-

Ì87605

"Efforts tö achieve functional agreement
Functional co-ordination

.88184- '

Uriderstanding of all-functions by.employees • • -

.79560. -

Cross functional.support

.84634 -

. ".
-

.

.'-"

;
y

. r

•'

v

-

- -

Table 8.26 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for departmental co-operation
Attributes^
Efforts to achieve functional agreement;

Communality
:

.76746

Functional co-ordination

.77764

Understanding of all functions by employées

.63298

Cross functional support

.71628

Factor
1

Eigenvalue
2.89436

% of var.
72.4

The results of the factor analysis indicate that all the attributes of the departmental Cooperation characteristic of strategie planning load on to one factor. This finding is
consistent with the departmental co-operation characteristic of strategie planning derived
by Kargar and Parnell (1996).

(d) Resources for strategy

Tables 8.27 and 8.28 report the results of the factor analysis on the resources for strategy
characteristic of strategie planning. In the questionnaire, question 20 is entitled
'Employée Involvement' rather than resources for strategy as the exploratory focus group
felt that that it is a more meaningful title to SMEs. The alpha score of .7705 is higher than
that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai
reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.30, the Bartlett test and the KaiserMeyer-Olkin model produce highly significant results which indicate that the data is
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highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis générâtes two distinct factors
resources for strategy and management time. A i l the variables have high factor loadings
in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold type).
Table 8.28 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicate that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individual variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. Further
évidence from the eigenvalues indicates that the two factors explain 54% of the overall
variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.27 Factor analysis of resources for strategy
/

\ KaiseivMeyefrOlkin Measure 'of Sampling Adequàcy = .67398
Bartiett Test bf Spherichy = 117.59077, Significance = .0000.
VARIMAX converged in 3 itérations .
*•

.
.
\ '
~•'• '
:

. ;
' .'

*~- /
Factor I

Factor 2

.61820

.03668

Relevant information •

.60331

' .35436

Involvement of consultants

.64246

-.14480

Involvement of line managers

' .23789

.74187

Managing directors' time

-.11997 '

.80848

.77569

.15658

Attributes
. Ad hoc working groups

Other physical and financial resources

Table 8.28 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for resources for strategy
Variable

Communality

Factor Eigenvalue

%ofvar.

Ad hoc working groups

.38352

1

2.01679

33.6

Relevant information

.58955

2

1.19120
Total variance

19.9
53.5

Involvement of consultants

.43372

Involvement of line managers

.60696

Managing directors' time

.66803

Other physical and financial resources -

.62622 . .
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A n analysis of the resources for strategy characteristic of strategie planning indicates that
the attributes load on to two factors which can be described as resources for strategy and
•management time. The results indicate that the strongest component of the characteristic
relates to the attributes of factor one, which comprises ali the attributes except the
attributes relating to the managing directors and line manager involvement. The results
are shown pictorially in figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of resources for strategy

.

Attributes
Ad hoc working groups
Relevant information
Involvement of consultants ,
"*'"
Other physical and fmancial resources

Factors

• Factor One
Resources for strategy

\: Factor Two
Management time

Involvement of line managers.', .
Managing directors time..

Two new variables representing resources for strategy and management time are added to
the working data set.

(e) Use of analytical techniques

Tables 8.29 and 8.30 report the results of the factor analysis on the use of analytical
techniques characteristic of strategie planning. In the questionnaire, question 21 is
entitled 'Use of StructureoVAnalytical Approach' ra'ther than analytical techniques as the
exploratory focus group felt that it was a more meaningful title to SMEs. The alpha score
of .8779 is higher than that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high
degree of internai reliability (see section 7.4.2).
As shown in table 8.29, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce
significant results which indicates that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The
factor analysis confirms the use of analytical techniques characteristic of strategie
planning. A l i the variables have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold
type).
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Table 8.30 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there is good
evidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor-structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The
derived factor explains 68% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to
conclude that the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.29 Factor analysis - use of analytical techniques

Kaiser-MeyerrOlkin Measureof Sampling Adequacy = .60276^ •
BartlettTe^ofSphericity-« 197.63622, Sigmficancc«,006o!-'- :
Factor

Attributes; -'\
Abilityto use techniques

, '

.89707 ' *

\ -

.64960

Willingness to seek outside assistance •
Use of analytical techniques-

;

-

\

.

1

•

.89641

Table 8.30 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for the use of analytical techniques.
Attributes

Communality

Ability to use techniques
Willingness to seek outside assistance

.80473
.42198

Use of analytical techniques

.80354

Factor

Eigenvalue

1

2.03025

% of var.
67.7

The results of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of the use of analytical
techniques characteristic of stratégie planning load on to one factor which is consistent
with the derived analytical techniques characteristic by Kargar and Parnell (1996).

(f) Staff creativity

Tables 8.31 and 8.32 report the results of the factor analysis on the staff creativity
characteristic of strategie planning. The alpha score of .9000 is higher than that suggested
by Jones and James (1979) ahd indicates a high degree of internal reliability (see section
7.4.2). As shown in table 8.31, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model
produce highly significant results which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor
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analysis. The factor analysis confirms the staff creativity characteristic of stratégie
planning. A i l the variables have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold
type).

Table 8.32 shows the eigenvalues and cornmunalities which indicates that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individual variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The
derived factor explains 52% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to
conclude that the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.31 Factor analysis - staff creativity
. KaiserrMéyer-OlkinMeasure of Sampling Âdequacy. = .79377r
Bartlett-Test of Sphericity. * 520.83921; Significarièe - .0000. •
Attributes

Factor!

Anticipating and avoiding barriers. to im pie m en tat ion.

.73552 •

Ability to cope with suiprisesycrises/threats

.73272 •

Evaluation of alternatives

.69054

Capacity to generate new ideas

.71117

Identify key problems

.64844

Ability to identify new opportunités

.72505

Flexibility to adapt to unanticipated changes

.77464
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Table 8.32 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for staff creativity
Commonality Factor Eigenvalue % of var.

Attributes ,*.

.54099

1

3.60671

51.5. •

- .53688
.47685
.50576

Capacity to generate new ideas

\42047

Identify key problems
Ability to identify.new opportunities

;52569

Flexibility to adapt to unanticipated changes

.60006

The results of the factor analysis indicates that all the attributes of the staff creativity
characteristic of strategic planning load on to one factor which is consistent with the
derived staff creativity characteristic by Kargar and Parnell (1996).

(g) Strategy as a control mechanism

Tables 8.33 and 8.34 report the results of the factor analysis on the strategy as a control
mechanism characteristic of strategic planning. The alpha score of .8639 is higher than
that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internal
reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.33, the Bartlett test and the KaiserMeyer-Olkin model produce highly significant results which indicates that the data is
highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis confirms the strategy as a control
mechanism characteristic of strategic planning. All the variables have high factor loadings
in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold type).
Table 8.34 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there is good
evidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individual variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the '
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The
derived factor explains 51% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to
conclude that the factor structure is robust.
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Table 8.33 Factor, analysis - strategy as a control mechanism
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .82531
. Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 485.54837, Significance = .0000.
Attributes
yalueasacontrolniechanism

1

-

Factor 1
;

•

- Ability to communicate management thinking down the line

.60986

...

..71715

;•:

.69043

•Communicate staff mihking up the.line

. .75326 •

A control technique for monitoring Performance
Amechanisrnförrevisingcurrent strategy

'".72026.:

--.

A mechanism for managerial motivation
A mechanism for mtegrating functions

"

.

.74774

"- •

.75610

•' ;

"•
•

.

Table 8.34 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for strategy a control mechanism
Attributes'

.

-

Communality Factor Eigenyalue % var.

Valué as a control mechanism

.37193 -

Ability to communicate management minking down the line

.51430.

Communicate staff thinking up the line

.47670

A control technique for monitoring performance

.56740

A mechanism for revising current strategy

.51878

A mechanism for managerial motivation

.55911

A mechanism for integrating functions

.57168

1

3.57990

* 51.1

The results of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of the strategy as a control
mechanism characteristic of strategie planning load on to one factor, which is consistent
with the derived strategy as a control mechanism characteristic by ¡Cargar and Parnell
(1996).

8.3.1

Strategie planning - concluding remarks

The analysis of the responses indicates nine distinct strategie planning characteristics.
The attributes of each strategie planning characteristic derived by Kargar and Parnell
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(1996) with the exception of 'internai capability orientation'

and 'resources for

strategy', load on to one factor. However, in thèse exceptions it is évident from the
variable communalities and from the eigenvalues, that the principal original characteristic
is a much stronger factor than the other 'factors' emerging. Tables 8.22, 8.24, 8.26, 8.28,
8.29, 8.31 and 8.33 confimi the satisfactory structure underpinning the individuai
variables. The majority of the variables have high communalties (50% or more), which
indicates that the factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining
variables in each characteristic.
On reflection, ali the attributes validated during the pilot stage are confirmed by the final
results (ali attributes have high factor Ioadings): The high Bartlett Test of Sphericity and
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model statistics show that there is a satisfactory level of reliability
and validity for each variable. Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude that the
characteristics of strategie planning derived cover strategie planning adequately in
manufacturing SMEs.

8.4

Performance measurement

Organisational performance is measured by five measures. Four of the measures are
based on the concept of a balanced score card developed by Kaplan and Norton (1992)
and the remaining characteristic relating to organisational capability is based on the
exploratory group discussions. The performance

measures were modified by the

exploratory interviews and each of the résultant measures confirmed by the titerature
review. The final performance measures derived are:.
(a) financial performance
(b) customer orientation
(c) organisational effectiveness
(d) learning and growth
(e) organisational capability.

An overview of each of thèse dimensions is given in section 6.4. Organisational
capability is added as an additional performance measure as it can be classified as both a
performance measure and a driver of performance (see section 6.5). Organisation
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capability is measured using attributes to détermine the capability to design, provide,
promote and deliver the product as well as the capability to provide after sales service.
Accordingly, questions 16, 26,27,28 and. 29 of the questionnaire relate to performance
measures.

(a) Financial performance

The opinions of the S M E Managing Directors or Chief Executives are used to assess the
degree to which the implementation of the strategie décision impact on the overall
financial performance of the firm. Data réduction on this measure is not appropriate at
this stage as this dimension contains only one attribute.

(b) Customer orientation

Tables 8.35 and 8.36 report the results of the factor analysis on the customer orientation
dimension of organisational performance. The alpha score of .8725 is higher than that
suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability
(see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.35, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
model produce significant results which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor
analysis. The factor analysis confirms the customer orientation factor. A l i the variables
have high factor loadings in excess of 0.6 (highlighted in bold type).
Table 8.36 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The
derived factor explains 64% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to
conclude that the factor structure is robust.
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Table 8.35 Factor a na lys is - customer orientation

• Kâiser-Meyer-01kin_MeasureofSamplingAdequacy = .61568.
Bartlett Test ofSphenciry = 126.07847rSignificance = .0000.
Attributes

Factor 1

-Customer satisfaction

.79168

Customer rétention

-

Marketshare ...

. - •

.87385
.72697

Table 8.36 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for customer orientation
Attributes

Communaliry -

Customer satisfaction '

.62676

Customer rétention

.76362

Market share

.52848

Factor

1

Eigenvalue

1.91887

% of var.

64.0

(c) Orgahisational effectiveness
Tables- 8.37 and 8.38 report the results of the factor analysis on the organisational
effectiveness characteristic of organisational performance. The alpha score of .7930 is
higher than that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degrec of
internal reliability (see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.37, the Bartlett test and the
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results which indicate that the data is
highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis produces two distinct factors,
organisational effectiveness and short term needs. A l l the variables have high factor
loadings in excess of 0.6 (highiighted in bold type).

Table 8.38 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The two
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factors explain 62% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that
the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.37 Factor a na lys is - organisational effectiveness
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .60981 "
Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 134.73714, Significance = .0000.
VARIMAX convergea in 3 itérations
,

Attributes
Predicting future trends

Factor 1

^ - . - '.

Factor. 2.

.89256

-.05456 *

Evaluating alternatives • •

.68491

.22111'

Avoiding problem areas „

.14313..

.78051 •

Improving short term performance'

.12766^

.80588.

Improving long term performance .

.60494

.325

l

:

lV

Table 8.38 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for organisational effectiveness
Attributes

Communality

Predicting future trends -

.79964

Evaluating alternatives

.51799

Avoiding problem areas

.62968

Improving short term performance

.66574

Improving long term performance

.44786

Factor Eigenvalue

1
2

%ofvar.

2.05066
1.01025
Total Variance

41.0
20.2
62.2%

The resuits of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of organisational
effectiveness as a characteristic of performance measurement load on to two factors.
which are shown pictorially in figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7 The resulti of factor analysis on the a Uri butes of organisations! effectiveness
Attributes'

Factors

Pfedicting future trends'
Evaluating alternatives.
Irnproving long terno-r^eiforrnance.

- Factor One' ~ •
Organisational effectiveness

Avoiding problerh areas
Improving short tennperformance

. Factor Two'\ '/j \
. Short term needs

Two new variables representing organisational effectiveness and short term needs are
added to the working data set.

(d) Learning and growth

Tables'8.39 and 8.40 report the results of the factor analysis on the learning and growth
dimension of organisational performance. The alpha score of .8164 is higher than that
suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability
(see section 7.4.2). As shown in table 8.39, the Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
model produce significant results which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor
analysis. The factor analysis confìrms the learning and growth measure of performance.
Table 8.40 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicates that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. A l l the
variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the factor structure
explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The derived factor
explains 67% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the
factor structure is robust.
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Table 8.39 Factor analyste - learning and growth
Kaiser-Meyer-Olktn Measure of Sampling Adequacy - .50000- - ; j£ ..'BartlettTestof Sphericity-23.83677,Significance = .0000. •'.-'* •
Factor 1
Attributes -,'
.81918

Manufacturing learning
Introduction of new products

; ;/.-. • ;

.81918

'

Table 8.40 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues for learning and growth
Attributes'

Communality

Factor Eigenvalue

Manufacturing. leàming.

- .67105:

1

Introduction of new products

-,

1.34211

% of var.
67.1

- .67105

The results of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of learning and growth as a
measure of performance load on to one factor.

(e) Organisational capability

Tables 8.41 and 8.42 report the results of the factor analysis on the organisational
capability measure of performance. The alpha score of .7094 is higher than that suggested
by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internal reliability (see section
7.4.2). As shown in table 8.41, the Barrien test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model
produce significant results which indicates that the data is highly suitable for factor
analysis. The factor analysis confirms three distinct factors. meeting customer needs,
quality goods on time and after sales service.
Table 8.42 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicate that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The three
factors explain 55% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that
the factor structure is robust.
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Table 8.41 Factor analysis - organisational capability
Kaiser-Mèyer-OIkìn Méasure of Sampimg Adequacy = .67479 ^
Bartiett Test ofSphericity = 498;79869, Signific%e = .0000; VARIMAXconverge'd in 6 itérations'
'
•

„

-

Capàbility to :- ,
Factor 1 •
Advertise/promote.the products '

.35938 ,

• Provide after sales service "
Deliver a broad produci line. ' ' '
Make rapid design changes \

.

Distribu te products broadly
Providë high.performance products
Compete on pricè.:.

+

.75256

'

- .74528
.18275 .
.81987
-.05112,
:03672

.

Factor 2

Factor 3 .

.07661

.35170

, '.15782

.69913

. .14848

-.14892

.39283

.10397 *

.. .16641

' .09385 :

.55945 "

.55682

.2208Ï-'

.56914 *

- .59954

-.24408

Deliver products quickly

.28302

Offer consistent quality -

.06068

.73848 •

Respond to swings in volume

.48873

.25778

.45169

Deliver products on time

.11506

.81418

-.13115

-.02125

Table 8.42 Variable communalities and factor eïgenvalues for organisational capability
Attributes

Communality

Factor

Eigenvalue

% of var.

Advertise/promote the products

.69590

1

3.11584

28.3

Provide after sales service

.64285

2

1.63204

14.8

Deliver a broad product line

.59966

3

1.34869

12.3

Make rapid design changes

.19852

Distribute products broadly

.70869

Provide high performance products

.62566

Compete on price

.37403

Deliver products quickly

.49912

Offer consistent quality

.54948

Respond to swings in volume

.50933

Deliver products on time

.69332
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Total Variance 55.3%

The results of the factor analysis indicate that the attributes of organisational capability as
a characteristic of performance measurement load on to'three factors as shown in figure
8.8.

Figure 8.8 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of organisational capability
-Attributes

Advertise/promote the products
Deliver a broad produci line
Distribute products broadly

Factors

' Factor One
Meet customer demands

OfFer consistent quality
Deliver products on time

Factor Two "
Quality gòods on time

Provide after sales service

Factor Three^ : •
After sales service

Accordingly, three new variables representing the capability to méet customer demands,
provide quality goods on time and provide after sales service are added to the working data
set.

8.4.1

Performance measurement - discussion

Each of the five previously tested performance measurement characteristics - ftnancial
performance, customer orientation, organisational effectiveness, learning/growth and
organisational capability are factor analysed. The analysis indicates that organisational
effectiveness factors load on to two separate factors (organisational effectiveness and
short lerms needs), while organisational capability yields three separate factors (meeting
customer demands, providing quality goods on time and providing after sales service).
A l l the attributes were validated during the pilot stage. Only one attribute is not supported
by the final results. This attribute relates to the capability to make rapid design changes
and may be explained by the inclusion of broadly similar attributes under the leaming and
growth dimension. Accordingly, it is reasonable to conclude that the measures of
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performance derived cover the concept of organisational performance adequately in
manufacturing SMEs.

8.5

Contingency factors

This section examines a number of contingency factors that are perceived as influencing
the deployment of strategie planning. These are:
(a) barriers to strategy implementation
(b) the perceived operating environment
(c) the formality of strategy in SMEs.
This section will focus on data réduction in relation to both the barriers to strategy
implementation and the perceived operating environment. The formality of strategy in
SMEs contains only one question and will be examined further in chapter 9.

(a) Strategie planning implementation barriers

Question 24 outlines eight barriers to the effective deployment of strategy and seeks the
views of S M E managing directors on their importance. The alpha score of .8543 is higher
than that suggested by Jones and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai
reliability (see section 7.4.2). Tables 8.43 and 8.44 report the results of the factor analysis
on the strategie planning implementation barriers. As shown in table 8.43. the Bartlett test
and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results which indicate that the
data is highly suitable for factor analysis. The factor analysis confirms two distinct
factors, internai barriers and external barriers.

Table 8.44 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which indicate that there is good
évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the individuai variables. The
majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or more), implying that the
factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the remaining variables. The two
factors explain 63% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that
the factor structure is robust.
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Table 8.43 Factor analysis - strategy Implementation barriere
5;Kàiser Meyer-Òlkm Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .83239. ~
:

•

t

r

^ --Bàrtlett Test bf SpKericity = 643.26346;Significante,=..0000.- . '
.-. '* V - v
y.anmax'cönyergedin3.itérations"';•.&'.
- -.. ^ ~ ,
•y.'î-i^S/''/':
r

Attributes - . - - ^

f

"

- -'•

,

Communication was inadéquate -v _

- \ .-, •* '-

-•.49116

. , ,

.75140

Overall goals b f strategy were not well enough'. \ ,
• understood by staff .
". " .

.78462

v

:

, • Cö-ordination of implementation »was not effective ènoûgh '
Unanticipated problems àrose

:

;

. .

External factors impacted in implementation

.76879

.. *. . , .

^Factor 2 >
;

.21956 ^

,

, ^22873.;V:, '/

, Implementation took longer than àntiçipated . • ; .
• '* Employées capabilities were'not enough - ,

- -

£

.85544.'

' ••\'

•* Crises distracted attention rrom.impléméntâtion.';:

-

."• Factor 1

•

'
•/

•

.54460
.79292 -21340.

:

u

..

\

'.'.>

.19894

". .24635 . ,

.30820

.76389

.08679

.63182

Table 8.44 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues -strategy implementation barriers
Attributes

Communality

Communication was inadéquate

.68104

Crises distracted attention from implementation

.67852

Implementation took longer than anticipated

.65172

Employées capabilities were not enough

.53783

Overall goals of strategy were
not well enough understood by staff

.61014

Co-ordination of implementation was not
effective enough

.40673

Unanticipated problems arose

.65521

External factors impacted in implementation

.77998

Factor Eigenvalue
1
2
Total

3.98775
1.01341

% of var.
49.8
12.7
62.5

•

The results of the factor analysis can be categorised as two main factors,

internai

barriers and external barriers. Accordingly, variables representing internai and external
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barriers are added to the working data set. The results are shown graphically in figure
8.9.

Figure 8.9 The results of factor analysis on the strategie planning implementation barriers
Attributes

Factors

Communicarion.was inadéquate " •
' Employées capabilities were not enough
Overall goals of strategy were not well enough • ~
Understoòdbystaff
•' •
Co-ordination of implementanon was not effective
enough..

...

...

—i •

Implementation took longer than expected.. Unanticipated problems aróse
*
• External factors impacted on implementation^ ,'

Factor One Internai barriers
_J..-

Factor Two *
'External barriers

(b) The operating environment

Section 2 of the survey instrument refers to the operating environment. This section
contains question 10 which is divided into 10 statements that describe the firnVs
operating environment. The alpha score of .6318 is higher than that suggested by Jones
and James (1979) and indicates a high degree of internai reliability (sec section 7.4.2).
The attributes of the perceived 'operating environment" are subjected to factor analysis to
establish if the number of attributes can be reduced to a smaller number of principal
attributes. The results are reported in tables 8.45 and 8.46. As shown in table 8.45, the
Bartlett test and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin model produce significant results which indicate
that the data is highly suitabte for factor analysis. The factor analysis confirms two
distinct factors, dynamic and changing environment, and market thredts. The attribute
stable environment/little threat is interpreted as an unstable environment arising from it's
factor loading of -.086590. Table 8.46 shows the eigenvalues and communalities which
indicates that there is good évidence for the strength of the structure underlying the
individuai variables. The majority of the variables have high communalities (50% or
more), implying that the factor structure explains the majority of the variance in the
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remaining variables. The two factors explain 51% of the overall variance. Accordingly, it
is possible to conclude that the factor structure is robust.

Table 8.45 Factor an a lys is on the attributes of the operating environment

;K&er-Meyer^llän:Measure of-Sampling Adequacy = .71010 >
Bârtlett Test of Sphericity = 468.20738, Sigiu^cànce = .0000. \ Varimax "convergea.in 3; itérations ;' " v
'
'
:

:

*<\ , Factor! -* -

./Attributes. .
f

Product technology. change ,

• „ .

' .79826

Decreasingproduct lifecycle." •'";-*•
Threatof Substitute producrsc- - f- .*
J

-Threat"frpm:oveneasfuTOS..
F^ocesstechnologychange,!

>'\.
;

-:r" ^'

• Changing regulatory environmenti-;'
Dynamic

\ •

-. . .19787

" .63907. • v.

.21000

.* .27853

:63473

\ . 18064

.63988

;

~: ,

Factor 2 .

'.
v

.76815
- .52098 ,

*

-00711

,.; ,
. •

'. . V;-' ; •

[ •-. ' .15063

.62530 ; - •- , -.01390

;

Threat of new firms

.11268

Stable environment/ Iittle threat

.09554

-.86590

.02066

.70700

. Turbulent

.43294 '

Table 8.46 Variable communalities and factor eigenvalues - operating environment
Attributes

Communality

Product technology change

.67638

Decreasing product life cycle •

.49713

Threat of Substitute products

.48046

Threat from overseas firms

.44208

Process technology change

.59011

Changing regulatory environment

.29411

Dynamic

.39119

Threat of new firms

.20013

Stable environment/ little threat

- .75891

Turbulent

.50028

26?

Factor

Eigenvalue

1
2
Total

- • V

3.05485
1.77592

...

% otvar.

33.5
17.8
51.3

The results are shown graphically in figure 8.10.
Figure 8.10 The results of factor analysis on the attributes of the operating environment

Attributes

'Factors'

Product téchnology change
Decreasirig product lifecycle
Process technplogy.'change
Dynamic: f.
_ {

Factor One
Dynamic and chàrigirìg
énviròn'ment
- •

threat of Substitute; producisi.
.Threatfrqm ovèrsëas fírms-,
:

Turbulente \\- \> \T./~ '-Ì-,

, Factor. Twoy-\
*. Market threats

Stable envir'ohmeht/: little threat - » *

8.6

Concluding remarks

This chapter focuses on data réduction and reliability. It also provides an overview of the
characteristics of the various concepts. The results indicate that the survey instrument has
a high degree of internai reliability. In ali.cases, the alpha scores are in excess of .6000
which is highly satisfactory (see section 7.4.2). In addition, both the Bartlett Test of
Sphericity and the Katser-Meyer-Olkin measure

of sampling adequacy

produce

significant results, which indicate that the data is highly suitable for factor analysis.
Established constructs tested in small firms in the banking sector in two separate studies
conducted in the United States and Europe respectively are used as the basis for the
constructs. The analysis indicates that the majority of the factors are confirmed in this
study. However, the factors differ in varying degrees between banking and manufacturing
as shown as depicted in table 8.47.
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Table 8.47 A summary of the concepts and their derived factors
Concept -

.

••'

.

*"•'

Original dimension/characteristic/

..Derived dimensions/characteristics

'\

;
"'^ Transactional

:

: Transactional - rewards ,
. Maintenance of standards
/ . Performance focused r .
.Own interests.
t

;

:

-Transformational^

•

[

Competence..
• Creativity
. 1 Vision
'.- - Mistakes focused

Leadership.
• > Employee focused Competing for the future

Human resources

.

;

:

Laissez faire

Empowerment /

"~

Human resources
.

Organisational
performance

Éxtemalorientation
- Human resources

Intergrouporientation .' •
Improvement orientation

Strategic planning
process

•'

Empowerment
.

External oriehtatiom '•

Culture .

"Reactive
Passive ¿

- *~

Intergroup orientation
. Improvement orientation

Internal orientation

Internal capability
Producb and performance

External orientation

External orientation

Departmental co-operation

Departmental co-operation

Resources for strategy

Resources for strategy
Management time

Use of analytical techniques

Use of analytical techniques

Staff creativity

Staff creativity

Strategy as a control mechanism

Strategy as a control mechanism

Financial performance

Financial performance

Customer orientation

Customer orientation

Organisational effectiveness

Organisational effectiveness
Short term needs

Learning and growth

Learning and growth

• Organisational capability ,
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Meet customer demands
Quality goods on time
After sales service
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CHAPTER NINE : DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

9.0

Introduction

Descriptive statistics are frequently used in thèse types of studies. Descriptive statistics
are defined by Weiss and Hasseti (1993) as 'methods for organising and summarising
information in a clear and effective wày \ Descriptive statistics include the construction
of graphs, charts and tables as well as the calculation of various descriptive measures
such as averages - Weiss and Hassett (1993. p.2). In this chapter, the main statistical tool
used is the mean score which is defined as 'the sum of the data divided by the number of
pièces of data ' - Weiss and Hassett (1993 p.70). The mean score is chosen as it takes into
account every piece of data in a data set whereas the médian and the mode focus on the
middle value in an ordered list and the most fréquent data value respectively. The
independent variables are size (number of employées), the operating environment
(dynamic or market focused), status (independent or subsidiary). standard industriai
classification (electronics or engineering) and perceived market share (increased.
decreased or static).
The chapter is structured in eight parts. It:
• examines the sample characteristics and contingency factors (section 9.1)
• présents an overview of the stratégies deployed in SMEs over the past three
years (section 9.2)
• briefly discusses the strategie orientation of the respondent firms (section 9.3)
• examines the impact of the contingency factors on leadership, culture and
strategie planning process (sections 9.4. 9.5 and 9.6)
• considers the reiationship between the degree of strategie planning formality
and the barriers to strategie planning implementation and success (section 9.7)
• examines the impact of the contingency factors on organisational performance
(section 9.8)
It is important to note that while a large number of tables analysing various sections of
the data were derived, it is only possible to include the tables relevant to the main
hypothèses in this chapter.
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9.1 Sample characteristics and contingency factors

This section examines:
• the response rate and the size of respondent firms based on the number of
employées (section 9.1.1)
• financia! turnover of respondent firms (section 9.1.2)
• analysis of respondents according to industrial classification (section 9.1.3)
• market status of the respondent firms (section 9.1.4)
• product type as a percentage of total sales (section 9.1.5)
• ownership (section 9.1.6)
• age of respondent firms (section 9.1.7)
• age and gender of managing directors (section 9.1.8)
• analysis of the operating environment (section 9.1.9)

9.1.1

Response rate and size of respondent firms

The sample comprises 194 valid responses which represents a response rate of 27.5%
(See section 7.3.) An analysis of the responses based on the number of employées in e
S M E is depicted in figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1 Number and size of respondent firms
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While the number of firms with 1-19 employées accounts for over 82% of ail
manufacturing firms in the U K (see section 2.2.3), the response rate for this category in
this study is only 23.7%. It could be reasonably expected in a random sample, that a
much higher sample of firms in this size bracket would respond. Smaller firms, however,
are'often constrained by resource restrictions in completing and returning questionnaires.
This was confirmed by the follow up téléphone calls when the Managing Directors of
firms employing fewer than twenty employées, cited lack of time or resources as the
reason for their non response. However, this did not resuit in a serious problem of bias in
the data (see section 7.3.3). Figure 9.1 indicates that the majority of respondent firms are
in the size catégories employing between 20 and 100 employées (53%), despite being
drawn from only 13% of the total manufacturing SMEs in the U K . This response rate can
be interpreted as reflecting the greater capacity of thèse firms to respond,- based on the
likelihood that they have more advanced administrative Systems and organisational
methods than smaller firms. It is important to note that although the sample does not
precisely mirror the population, there are nevertheless, enough cases in each size category
to facilitate meaningful analysis.

9.1.2

Financial turnover of respondent firms

Figure 9.2 depicts the range of financial turnover for the respondent firms.
Figure 9.2 Financial turnover catégories and % of firms in each category
<£0.5m
9%
>£6m
26%

£0.5-1m
12%

£1-2m
17%
£4-6m
14%

£2-4m
22%
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The analysis indicates that 79% of the respondent firms have a turnover in excess of
£1 million per annum. The finding is not surprising as only firms established over five
years are included in the survey.

9.1.3

Respondents by industrial classification

Respondents are categorised according to industrial classification (engineering or
electronics). The rationale for this is to enable a comparison to be made between a
traditional sector such as engineering, often making low-cost, undifferentiated products
and a high technology sector making higher value-added products such as electronics. It
could be argued that newer high technology firms have additional investment, new
technology, higher management capability and more highly skilled employees, which
influence the formulation and deployment of their strategic planning. As the original
survey instrument does not contain questions relating to industrial classification or status,
the responses are obtained by telephone from each organisation independently. It is not
possible to classify 35 completed questionnaires returned anonymously. Figure 9.3
depicts the response rate according to industrial sector. Clearly, there are enough
responses in each cell to facilitate a meaning analysis.

Figure 9.3 Response rate according to industrial sector

50%
45%
40%
35%
(A
C
O
Q.
V)
O

30%
25%

ce
2 20%
o

15%
10%
5%
ùlïd

0%
95
Engineering

64
Electronics

35
Not Know n

Sector and Number of Firms in Each Sector
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9.1.4

Perceived market status of respondent firms

Question 5 seeks information on the market status of the respondent firms based on
whether they perceive their current market to be increasing, decreasing or remaining
static. The analysis of the market status (percentage of total firms in each size category) is
outlined in table 9.1.
Table 9.1 Market status of firms responding

Firm Size
1-19

,

20-49 .
' 50-99
100-250

:

Number of firms
and % of all Firms

Increased

Decreased

Remained Static

Total (%)

44% -

17% -

- -39%

100%

60% ' .

13%

27%

100%

23% .

100%

• 64%

17%

'

71%

9%

20%-

100%

108
55.7%

35
18.0%

51
26.3%

194 Firms
100%

The analysis indicates that over 55% of the SMEs surveyed perceive their market share
has increased. However, the perceived market status diffère according to Firm size. For
example, 71% of the firms in the 100-250 employée category perceive their market share
has increased compared, with 44% of firms in the 1-19 size category. The analysis also
indicates that a lower percentage of larger firms than smaller firms perceive a static
market share. A possible explanation for this variance is the desire by a number of small
organisations to remain at current production levels (see section 2.3).

9.1.5

Product type as a proportion of total sales

Question 4 seeks information on the value of exports as a proportion of total sales! The
analysis indicates that only 17.5% of firms export over'50% of their products while 20%
of firms are not involved in exporting any output. This suggests that SMEs are largely
concerned with local markets. However, as local markets are increasingly targeted by
competitors, it could be argued that a greater emphasis on innovation will be needed to
compete in the future. A more detailed analysis of the responses to this question indicates
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that firm size does not impact on the proportion of total sales exported. This finding is
somewhat surprising as it is logicai to assume that larger firms might be more export
oriented. A chi-square test indicates that there is no association between the sector
classification and the tendency to export (X2=20.40, df==13, p=.18568).
Question 6 seeks information on the value of mature products as a percentage of the value
of total sales. The results indicate that only 38% of firms rely on mature products for over
50% of their total sales; whereas 20% of firms rely on mature products for over 76% of
their sales. A more detailed analysis shows that size is not a factor. A chi-square test
indicates that there is no association between the sector classification and a reliance on
mature products (x2= 23.01, df =24, p=.51892).
Questions 7 and 8 seek information on the value of standard and customised products as a
percentage of the value of total sales. In effect, question 7 is the other side of the coin to
question 8. The analysis of the proportion of firms in each size category is shown in
tables 9.2 and 9.3.
Table 9.2 Value of standard products as a % of total sales
%of Total Sales
Firm Size

0%

1-25%

26-50%

51-75%

1-19

19%

21%

12%

14%

34%

100%

20-49

11%

23%

16%

25%

25%

100%

50-99

5%

35%

18%

14%

28%

100%

13%

17%

31%

18%

21%

100%

100-250

Table 9.3

>76%

Total

Value of customised products as a % of total sales
% of Total Sales

Firm Size

0%

1-25%

26-50%

51-75%-

1-19

21%

40%

12%

5%

22%

100%

20-49

11%

23%

16%

15%

25%

100%

50-99

5%

35%

18%

14%

28%

100%

100-250

5%

34%

23%

8%

30%

100%
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>76%

Total

A chi-square test indicates that there is no association between the sector classification
and a reliance on standard products

(x2=20.22, df=26, p=.78116) or a reliance on

customised products (x2=19;58, df=25, p=.76825). Whilst the literature indicates that
many SMEs are capable of developing new products more effectively and rapidly than
larger firms - Acs and Preston (1997), table 9.2 indicates that firms empioying fewer than
20 employées tend to rely on standard products to a significant extent, whereas larger
firms (empioying 100-250 employées) have a greater reliance on customised products.
Less than a third of firms empioying fewer than 20 employées rely on customised goods
for the majority (over 50%) of their sales. This implies a reluctance on the part of smaller
firms to change and move away from standard or mature products. This reluctance may
resuit from a lack of awareness of customer expectations as suggested by Neeley,
Gregory and Platts (1995). This could be argued to be a missed opportunity by many
SMEs as they fail to maximise their inhérent advantages by moving away from
standardised products. This calls into question the small organisations' contribution to
innovation. On the other hand, it is not unusual for small firms to produce parts and
components for larger firms, thus constraining their scope for innovation.
A chi-square test indicates that there is no association between ownership and a reliance
on standard products (x2=24.11, df=15. p=.16323) or a reliance on customised products
(X2 -25.85, df=14,p=.12706).

Question 9 refers to investment in research and development as a percentage of total
sales. Table 9.4 summarises the responses.
Table 9.4 Value ofR&D as a % of total sales
% of Total Sales
Firm Size

0%

1-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76%

Total

1-19

28

68

4

-

-

100%

20-49

35

65

-

-

-

100%

50-99

32

68

-

-

-

100%

100-250

35

65

-

-

-

100%
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Table 9.4 indicates that smaller firms (with 1-19 employées) have a greater investment in
research and development than other SMEs. Whilst this finding is not consistent with the
analysis of tables 9.2 and 9.3, it is reasonable to suggest that smaller fîrms involved in the
electronics sector have a greater degree of innovation than firms in gênerai. However, a
chi square test shows no association between sector type and the propensity to invest in
research and development (x2=20.79, df=22, p=.53369). A further chi-square test
indicates that there is no association between ownership and investment in research and
development (x2=10.69, df=l 1, p=.46983).

9.1.6

Ownership

Détails of the ownership status of the respondent firms (independent or subsidiary) was
obtained in a follow up téléphone survey. This information enables a comparison to be
made between independently owned firms and subsidiary firms,' in relation to culture,
leadership styles and the stratégie planning processes of the firm. Figure 9.4 summarises
the breakdown of firms according.to ownership status.

Figure 9.4 Ownership status of the respondent firms
70%
60%
50%

ÎZ 40%
3
o
i- 30%
"o
20%
10%
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fcfe

0%
117
Independent

42
Subsidiary

•••••••••

35 Unknow n

O w n e r s h i p Status
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9.1.7

Age of respondent firms

The first question in the questionnaire asks responden'ts to indicate the year that their
company was established. The replies indicate a broad spread of dates from 1837 to 1994.
Table 9.5 summaries the analysis using arbitrary âge groupings. It shows the number of
firms in each âge grouping for each of the industrial sectors covered by this study.

Table 9.5 Age of respondent firms
Age Grouping

% of Firms

Number of Firms by Sector
Engineering

Electronics

18.8

37

22

- 22.0

22

19

21-50 years

41.4

18

12

51-100 years

14.1

13

11

>100 years

3.7

5

0

5-10years
ll-20years

'

n = 159

A i l the SMEs surveyed are established over 5 years and are thought likely to have
developed a reasonable structure and survived their potentially most turbulent years Pickle and Abrahamson (1976). A chi-square test (x2=59.95, df=63. p=.58501) indicatcs
that the sample of electronics firms does not differ significantly from the sample of
engineering firms in relation to the period established.

9.1.8

Age and gender of managing directors

Table 9.6 briefly• summarises the responses to Managing Director profile questions
(questions 1 and 2 in the further information section of page 11 of the questionnaire).
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Table 9.6 Managing director profile characteristics
Gender and age of Managing Direct ors Gender
•'

Firm type ( n=159)

Number

Male ,

180 •

Fèmale

14

Percentage

Engineering

92.8%

89

Electronics
59

7.2% n=194

6

1.0%

2

-

3

3

5

Age
Under 24 Years

. 2

25-29 years

9

" 4.6%

30-39 years -

30*

15.5%

18

7

40-49 years

.53.

27.3%

22

22

50-59 years'

15

38.7%

37

24

over 60 years

25

12.9% n=194

13

8

Table 9.6 indicates that over 21% of S M E Managing Directors are less than 40 years old.
It also shows that 66% of Managing Directors are aged between 40 and 60 years old with
nearly 13% aged over 60 years. Interestingly, whilst it might be expected that the younger
managing directors would be involved in the electronics sector, the analysis indicates that
the age profile in both sectors is broadly similar. A chi square test indicates no
association between the age of the managing director and the sector (yji =4.95. df=5.
p=.42264). A further chi-square test indicates that there is no association between the age
of the managing director and ownership (x2=4.40. df=5, p=.49243).
The analysis of this table implies that many Managing Directors are likely to retire over
the next decade and that considération will need to be given to recruiting replacements.
Indeed, the author notes that since the return of the questionnaire and the follow up
téléphone call seeking additional information (six months later), five Managing Directors
have retired.
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9.1.9

The operating environment

Following data réduction (see section 8.5), the analysis indicates that 55.2% of SMEs
perceive their operating environment as dynamìc and changing, and 44.8% of SMEs
perceive their operating environment as market threats focused. The breakdown by firm
size is shown in table 9.7.

Table 9.7 Perception of the operating environment by fïrm size (no. of employées)
Perception of Operating Environment
FirniSize:'
:

} i-9. '

:

- ' 59% . / ' ' /

10-19: ".
:

.Market Threats

. Dynamic and changing*

-,

-41%

• '
• -'.

' 51%.

49%

54%

' 46%

62%

38%

100-199

55%

45%

200-249

43%

57%

20-49 ^
50-99

r

n= 194

An analysis of table 9.7 indicates that smaller firms (1-9 employées) perceive their
operating environment as dynamic and changing whereas a majority of medium sized
firms (employing between 200 and 249 employées) perceive their operating environment
as market threats focused. A l i other firm sizes display a mixed picture. A more dctailed
analysis of each of the attributes used to assess the perception of the operating
environment is outlined in table 9.8.
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Table 9.8 The operating environment - firm size
Attribute -'

Mean Scores
Firm Size |Number of Employées]
Mean

Standard
• déviation,.

1-19

20-49

50-99

100-249

Threat of UK firms entering the market

2.55

.T.147

2.630

2.339

2.581. .2.578

Stable environment posing little threats-.

2.70

1.144

2.826

2.750

2.511

2.711

A decreasing product life cycle .

2.82.

1.255

.

2>93

2.732

2.943

2.800

1.218 .

-

3.065

3.089

3.234

3.089

3.087

3.232

3.213

3.272

; 3.174

3.054

3.085

3.178

3.196

3.018

3.319

3.267

; 3.304

3.250

3.213

3.467

3.109

3.304

3.443

3.400

3.500

3.446

3.362

3.289

. 3.12

Changing regulatory environment
Threat of Substitute goods.

3.13,

1.231 .'

Turbulent environment.

3.19

1.234

Threat from overeeas firms

3.20

1.300

Technologicäl change in processes

3.30

1.108 -

Dynamic environment.

3.34

1.086

Technologicäl change in products

3.40

1.112

-

'

* Table 9.8 indicates that size (employée numbers) is not a factor in the operating
environment. A further analysis examines whether the perception of the operating
environment is associated with factors such as firm status, standard industrial
classification, or perceived market share. This analysis is depicted in table 9.9.
Table 9.9 The operating environment - status, sector and market share
Attribute

Status
SIC Code
Independen! Subsidiar) Electronic
Engineering

Vp

Market Share
Down
Static

Threat of UKfirmsentering the
market

2.691

2.328

2.410

2.737

2.829

2.435

2.588

Stable environment posing
little threats

2.769

2.688

2.692

2.705

2.029

2.880

2.784

A decreasing product life cycle

2.906

3.031

3.003

2.968

2.943

2.824

2.745

Changing regulatory environment 3.120

3.281

3.181

3.147

3.343

3.130

2.941

Threat of Substitute goods

3.060

3.172

3.126

3.148

3.371

3.074

3.039

Turbulent environment

3.154

3.266

3.196

3.179

3.743

3.074

3.159

Threat from overseas firms

3.128

3.141

3.202

3.326

3.400

3.167

3.098

Technologicäl change in
processes

3.359

3.453

3.399

3.284

3.314

3.398

3.098

Dynamic environment

3.333

3.358

3.369

3.358

3.171

3.472

3.176

Technologicäl change in products 3.393

3.453

3.458

3.316

3.371

3.426

3.373
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Table 9.9 indicates that thefe is no significant différence in the perception of the
operating environment by independent firms compared with subsidiary firms. It is
reasonable to suggest that both independent and subsidiary firms are aware of the changes
in the operating environment. The analysis indicates that there is no significant différence
in the perception of the operating environment by firms in electronics sector compared
with the engineering sector. A n interesting finding is that engineering firms have a greater
fear of new firms from the U K and Överseas entering their markets. It could be argued
that engineering firms perceive that their existing markets are vulnerable to compétition.

Table 9.9 also summarises the analysis of the perception of the operating environment
according to the perceived market status of the SMEs (increased, reduced or static). The
analysis indicates that firms with a perceived increased market share, have a higher
emphasis on the importance of the majority of attributes of the operating environment.
This could indicate that a greater awareness and attention is given to the problems and
changes in the operating environment. There are no significant différences in the
perception of the operating environment by firms with a perceived decreased or static
market share.
Table 9.9 indicates that in general, managing directors' perceive technologìcal change in
products, technological change in processes, and a dynamic environment to be the most
important aspects describing the environment within which their firms operate. The
Managing Directors' of all S M E size catégories give similar emphasis to these three
attributes. Similari}', these three attributes are also perceived as receiving the strongest
emphasis by independent and subsidiär}' firms and by firms in both the electronic and
engineering sectors. However. firms with a perceived increased market share indicate a
lower emphasis on these factors and a higher emphasis on attributes such as threats from
Substitute goods and threats from overseas.

The attribute decreasing produci life cycle shows a broader dispersion which is consistent
with the findings of table 9.2 (standard produci production) and table 9.3 (customised
product production). Table 9.8 indicates that the attributes relating to technological
change in products and processes and a dynamic environment show a less dispersed
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Standard déviation score which is consistent with their inclusion in the variable dynamic
and changing environment (section 8.5).
However, the most frequently cited cause for concern relates to the threat of overseas
firms entering the market (cited by 50% of respondents to be important or very
important). This probably arises from greater world trade and globalisation as outlined in
section 2.3.3. This attribute has the highest standard déviation indicating a broad
dispersion. Interestingly, the threats of overseas and new U K firms entering the market
are feared to a lesser extent by electronic firms than engineering firms. This could be
argued to indicate that electronics' firms are more confident in facing the market place.
Subsidiary and engineering firms indicate a lesser degree of emphasis on the threat of U K
firms entering the market but a much higher emphasis on the threat from overseas firms.
This indicates that U K firms are less confident when faced with global compétition.
However, it could be argued that the perception of potential threats from overseas firms is
often based ori inadequate information. A n analysis is also carried out on the perception
of the operating environment by firms that perceive their operating environment as
dynamic and changing or market threats focused. The result is summarised in table 9.10.

Table 9.10 Perceived operating environment and market share
Perceived Market Share

Perceived Operating Environment

Increased

Decreased Remained Static

Total

Dynamic and changing

30%

12%

13%

55%

Market threats

26%

6%

13%

45%

Total

56%

26%

100%

18%

Table 9.10 indicates that the majority of firms perceiving their environment as either
dynamic and changing or market threats perceive an increase in their market share. Firms
which perceive a decreased market share, account for less than 20% of the total
responses. A further 26% of firms indicate a perceived static market share. This analysis
indicates that generally SMEs compete
environment.
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effectively in both types of operating

9.2

A n overview of the stratégie plans deployed by S M E s

Part A of question 14 seeks to ascertain the most important stratégies that respondents
have deployed over the previous 3 years. The analysis shows that the five most fréquent
stratégies are: the introduction of new products, serving larger firms/géographie markets
more effectiveîy and efftciently, the expansion of opérations, the provision of a unique
product on an industry wide basis and the introduction of new products into existing
markets. The analysis is presented in table 9.11.
Table 9.11

Types of stratégies deployed

Stratégies deployed '

a)

Introduced a new product

b)

Expanded opérations

c)

Discontinued a product range

%of Firms
'
. . . .

20.8
13.9
1.0
4.1

d) Estàblished networks/alliances
Increased market share in existing markets
by increased promotion

7.2

0

Introduced new products in old market

9.8

g)

Introduced new products in new market

7.7

e)

h) Offered on an industry wide basis unique
products or services

10.8

0 Diversification

5.7

j)

Serving a particular larger group/firm,
a segment of product line, or a géographie
market more effectiveîy or efficiently

19.0

n=!94

Table 9.11 indicates that only one fifth of firms introduced a new product. which implies
that the organisations in this sample have a low degree of innovation and product
development. The finding is consistent with the analysis.of section 9.1.5, which indicates
that less than a third of firms rely on customised products for over 50% of their sales,
whereas nearly half the respondents rely on standard products for over 50% of their saies.
In addition, nearly a fifth of the respondent organisations have no investment in research
and development. A further analysis based on firm size was carried out. The analysis is
presented in table 9.12.
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Table 9.12 Types of strategy deployed according to fîrm size

Stratégies deplòyed '

1-19

Size Catégories
20-49 50-99

100-249

Introduced a new prodûct •

30:4

17.9

23.4

20.0

" 12.5-

" 12.8

-5.3

b) Expandéd opérations •

-

c) "Discontinuedaproductrange ..
d)

Established networks/alliances -

e)

In'creased market shafe in existing markets.
by increased promotion *.

-

• 26.7

.2.1

2.2.
2.2

.. 6.5

6.8

8.5

6.5

.10.7

8.5

8.9

6.4

11.1

•

6.7

^

•P

Intro'duced new products in "old market

- 17.4

s)

Introduced new products in new market

4.8

- 8.4

10.6*

11.1

11.9

8.9

12.8

8.9

h) Offered on anlindustry wide basis unique
products,or services i)

- -

Diversification-

j). Serving a particular larger group/firm,
a segment of product line,.or a géographie
market more effectively or efficiently

19.2

22.3*
3.6

.4.3
10.6

8.9
2.2
n=194

Table 9.12 indicates that small firms emphasise the introduction of new products. This
finding is consistent with the contention by Acs and Preston (1997) that small firms are
likely to have a higher degree of innovation than medium or large sized firms. However.
(

the analysis indicates that small firms focus on the introduction ofnew products to old
markets rathèr than seek new markets. This could be argued to resuit from their lack of
external orientation.
The expansion of opérations by over a quarter of firms in the 100-249 employée category
is no surprise. Firms in this size category tend to be more established and therefore have
the resources for expansion. The analysis also indicates that nearly a fifth of small firms
focus on serving a large group/firm more effectively and efficiently. This finding is
consistent with the contention in section 9.1.5, that small firms frequently produce parts
and cmnponents for larger firms.

Part B of question 14 seeks to ascertain the extent of the formality of strategie planning in
manufacturing SMEs and compares this with other studies. The literature shows that
formalised stratégies are rare in SMEs and usually account for only 1 in 6 firms McKiernan and Morris (1994). This study shows that 58.2% (113 SMEs) have a written
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Strategie plan. Arguably this could be considered high in the light of the comments by
McKiernan and Morris (1994). The remaining 41.8% (81 SMEs) of respondents indicate
that they do not have a written strategie plan. A possible explanation for the high number
of SMEs .with written strategie plans may relate to their degree of independence - 71 % of
subsidiary firms have written strategie plans compared with 54% of independent firms. A
chi square test indicates an association between firm ownership and the propensity to
have a written strategy (%i= 3.93, df=1, p <0.05). A further chi square test indicates that
there is no association between firm size and industriai sector (x2= 4.73, df=l, p=.49157).

Part C of question 14 focuses on the contents of the written stratégies deployed. The main
aspects include a strategie pian covering at least 3 years into the future (85% of firms),
the spécification

of goals/objectives (86% of firms), action plans for major functional

areas of the firm (65% of firms) and the identification offuture resources required (65%
of firms)., Table 9.13 depiets the aspects included in the formalised strategie planning
process. There is no association between firm size and the content of the formalised
plans.

Table 9.13 The content of formalised strategie plans

% of firms

Aspect
a) Covered at least 3 years into the future

85

b) The spécification of objectives and goals

86

c) Other possible alternative stratégies

43

d) Action plans for the major functional areas of the firm

65

e) Identified the future resources required

65

f) Procédures for anticipating or detecting errors in, or failures
of the plan and for preventing or correcting them on a continuai
basis.
g) Some attempi to account for factors outside the immediate
environment of the firm.

33

47
-

These findings are consistent with the literature and in particular the characteristics of
strategie planning derived by Ramanujam et al (1986) and Ramanujam and Venkatraman
(1987). The use of strategie planning to prepare for the future is well documented in the
literature - Jauch and Glueck, (1988). Other authors also acknowledge the importance of
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the future in strategie planning - Johnson and Scholes (1997), and Steiner (1979) as
outlined in section 3.2.5. Accordingly, it is no surprise to find that 85% of firms use their
strategie planning processes to pian at least three years into the future. Objectives and
goals are well documented as an integral part of the strategie process for many décades see for example, Chandler (1962), Ghobadian (1993) and Proctor (1997). Objectives
and goals are shown in a récent study by Roper (1997) to have a significant impact on
growth and profitability. Accordingly, the finding that 86% of firms specify objectives
and goals in their strategie planning is not surprising. It does, however. raise some
concerns that 14% do not specify objectives or goals.

The low emphasis (43% of firms) given to evaluating other alternative stratégies is also a
cause for concern. The évaluation of alternative stratégies is well documented in the
literature - Schwenk and Shrader, (1993), Steiner, (1979), Ramanujan* et al. (1986) and
Kargar and Parnell, (1996). A possible explanation for the failure to evaluate alternative
stratégies could relate to a lack of resources.

Action plans are another established major component of strategie planning - Drucker
(1969) and Henderson (1989). They are incorporated into the strategie plan by 65% of
firms. The identification of the future resources required is another established
component of strategie planning - (see section 3.2.1). Yet, 35% of firms appear to prepare
strategie plans without considering the resources needed for deployment. This could
imply that the strategie plan is a 'paper exercise' only. and consequently of limited use.
This implication is given some credibility by the failure of 67% to emphasis the need to
detect and correct any failures or shorteomings in their strategie plan. The literature
strongly emphasises the need to monitor the progress of the strategie plan - Lyles et al.
( 1993), Kargar and Parnell ( 1996) and Ramanujam et al. ( 1986).
Finally, the lack of emphasis by 53% of firms on factors outside the immediate
environment of the firm, seems to defeat the objective of strategie planning. The
importance of the external environment is seen as an established part of strategie planning
by Burns and Stalker (1961) and a key part of the définition of strategy (see table 3.1). It
is a common thread running through the literature (see section 3.2.1) and arguably its
importance can not and should not be understated. However, a possible explanation for its
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absence from the strategie plans of over half the firms, may ih part be explained by a
significant number of firms producing parts and components for larger firms. thus
reducing the emphasis on externat orientation.

9.3

Strategie orientation

Section 6 refers to the Managing Directors' perceived strategie orientation based on a
series of Statements that correspond to the orientation catégories in the Miles and Snow
typology which is discussed in section 3.5.1. It is another way of looking at how SMEs
deal with their extemal and internai environments. The analysis of the responses is
outlined in table 9.14.

Table 9.14 Strategie orientation types

Stated Strategie type No. of firms % of firms
Prospector

93

.

Breakdown by Firm Size
1-19
20-49 50-99 100-249

.47.4

41.3

51.8

53.2

42.2

58.7

42.8

38.3

42.2

Defender

• 86

44.8

Analyser

10

5.2

-

3.6

2.1

13.3

Reactor

5

2.6

-

1.8

6.4

2.3 n=194

Total

194

100%

100%

100.0%

100%

100%

The analysis indicates that 47.4% of the respondent firms perceive themselves as
'prospector' style firms. Table 9.1 indicates that over half the firms have an increased
market share. These firms could be classified as 'growing,' which is a criterion for
'prospector' firms. In addition, 55% of firms perceive their operating environment as
'dynamic and changing'(see table 9.10). This is the environment type preferred by
'prospector' type firms (see section 3.6.1). However, an important trait of 'prospector'
type firms is their reliance on innovation and product development. The analysis indicates
that only 32% of firms rely on customised producís for over 50%» of their sales (table 9.3)
and that only 20.8% of firms introduced new producís during the previous three years
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i

(table 9.11). Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that not ail 'prospector* type firms
are innovation orientated.
Section 3.6.1 outlines that 'defender' type firms prefer to concentrate on existing markets
and focus on operational efficiency. They are likely to view threats to their existing
markets with concern. Table 9.13 indicates that 44% of firms perceive themselves as
'defender' type firms. A similar proportion of firms perceive the environment as 'market
threats focused'- which is the environment type preferred by 'defender' type firms.
'Defenders' rely on narrow product lines and are more concerned with serving existing
market more efficiently than with new opportunities. Interestingly, over 44%» of firms rely
on standard producís for over 50% of their sales (table 9.2).
Table 9.13 also indicates thaï 5.2% of firms perceive themselves as 'analyser' type firms.
Section 3.6.1 refers to 'analysers' as a 'hybrid category' taking some of their features
1

from both îhe 'prospector' and 'defender type firms. Finally, the table indicates that a
mere 2.6% of firms consider themselves to be 'reactor' type firms. 'Reactor' style firms
are likely to react to events in the operating environmeni and have a préférence for short
1

term actions. A chi-square test indicates no association between the Miles and Snow
typology and the attributes of organisaiional capabilily wiîh îhe exception of the
provision of high performance producís (x2=53.21, df=8, p.=.0000). An analysis of the
mean scores indicates that prospector type firms emphasise the importance of this
attribute to a higher degree than other firms (mean score 4.38 compared with mean scores
of 3.92, 3.70 and 3.65 for defender, analyser and reactor type firms respectively). This
finding is consistent with the innovation ethos of prospector type firms.
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9.4

Contingency factors and leadership style

In' chapter four (section 4.3) four- main leadership styles are outlined. These are
transactional, transformational, human resources and laissez faire styles. This section will
consider the emphasis given by, the respondents to each of these leadership styles and
consider the relationships between the main contingency factors outlined in section 9.1
and the attributes of each leadership style.

9.4.1

Transactional leadership style

Tables 9.15 and 9.16 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the transactional leadership
style and impact of the contingency factors on its attributes. It should be noted that all the
attributes of this style are retained (in four separate styles) following data reduction.
Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type* scale (l=very small extent, 5= a
very great extent).
Table 9.15 Transactional leadership style - firm size and environment
Mean
Attribute

Pays attention to performance
shortcomings that need
correction
Emphasises the maintenance
of standards
Offers the prospect of rewards
for work
Agrees with employees on the
rewards that they can look
forward to if they do what has
to be done
Focuses attention on
irregularities, exceptions, and
deviation from what is expected
Tells employees criteria for
performance related benefits
Is strongly convinced of
their own opinion and values
Expects good performance
from employees
Aims at reaching financial
goals
Pursues its own interests

Size [Number of Employees]
Operating Environment
1-19
2(M9
50-100
100-250 Dynamic Market threats

Standard
deviation

3.727

.906

3.761

3.732

3.787

3.622

3.810

3.614

3.923

.881 -3.943

3.929

3.723

4.133

3.895

3.943

3.381

1.124

3.513

3.268 . 3.362

3.533

3.648

3.368

2.871

1.165

2.891

2.571

2.872

3.044

3.019

2.893

3.041

.991

3.043

2.875

2.957

3.323

3.077

3.000

2.943

1.347

2.787

2.727

3.155

3.150

3.183

2.655

3.371

.868

3.304

3.304

3.532

3.356

3.371

3.387

4.263

.634

4.435

4.214

4.277

4.133

4.276

4.239

4.227

.769

3.967

4.109

4.298

4.244

4.229

4.216

2.490

1.135

2.370

2.357 . 2.447

2.644

2.476

2.477
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Table 9.16 Transactional leadership style -status, sector and market share
:

?" ; " . y
' / ' - V ..'.'< '

. Attribute -,

:

i ;

.
Stanis •. • , '
SIC Code '•'
Independent Subsidiary Electronic Engineering

3.744 y
Pays attention t o > y . :•'
performance shortcqmings^C-""
that need correction" ' ; * \. • / ;
3.897 :
Emphasises the-V *„• ".- * .
maintenance of standards •
3.427. '
- Offersthe,prospect of,
. rewards: for work .
,
,2.949
Agrees with employees on '
thé rewards that they can look
forward to if they do what has
-, ;
- '• •
to be done
•Focuses attention on „
~" _ 3.060
irregularities, exceptions, and
'
deviation from what is expected
Tells employees/criteria for,:V ,2.983
performance related benefits .
Is strongly convinced of.
3.410
' ' 4
their own opinion andjvalües
4.231
Expects good performance
from employees•-•
Aims at reaching financial.
4.162
goals
2.453
Pursues its own interests
%

n

:

3.734.
F

r

; 3.822, * 3.657

:

"J *

:

•*'

:

3.549 .

~ '.

3:828 :

3.828V

3.926

3.926

3.886

3.941-

3.531

3.531

3.389

3.519.

3.400

3.178-•'-

'2.821

3.Ó56
V

2.800

2.867 .

•'

:

;

3.735-* .3.705

Market Share
Up • Down - Same

' '

3.063

•

3.063 -.

-*
. "

3.125.
-

3.125

\

-.

••

'.

-

r\ ; 3.063

•

3.102

3.200

2.804

3.226

2.829

2.431

3.114

3.211

* •

3.063

3.063

2.915

3.3ÌÒ

3.313

.-.3.337-

4.344

4345

4.295

4.306

4.286

4.157

4.219

4.269'

4.295

4.250

4.257

4.157

¿469

2.469

2.432 -

2.528

2.514

2.392

• 3.528

-

The analysis indicates that the relationship between'the contingency factors used in this
study and the degree of emphasis placed on the different attributes of transactional
leadership is not significant. While there may be other factors that influence the
transactional leadership style, it is not clear from this study what they are. It is reasonable
to suggest that the perceived market share is a possible contributory factor, as SMEs with
a perceived increased market share emphasise the attributes of transactional leadership to
a greater extent than other firms.
The analysis is consistent with the factor analysis conducted in section 8.1 which yields
four factors: reward's style, the maintenance of standards, performance focused and
finally, own interests. The reward's style attribute has standard deviation scores over
1.000 indicating a wide dispersion, the maintenance of standards attributes has lower
standard deviations indicating a less broadly based dispersion, whereas the performance
focused style has a narrow dispersion Finally, the own interest's style attributes are wide
ranging which indicates diversity between the two attributes.
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9.4.2

Transformational leadership style

Tables 9.17 and 9.18 outline the emphasis on the'attributes of the transformational
leadership dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the variòus attributes.
It should be noted that the attributes of this dimension are reduced to eleven (outlined in
bold type) during the data réduction stage (see section 8.1). Emphasis on the attributes is
measured on a likert-type scale (1= very small extent, 5 = a very great extent).

Table 9.17 Transformational leadership style - firm size and environment

Attribute;*
Instil pèrfeçf trust ^
Encourage new idèas
Introduces new prójects
Promotes à clear.vision
Stimulâtes employées -

Common values and ideáis
Management ability

Sensé of pride to employées
Ability to achieve

Focuses attention on
Performing even better
Learn from mtstakes

Fuifils promises with action
Sets ambitious targets for
the organisation
Keeps an eye on mistakes
Makes a powerful impression

Mean. , Standard
déviation

' - Size [Number of Employées
Operating Environment
20-49;
50-100 100-250 Dy nantie Market threats
1-19

3.625
3.562
3.613
3.320
3.335
3.230
3.361
3.316
3.062
3.394

0.809 .3.598
1.022
3.478,
0.939 3.499
1.078 3.143
0.931
3.478
1.008
3.287
0.835 3.674
0.825
3.426
0.825 3.269
0.976
3.388

3.661 .3.478 : 3.489
3.422
3.598 -3.298
3.589 3.596 3.667
3.464 3.179 3.578
3.286 3.319 3.262
3.296 - 3.253
3.389
3.375. 3.128 3.267
3.232
3.368
3.333
3.143
2.854 2.956
3.243
3.211
3.300

3.606
3.790
3.810
3.410
3.581
3.348
3.276
3.343
3.057
3.681

3.644
3.273
3.364
3.194
3.023
3.366
3.193
3.368
3.068
3.257

3.825
3.311
3.722

0.939
0.845
0.947

3.800
3.355
3.677

3.804
3.450
3.679

3.809
3.233
3.617

3.689
3.300
4.044

3.857
3.376
3.810

3.773
3.439
3.614

3.593
3.392

0.878
0.894

3.533
3.119

3.464
3.268

3.681
3.319

3.622
3.556

3.600
3.390

3.568
3.386
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Table 9.18 Transformation al leadership style - status, sector and market sha re
Status.
SIC Code
Independent Subsidiar • " Electronic. Engineering

Âttribute and référence

Instil perfect trust
Encourage néw ideas
Introduces new;projects Promotes a clear visión- .
Stimulates.employees.
Common values and ideáis

Management ability

•. '

Sensé of pride to e m p l o y é e s

Ability to achiéve
" Focuses attention on

3.707
.3.615
3.718
3.299
3.359
3.707
; 3.410
3.761
3.111
3.949

3.794
3.765
3.577 ;
3.578
3.688 •
3.604
3:267
3.344
3.334
3375
3.642
3.766
3328 . .3.352
3.684
3.625
3.104
3.109
3.966
3.963

3.711 .
3.602
3.693
3300
3382
3.689
3.277.
3.694 *
3.118
3.951 -

3.906
3.813
3.500

3.977
3.711
3.531

3.578
3.375

3.655
3.440

Vp

Market Share
Down
Same

3.670
3.620
3.806
3389
3.454
3.796
3.454
3.769
3.167
3.759

-3.543
3.486
3371
3.371
3.229
3.571
3.114
3.600
2.850
3.486

- 3.588
3.655
3.490
3.373
3.273
3.157
3330
3.686
2.950
4.076

3.867
3.696'
3.582 ,

3.917
3.769
3.815

3.571
3.714
3.629

3.807
3.588
3.588

3.704
3399

3.731
3.571
3.611 . 3.098

3.314
3.132

1

performihg evenbetter-

, Learn from mistakes

v

•

> Fulfils promises with action

Sets ambitious targets for
the organisation
Keeps an eye on mistakes
Makes a powerful impression

3.949
3.692
3.581
„

3.701
3.419

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of tran s format i o nal
leadership. While there may be other factors that influence the transformational
leadership style, it is not clear from this study what they are. However, it is reasonable to
suggest that the perceived market share is a possible contributory factor as SMEs with a
perceived increased market share appear to emphasise the attributes of transformational
leadership to a greater extent than other firms.
The analysis indicates that a.strong emphasis is given by the majority of firms to ali the
attributes of this leadership style. A l i of the attributes closely resemble the criteria for
transformational leadership devised by Bass (1990) outlined in table 4.6. The standard
déviations for each of the attributes in ali the dimensions are clustered into four groupings
consistent with the catégorisation of the transformational style into the following styles:
compétence, creativity, vision, and mistakes focused.
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9.4.3

Human Resources leadership style

Tables 9.19 and 9.20 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the human resources
leadership style and the impact of the contingency factors on the various attributes. The
human relations leadership style derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) contains
ten attributes which reduce to seven (outlined in bold type) and loaded onto two factors
during the data réduction stage of this study (see section 8.1). Emphasis on the attributes
is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (l=very small extent, 5= a very great extent).
Table 9.19 Human resources leadership style - firm size and environment
Mes a

Standard
Size INumber of Emp ovees
déviation 1-1»
20-49
50-100 00-250

3.660

.921

3.783

3.789

.877

3.706

Attribute •
Has an ear formatters that
are important for employées
Gives âdvice to employées
when they need il
Créâtes a feeling of working
together on major assignments
Shows employées how to look
at problems from new angles
Tries to involve as many
employées as possible in
progressive changes within the
organisation
Works actively for the
benefit of both personnel and
organisational goals
1s concerned with the organisational personnel and with
competing organisations.
Speak optimistically about
the future
ls both performance and
employée welfare orientated
Encourages co-operation

Operatine Environment
Dynamic Market threats

3.532

3.600

3.650

3.609

3.957

3.714
r
3.804

3.596

3.800

3.778

3.859

.906

3.913

3.768

3.468

3.667

3.753

.3.672

3.309

1.006

3.565

3.464

3.128

3.044

3.385

3.438

3.593

.941

3.587

3.607

3.447

3.733

3.365

3.641

3.851

.715

3.804

4.036

3.723

3.800

3.795

3.906

3.593

.819

3.674

3.464

3.660

3.600

3.650

3.672

3.928

.805

3.870

3.875

3.915

4.067

3.915

4.000

3.747

.883

3.717

3.911

3.681

3.644

3.709

3.781

3.948

.819

4.109

3.946

3.957

3.778

3.991

3.999

•
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Table 9.20 Human resources leadership style - status, sector and market share
Attribute

*
" Status
SIC Code
IodepcDdeot Subsidiär/ Electronic, Engineering

Has an ear for matters that are
3.609
important for employées
Gives advice to employées when •3.858
they need it :
3.672.
Créâtes a feéling of working
togetherori major assignments
Shows employées how to look at
.3.438 .
problems from new angles
Tries to involve as many
-3.641
employées as possible in
progressive changes within the
organisation V
Works actively for the benefit of • 3.956
-both personnel and organisatiônal.
goals
Is concerned with the
-.
3.695 .
organisatiônal personnel and .
with competing organisations. *
Speak optimistically about
3.924
the future
Is both performance and
3.838
employée welfare orientated
Encourages co-operation
4.010

3.716
;

. 3.686

'3.614

Up

Market Sbare
Down

3.630

Same

3.943

3.529

3.789

3.867-

3.682

3.815 ; 3.829

3.706

3.726

3.686

3.716

3.796

3.486

3.667

3.353

3.838

3.284

3.324

3.257

3314

3.684

3.956

-3.737

3.657

3.571

3.471

•3.857. '3.830 . 3.907

3.771

3.784

;

1

•

3.737
• ~."

3.455

3.672 • 3.653

3.713

3.427

3.451

3.920

3.999

3.893

4.028

3.886

3.745

3.636

3.781

3.705

3.815

3.600

3.706

3.864

3.999

3.968

4.102

3.714

3.784

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the,différent attributes of human resource
leadership style. The analysis indicates that the majority of all attributes have a mean
score in excess of 3.5 and have reeeived great emphasis from the majority of firms in
respect of all the contingency factors. The standard déviation scores are consistent with
the factor analysis (section 8.1) and indicates that the attributes of the employée focused
factor has a broader dispersion than the attributes of the competing for the future factor.
9.4.4

Laissez faire leadership style

Tables 9.21 and 9.22 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the laissez faire leadership
dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the various attributes. The laissez
faire leadership style derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) contains six
attributes which reduce to two factors (five attributes in bold type) during the data
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réduction stage (see section 8.1). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likerttype' scale (l=very small extent, 5= a very great extent).
Table 9.21 Laissez-faire leadership style - firm size and environment
-

. -

• '

-

'

"

Attribute and référence *
Takes action whenthings go
go wrong
T a k ë s action when problems
become serious

' Mean ' Standard
donation
2.464

Size [Numberof Employées) ' .
1-19
20-49
50-100 100-250

1.102

2.370

2.446

Operatine Environment.
Dynamic Market threat

2.426

2.622

2.419

2.159

2.321

.2.170

2.111

2.267

2.300

3.536.

3.298

3.356

3.496

3.341

».

2.211

1.102.

2.217

3.418

1.066

. 3.457

3.088
2.222

1.100
1.006

3.109

3.054 : 2.936
2.321 -2.234

3.267

3.076

2.152

2.156

2.238

3.091
2.216

1.732

0^950

1.630

1.589.

2.067

1.762

1.705

does not trouble e m p l o y é e s if
They do not cause difficulty.'
a d h è r e s to the saying 'do not
Intervene unnecessarily'
d ò e s not attempi to improve'
matters as long as performance
meet minimum demands
Avoids making d é c i s i o n s

1.681

Table 9.22 Laissez-faire leadership style - status, sector and market share

Attribute

SIC Code
Status
Independent Subsidiär/ Electronic Engineering

Up

Market Share
Down
Same

Takes action when things

2.299

2.484

2.484

2.421

2.324

2.457

2.765

go wrong
Takes action when problems

2.103

2.262

2.267

2.300

2.167

2.257

2.275

become serious
Does not trouble e m p l o y é e s if

3.504

3.375

3.495

3.341

3.481

3.257

3.392

3.231

3.234

3.076

3.091

3.296

2.681

2.922

2.171

2.188

2.238

2.216

2.120

2.400

2.314

1.650

1.719

1.705

1.565

1.862

1.900

they do not cause difficulty
A d h è r e s to the saying *do not
intervene unnecessarily'
does not attempt to improve
matters as long as performance
meet minimum demands
Avoids making d é c i s i o n s

1.762

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree oj emphasis placed on différent attributes of laissez faire leadership
style.' The analysis indicates that the majority of firms perceive a very small or small
emphasis on the attributes of the laissez faire leadership style. This is not surprising. as it
is a style where leaders tend to abdicate responsibility and allow their subordinates to do
whatever they chose. The analysis indicates that the majority of firms emphasise the
attributes of this characteristic to a.very small or a small extent as shown by the wide
dispersion in the standard déviation scores.
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9.4.5

Leadership style concluding remarks

In this sample there appears to be no signifïcant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the various
leadership styles. While there may be òther factors that influence the various styles of
leadership, it is not clear from this study what they are. The analysis is conducted on the
four main leadership styles derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). The mean
score dispersions are consistent with the twelve leadership styles derived following data
réduction (see section 8.1).

9.5

Contingency factors and organisational culture

Chapter five outlines five main styles of organisational culture derived by Wilderom and
van den Berg (1997) - empowerment style, extemal orientation, human resources style,
intergroup culture and improvement style. Each style is confirmed by the factor analysis
on its attributes (see section 8.2). This section considers the emphasis given by the
respondents to each of thèse organisational culture styles and considers the.relationships
between the main contingency factors outlined in section 9.1 and the attributes of each
culture style.

9.5.1

Empowerment culture dimension

Tables 9.23 and 9.24 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the empowerment culture
dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the various attributes. The
original dimension contains five attributes which load onto one factor during the data
réduction stage (see section 8.2). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a "Likerttype* scale (l=very small extent, 5= a very great extént).
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Table 9.23
" Attributes

Empowerment culture type - firm size and environment
,

. .

' Mean

Room for non-managerial <
• employees to make their own
decisions
Assignment of interesting
tasks to employees
Employees exert influence
on important work decisions
The opportunity for
employees to bring forward.
ideas before decisions are made
Freedom for employees to
depart from the rules. '

3,186

Standard
deviation

Size [Number of Emploveesl
1-19
20-49
50-99
100-250

.931

; 3.609

.841

3.587

Operating Environment
Dynamic Market threat*

3.143;, 2.979

3.022

3.448

2.864

3.107

3.289 ' 3.438

3.068

:

1

'

:'

3.273

3.149

T

3.119

.934

3.348

3.108

2.915

3.U1

3.286

3.190

3.423

.931

3.674

3357

3.213

3.467

3.570

3.205

2.457 1.013

2.565

2.411

2.596

2.267

2.771

2.672

1 *

-

-

-

' '••

Table 9.24 Empowerment culture type - status, sector and market share
Attributes- ''

Room for non managerial
employees to make their own
decisions.
Assignment of interesting
tasks to employees
Employees exert influence
on important work decisions
The Opportunity for
employees to bring forward
ideas before decisions are made
Freedom for employees to
depart from the rules

Status .
Independent Subsidiary

SIC Code
Electronics Engineering

Market Share
Down
Same

3.148

3.286

3.196

3.253

3.315

3.257

3.196

3.197

3.105

3.130

3.029

3.157

3.563

3.459

3.421

3.417

3.457

3.275

2.453

2.391

2.461

2.398

2.400

2.627

3.197

3.359

3.354

3.359

3.264

3.189

3.137

3.172

3.487

2.487

3.137

Up

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the different attributes of the empowerment
culture style. Table 9.23 indicates that all the attributes except one in the overall response
By all firms have a mean score in excess of 3, which implies that they are emphasised to a
great extent. The standard deviation scores indicate a narrow dispersion except for the
attribute freedom for employees to depart from the rules. It could be argued that this
attribute differs from the other attributes and represents working outside accepted rules
rather than within existing guidelines. Each of the attributes typifies the empowerment
style derived by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).
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9.5.2

External orientation culture dimension

Tables 9.25 and 9.26 outline the emphasis on-the attributes of the external orientation
culture dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the various attributes. The
original dimension contains eight attributes which load onto one factor during the data
réduction stage (see section 8.2). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likerttype' scale (l=very small extent, 5= a very great extent).
Table 9.25 External orientation culture type - firm size and environment
Attributes

Active canvassing ofnew customers
Working tó i m prove the
local market position
Quick reaction to
developments in the market
This firm has the edge over
local competitors
Investigation of the needs
and wishes of customers
Thorough training of
employées in systematicaliy
gathering information in what
customers want improved
Active promotion of the
organisation by its employées
The firm's future plans

Firm Size [Employée Nu m bersi

Operatine Environment
Dynamic Market threat;

Mean. -Standard
déviation

1-19

20-49

50-99

3.351

1.073

2.957

3.464

3.426

3.533

3.457

3.227

3.603

1.029

3.630

3.696

3.404

3.667

3.638

3.557

3.464

1.039

3.500

3.286

.3.553

3.556

3.590

3.295

3.521

1.097

3.522

3.554

3.362

3.644

3.514

3.534

3.691

0.937

3.826

3.804

3.589

3.622

3.714

3.648

2.974

1.094

2.957

3:161

3.574

3.178

3.096

2.836

3.139

0.995

3.391

2.989

2.936

3.356

3.324

2.990

3.314

1.096

3.174

3.357

3.255

3.467

3.533

3.045
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100-250

Table 9.26 External orientation culture type - status, sector and market share
"•"'Attributes-* - -

:

r,

.

Active canvassing of new.
\- cûstomers'-.
Working to impròve the
. Ideal market position Quick reaction to
Developments in the market
- This firmhas the edge over
locai competitors '
Investigation of the needs
and wishes of customers
Thorough training of
- employées in system atically
gathering information in what
customers wantimproved
Active promotion of the
. organisation by its employées
The.firm's future plans
;

Status
SICCode
Independeot Subsidiary Electronics Engineering
3.368 .

3.463

3.634

.3.611

3.787 * 3.343 3392

3.444 \

3.453 • 3.488

3.442

3.676

3.171

3.216

3.581 '

3.609

3.634

3.558

3.675

3.257

3.373,

3.667

3.828

3.632

3.547"

3.704

3.543

3.765

2.974
- •• . -

3.063

2.981

2.863

3.074

2.971

2.765

3.060

3.172

3.162

3.137

3.296

3.000

2.902

3.667/
•

:

Market Sbare
Down
Same.

3.411.

3350

'

. 3328.

Up.

3.625

:

3.200 .3.216

. -

-

3.316

3.438

3.305

3.263

3343

3371

3.216

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the external
orientation culture style. The main finding from this analysis is that the market share or
general economie condition may nave an influence on external orientation culture, as
indicated by the greater emphasis placed on this by firms having a perceived increased
market share on each of the attributes. The analysis indicates that firms employing fewer
than 20 employées tend to emphasise the attribute active canvassing of new customers to
a lesser degree than larger firms. This can be explained by factors such as a lack of
capacity to produce more or the reluctance to grow. The analysis also shows that the
attribute active promotion of the organisation is emphasised to a greater degree by firms
employing 1-19 and over 100 employées. A possible explanation is that firms employing
between 20 and 99 have become established and may not have the capability or resources
to take on additional work at this stage in their growth cycle.

The analysis shows that ali the attributes except one in the overall response (all firms)
have a mean score in excess of 3, vvhich indicates that they are emphasised to a great
extent. The standard déviation scores are broadly similar and represent a moderate to
large dispersion in the response data.
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9.5.3. Human resources culture dimension

Tables 9.27 and 9.28 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the human resources
culture dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the various attributes. The
originai dimension contains five attributes which load onto qne factor during the data
reduction stage (see section 8.2). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a Likért-type
scale (l=very small extent, 5= a very great extent).

Table 9.27 Human resources culture style - firm size and environment

Attributes?.

'

- "j, .<
r

\

Managers taking performance
evaluationserjoüslyv'
;
Ca re fui selection ofnew
employees V V
Recognition of gpod
performance by employees
Stimulation of creàtivity in
employees
Thorough training of
employees ,

Mean

v

Standard
deviation

13.418: 1.051

Size [Number òf Emplovees
1-19
20-49. - 50-99
100-250

3.391

3.411 ; .,3.277

Operatine Environment

)ynamic Market threafc

3.600

3.505

3.395

3.956

3.971

3.852

3.511

3.686

3.500

• „

3.923 : 0.S51

¿043,

4.018

3.608

¿739

3.607 '•'••3.574

3.760

1

0.852,

•

3.072

0.873

3.130

3.054

2.972

3.244

3.238

2.964

3.381

1.012

3.348

.3.589

3.255

3.289

3.410

3.300

:

Table 9.28 Human resources culture type - status, sector and market share
Attributes

Managers taking perform a net
evaluation seriously
Careful selection of new
employees
Recognition of good
performance by employees
Stimulation of creàtivity
in employees
Thorough training of
employees

Status
Independeut Subsidiary

SIC Code
Electronics Engineering

Up

Market Share
Down
Same

3.402

3.438

3.481

3.474

3.556

3.429

3.118

3.923

3.984

3.962

3.905

3.981

4.114

3.667

3.632

3.672

3.591

3.568

3.759

3.400

3.431

3.085

3.172

3.073

3.042

3.148

2.800

3.098

3.327

3.422

3.370

3.379

3.398

3.414

3.314

In this sample there appearsto be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on different attributes of the. human resources
culture style. Table 9.27 ìndicates that ali the attributes in the overall response (all firms)
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have a mean score in excess of 3, which implies that they are emphasised to a great
extent.

9.5.4

Intergroup culture dimension

Tables 9.29 and 9.30 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the intergroup culture
dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the various attributes. The
original dimension contains four attributes which load onto one factor during the data
réduction stage (see section 8.2). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likerttype' scale (l=very small extent, 5 = a very great extent).

Table 9.29 Intergroup culture style - Firm size and environment

Attributes

-'«-•*

Exchange of information between departments : Useful co-operation between
departments
Timely resolution of
conflicts between departments
Useful meetings between
heads of departments

Table 9.30

Mean/

Environment
Standard
Size (Employée Nutnbersi.
deviatioD .1-19
- 20-49-.
50-99 100-250 Dynamic Market threats

3.600 3.819

3.580

3.711

0.761

3.978

3.750

3.611

3.598

0.810

3.717

3.643

3.526 3.600

3.667

3.511

3.552

0.982

3.804

3.429

3.511 3.489

3.533

3.557

3.655

0.987

3.565

3.464

3.596 4.044

3.714

3.580

Intergroup culture type - status, sector and market share

Attributes

Status
Independent Subsidiär}

1

SIC Code
Market Share
Same
Electronics Engineering Up
Down

3.726

3.781

3.673

3.663

3.713

' 3.743

3.686

Useful co-operation
between departments

3.615

3.672

3.601

3.547

3.667

3.400

3.588

Timely resolution of conflicts
conflicts between department*

3.581

3.453

3.659

3.621

3.657

3.314

3.490

Useful meetings between

3.701

3.719

3.696 -

3^684

3.769

3.514

3.510

Exchange of information
between departments

heads of departments

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the intergroup
culture style. The only significant finding is the higher degree of emphasis that firms
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employing over 100 employees place on useful meetings between heads of departments.
Table 9.29 indicates that all the attributes ih the overall response (all firms) have a mean
• score in excess of 3 which implies that they are emphasised to a greät extent. The
dispersion oNhe responses to each attribute are broadly similar and indicate a narrovv
dispersion ränge.

9.5.5

Improvement culture dimension

Tables 9.31 and 9.32 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the improvement or
internal orientation culture dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the
various attributes. The original dimension contains four attributes which load onto one
factor during the data reduction stage (see section 8.2). Emphasis on the attributes is
measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (l=very small extent, 5= a very great extent).

Table 9.31 Improvement culture style - firm size and environment
Attributes.

Talking about the mistakes
in order to learn from them
Quick Implementation of
sound proposals-.
Initiatives taken by
employees to improve tbe way
in which the work is done
Efforts contributing to
exceptional Performance of
the firm

Mean

Size INumber of emploveesl
M9
20-49 50-99
100-250

Standard
deviation

Environment
Dynamic Market threats

3.593

0.924

3.717

3.696

3.504 . 3.533

3.590

3.591

3.495

0.940.

3.413

3.536

3.383

3.644

3.495

3.489

3.376

0.915

3.522

3.411

3.298

3.267

3.562

3.148

3.299

0.935

3.391

3.232

3.191

3.400

3.429

3.136

Table 9.32 Improvement culture type - status, sector and market share
Attributes

TaIking about the mistakes
in order to learn from them
Quick Implementation of
sound proposals
Initiatives taken by
employees to improve the
way the work is done
Efforts contributing to
exceptional Performance of
the firm

Status
SIC Code
Independent Subsidiary Electronics Engineering

Up

Market Share
Down
Same

3.590

3.656

3.541

3.505

3.630

3.544

3.549

3.556

3.750

3.403

3.326

3.546

3.286

3.529

3.402

3.484

3.379

3.358

3.417

3.200

3.412

3.308

3.297

3.308-

3.284

3.491

3.171

2.980

-
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In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on différent attributes of the human resources
culture style. Table 9.31 indicates that all the attributes have a mean score in excess of 3
which implies that they are emphasised to a great extent.

9.5.6. Organisational culture - concluding remarks

In this sample, there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the various styles of organisational culture.
A n analysis of the attributes of each culture style shows that the majority of firms indicate
1

that they perceive the attributes of each organisational culture style to a 'great extent or
'a very great extent'. This is consistent with the standard déviation scores which indicates
a narrow dispersion of the data.

9.6

Contingency factors and the strategie planning process

Chapter three outlines seven main characteristics of strategìe planning derived by Kargar
and Parnell (1996) - internal orientation,' external orientation, départ mental coopération, resources for strategy, the use of analytical techniques, staff créâtivity, and
strategy as a control mechanism. This section considers the emphasis given by the
respondents to each of thèse characteristics and considers the relationships between the
main contingency factors outlined in section 9.1 and the attributes of each characteristic.

9.6.1

Internai orientation

Tables 9.33 and 9.34 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the internal orientation
characteristic of the strategie planning process and dimension and the impact of the
contingency factors on the various attributes. The original dimension contains seven
attributes which reduces to five (outlined in bold type) to form two factors (see section
8.3). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (5=strong emphasis,
1= no emphasis).
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Table 9.33 Internal orientation strategy characteristic - firm size and environment

' Attributes

'

,

' • .

Meto

. „Diagnostic assessment of past
3.407
performance
Fast Performance
'3.758
Strengths and weaknesses in
3.340
general managerial ability
- Financial strengths/weaknesses 3381
Strengths and weaknesses in
3.433
human resources
3.608
Strengths and weaknesses in.
Marketing
., ~'
Strengths and weaknesses in.
4,093
current products

Standard
déviation

1.193

1-19

Size INumber of Employeesl
20-49 '
50-99 100-250,

Environment
Dynamic Market threat

3.043' . 3.543.. • 3,170

3.844 ; 3.514

3.273

0.915
1.052

3.478
3.065

.3.768
3.482

3.745
3.255

4.044
3.533

3.781
3.295

3.727
3375

1.151
0.996

3370
3.370

3.411
3.460

.3.277
3.477

3.467
3.444

3390
3.410

3.364
3.413

1.024'

3.283

3.679

3.830

3.622

3.705

3.489

Ó.756

4.022 -4.018

4.106

4.244

4.219

3.943

•

-

Table 934 Internal Orientation strategy characteristic - status, sector and market share
. Attributes

Status
SIC Code
Indepeudeut Subsidiary Electronics Engineering

Diagnostic assessment of past
3.427
performance
Past Performance
3.821
Strengths and weaknesses in
• 3342
general managerial ability
Financial strengths/weaknesses 3325
Strengths and weaknesses in
3.444
human resources
Strengths and weaknesses in
3.590
Marketing
Strengths and weaknesses in
4.068
current products

3.597

3.594

3.295

Up

Market Share
Same
Down

3.519

3.229

3.294

3.723
3361

3.719
3359

3.905
3337

3.815
3.463

3.886
3.200

3.549
3.176

3.342
3.460

3344
3.469

3379
3.421

3.528
3.551

3.286
3.114

3.137
3.412

3.615

3.641

3.642

3.611

3.829

3.451

4.101

4.125

4.126

4.157

4.029

4.000

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on différent attributes of the internal orientation
characteristic of the strategie planning process. Table 9.34 indicates that all the attributes
have a mean score in excess of 3 which implies that they are emphasised strongly. A n
assessment of table 9.33 is consistent with the factor analysis in section 8.3, which
indicates that internal orientation comprises two separate variables; internal capability and
products and performance. ' Both of these variables typify the internal orientation
characteristic of strategie planning developed by Kargar and Parnell (1996).
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The analysis indicates that firms employing over 100 employées place a greater emphasis
on the review of past performance, which is not surprising given that they are likely to be
more established and have procédures for monitoring performance established over a
number of years.

9.6.2 External orientation

Tables 9.35 and 9.36 outline the emphasis on the attributes o f the extemal orientation
characteristic of the strategie planning process and the impact of the contingency factors on
the various attributes. The originai characteristic contains five attributes which load onto
one factor during the data réduction stage (see section 8.3). Emphasis on the attributes is
measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (5=strong emphasis, 1= no emphasis).

Table 9.35 External Orientation strategy characteristic - firm size and environment

Attributes

Analysis of current competitive
position and trends
Customer trends
General economie and
business conditions
Regula tory and Government
issues
Technological trends and
Capabilities

Mein

Standard
déviation

1-19

Size INumber of Employées)
Environment
20-49
50-99
100-250 Dynamic Market threat:

3.887

0.954

3.696

3.804

3.957

4.111

4.057

3.670

4.160
3.727

0.755
0.956

3.978
3.630

4.107
3.696

4.319
3.787

4.244
3.800

4.276
3.933

4.011
3.466

2.768

1.175

2.739

2.893

2.766

2.644

2.905

2.580

3.861

1.051

3.783

3.875

3.809

3.978

4.105

3.557

Table 9.36 External Orientation strategy characteristic - status, sector and market share
Attributes

Analysis of current compétitive
position and trends
Customer trends
General economic and
business conditions
Regulatory and Government
issues
Technological trends and
Capabilities

Status
SIC Code
Independent Subsidiär} Electronics
Engineering

Market Share
Down
Same

3.859

3.947

3.833

4.000

3.922

4.198
3.723

4.234
3.719

4.221
3.758

4.139
3.657

4.114
3.971

4.235
3.706

2.624

2.899

2.984

2.537

2.778

2.771

2.745

3.803

4.089

4.141

3.674

3.954

3.800

3.706

3.855

3.874

4.137
3.677

309

'

Up

In this sample there appears to be'no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the external
orientation characteristic of the strategie planning process. Table 9.35 indicates that ali the
attributes in the overall response (all firms) exçept one, have a mean score in excess of 3
which indicates that they are emphasised strongly. More than 50% of firms strongly
emphasise the attributes of the characteristic. The standard déviation scores indicate a
narrow dispersion in the responses in the majority of the attributes. These attributes typify
the external orientation characteristic of strategie planning outlined in section 3.4.1. It is
not surprising that the majority of SMEs tend to place a weak emphasis on government and
regulatory issues. It could be argued that while such issues are relevant to SMEs, they are
ranked lower than other attributes in order of priority. However, it should be noted that
firms with a perceived dynamic and changing operating environment emphasise these
attributes to a much higher degree than firms in a 'market threats' type environment.

9.6.3 Departmental co-operation

Tables 9.37 and 9.38 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the departmental cooperation characteristic of the strategie planning process dimension and the impact of the
contingency factors on the various attributes. The original dimension contains four
attributes which load omo one factor during the data réduction stage (see section 8.3).
Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (5=strong emphasis. 1= no
emphasis).

i

Table 9.37 Departmental co-operation strategy characteristic - firm size and environment

Attributes

Mean

Standard
déviation

1-19

Size INumber of Employées]
Environment
20-49
50-99. 100-250 Dynamic Market threat

3.644

0.912

3.652

Understanding of ali functions

3.686
3.582

0.893
0.867

by employees
Cross functional support

3.763

0.873

Efforts to achieve functional
agreement
Functional co-ordination

3.714

3.553

3.644

3.619

3.659

3.717

3.607

3.638

3.800

3.675

3.670

3.609

3.643

3.383

3.689

3.600

3.557

3.652

3.786

3.553

4.067

3.819

3.693
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Table 9.38 Departments! co-operation strategy characteristic - status, sector and market share
Attributes

- Efforts to acbieve functional
agreement.
•Functional co-ordination.
Understanding of ali
functions by employees
.Cross functional supporr.

Status.
SIC Code
Indepcndent Subsidiär) Electronics. Engineering

3.767.

3.611.

3.648

3.743

3.568

3.735 ' 3.816
3.667
3.718

3.859 ' 3.621
3.781
-3.537

3.741
3.565

3.686
3.600-

3.569
3.608

3.786-

3.813

3.750

3.800

3.765

3;726

3.781

Market Share
tip
Down - Same

-

,,•

3.798 '

•

.3.747

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on différent attributes of the departmental cooperation characteristic of the strategie planning process. Table 9.37 indicates that ali the
attributes in the overall response (all firms) have a mean score in excess of 3, which
implies that they are emphasised strongly. More than 50% of firms strongly emphasise the
attributes of the dimension, which is confirmed by the narrow dispersion of the data as
evidenced by the standard déviation scores. These attributes typify the departmental coopération characteristic of strategie planning outlined in section 3.4.2.

9.6.4 Resources for strategy

Tables 9.39 and 9.40 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the resources for strategy
characteristic of the strategie planning process and the impact of the contingency factors on
the various attributes. The original dimension contains six attributes which load onto two
factors during the data réduction stage (see section 8.3). Emphasis on the attributes is
measured on a 'Eiken-type' scale (5=stfong emphasis, 1= no emphasis).
Table 9.39 Resources for strategy characteristic - firm size and environment

Attributes

Mean

Standard
déviation

A d hoc working groups
Relevant information

2.572
3.613
1.990
4.005
4.330
3.268

1.318
0.927
1.178
0.849
0.758
1.053

Involvement of Consultants
Involvement of Line Managers
Managing Director's time
Other physical and financial

Operatine Environment
Size INumber of Employees
1-19
20-49
50-99 100-250 Dynamic Market threats

1.957
3.652
2.130
3.565
4.217
3.065

resources
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2.482
3.643
1.839
4.089
4.446
3.196

2.936
3.617
1.936
4.149
4.447
3.277

2.933
3.533
2.089
4.200
4.178
3.506

2.521
3.607
2.000
4.017
4.359
3.239

2.406
3.594
1.703
4.031
4.578
3.250

Table 9.40 Resources for strategy characteristic - status, sector and market share
•

.Attributes

Ad hoc working groups
Relevant information
Involvemerit of Consultants
Involveme'nt of Line Managers
Managing Director's time .
Other physical and financial
resources

.
\
Status Independent .Subsidiary

• 2.294
.2.800
3.781 - 3.586
1.867
2.148
3.984
4.111
4.324
4.300
3.193
3333

SIC Code
Electronics
Engineering

2.406
3.594
1.703
4.031
,4.578
3.250

2.758
3.674
2.084
4.042
4.189
3.337

Up

2.657
3.630
2.130
4.046
4.352
3380

Market Share. .
Down Same

2.229
3.600
1.771
3.971
4.400
3.114

2.629
3.588
1.843
3.941
4.235
3.137

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingeney
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on different attributes of the resources for
strategy characteristic of the strategic planning process. The only signifícant finding is
that firms employing fewer than 20 employees and to a lesser extent firms employing
between 20 and 49 employees, place a lesser emphasis on ad hoc working groups and the
¡nvolvement of line managers. It could be argued that this finding is not surprisingas
larger firms (employing over 50 employees) tend to have a greater tendeney to use ad hoc
working groups due to their tendeney to have broader functionally based organisational
structures. Interestiñgly, the mean scores for all responses indícate that the most
important resources for SMEs are the managing directors' time and the involvement of
line managers. This finding is consistent with the analysis of the literature (see section
3.4.2).

Table 9.39 indicates that all the attributes in the overall response (all firms) except two.
have mean scores in excess of 3, which implies that they are emphasised strongly. More
than 50% of firms strongly emphasise all the attributes in this characteristic. These
attributes typify the resources for strategy characteristic of strategic planning outlined in
section 3.4.2. Figure 8.6 indicates that resources for strategy yields two sepárate
categories entitled resources for strategy and management time. The standard deviation
scores confirm the categorisation of the resources for strategy characteristic into two
sepárate variables.
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9.6.5

Use of analytical techniques

Tables 9.41 and 9.42 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the 'use o f analytical
techniques' characteristic of the strategie planning process dimension and the impact of
the contingency factors on the various attributes. The original dimension contains three
attributes, which load onto one factor during the data réduction stage (section 8.3).
Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (5=strong emphasis, 1 =
no emphasis).

Table 9.41 Analytical techniques strategy characteristic - firm size and environment

Attributes • -

M

Ability to use techniques

2.624

1.164

Wiilingnessto seek outside.
assistance

2.686-

1.238

Use of analytical techniques

2.701

CSD

Standard
déviation

. "Size INumbcrbf Employées)
Environment
1-19
20-4?
50-99 100-250 Dynamic Market threats
2.304
2.652

2.679
2.607'

2.489
2.574

3.022 2.943
2.934 2.781

. 2.814
2.557

•*

v

1.167

2.475-

2.839

2.553

2.933 2.952

2.398

Table 9.42 Analytical techniques strategy characteristic - status, sector and market share
Attributes

Status
Indepeudent
Subsidiary

SIC Code
Engineering
Electronics

Up

Market Share
Down
Same

Ability to use techniques

2.547

2.674

2.667

2.686

2.490

2.607

2.695
2.504

2.750

Willingness to seek outside

2.516

2.800

2.676

2.629

2.745

assistance
Use of analytical techniques

2.675

2.718

2.781

2.768

2.787

2.600

2.588

In this sample there appears to be no signifìcant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the use of
analytical techniques characteristic of the strategie planning process. It is not unexpected
to learn that firms employing fewer than 20 employées place a lesser emphasis on the
ability to use analytical techniques than larger firms. Table 9.41 indicates that all the
attributes have a mean score of less than 3, which indicates that they reeeive little
emphasis. The Standard déviation scores also indicates a wide dispersion in the data
responses. This fmding is consistent with the literature where the use of analytical
techniques is seen as the least important characteristic of strategie planning - Kargar and
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Parneìl (1996). Other authors suggest that the use of analytical techniques in SMEs may
be harmful rather than usefìil (see section 3.4.2).

9.6.6

Staff creativity

Tables 9.43 and 9.44 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the staff creativity
characteristic of the strategie planning process dimension and the impact of the
contingency factors on the various attributes. The original dimension contains seven
attributes, which load onto one factor during the data réduction stage (section 8.3).
Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (5=strong emphasis. 1 =
no emphasis).

Table 9.43 Staff creativity strategy characteristic - firm size and environtnent

Size rNumber of Employées]
1-19
20-19
50-99 100-250

Environment
Dynamic Market threafc

Attributes

Mcan

Standard
déviation

Anticipating and avoiding
bar rie rs to Implementation

3.351

1.044

3.435

3.250

3.319

3.422

3.505

3.179

Ability to cope with
surprises/crises/th rea ts

3.495

0.978

3.261

3.518

3.574

3.622

3.610

3.352

Evaluation of alternatives
Capacity to generate new ideas

3.510
3.758
3.593
4.031

0.951
0.965
0.941
0.875

3.630
3.870
3.478
4.000

3.554
3.696
3.500
3.982

3.340
3.638
3.702
4.043

3.511
3.844
3.711
4.111

3.705
3.867
3.657
4.152

3.273
3.614
3.500
3.875

3.711

0.927

3.654

3.642

3.702

3.844

3.781

3.625

Identify key problems
Ability to identify new
opportunities
Flexibility to adapt to
unanticipated changes

Table 9.44 Staff creativity strategy characteristic - status, sector and market share
Attributes

SIC Code
Status
Independent Subsidiary Electronics Engineering

Up

Market Share
Down

Same

Anticipating and avoiding
barriers to Implementation

3.427

3.426

3.422

3.379

3.407

3.171

3.353

Ability to cope with
surprises/crises/threats

3.564

3.534

3.500

3.516

3.574

3.514

3.314

Evaluation of alternatives

Ability to identify new

3.462
3.821
3.611
4.026

3.582
3.806
3.598
4.028

3.594
3.781
3.594
4.031

3.400
3.821
3.621
4.063

3.583
3.870
3.685
4.139

3.371
3.514
3.457
3.886

3.451
3.686
3.490
3.902

opportunities
Flexibility to adapt to

3.829

3.796

3.766

3.716

3.788

3.714

3.569

Capacity to generate new ideas
Identify key problems

unanticipated changes
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In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the staff creativity
characteristic of the stratégie planning process.
Table 9.43 indicates that ail the attributes, have a mean score in excess of 3, which
indicates that they are emphasised strongly. The standard déviation scores also indicate a
narrow dispersion in the data. Interestingly, the most important attribute is the ability to
identify new opportunities. This finding is consistent with the literature (see section
3.4.2). More than 50% of firms strongly emphasise the majority o f the attributes of the
dimension. Thèse attributes typify the staff creativity characteristic of stratégie planning
outlined in section 3.4.2.

9.6.7

Strategy as a control mechanism

Tables 9.45 and 9.46 outline the emphasis on the attributes of the staff creativity
characteristic of the strategie planning process and the impact of the contingency factors
on the various attributes. The original characteristic contains seven attributes, which load
onto one factor during the data réduction stage (see section 8.3). Emphasis on the
attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale (5=strong emphasis, 1= no emphasis).

Table 9.45 Strategy as a control mechanism characteristic - firm stze and environment

Attributes

Valué as a control mechanism
Ability to communicate
management thinking down the
line
Communicate management
thinking up the line
A control technique for
monitoring performance
A mechanism for revising
current strategy
A mechanism for managerial
motivation
A mechanism for integrating
functions

Mean Standard
déviation

Size Nu m ber of Emplovees]
1-19

20-49

50-99

100-250

Environment
Dynamic Market threats

3.228
3.552

1.036
0.992

3.217
3.457

3.214
3.607

3.174
3.468

3.311
3.667

3.429
3.619

2.977
3.466

3.356

1.044

3.174

3.357

3.362

3.533

3.486

3.196

3.108

1.098

2.848

3.071

3.004

3.533

3.267

2.909

3.216

0.984

3.022

3.232 3.149

3.467

3.348

2.932

3.247

1.023

3.174

3.321 3.277

3.200

3.390

3.057

3.005

0.952

2.891

3.125 2.979

3.000

3.076

2.909
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Table 9.46 Strategy as a control mechanism characteristic - status, sector and market share
Artributes

' Status SIC Code
Indepcndent Subsidiar? Electronics Engineering

Valué as a control mechanism
Ability to communicate
management thinking down
the Une
Communicate management
thinking up'the Une
A control techñique for
monitdriñg performance'
. A mechanism for revising
current strategy .
A mechanism for managerial
mótivation
A mechanism for integrating
functions-

.3:164
3.198 :
3.590 - - 3.618:

3.219
•
3.625 •

Up

Market Share
Down
Same

3.243. 3.257
3.537 3.743

3383
3.632

3.176
3.451

;

•

•

3.376

3337
-

3;111 .

3328.

'

-

3.110

'/

3.484

3.472

3.200

3.216

3.242

3.194

3.000

3.000

3316

3.296

3.171

3.078

3.213

3.343

3.255

2.991

3.000

3.039

'

3.109
*

3.205

3.224

3.234

3.256

3.398

3.469

3.242

2.966

3.018

3.063

3.011

'.

:

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the différent attributes of the strategy as a
control mechanism characteristic of the stratégie planning process. The only significant
finding

which is not unexpected relates to the lesser emphasis placed on the

communication of management thinking up the line in firms employing fewer than 20
employées.

The mean scores for the entire response are all in excess of 3, which implies that a strong
emphasis is given to each attribute. In particular, the ability to communicate management
thinking down the line receives the strongest emphasis, whereas attributes indicating
control, integration, strategy revisión or mótivation receive lesser emphasis.

9.6.8

Contingency factors and strategie planning - concluding remarks

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis placed on différent attributes of any of the
characteristics of the strategie planning process. The descriptive statistics indicate that the
majority of firms place a strong emphasis on the following characteristics of strategie
planning: internai orientation, externa! orientation, departmental co-operation, resources
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for strategy and staff creativity. However, a smâll number of SMEs indicate a lesser
emphasis on the use of analytical techniques and on strategy as a control mechanism. The
standard déviation scores are consistent with the variables derived in chapter 8.

9.7

Formality and barriers to strategy implementation/success

In an effort to identify the factors that influence the performance of SMEs, a funher
analysis is carried out on the impact o f the formality o f the stratégie plan and the
perceived barriers to its impiementation and its success.

i

9.7.1 Strategy impiementation barriers

Table 9.47 outlines the main impiementation barriers to the effective deployment of
stratégie planning dimension and the impact of the contingency factors on the various
attributes.
Table 9.47 Strategy impiementation barriers - formality/unwritten strategy
Mean

Standard
déviation

Formalitv of Strategy • Mean Scores
Formai Strategy
tlnwritten Strategy

2.253
2.510

.935
1.112

2.248
2.442

2.259
2.605

3.340

1.032

3.425

3.222

2.495 •

1.069

2.540

2.432

2.150

.918

2.186

2.099

2.660

.986

2.637

2.691

2.910
2.871

.917
1.091

2.894
3.062

2.926
2.605

Atlribule

Communication'was inadéquate
Crises distracted attention from
impiementation
Impiementation took longer
than anticipated
Employées capabilities were
not enough
Overall goals of strategy were
not well enough understood by
staff
Co-ordination of impiementation
was not effective enough
Unanticipated problems arose
Externat factors impacted in
impiementation

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the formality of
stratégie planning or the lack of a written stratégie plan, on the degree of emphasis placed
on the différent barriers to the impiementation of a firm's strategy. However, the analysis
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indicates that the perceived key strategie planning process barriers are related to
implementation taking longer than anticipated, followed by unanticipated problems and
external factors. These findings are consistent with the exploratory interviews, where
Managing Directors stress the impact of unanticipated problems and extemal factors on
the effective deployment of strategie planning. However, the majority of firms perceiye
barriers to implementation such as inadequate communication and the lack of clarity of
the strategie goals to be either a minor problem or non existent. This is in contrast to the
exploratory interviews where they are perceived to be a major cause for concern for
SMEs. This study has shown that thèse concems are unfounded in this sample. Table 9.47
is consistent with the findings o f section 8.5 where the barriers to strategie
implementation are categorised as 'internar and 'external' orientated.

9.7.2

Strategie planning form ali tv and perceived success

Question 25 seeks to ascertain the perceptions of managing directors on the success of
their strategie planning, measured according to the degree to which its deployment
fulfilled the initial goals and objectives of the strategy and/or the achievement of the
financial results expected. Finally, it seeks to ascertain the perception of the deployment
of strategie planning within the resources allocated for that purpose. Table 9.48 provides
a summary of the responses.
Table 9.48 Strategy implementation success - strategie planning formality
Meati
Attribute

Initial goals and objectives of the
strategy
financial results expected
deployed within the resources
aitocated

Standard
déviation

Strategie Planning Formality • Mean Scores
Formal Strategy
Unwritten Strategy

3.784

.758

3.619

3.605

3.546
3.613

.888
.827

- 3.549
3.850

3.543
3.691

•

The mean scores in table 9.48 indicate that the majority of firms perceive the impact of
strategy implementation as having fulfilled or entirely fulfilled their goals/objectives and
financial expectations. A further analysis was carried out to ascertain perceptions
according to firm size, as shown in table 9.49.
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Table 9.49 Degrees of success in the deployment of strategie planning according to size band

-,
Employée
Size Band

1-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
. '
100-199
200-249. " : .

' Initial Goals/objectives .

72.7%
66.6%
58.9%
63;8%
77.5%
78.6%

.
.

-

Achieved*
•' .Financial Resulta, .
Expccted

'45.4%
. 54.1%50.0%
,
• 42.5%
67.8%
* 77.5% ,

.

Deployment witbin
resources allocated

. 50.0%
. 70.9%
.51.0%
48.9%
67.9%
64.3%

n-194

* includes ail firms indicatìng that the achievement level was either fulfilled or entirely fulfilled
(checked as 4 or 5 in question 25).

The analysis indicates that the achievement of the initial goals/objectives of the strategie
plan varies according to the size of firm. Micro and medium sized firms employing over
100 employées indicate a perceived success rate of over 70%, whereas firms vvith
between 10-100 employées perceive a lower success rate. This could be explained by
larger firms having more defined goals and the resources to ensure their effectiveachievement. Firms with a lower perceived success rate (10-100 employées) have
increasingly diverse objectives and may not have the resources to ensure a greater focus.

The achievement of the 'financial results expected' shows greater diversity according to
firm size. For example, less than half of the micro firms responding perceive the
achievement of financial results as either fulfilled or entirely fulfilled, whereas over 78%
of firms with between 200 - 249 employées perceive the achievement of financial results
as fulfilled or entirely fulfilled. It could be argued that either the financial expectations of
firms with fewer than ten staff are over ambitious, or greater alignment is needed between
goals/objectives and financial retums. At the other end of the employée size bands. firms
with over 200 employées perceive over 78% of their initial goals/objectives to be
achieved and also over 77% of their expected financial results. This indicates that larger
SMEs have greater resources to plan for and deploy their strategie plans, often based on
more comprehensive information.
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Finally, the deployment of strategie planning processes within the resources allocated
also shows a marked différence between firm sizes. Half of the micro firms perceive
deployment within the resources allocated whereas the, figure for firms with 100-249
employées is over 60%. The most marked différence is between micro firms and firms
with 10-19 employées with a rating of 50% and 70.9% respectively. This indicates that
micro firms have less success in the deployment of strategie planning. This can be
explained by a variety of reasons such as inexpérience or inaccurate estimâtes, whereas
firms with 10-19 employées tend to be more established and have a tight hierarchical
span of control. This contrasts with the next size band (20-49) where the success rate
drops to 50% probably due to the introduction of a greater functional approach. The next
section examines the impact of strategie planning on a range of performance measures
such as financial performance, customer orientation, organisational effectiveness,
learning and growth and organi sational capability.

9.8

Performance measurement

Tables 9.50 and 9.51 outline the impact of contingency factors on measures of
performance. The overall financial performance measure contains only one attribute'and
7

is measured using a 'Likert-type scale (5= very positive impact. 1= very negative
impact). Customer orientation contains three attributes which load ontp one factor during
the data réduction stage (see section 8.3). Organisational Effectiveness contain fi ve
attributes which load onto two factors (organisational effectiveness and short term needs)
during the data réduction stage (see section 8.3). Learning and Growth contains only two
attributes which load onto one factor during the data réduction stage (see section 8.3).
Emphasis on thèse three performance measurements attributes are measured on a 'Likerttype' scale (5=entirely fulfiiled, 1= entirely unfulfilled).
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Table 9.50 Performance measurement - firm size and environment
Mean - Standard
déviation

Attribute

4.041
Financial performance,3.974
Ciistomef. satisfaction . 4.021 "
Customer retention
3.747 '
Market shàre
Predicting future trends
3.392
Evaluating alternatìves
3.160
Avoiding problem areas .
3.263
Impròving short term performance 3.485
. Improvirig long term performànce- .3.809
Manufacturing learning.
. _
3.474
Introductiori ofriewproducts
3.674-.

.807.606
.770
.743"
.789
.846
.760
.859
.775
.853
.851

Size [Nu m ber of Employées]
1-19
20-49
50-99
tOO-249

4.065 4.089
- 3.957 4:000
4.022 4.Ó36
3.804 3.625*
3.370 3.779
3.087 3.707
.3.761 3.625
3.478 3.214
3.478 3.518
3.326 3.625
3.326 3.625

3.957
3.957
3.915
3.617
3.128
3.255
3.766
3.404
3.489
3.596
3.596

4.044
4.044
3.978
4.111
3.978
3.400
3.200
4.133
3.511
3.444
3.444

Operatine Envtronment
Dynamic Market tbreats

4.057
3.962
4.048
3.695
3.229
3.276
3.771
3.467
3.467
3.524
3.867

4.045
3.989.
. 3.985'
3.818.
* 3.295
. 3.011
3.852
3.307
3.511
3.420
3.466

Table 9.51 Performance measurement - status, sector and market share
Attrìbutest"

Status
SIC Code
Indepcndent
Subsidiary Electronics Engineering

4

Up

Market Share
Down

Same

••

Financial performance .
Customer satisfaction.
Customer retention
Market share
Predicting future trends
Evaluating altematives
Avoiding problem areas
Impròving short term
performance
Impròving long term
performance
Manufacturing learning
Introduction of new products

4.009
4.034
4.111
3.761
3.282
3.239
3.821
3.462

4.078
4.044
4.102
3.706
3.375
3.549
3.719
3.453

4.048
4.047
4.094
3.688
3.375
3.719
3.453
3.456

4.042
3.895
4.021
3.800
3.263
3.084
3.905
3.421

4.148
4.074
4.093
3.954
3.315
3.250
4.028
3.519

3.857
3.686
3.829
3.486
3.257
2.971
3.600
3.229

3.941
3.961
4.0003.490
3.157
3.098
3.490
3.235 '

3.496

3.406

3.354

3.568

3.667

3.143

3.333

3.538
3.726

3.439
3.797

3.438
3.797

3.579
3.726

3.579
3.824

3.457
3.514

3.392
3.510
)

The analysis indicatcs that 84% of firms pérceive a positive or very positive impact of
strategie planning on their overall financial performance. The number of firms perceiving
strategy to nave a negative impact on overall financial performance is only eleven firms.
which is less than 6% of the total responses. Interestingiy, table 9.50 indicatcs that
financial performance, customer retention and customer satisfaction receive the highest
emphasis in every size grouping. This finding showsthat SMEs emphasise performance
based on financial and non financial criteria, which is consistent with the literature (see
section 6.2.2).
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In relation to customer orientation, the results indicate that the majority of firms percei\'e
each attribute to be either fulfilled or entirely fulfilled. The standard deviation scores
indicate a narrow dispersion of the data, which shows that the majority of respondents are
concentrated near the mean score.
In relation to organisational effectiveness, the results indicate that the contingency factors
are mainly associated with the fulfilling of the objectives of improving long and short
terni performance, followed by predicting future trends.
In relation to learning/growth, the results indicate that the majority of firms perceive that
strategie planning either fulfils or entirely fulfils the attributes of manufacturing learning
and the introduction of new produets.

Organisational capability is also included as an indicator of performance. This is
supported by the extant literature - Kargar and Parnelì (1996), Kargar (1996). It contains
eleven attributes which load onto three factors (meeting customers demands, the
provision of quaìity goods on lime and after sales service) during the data réduction stage
(see section 8.4). Emphasis on the attributes is measured on a 'Likert-type' scale
(5=entirely fulfilled. 1= entirely unfulfilled).
Table 9.52 Organisational capability - firm size and environment
Attributes

Advertise/promote produets
Provide after sales service
Deliver a broad product line
Make rapid design changes
Dìstribute produets broadly
Provide high performance goods
Compete on price
Deliver produets quickly
Offer consistent qualîty
Respond to swings in volume
Deliver produets on time

Mean

3.155
4.062
3.335
3.948
3.345
4.211
3.948
4.186
4.655
3.521
4.649

Standard
deviation

1.146
0.995
1.145
1.066
1.182
0.928
0.838
0.844
0.575
1.019
0.611

1-19

Size (Num ber of Emplovees]
20-49
50-99
100-250

3.804
4.174
3.261
3.891
2.913
4.326
3.913
4.217
4.500
3.348
4.630
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3.321
4.036
3.357
3.893
3.589
4.125
4.018
4.214
4.643
3.589
4.679

3.319
3.936
3.191
4.064
3.468
4.234
3.979
4.021
4.681
3.617
4.596

Environment
Dynamic Market threat:

3.133 3.314 2.977
4.111
4.034
4.105
3.307
3.533 3.371
3.659
3.956 4.109
3.356 3.533 3.136
4.178 4.324 4.068
3.867 •3.952 • 3.943
4.289 4.257 4.091
4.800 4.676 4.625
3.511
3.524
3.511
4.689 4.705 4.580

Table 9.53 Organisational capability - status, sector and market share
Attributes-' '

SIC Code
. Status
lodepeadent Subsidiar) - Electrónica Engineering

Ädvertise/promote produets .
3.179
4.171.
Provide aftersales Service .
Deliver abroad produet line
'3.368
Make rapid design changes
4.026
Distribute produets broadly
3.291
Provide high Performance goods 4.239
Compete on price •'
3.906 • Deliver produets quickly
4.239
Offer consistent quality
4.632
Respond to Swings in volume
3.513
4.632
Deliver produets on time

3.200.
4.141 •
3.234'
4.125
3J75
4.266
3.906
4.016'
4.594
3.484
4.625

3.194
4.141
3.234
4.130
3.363
4.256
3.934
4.003.
4.625
3.531
4.675

1

3.257
4.053
3.432
3.884
3.379
4.179
3.968
3.960 •
4.695
3.600
4.716

Up

Market Sbare
Down
Same

3.194 3.257 3.000
4.194 3.857. .3.922
3.324 • 3.400 3.314
4.037 3.743 3.902
3.306 3.514 3.314
4.343 4.057
4.039
3.852 3.971
4.137
4.204 4.286 4.255
4.704 4.543 4.627
3.537 3.514
3.490
4.630 4.686 4.667

In this sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the contingency
factors and the degree of emphasis pìaced on the various attributes of organisational
capability. The only significant finding which is not unexpected relates to the lesser
degree of emphasis given by ftrms with fewer than twenty employées to the capability to
distribute produets broadly. In addition, the mean scores for all respondents indicate that
the capability to offer consistent quality, deliver produets on lime and provide after sales
services receives greater emphasis than other attributes.

9.8.1

Performance measurement - concluding remarks

The analysis of the performance measurement dimensions (table 949) indicates that the
majority of firms perceives that the implementation of stratégie planning fui fils their
initial goals and objectives and to a lesser extent delivers the expected financial results.
A more detailed analysis indicates the importance of the following dimensions: overall
financial

performance, customer orientation, performance trends. learning/growth,

meeting customer demands and the provision of quality products.
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9.9

Descriptive statistics - concluding remarks

Descriptive statistics are deployed to examine the relationship between strategie planning,
organisational culture, leadership and performance measurement with contingency factors
such as size (based on the number of employées), the operating environment (dynamic or
market threats focused), status (independently owned or a subsidian'), industrial
classification (electronics or engineering) and perceived market share (increased,
decreased or static).

The chapter begins by examining the product type as a proportion of total sales (see
section 9.1.5). The analysis indicates that none of the contingency factors impact on the
" product type (mature, standard or customised), the proportion of total sales exponed or
the propensity to invest in research and development. The chapter continues by
examining the types of stratégies introduced over the previous three years. The five most
fréquent stratégies aie:'the introduction of new producís, serving larger

firms/géographie

markeis more effectively and efficiently, ihe expansion of opérations, ihe provision of a
unique product on an industry wide basis and the introduction of new producís inlo
existing markets.
The analysis indicates that the type of strategy tends to differ dependant on organisation
size. For example, small firms (with 1-19 employées) emphasise the introduction of new
• producís but tend to introduce new products to old markets rather than seek new markets.
In addition, small firms focus on serving a large group/firm more effectively and
efficienti)'. This finding is no surprise as small firms frequently produce parts and
components for larger firms. On the other hand, firms in the 100-249 employée category
tend to emphasise the expansion of opérations.
Contrary to the existing literature, this study shows that the proportion of firms with a
formai strategie plan (58%) is relatively high, which can be explained in part by the firm
status (71% of subsidiary firms have written strategie plans compared with 54% of
independent firms). The chapter also examines the content of formai stratégies and shows
that the more common éléments for all S M E size catégories, include the duration of the
plan (covering at least 3 years), the spécification of goals/objectives, action plans for
major functional areas of the firm and the identification of future resources required. The
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analysis indicates that over half the respondents fail to account for factors outside the
immediate environment of the firm. This failure seems to defeat the objective of strategic
planning and can only be explained by a significant number of firms producing parts and
components for larger firms. Even then, it is still a cause for concern. The chapter also
examines the strategic orientation of SMEs using the Miles and Snow typology (see
section 9.3). It indicates that 47.4% of the respondent firms perceive themselves as
'prospector' style firms, while 44% of firms perceive themselves as 'defender' type firms.
Only 5.2% and 2.6% of firms perceive themselves as 'analyser' and 'reactor* type firms,
respectively.
The remainder of the chapter examines the main concepts in the deductive model:
strategic planning, organisational culture, leadership and performance measurement. The
descriptive statistics confirm-that SMEs place a significant emphasis on the transactional,
transformational, human resources leadership styles derived by Wilderom and van den
Berg (1997). Lesser emphasis is placed by SMEs in all size groupings on the laissez faire
leadership style. This is not surprising as it is a style where leaders tend to abdicate
responsibility and allow their subordinates to do whatever they chose. The descriptive
statistics also confirm that SMEs place a significant emphasis on all the organisational
culture styles derived Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). The chapter shows that the
seven main characteristics of strategic planning derived by Kargar and Parnell (1996) are
emphasised in all S M E size groupings to a significant degree.with the exception of the
characteristic analytical techniques and the involvement of consultants attribute of the
resources for strategy characteristic.
The analysis of performance measurement indicates that all attributes are emphasised to a
significant extent by the SMEs in each size category'. The highest degree of emphasis is
on financial performance, customer satisfaction and customer retention.
The analysis indicates that in this sample there appears to be no significant relationship
between the contingency factors and the degree of emphasis placed on the attributes of
strategic planning, organisational culture, leadership or the indicators of performance.
Whilst there may be other factors that influence these concepts, it is not clear from this
study what they are.
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CHAPTER TEN: HYPOTHESIS TESTING AND FINDINGS

10.0

Introduction

Chapter nine outlines the descriptive statistics resulting from the data analysis. The aim
of this chapter is to statistically test the deductive model depicted in figure 10.1. More
specifically, the author examines the following in this chapter:
• the association between contingency factors and the strategie planning process
(section 10.1)
•

the association between culture and leadership (section 10.2)

•

the association between leadership and strategie planning in SMEs (section
10.3)

• the association between culture and strategie planning (section

10.4)

• the association between strategie planning and organisational performance
(section 10.5).

The chapter continues by examining the emphasis placed on the attrìbutes associated with
both strategie planning and organisational performance by high success companies and
low success companies (section 10.6). The,chapter also tests for size différences between
firms with fewer than twenty employées compared with firms with 100-249 employées
(section 10.7).
Finally, a summary of the findìngs and conclusions is presented (section 10.8).
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Figure 101
.

Deductive model

Leadership stylés

Contingency factors

Culture types

Transactional

Externat orientation

Transform ational

Internai orientation

Human resources

Empowerment

Laissez faire

Intergroup "
* Human resources

• Perception of. the
- operating environment
• Barriers to stratégie planning
implementation• Formality of the stratégie .
planning process
• Size [number of employées]

Strategie planning characteristics

• Industriel sector [SIC code]

Interna) orientation

• Ownership

Externat orientation

• Perceived market share

Departmental co-operation
Resources for strategy
Use of analytical techniques
Staff creativity
Strategy as a control mechanism

Measures of performance
Financial
Organisational effectiveness
Customer orientation
Innovation - learning/growth
Organisational capability
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10.1

The influence of contingency factors on leadership, culture, strategie
planning and organisational performance in SMEs

The literature indicates that a range of factors influence leadership, culture, strategie
planning and organisational performance, many of which are outside the control of SMEs
(section 3.4.1). The hypothesis in this section is:

HI (a) ''that ftrm size, /mandai turnover, industriai sector and perceived market share
influence leadership, culture, strategie planning and organisational performance in
SMEs'.
The descriptive statistics in chapter nine (sections 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 and 9.8) indicate that there
appears to be no significant relationship between these contingency factors and the degree
of emphasis placed on leadership, culture, strategie

planning and

performance

measurement. While they may be influenced by òther factors. it is not clear from this
study what they are.

Clearly there are other contingency factors that could hâve been considered. For example,
régional markets served. the characteristics of the managing directors and so on.
Nevertheless, the emphasis afforded to the contingency factors outlined by the
exploratory interviews forms the rationale for limiting statistica! testing to the following:
• the extent to which the attributes of the characteristics of the strategie planning
process (after data réduction) are emphasised by firms pcrceiving their operating
environment as 'dynamic and changing' or 'market threats focused' (section
10.1.1)
• the emphasis on the potential barriers to the implementation of strategie
planning by high or low performing firms (section 10.1.2)
• the extent that barriers to the implementation of the strategie planning process
are experienced by firms with formai (written) strategie plans compared to firms
with unwritten strategie plans (section 10.1.3)
• the emphasis on the various attributes of the characteristics of the strategie
planning process by firms with formai strategie plans compared with firms with
(unwritten) strategie plans (section 10.1.4).
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It should be noted that the overall purpose of the research study is to establish the
associations, if any, between culture, leadership and the Strategie planning process and
not the exclusive consideration of contingency factors.

10.1.1 The operating environment and the Strategie planning process

Chapter nine indicates that the degree of emphasis by firms pereeiving their operating
environment as 'dynamic and changing' appears to be broadly comparable to that of
firms pereeiving their operating environment as 'market-threats focused'. The degree of
emphasis given to the pereeived operating environment in the exploratory interviews led
to the formulation of the following hypothesis prior to Statistical testing:

Hl(b) - 'that there is a significant difference between the emphasis on leadership, cu
Strategie planning and organisational performance byfirmsthat pereeive their opera
environment to be 'dynamic and changing' compared withfirmsthat pereeive th
operating environment to be 'market threats focused'.

Statistical analysis using the Wilcoxon test is carried out on each attribute based on the
size of the difference between the two pairs of variables. The analysis of the information
presented in table 10.1 shows that there are a number of significant differences between
firms that pereeive their operating environment as dynamic and changing compared with
firms that pereeive their operating environment as market threats focused. Firms in a
'dynamic and changing' environment place a greater emphasis on all the characteristics
of Strategie planning than firms pereeiving their operating environment as 'market threats
focused'. It should be noted that only five attributes are statistically significant at p<0.005
and a firrther nine attributes are statistically significant at p<0.05. The results are outlined
in table 10.1.
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Table 10.1 Emphasis on the characteristics of the stratégie planning process by firms
perceiving their environment as dynamic and changing or market threats focused.
Dynamic/changing Market threats
Mean (N=106)
Mean (N=88)

v

Strategic
;
planniog characteristics. .

X

' Infernal Capability
. '
. General manageriai abilíly;;
- .,
Financial strerigths/weaknesses • •
" Human resourc'es strengths/weáknesses

¿ '.

•• ' '.'

ZStatistic

• '.

•

3.38
'
3.39 ' '
• 3.42

3.30

•

3.36 "
3.41

-0.86
-0.19
-0.40

•'" • •

*

.. Products and Performance
, Past performance
Current producís strengthsAyeaknesses t

.'

ExternalOrientatipn
,. General economic/búsiness conditions
Technológical trends . ' '
Competítive position and trehds - ' :

-.'

Departmental Co-operation • - ,
•„ Understanding of all functions by emp!oyees
Cross fúnctional support ,•
Fúnctional cb-ordination ;
Efforts to achieve fúnctional agreement

;

. • 3178
.4.22

3.94
\ , 4.10
. 4.06 •

•'. " ;
*
,
\ . :'"
' '

3.60
3.81
3.68
' 3.66

? 3.73/
3.94

,

-0.31

-0.19

. 3.47 .:
3.58- .
" 3.67 -

;-2.86*
-2.74**
-2.27**.

3.56; , 3.70
:
3.67
; 3.62

-0.32,
-0.71
-0.33
-0.65

Resources/employee involvement

Ad hoc working groups
Relevant/adequate information
Involvement of consultants
Other physicai/financial resources

2.52
3.61
2.00
3.25

2.40
3.59.
1.70
3.24

-0.24**
-2.38**
-2.36**
-0.29

Management Time
Involvement of line managers
Managing directors time

4.03
4.38

4.02
4.36.

-1.50
-0.21

2.95

2.40
2.81
2.56

-3.68*
-3.22*
-0.91

3.35
3.63
3.88
3.50
3.27
3.18

-1.98**
-0.99
-1.96**
-1.56
-1.48
-3.09*
-1.86

2.98
2.91
2.93
3.47

-2.61**
-1.92
-3.39*
-0.85

3.20
2.91
3.06

-1.76
-0.83
-2.11**

Use of Analytical techniques
Use of analytical techniques
Ability to use techniques
Willing to seek outside assistance

2.94
2.78

Stajf Creativity

Coping with surprises/crises
Adaptíng to unanticipated changes
Identify new opportunities
Identifying key problem áreas
Generating new ideas
Generating/evaluating strategy altematives
Anticipating barriers to strategy imp.

3.61
3.78
4.15

3.66
3.87
3.71
3.51

Strategy a Control Meckanism
Valué as a control mechanism
A monitoring control technique
A mechanism for revising strategy
Ability to communicate management
thinking down the tine
Communicate staff thinking up the line
A mechanism for integrating functions
A mechanism for manageriai motivation
*p <0.005

3.43

3.27
3.35
-3.62
3.49
3.08
3.39

**p<0.05
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3.61

A statistical analysis of the mean scores indicates that none of the attributes of the
infernal

capability, producís

and performance,

departmeníal

co-operation

and

management time characteristics are statistically significan!. A possible explanation for
this may lie in the perception of these characteristics by both environment types as core
characteristics which form a foundation for the use of the remaining characteristics.

The principal differences between the two types of firms are in the following
characteristics and their attributes:

(a) the external orientation attributes of general economic and business conditions (z = •
2.86 and p<0.005), followed by technological trends (z=-2.74, p<.05) and
posiíion

competítive

and trends (z--2.27, p<0.05) are statistically significant This finding was

expected as firms in a perceived dynamic and changing environment tend to place a
greater emphasis on looking outwards by scanning the environment and establishing the
necessary actions to ensure a 'fit' with the emerging environment.

(b) the resources for strategy attributes of involvemení of ad hoc working groups. (z=0.24, p<0.05), followed by the availability of relevaní and adequaíe Information from
available sources (z=-2.38. p<0.05), and the involvemení

of consultants (z=-2:36,

p<0.05) are statistically significant None of these findings are surprising as firms
perceiving their environment as dynamic and changing often need ad hoc groups to
consider emerging opportunities/weaknesses. It could be argued that in a dynamic and
changing environment the availability of relevant and adequate infoimation is vital to
enable changes to be made in the strategic planning process. Often, firms in a dynamic
environment may need to engage consultants to provide the expertise that they lack in the
preparation of a strategic plan covering emerging problems or potential opportunities.

(c) the use of structured/analytical approach attributes of the use of analytical techniques
(z=-3.68, p<0.005), and the ability to use techniques (z=-3.22, p<0.005) are statistically
significant Both attributes are emphasised to a greater degree by firms perceiving their
environment as dynamic. This can be explained by the need to utilise a range of
mechanisms to adjust the strategic planning process to meet the changes in the
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emerging

external

environment.

Interestingly,

the

remaining

attribute

of

this

characteristic, willingness to seek outside assistance, does not differ to a degree that is
statistically significant. A possible explanation is that most firms have the ability to use a
limited number of analytical techniques.

(d) the staff creativity attributes of ability to cope with surprises, crises, and threats (z=1.98, p<0.05), the ability to identify new opportunities (z=-ï.96, p<0.05), and finally, the
capacity to generate and evaluate a number of strategie alternatives (z= -3.09, p<0.05)
are statistically significant The emphasis on thèse attributes by firms perceiving their
environment as dynamic can be explained by the requirement to deal with constant and
varied change in a dynamic environment.

(e) the control mechanism attributes of value as a control mechanism (z=-2.6ï, p< 0.05),
a mechanism for revising current strategy (z~-.339, p<0.005) and a mechanism for
managerial motivation (z--2.11,

p<0.05) are statistically significant Control and

managerial motivation can be argued to be necessary éléments in a dynamic environment
to enable firms to compete effectively. A mechanism for revising current strategy has the
strongest significance (p<0.005) which arguably reflects the importance of having an up
to date strategie plan at ail times.

10.1.1.1 The perception of the operating environment and strategie planning concluding remarks
The analysis of the perception of operating environment indicates that firms perceiving
their environment to be 'dynamic and changing ' place a higher emphasis on the attributes
of a majority of the strategie planning characteristics than firms that perceive their
operating environment as 'market threats focused'. However, the différences in only a
small number of attributes are statistically significant. In conclusion, thèse results suggest
that the operating environment influences a number of important attributes used to
describe strategie planning but it is not a significant variable. It is therefore logicai to
conclude that the strategie planning process is influenced more significantly by other
factors than the operating environment. Accordingly, the guiding hypothesis is rejected.
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10.1.2 Potential barriere to the implementation of strategie planning

Following the effective formulation of a strategie plan, the next most important factor
arising from the exploratory interviews is the impact of the potential external and internai
barriers on the deployment of the strategie plan. There is no accepted définition of a
barrier to implementation or growth - Barber et al (1989), Cambridge (1992). Indeed,
Piatier (1984 p. 146), suggests that a survey 'can do no more than provide an idea, and
possibly an improvised measurement of the perception of the barrier by the persoti
questioned'. Accordingly, this section of the study does not seek to establish a
comprehensive range of barriers but rather identify some general barriers derived from
the literature that relate to the constraint or hindrance of the implementation of strategie
planning. The pilot study confirms eight main barriers which could be categorised as
internai or external barriers as shown in table 10.2.

Table 10.2 Barriers to the implementation of strategie planning
Barriers

Attributes

internal

communication was inadequate,
implementation look longer than anticipated, ,
a short/ali in employée capabilities,
overall goals of strategy not well enough understood by staff, co-ordination
of implementation not effective enough.

external

crises distracted attention from implementation,
unantietpated problems arose,
external factors impacted on implementation.

To enable the impact of thèse barriers to be ascertained the following hypothesis is
formulated:
Hl(c) -'That strategie planning implementation problems are experienced lo the some
exlent by high performing and low performingfirms '.
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Firms with a perceived increased market share are classified as high performing fimis and
firms with a perceived decreased market share are classified as low performing firms. In.
addition, question 25 (the achievement of the company's initial goals and objectives and
the financial results expected) is used to confimi the classification of firms as high or low
performing. The mean scores were computed. The frequencies indicate the number and
percentage of firms that perceived each problem as either 'major' or 'substantial* (mean
score 4 or more). A Wilcoxon test is used to ascertain the différence in the extent to
which implementation problems are experienced by high and low performing firms. The
analysis is shown in table 10.3.
Table 10.3 Extent to which strategie planning implementation problems were experienced
by high and low performing
firms
'
High Performing firms

Implementation barriers
Communication was inadéquate
Crises distracted attention
from implementation
Implementation took longer than .
anticipated
Employées capabiiities- not enough
Overall goals of strategy not well
enough understood by staff
Co-ordination of implementation
not effective enough
Unanticipated problems arose
External factors impacted in
implementation

Low Performing Firms

Mean
Frequency Mean
Frequency
(N=108)
(N=35)

Z
Statistic

2.18
2.35

7 (7%)
18(17%)

2.34
2.51

6(17%)
7 (20%)

-1.47
-2.26*

3.31

45 (42%)

3.37

17(49%)

-0.31

2.40
2.11

19(18%)
7 (7%)

2.66
2.26

9 (26%
3 (9%)

-1.12
-1.43

2.59

20(18%)

" 2.69

18 (52%)

-1.69

2.81
2.74

19(18%)
25 (23%)

2.86
2.94

8 (23%)
13 (37%)

-0.54
-0.71

*p < 05

The results indicate that ail the implementation barriers are experienced to a greater
extent by low performing firms than by high performing firms. Howcver. the différences
are statistically insignificant with the exception of the barrier crises distracted attention
from implementation which is statistically significant (z =-2.26 at p<0.05). • These
findings can be interpreted as indicating that in successful firms it is easier to focus on the
implementation of the strategy planning process, whereas in low performing firms there
is a greater degree of uncertainty and a lower degree of confidence. This is confirmed by
the significance of the barrier crises distracted attention from implementation, which
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implies that the opérations of low performing firms are disrupted to a far greater extent
than the opérations of high performing firms. Overall, the analysis indicates that similar
barriers to strategy implementation exist in high and low performing firms. This finding
is not surprising as both catégories operate, either directly or indirectly, in the same
market environment. However, it indicates that the barriers to implementation are not as
significant as perceived by the exploratory interview discussions. Thèse findings are
consistent with the work of Kargar and Blumenthal (1994), which indicates that high
success firms expérience implementation problems to a broadly similar extent to that of
low success firms. It could be argued that the concerns of SMEs in relation to
implementation barriers may in effect, be more properly assigned to the strategie
planning process itself, or be assigned to the contingency factors. Accordingly, the
hypothesis that the extent to which strategy implementation problems are experienced is
the same in high performing forms as low performing firms is accepted.

10.1.3 The impact of formai planning on the élimination of potential barriers

k

The previous section outlines that implementation barriers with the exception of crises
distracted attention from implementation ', do not differ significantly between high
performing firms and low performing firms and that this may resuit from the préparation
for such barriers in the strategie planning process. h is, therefore, necessary to ascertain if
firms deploying a formai planning process expérience the same barriers to the same
extent.as firms that use an informai planning process. Accordingly. the hypothesis in this
section is:
Hl(d) 'That the barriers to the implementation of the strategie planning
process are the same in firms deploying formai strategie planning and firms
deploying non formai processes '.
Responses are divided into two catégories: firms deploying a formai strategie planning
process (a written strategie plan is used as a surrogate measure for formality), and those
that do not have a written strategie plan. A wilcoxon test is used to ascertain the
différence in the extent to which implementation problems are experienced by both
catégories of firms. The results of the analysis are outlined in table 10.4.
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Table 10.4 The extent to which strategy implementation problems were experienced by
fìrms with formai and non formai strategie plans

-

'

*

'

'

'

Formai

Non Formai

Mean
(N=U3)

Mean
(N=81) .

. -

Implementation barriere
. Crises distracted attentiòn from implementation
Implementation toòk longer than anticipated Employees capabilities were not enough
Communication was inadequate
Overali goals of strategy were not well enough
. understood by staff
Externalfactors impacted on implementation Co-ordination of implementation not effective enough
Unanticipated problems arose

Z •;
Statistic -

' 244
3.43 .
2.54
. 2.25

2.61 " -1.39
3.22 . -0.74 '
2.43
-0.09
2.26
-0.26

. 2.19
3.06
2.64
2.89

2.10
2.61
2.69
2.93

-

-0.88
-2.95*
-0.69
-0.68

* p <0.0I

The results indícate that all eight barriers/problems to the implementation of strategic
planning are experienced by both firm types. Only one barrier/problem is statistically
significant externa! factors impacted on implementation (z =-2.95 atp<0.005).
Overall, it is possible to conclude that formal and non-formal planning firms experience
similar implementation problems. These findings are consistent with the fmdings of
Kargar and Blumenthal (1994), who found that firms with formal strategic planning
processes experience implementation problems to a broadly similar extent as firms with
an informal strategic planning process. An analysis of the findings indicates that the
problem of implementation taking longer than expected has the highest mean scores in
both formal and non-formal planning firms. However. it must be noted that a higher
significance rating given to the implementation problems by formal strategic planning
firms implies that all the barriers/problems are better prepared for in firms with formal
planning than in firms without formal planning. This indicates that formal planning is
more likely to enable firms to meet any potential barriers and problems with greater
confidence. This finding can be argued to result from the tendeney by formal strategic
planning firms to be more outward looking or extemal environment orientated. It is
suggested that many of the implementation barriers may_ be already anticipated in the
formulation of the strategic plan. However, the results do not provide any information on
the degree of emphasis on the strategic planning characteristics by formal or non formal
planning firms. The next section examines this aspect.
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A further analysis is carried out to ascertain if a similar perceived emphasis on the
characteristics of strategic planning exists in firms wilh formal and non-formal strategic
planning processes. The hypothesis in this section is:

(

Hl(e) 'that íhere is a significan! difference between the emphasis given to the
characteristics of strategic planning by firms deploying formal strategic
planning compared to firms deploying non-formal strategic planning'.
A Wilcoxon test is used to ascertain the difference in the extent to which implementation
problems are experienced by formal planning and non formal planning firms as shown in
table 10.5.
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Table 10.5 Extent of emphasis on the characteristics of stratégie planning by firms
with formai and non formai stratégies
Formal
Strategic plannirig, .
characteristics.,

-

(N=113)
Mean

Non Formal

•

(N=81)/
Mean

Z Score

Interna! Capqbility
General managerial ability .
Financia] strengths/weaknesses
Human resources strengths/weaknesses

3.47.
- 3.44 .
3.52

3.16"
3:33
3.31

-Í.70
-1.03
-1.44

Products and Performance
Past performance
Current produets strengths/weaknesses

3.77
. 4.14

3.73
4.03

-0.09
-0.08

External Orientation
General economic/business conditions .
Technological trends
Competitivé position and trends
Departmental Co-operation.
Understanding of alí functions by employees
Cross functional support
Functional co-ordination
Efforts to achieve functional agreement

-'

3.84
' 4.02
4.10

3.57: 3.64-'3.61 '

•

-1.15
-1.68
-2.43

-'•

3J0
• 3.80
3.69
3.65

3.42
3.72
3.68
3.64

-1.02
-0.46
-0.67
-0.40

Resources/empl oyee
Ad hoc working groups
Relevant/adequate information
Involvement of consultants
Other physical/financiaJ resources

2.773.76
2.15
3.43

2.28
3.41
1.75
3.04

-1.95
-2.53*
-1.49
-1.90

Management Time
Involvement of Une managers
Managing directors time

4.12
4.39

3.84
4.25

-1.64
-1.08

Use of Analytica! techniques
Use of analytical techniques
Ability to use techniques
Wiliing to seek outside assistance

3.00
3.00
2.94

2.09
2.27
2.32

-4.36*
-3.47*
-3.42*

3.52
3.79
. 4.05
3.70
3.88
3.55
3.43

3.48
3.66
4.02
3.44
3.67
3.46
3.25

-0.10
-0.92
-0.92
-1.76
-2.04**
-0.09
-0.78

3.37
3.31
3.45
3.64

3.01
2.82
2.89
3.43

-1.76
-2.74**
-2.99*
-0.84

3.42
3.07
3.35

3.27
2.91
3.10

-0.38
-0.65
-0.80

Stajf Creativity
Coping with surprises/crises
Adapting to unanticipated changes
Identify new opportunities
Identifying key problem áreas
Generattng new ideas
Generating/evaluating strategy altematives
Anticipating barriers to implementation
Strategy a Control Mechanism
Valué as a control mechanism
A monitoring control technique
Mechanism for revising strategy
Ability to communicate management
thinking down the Une
Communicate staff thinking up the line
A mechanism for integrating functions
A mechanism for managerial motivation
*p<0.005

•

**p<0.05
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The analysis indicates that the emphasis on ali the characteristics of strategie planning
and their attributes by firms deploying formai planning is higher than the degree of
emphasis given by firms relying on an informai strategie planning process. The
différences in emphasis in the majority of attributes are not statistically significante with
the exception of a number of characteristics which are outlined as follows:

(a) the extemal orientation attribute competitive position and trends is statistically
significantfr=-2.4J, p<.005). It could be argued that formai strategie planning ensures
that the competitive.position and trends are stressed to a greater degree than in informai
planning firms.

(b) the resources for strategy attribute availability of relevant and adequate information
(z=-2.53, p<0.005) is statistically significant The availability pf relevant information is
central to the strategie planning process. Therefore, the greater emphasis by formai
planning process firms compared to informai planning firms is no surprise.

(c) A l i the attributes of the use of analytical techniques characteristic are emphasised to a
higher degree by formai planning firms than informai planning firms. The différence of
emphasis is statistically significant in respect of each attribute. This finding can be
expiai ned by the tendency of firms with a written strategie plan to dépend more on
analytical assessment than on 'instinct' or 'gut feeling* as outlined in section 3.2.

(d) the staff creativity attribute generaling new ideas is statistically significant (z=-2.04,
p<0.05). It could be argued that formai planning process firms are more aware of the need
for staff creativity in order to achieve greater competitive advantage.

(e) the control mechanism attributes: strategy as a monitoring mechanism (z=2. 74, p<
0.05), and as a mechanism for revising strategy(z=-2.9, p<0.005) are statistically
significant. This indicates the greater degree of emphasis given by formai planning firms
in the review of activities and in the monitoring processes used.
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In conclusion, while ali the attributes are given higher emphasis by formai planning firms
than in non formai planning firms, only a limited number of attributes

in five

characteristics are statistically significant. Accordingly, the hypothesis that there is a
significant différence between the emphasis given to the characteristics of strategie
planning by formai and non formai strategie planning firms is rejected.

10.2 Leadership and culture

The Iiterature review in chapters four and five suggests that there are close associations
between culture and leadership. To establish the associations, if any, between leadership
and culture, the following hypothesis is formulated:

H2 - 'that éléments of the dimensions of leadership styles are associated with éléments of
the dimensions of culture in SMEs '.
Canonical corrélation analysis indicates that only the first canonical pairing is significant
at .000 (see table 10.6). As the remaining canonical corrélation analyses are in excess of a
significance level of 0.01, they are omitted from further analysis.

Table 10.6 Results of the canonical corrélations • culture and leadership
Canonical Corrélation
Chi-Sq
df
Significance
1.
2.
3.

.844
.548
.397

148.923
53.467
26.111

55.00
40.00
27.00

.000
.075
.512

Table 10.7 summarises the results of the canonical corrélation analysis
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Table 10.7 Relationship between the canonical functions - culture
and leadership
Variable

L*

%***

L2**;

Canonical Cross
Loading

Criterion Set (Leadership Styles).
-

Transactional Style.

- Transactional -rewards
- Maintenance of standards
Performance focused
Own Interests

12.21
4.81
3.68
2.83

-.401
-.252
-.221
-.193

23.62
11.88
0.80- •
5.89

-.557 "
-.395
-.103
-.279

0.561
0.136

26.45
6.41

-.591
-.249

0.030
0.000

1.42
0.00

-.137
-.003

2.121

100.00

-;509
-.320
-.280
-.245

0.259
0.107
0.078
• 0.060

-.708
-.502
-.131
-.354

0.501
0.252
0.017
0.125

-.749
," Employee focused
Competing for.the future -:369

Transformational Style.

-Competence
Creativity
. -" Vision .
Mistakes focused

r.

Human Resources Style

Laissez faire Style

• . Reactive.
Passive.

-.174
-.004

Total

Predictor Set (Culture)
Empowerment
External Orientation
Human Resources
Intergroup orientation
Improvement orientation

-.819
-.869
-.819
-.836
-.784

0.462
0.711
0.904
0.493
0.615

Total

3.410

13.63
20.98
26.67
14.55
18.03

-.645
-.684
-.645
-.659
-.618

100.00

* Canonical loading - correlation of the canonical variale with each variable in their respective scis
" * Measure of variance of observed variables with ihe canonical {unobserved) variate
•** Proportion of explained variance accounted for by each variable in both the criterion and predictor scis

The associated variables of significance (with canonical cross loading in excess of +
0.300) are outlined in bold type. The results of the canonical correlation analysis indicate
, that there are associations between reward, competence, creativity and employee focused
leadership styles and all five cultural types. The results indicate that the four main
leadership styles (comprising twelve new variables) account for over 74% of the variance
of the association with the characteristics of culture as follows: employee focused style
accounts for 26% of the variance, creativity style 12%, competence style 24% and reward
style

12%. WHderom and van den Berg
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(1997)

found

that

a

balanced

transformational/human resources style is likely to be associated to a greater extent with
culture than either the transactional or laissez faire leadership styles. In this study, the
1

components of a 'balanced transformational style comprising transformational, creativity
and employee focused styles account for over 62% of the variance. This finding is
consistent with the increasing emphasis given to transformational and human resources
styles in the literature and reflects the decline in the reward style of leadership (section
4.3). Furthermore, this arguably reflects the characteristics of SMEs where the
contributions of individual employees are more explicit and a lack of hierarchy means
that a closer interaction is possible between managers and employees.

10.2.1 Leadership and culture - concluding remarks

Overall, the analysis shows varying degrees of association between the dimensions of
leadership and culture. A l l the culture types are associated with the dimensions of
leadership in varying degrees. For example, the human resources culture type accounts
for 27% of the variance in the association with the four leadership styles highlighted in
the criterion set; whereas empowerment culture type accounts for 15% of the variance.
There is however, no association detected between any culture type and the reactive or
passive leadership styles. Accordingly, the guiding hypothesis is accepted.

10.3 Leadership and the strategic planning process

The literature suggests that leadership can have a varying impact on the strategic planning
process (see Chapter 4). The literature further suggests that leadership styles such as
transformational and human resources are more likely to be associated with some of the
characteristics of strategic planning than transactional and laissez faire leadership style WUderom and van den Berg (1997). It is therefore expected, that in line with the literature
findings, transactional and laissez faire leadership styles will be associated to a lesser
extent with the characteristics of strategic planning than transformational or human
resources leadership styles. Accordingly, the main hypothesis in this section is:
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H3 - 'that éléments of the dimensions of leadership styles are associated with the
characteristics of the strategie planning process in SMEs '.
To examine the degree of association, canonical corrélation is deemed to be the most
appropriate technique - see section 7.8.6 for an explanation. Only the first canonical
corrélation at .668 is significant at a level of .000 as shown in table 10.8.
Table 10.8 Results of canonical corrélations- leadership and the strategie planning
process
Canonical Corrélation

Chi-Sq

DF

1

207.901 •
103.493
63.616

108.00
88.00
70.00

• T:
3

.668
.449 "
" .340

.

Signifîcance
.000
:I24
.691

The results of the first canonical corrélation are shown in table 10.9
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Table 10.9 Relationship between the canonical functions - leadership and strategic
planning
Variable

L2** .

L*

^ '

o/o***

Canonical Cross
Loading -

Criterion Set (Leadership);.
Transactional Style
. Transactional -rewards
Maintenance of standards
Performance focused
Own Interests
- transformational Style
Competence.
Creativity,
Vision'
Mistakes focused

"

10.65
5.70
- 1.97
. 0.57

-.329
-.240
-.142
-.075

0.264
0.416
0.018
' 0.138

11.57
18.24
0.79
.. 6.05

-.343
-.431
-.089
. -.248

0.243
0.130
0.045 ' '
0.013 '.

-.493
-.360.
-.212
-.113

-.514
' -.645
-.134
-.371 '

Human Resources Style
Employee focused _
Organisation based

-.840
-.375

0.706
0.141

30.95
6.18

-.561
-.250

Laissez faire Style
Reactive
Passive •

-.397
-.095

0.158
0.009

6.93
0.40

-.265
-.064

2.281

100.00

Total

Predictor Set (Strategic Planning)

_

Internat Orientation
-.524
Internal Capability
Products and Performance -.340

0.275
0.116

11.64
4.91

-.350
-.227

Externat Orientation
Departmental Co-operation

-.602
-.583

0.362
0.340

15.33
14.39

-.402
-.389

Resources for Strategy
Resources for strategy
Management time

-.241.
-.340

0.058
0.116

2.46
4.91

-.161
-.227

Use of anatytical techniques

-.175

0.031

1.31

-.117

Staff Creativity

-.922

0.850

35.99

-.616

Control Mechanìsm

-.463

0.214

9.06

-.309

2.352

100.00

Total

* Canonical loading - correlation of the canonical variate with each variable in their respective sets
** Measure of variance of observed variables with the canonical (unobserved) varíate
*•* Proponton of explained variance accounted for by each variable in both the criterion and predictor sets
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.

The associated variables of significance (with canonical cross loading in excess of +
0.300) are outlined in bold type. The results of the canonical correlation analysis indicate
that the reward, competence, creativity and employee focused leadership styles are
associated with staff creativity, external orientation, departmental co-operation, internal
capability and strategy as a control mechanism.
The results indicate that the four main leadership factors outlined account for over 70% of
the variance of the association with the characteristics of strategic planning as follows:
employee focused style 31% of the variance, creativity style 18%, competence style
11.5%, while transactional- rewards style accounts for over 10%. This finding is
consistent with the work of Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) which indicates that a
balanced transformational/human resources style is more likely to impact to a greater
extent on strategic planning than either the transactional or laissez faire leadership styles.
In this study, the components of a 'balanced transformational style' comprising both
transformational and human resources styles account for over 60% of the variance. This
finding is consistent with the increasing emphasis given to transformational and human
resources styles in the literature and reflects the decline in the reward style of leadership
(section 4.3).

The characteristics of the strategic planning process associated with the dimensions of
leadership are: staff creativity 36% of the variance, external orientation

15%,

departmental co-operation 14.39%. internal capability 11.64%. followed by strategy, as a
control mechanism accounts for only 9%. It is noteworthy that the characteristics of the
strategic planning process account for over 84% of the variance on the characteristics of
strategic planning explained by the various leadership styles. The results, however, do not
indicate any association between leadership styles and the resources for strategy,
management time, products and performance or the use of analytical techniques
characteristics. The lack of association with the use of analytical techniques is not
surprising as the literature indicates that this characteristic is perceived as being the least
important to SMEs - Kargar and Parnell (1996). It could be argued that the use of
analytical techniques is not indicative of any of the main leadership styles outlined in
section 4.3. It is also possible to argue that any lack of association between leadership
styles and products and performance is not a cause for concern as product strengths and
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weaknesses may be implicitly covered in other attributes. In any event, S M E leadership
cannot influence past performance, but only use it to draw limited conclusions. The lack
of association between leadership styles and the resources for strategy and management
time characteristics is more difficult to explain. One explanation is that the attributes of
both of these characteristics are included or implied in the remaining characteristics and
consequently there is no need to state each attribute separately. Overall, the analysis
shows varying degrees of association between the dimensions of leadership and the
characteristics of strategic planning process. Transformational and human resources
leadership styles are associated with the following five characteristics of strategic
planning: staff creativity, external orientation, department co-operation, internal
orientation and strategy as a control mechanism. Transactional-rewards leadership style
is associated with the strategic planning characteristics to a lesser extent whereas both
reactive and passive leadership style show no significant association with any of the
strategic planning characteristics.

10.3.1 The associations between leadership and the strategic planning process concluding remarks

The analysis shows that certain elements of leadership are associated with a number of
the characteristics of strategic planning. However, there is a marked difference in the
ranking of the importance of some of the leadership styles. In line with previous studies,
elements of human resources and transformational styles of leadership are associated with
strategic planning to a greater extent than the elements of the transactional leadership
style, whereas laissez faire leadership style is not significantly associated with any of the
characteristics of strategic planning. Accordingly, the guiding hypothesis is supported.
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10.4

Culture and strategie planning processes

The literature review in chapter 5 suggests that culture is likely to be associated with the
strategie planning process in SMEs. The objectives of this section are to establish the
associations, i f any, between the dimensions of culture and the characteristics of the
strategie planning process in manufacturing SMEs.
.The main hypothesis in this section of the study is:
H4 - 'that éléments of the dimensions of culture are associated with the characteristics of
strategie planning in SMEs '.
The results of the canonical corrélation analysis show that the first canonical pairing has a
corrélation of .673 which is significant at .000. (see table 10.3) A l i of the remaining
canonical corrélations are in excess of a significance level of <0.01 and are omitted from
the analysis.
Table 10.10 Results of canonical corrélations- culture and the strategie planning process
Canonical Corrélation
I
2
3

•

".673
.314
.297

Chi-Sq

df

Significance

153.543
42.062
22.931

45.00
32.00
21.00

.000
.110
.348

Table 10.11 summarises the results of the canonical corrélation analysis.
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Table 10.11 Relationships between the canonical corrélations - culture and strategie
planning
Variables. .

L*

' '. L2**

%***

i

'-

. Canonical Cross
loa ding

•

.

Criterion Set (Culture).
Empowermènt. .
Èxternàl Orientation
Human Resources •
Intergroup orientation
Improvement orientation

•

t

0.4621
0.711
0.904 .
0.493
0.819

-.680
-.843
-.951
-.702
-.905
-

Total'

3.389

13.63
20.98
26.67
14.55
24:17 .

-.458
-.568
^ -.640
-.473
-.609

100.00

Predictor Set (Strategie Planning)
Internai Orientation.. Internai Capability '
' Products and Performance
Externat Orientation
Dept Co-operation :
Resources for Strategy
Resources for strategy
Management time
Use of analytical techniques
Staff Creativity
Control Mechanism
Total

-

-"

.

.

-.548
-.504 -.623
-.687

0.300
0.254 .
0.388 '.
0.472

10.22
8.65
13.23
16.08

-.337
-.391
-.272
-.896
-.614

0.114
0.153
0.074
0.803
0.377

3.88
5.21 .
2.52
27.36
12.85

2.935

-.369
-.298
-.419
-.463
' -.227
-.263
-.183
-.604
-.413

100.00

* Canonical loading - corrélation of the canonical variate with each variable in their respective sets
** Measure of variance of observed variables with the canonical (unobserved) variate
*** Proportion of explained variance aecounted for by each variable in boih the criterion and predictor sets

The associated variables of significance (with canonical cross loading in excess of +
0.300) are outlined in bold type. The results of the canonical corrélation analysis indícate
that ail the dimensions of culture are associated with ail the characteristics of stratégie
planning, with the exception of the use of analytical techniques, resources for strategy,
management time and past performance.
The results indícate that ail attributes of culture are associated with the characteristics of
stratégie planning in the following order: human resources style accounts for 26.6% of
the variance, improvement orientation 24%. followed by externa! orientation which
accounts for nearly 21%. The remaining associations, although weaker, are still
significant and indícate that intergroup orientation accounts for 14.55% of the variance,
while empowerment orientation accounts for 13.63%. Overall the five dimensions of
culture account for 100% of the variance indicating that the dimensions cover the concept
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of culture in SMEs adequately. In addition, the results are consistent with the findings of
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).

The results also indicate that the characteristics of strategic planning are influenced by
culture in the following order of association: staff creaíivity accounts for 27.6% of the
variance, departmental co-operation 16.08%, external orientation 13.23%. followed by
straíegy as a control mechánism which accounts for 12.85% and internal orientation
which accounts for 10.22%. The five characteristics outlined account for over 88% of the
variance which implies that the characteristics derived cover the concept of strategic
planning in manufacturing SMEs adequately. No significant associations are derived
between culture and the resources for strategy, management time, past performance or
the use of analytical techniques characteristics. The failure to achieve an association
between culture and the use of analytical techniques is consistent with the literature
(section 3.4.2).
The lack of an association between the dimensions of culture and the characteristic
resources for- strategy is more difficult to explain. A possible explanation is that the
contents of this characteristic are already covered and are implicit in, the other
characteristics. Arguably, the resources for strategy characteristic can be considered as
the means by which the strategic planning process is deployed rather than as a
characteristic of strategic planning. It is equally possible to argüe that there is littlc point
in formulating a strategic plan if the intention and resources necessary for depioyment are
lacking.

10.4.1 Culture and strategic planning - concluding remarks

The results of the canonical correlation analysis indicate that all the dimensions of culture
are associated with five characteristics of strategic planning. A previous study conducted
by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) indicates that culture is associated with
organisational performance. The strongest associations are based on the human resources
and improvement orientation dimensions followed by external orientation dimensions of
culture. Possible explanations for the importance of both human resources orientation
and internal orientation characteristics relate to the increasing emphasis on ensuring that
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ail employées are working together to achieve common stated aims in an attempt to meet
external demands and needs. The findings indicate that while internai orientation and
human resources dimensions have the strongest associations, the weakest association is
between empowerment and the characteristics of strategie

planning. A possible

explanation for mis may be that SMEs are stili concerned with internai activities which
they can control. In conclusion, the results presented in table 10.11 indicate that culture is
associated with fìve characteristics of the strategie planning process. Accordingly, the
guiding. hypothesis is accepted.

10.5

The association between the characteristics of strategie planning and the
dimensions of organisational performance

The association between the characteristics of strategie planning and the performance
measures is examined in section 3.3. Thèse studies indicate an inconclusive outeome.
Nevertheless, there is enough évidence to suggest a degree of association. Accordingly,
the hypothesis in this section of the study is:

H5 - 'that the characteristics of strategie planning are associated with the
éléments of organisational performance in SMEs '.
Cahonical corrélation analysis is used to indicate the degree of corrélation among the
individuai variables in the first set, the corrélations among the variables in the second set
and the corrélations between the variables in the two sets. Table 10.12 shows that the first
canonical corrélation only is significant at a level of 0.00.

Table 10.12 Results of canonical corrélations - strategie planning and performance

1
2
3

Canonical Corrélation

chi-square

df

0.642
0.298
0.335

190.066
•26.354
34.554

72
15
28

Significance
.000
.034
.183

Table 10.13 summarises the results of the canonical corrélation analysis and outlines the
canonical loadings and cross loadings:
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Table 10.13 Relationships between canonical fonctions - strategie planning characteristics
and performance dimensions
Variables

L*

L2**

0)

(2)^

(3f

(4)

-.239
-.446

0.057
0.199

3.38
11.80

-.153
-.286

-.377
-.310
-.763

0.142
0.096
0.582

8:42
5.69
34.50

-.242
-.199
-.490

0.293
0314
0.004.
1.687.

17.37
18.61
0.23
100.00

-.347
-.359
-.043

8.23
4.08
10.44
13.02

-.316
-.222
-.372
-.397

8.53
7.68
10.54
24.35
13.13
100.00

-.321
-.305
-.358
-.543
-.398

'

% * * *

•-

'•

'

\

'

'

••

'

""

"

" "

Canonical
Cross Loading

Crìierion Set (Performance Measures)
Overall'Financial
performance
' Customer Orientation
Organisational Effectiveness •
Orgànisational Effectiveness
Short term needs
Learning/growth

- Organisational Capability
-.541
Meeting customer demands
. Provision of quality goods on time-.560
After sales service -.066
Total

Predictor Set (Strategie Planning)
Internal Orientalion
Internal Capability
Products and Performance
External Orientation
Dept Co-operation
Resources for Strategy
Resources for strategy
Management time
Use of analytical techniques
StoffCreativity
Control Mechanism
Total

-

-.492
-.346
-.582
-.619

0.242
0.120
0.307
0.383

-.501
-.475
-.557
-.846
-.621

0.251
0.226
- 0.310
0.716
0.386
2.941

.

" Canonical loading - corrélation of the canonical variale wiih each variable in their respective sets
*• Measure of variance of observed variables with the canonical (unobserved) variate
* • • Proportion of explained variance accounied for by cach variable in boih the criterion and predictor seis

The associateci variables of significance (with canonical cross loading in excess of ±
0.300) are displayed in bold type. The results indicate that ali the characteristics of
strategie planning, with the exception of producís and performance are associated to
varying dégrees

with

the

following

dimensions of organisational

performance:

learning/growth

34.5%. the provision of quality goods on time 18.6% and meeting

customers demands 17.37%. Taken together, the three dimensions of organisational
performance account for over 70% of the variance. The association between the
characteristics of strategie planning and organisational performance are consistent with
the findings of Kargar and Parnell (1996) and confimi that the characteristics of strategie
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planning are associateci with some performance measures. The importance attached to the
use of anaiytical techniques in this study is unexpected given the strong views and
findings of the secondary literature- Ramanajam and Venkatraman (1987), Hoyes and
Abernathy (1980) and Kargar and Parnelì (1996). In direct contrast to the findings in this
study, Kargar and Parnell (1996) suggest that anaiytical techniques are not associated
with organisational performance. A possible explanation for the greater emphasis on this
characteristic in this study may relate to the type of firms and the sectors that they belong
to. It could be argued that small banks operating in one région do not use anaiytical
techniques to a significant extent, whereas electronic and engineering manufacturing
firms use anaiytical techniques to a greater extent due to their broader range of activities
and openness to external compétition. It is interesting to contrast this finding with the
failure to identify any association between the dimensions of leadership or culture with
the use of anaiytical techniques and the resources for strategy characteristics (see
sections 10.1 and 10.2). A possible explanation is that both of the attributes outlined are
largely quantitative in nature and are not usually subjected to culture or leadership
influences.

The characteristics of strategie planning are associated with the following dimensions of
organisational performance: learning and growth, meeting customer demands and the
provision of quality goods on time. The characteristics of strategie planning associated
with performance include staff creativity which accounts for 24.35% of the variance. This
finding is not unexpected as innovation requires a considerable degree of creativity.
Strategy as a control mechanism accounts for over 13% of the variance which implies
that SMEs need a control mechanism in order to achieve their objectives. The third
highest association is in respect of functional co-ordination, which accounts for 13% of
the variance. This implies that ali the resources of the S M E are needed to meet the
requirements of innovation to meet the customer demands and the provision of quality
goods on time. The next highest associated characteristic is the use of anaiytical
techniques which accounts for over 10.5% of the variance. The remaining characteristics
(resources for strategy, producís and performance and the use of management lime) each
account for less than 10% of the variance. It could be argued that éléments of these
characteristics are included or overlap with éléments of the remaining strategie planning
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process characteristics. As regards the association between the characteristics of stratégie
planning and some performance measures, the ranking of the degree of importance
attributed to each characteristic differs from that suggested by the literature. The ranking
of the factors associated with performance measures is indicated by the canonical loading
as shovvTi in table 10.14:

i

Table 10.14 Ranking of stratégie planning characteristics with the dimensions of
performance
Characteristic.

-

Canonical loading
-.846
-.621
-.619
-.557
-.582
-.501
-.492
-.475

Staff creàtivity
Strategy as a control mechanism
Departmental co-ordination.
Use of analytical techniques
External orientation
• Resources for strategy
Products and performance
Management time

% of variance
24.35.
13.13
13.02
10.54
10:44
8.53
8.23
7.68

It is not surprising to note that staff creàtivity has the strongest association with the
measures of performance. This finding is consistent with the literature review in chapter
three. It is also consistent with the resource based view of strategie planning.

The characteristic external orientation is given a lower importance than expected. This is
surprising given the perception of the operating environrrient as either 'dynamic and
changing ' or 'market threats focused'. This may be explained in part by the proportion of
SMEs that supply parts or components to larger firms (section 9.1.5). Arguably it
indicates a tendency for SMEs to look inwards rather than to the external environment.
It is, however, a surprise that the resources for strategy characteristic accounts for only
8.53% of the variance of association between strategie planning and performance
measures. It could be argued that this characteristic which includes planning and coordination and the involvement of senior managers, could be a major constraining
influence on the effectiveness of the formulation and deployment of strategie planning.
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10.5.1 Strategic planning and its association with organisational
performance - concluding remarks
The results of this study indicate that elements of the strategic planning process are
associated with elements of organisational performance in SMEs. Learning/growth is the
most important dimension in the multivariate index of performance and explains 34.5%
of the variance of the association between strategic planning and performance measures.
This finding is in keeping with the contention in the literature that innovation is
associated with organisational performance - Acs and Audretsch (1991), Storey (1994). It
is also consistent with the work of Lorange (1979) and Karger and Parnall (1996) who
contend that systems' capability should be seen as the 'primary reference point' for the
evaluation of effective organisational performance.
The next most important attribute is the provision of quality goods on time which
accounts for 18.61% of the variance, followed by meeting customer demands which
accounts for 17.37%. The results also indicate a number of unexpected findings in
relation to the emphasis on performance measures. For example, the lack of association
with financial performance measures may be explained by the inclusion of a generic
question seeking information on the impact of strategic planning on the overall financial
performance. The finding in respect of financial performance is not consistent with the
analysis presented in section 9.8.2, which indicates that 45.4% of firms with 1-9
employees perceive that the use of strategic plan leads to the fulfilment of their expected
financial results, while 77.5% of firms with 200-249 employees perceive that strategic
planning leads to the fulfilment

of their financial expectations

(section 9.8.2).

Accordingly, it is reasonable to expect an association between strategic planning and
financial performance. The lack of association between the characteristics of strategic
planning and- customer orientation is easier to explain, as there is clearly an overlap
between the attributes of organisational capability and customer orientation.
In conclusion, the results presented in table 10.13 indicate that strategic planning is
associated with, some measures of performance. Accordingly, the guiding hypothesis is
supported.
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10. 6

Testing the deductive model

Previous sections indícate that there are positive associations betvveen elements of:
• culture and elements of strategic planning,
• leadership and elements of strategic planning
• strategic planning and elements of performance measures
The deductive model contends that the various factors are associated with organisational
performance. Accordingíy, it could be argued that high performing firms (firms with a
perceived increased market share) are more likely to place a greater emphasis on the
s

elements with positive associations, than low performing firms (firms with a perceived
decreased market share). The following hypothesis is therefore formulated:

H6 - 'that high performingfirmsplace a greater emphasis on the elements with posi
associations between culture and strategic planning, leadership and strategic plann
and between strategic planning and organisational performance, than low perform
firms'.
This section consists of the following four parts:
• data preparation (section 10.6.1)
• elements of culture associated with the strategic planning process in high and
low performing firms (section 10.6.2)
•

elements of leadership associated with the strategic planning process in high
and low performing firms (section 10.6.3)

• elements of the strategic planning process associated with elements of
performance measures in high and low performing firms (section 10.6.4).
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10.6.1 Data preparation - data grouping for model testing
The groupings for testing the model are based on a classification of firms into high and
low performing (see section 10.1.2). A summary analysis is depicted in table 10.15.
Table 10.15 Degrees of success in the implementation of strategic planning by high
performing and low performing firms as defined by their market share
-

-

Firm type . -

High performing
Low performing
All firms**,".

Number
of firms
108 35
194. .

Achieved *
Initial Goals/
objectives
75.0%
48.5%
..- 67.0%

Financial Results Deployment
Expected
Resources Allocated
50. i %
_34.3%
53.0% -

63.9%
45.7%
56.0%

* Firms indicating that their goals were either fulfilled or entirely fulfilled
** includes firms whose share of the market remained static

Table 10.15 shows that high performing firms have higher perceived initial goals and
objectives and financiafresults, than low performing firms. One hundred and eight firms
were classified as 'high performing' whereas only thirty five firms were classified as 'low
performing'.

10.6.2 The degree of emphasis given to the attributes of culture by high and low
performing firms
An analysis of the emphasis given to the attributes of culture by high and low performing
firms is outlined in table 10.16. The analysis shows the overall mean scores, and the
frequencies indicating the number and percentage of firms that emphasised the attributes
of culture 'to a great extent' or 'to a very great extent' (mean score 4 or more).
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Table 10.16 The emphasis on the attributes of culture associated with stratégie planning
in SMEs - high and low performing firms
•

Culture Dimensions
Empowerment
Roora for non-m à nage rial employées to
Make their own décisions
Assignment of interesting tasks
Employées exert influence on important
décisions regarding work
The opportunity for employées to bring
forward ideas before décisions are made
Freedom for employées to départ.frora
the rules

High Performing '
Mean (N=108)

Low Performing
Mean (N=35)

3.46 . 39(36%)

3.05

15(48%)

3.52
3.13

38(35%)
32(30%)

3.09
2.77

11(36%)
8 (26%)

3.68

53(49%) "

3.22 " 19(61%)

2.40

15 (14%)

2.38

16(52%)

-

Externa! Orientation
Working to improve the local
market position Quick reaction to Developments
in the market
Investigation of the needs and
wishes of custoroers
Thorough training of employées in
systematically gathering data on what
customers want to see improved

3.79

79(73%)

3.26

15 (48%)

3.68

64 (59%)

3.20

15 (48%)

3.70

71 (66%)

3.42

21 (68%)*

3.07

37 (34%)

2.61

11 (36%)*

3.56

59 (45%)

3.45

16(52%)*

Human Resources
Managers taking performance
évaluation seriously
Careful sélection of new employées
Récognition of good performance
by employées
Stimulation of creativity in employées
Thorough training of employées

4.13
3.76

85(79%) ,
70 (55%)

3.81
3.22

26 (74%) '
18 (62%)*

3.15
3.40

32 (30%)
57 (52%)

2.64
3.09

22 (71%)*
15(48%)

Intergroup Orientation
Exchange of information
Useful co-operation in départments
Timely resolution of conflicts
Useful meetings between heads

3.72
3.67
3.68
3.80

74 (69%)
74 (61%)
60 (55%)
74 (69%)

3.71
3.28
3.19
3.45

21 (69%)
15(45%)
12(39%)
15 (45%)

3.63
3.62

61 (57%)
54 (50%)

3.55
3.16

17(55%)
14 (45%)

3.49
3.55

58 (54%)
58 (54%)

3.09
3.19

11 (36%)
13 (42%)

Internal/Improvement Orientalion
Talking about mistakes
Initiatives to improve way to work
Efforts for exceptional performance
of the firm
Implementation of change

* attribute has a higher percentage response but a lower mean score than high performing firms

Table 10.16 indícales that the emphasis by high performing firms on the dimensions of
culture and their attributes is greater than that given by low performing firms to the same
attributes. The mean scores are higher for all attributes in the high performing firms.
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A wilcoxon test shows that the majority of attributes in all the

culture styles are

statistically significant (p<.05). In conclusion, the guiding hypothesis that high
performing firms place a higher emphasis on the dimensions and attributes of culture than
low performing firms is accepted.
10.6.3 The extent of emphasis given to the attributes of leadership style by
high and low performing firms
A n analysis of the emphasis given to the attributes of leadership style by high performing
and low performing firms is outlined in table 10.17.

Table 10.17 The emphasis on attributes of leadership associated with strategic planning in
SMEs - high and low performing firms

High Performing
Mean (N=108)

Leadership
Transformational
Instil perfect trust
Gives employees the feeling that management
can overcome any obstacle
Shows an extraordinary ability in everything
they undertake
Makes a powerful impression
.Creativity
Encourage new ideas from employees
Introduces new projects and challenges
Stimulates employees to support their opinions
with good arguments
Transactional
Offers the prospects of rewards for good work
Agrees with the employees on the rewards that
they can look forward to if they do what has to
be done
Tell employees criteria for performance related
benefits
Employee Focused
Has an ear for matters that are important
to employees
Gives advice to employees when they need it
Creates a feeling of working together on major
assignments/missions
Shows employees how to look at problems from
new angles

Low Performing
Mean \^=35)

3.88

75 (70%)

3.32

17 (55%)

3.45

53 (49%)

3.06

12 (40%)

3.17
3.61

29 (27%)
56 (52%)

2.72
3.13

7 (23%)
9 (29%)

3.62 •
3.81

66 (61%)
78 (62%)

3.52
3.39

17(55%)
14(41%)

3.65

50 (46%)

3.16

17(55%)*
<

3.52

59 (58%)

3.45

16 (52%)

3.06

37 (34%)

2.61

18(58%)*

3.23

51 (48%)

2.87

13 (42%)

3.90
3.87

64 (59%)
73 (68%)

3.33
3.42

!5(81%)*
23 (74%)*

3.80

66 (61%)

3.32

16(52%)*

3.32

43 (40%)

3.23

13 (42%)*

attribute has a higher percentage response and a lower mean score than high performing firms
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Table 10.17 indicates that the emphasis by high performing firms on the dimensions of
leadership and their attributes is greater than the emphasis given by low performing firms
on the same attributes. The analysis indicates the mean scores and the number and
percentage of firms that emphasised the attributes of leadership 'to a great extent* or 'to a
very greater extent* (mean score 4 or more). A wilcoxon test is used on the mean scores
of both high and low performing firms. This indicates that the majority of the attributes in
each dimension of leadership are statistically significant at p<.05 (outlined in bold type in
table 10.17). The findings are consistent with the findings of section 9.4.
A significant difference between high and low performing firms is in relation to the
emphasis placed upon the transactional leadership style attributes agrees the rewards
that staff can expect ... and tells employees criteria for performance related benefits,
which are emphasised to a far greater degree by high performing firms. This finding is
consistent with section 9.4.1 (table 9.15) which indicates that these factors are
emphasised to a greater extent by firms with a perceived increase in market share
compared with firms indicating that they perceive their market share as decreasing.
However, the surprise inclusion of the transactional style attributes means that a
combined balance of transformational and human resources leadership style must be
moderated to include a 'rewards' element in manufacturing SMEs. In conclusion, the
results confirm that high performing firms place a higher emphasis on the dimensions and
attributes of leadership than low performing firms. Accordingly, the guiding hypothesis is
supported.

10.6.4 The extent of emphasis given to the characteristics of strategic
planning by high and low performing firms
The final part of the deductive model involves an analysis of the emphasis given to the
attributes of the strategic planning characteristic by high and low performing firms. The
analysis indicates the mean scores and the number and percentage of firms that
emphasised the attributes of strategic planning strongly (mean score 4 or more). The
analysis is depicted in table 10.18
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Table 10.18 Eraphasis on the eh ara cte ris tics of strategie planning associateti with
performance in SMEs by high and low performing firms
High Performing
MeanfN =108)

.. Strategie planning characteristics -

Low Performing !
Mean(N=35)
v

* *•"-•"
,
. Products and Performance
',. Past performance of the firm
•" ¿ 8 7 . 76.(70%) . 3.52: " 22(71%)
Strengths and weaknesses in current productsV."'
¿ 1 6 92(85%) 3.72
26 (84%)

.V

Extemal Orientation
•
\General economic and business conditions "<',
: Tech ño logicai trends and capabilities
A ña lys is of competitive position and trends :
•Departmèntal
Co-opèraiion
Understanding of ail fonctions by,employées ;
. Cross fùnctionafsupport - ,
Functional co-ordination - •,
Efforts toachieve fonctional agreement.

:

•-Resources for strategy L
-,
Involvement of ad hoc working grò ups
Relevant and adequate information from.
available sources, ;
Involvement of consultants
»*" " •
other phystcal/financial resources
*

. 4.07 . 66(61%) 3146
¿.95 82 (76%) : 3.57;
4,13 76 (70%) 3.59
>'

v

'

3.57.
• .3.77
- 3.79
3.71

:

.

.';

.i *

59(54%)69*(64%)
67"(52%) '
64,(49%)
: :

;

•

3.55
17(55%)* •
3.75 -. 20(65%)*
3.35
17 (55%)
3.25
19(61%)*;
-

2.66 30(28%)

24(78%)*
23 (74%)"
27 (87%)

4. *

2.16 " 6 (19%)

3.63 71 (66%) 3.18
3.63 71 (66%) 1.81
3.58 57(53%) 3.13

18(58%)
3 (10%)
11(36%)

Management Time
; •
Involvement of line managers
Time spent by.tbe Managing Director

4.07 89.(82%)
4.42 98 (91%)

3.45
3.82

25 (81%)
28 (90%)

Use of Analytical techniques
Use of analytical techniques
Ability to use techniques
Willing to seek outside assistance

2.67 30 (28%)
2.89 36 (33%)
2.68 33(31%)

2.65
2.35
2.27

6 (19%)
5 (16%)
9 (29%)

63 (58%)
78 (72%)
89 (82%)
66 (61%)
79 (73%)

3.15
3.27
3.77
3.52
3.38

18(58%)
22 (71%)
22 (71%)
18 (58%)
19(61%)

3.58 61 (56%)
3.61 53 (49%)

3.36
3.16

15 (50%)
13 (42%)

3.24 46 (43%) 3.19
3.81 62 (58%) 3.34

15 (48%)
24 (77%)

3.57
3.59
3.59
3.36
3.62

15(48%)
15 (48%)
11 (35%)
14 (45%)
10 (32%)

".

Staff Creativity
Ability to cope with surprises/crises/threats
Flexibility to adapt to unanticipated changes
Ability to identify new opportunités
Role in identifying key problem areas
Capacity to generate new ideas
Ca paci ty to generate and evalúate a number of
strategie alternatives
Anticipating and avoiding barriers to strategy
implementation
Strategy a Control Mechanism
Value as a control mechanism
Ability to communicate management
thinking down the line
Communicate staff thinking up the line
A control technique for monitoring performance
A mechanism for revising current strategy
A mechanism for maoagerial motivation
A mechanism for integra tin g fonctions
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3.57
3.78
4.14
3.69
3.87

* •

55 (51%)
42 (39%)
52 (48%)
45(42%)
38 (35%)

3.19
3.19
3.19
3.01
2.99

Table 10.18 indicates that the emphasis by high performing firms on the characteristics of
strategic planning and their attributes is greater than the emphasis given by low
performing firms to the same attributes. The mean scores are higher for all attributes in
high performing firms. A wilcoxon test is used on the mean scores of both firm types.
The analysis indicates that the majority of attributes are statistically significant.

Both of the attributes of the characteristic Products and Performance are statistically
significant. These attributes focus on the strengths and weakness of current produets as
well as the past performance of the firm. The characteristic derived by Kargar and
Parnell (1996) contains a number of other attributes focusing on functional strengths and
weaknesses such as marketing, human resources and general management ability. These
attributes became part of the capability characteristic during the data reduction stage. The
analysis indicates that capability is not associated with any of the performance measures.
This finding is consistent with the work of Ramanujam et al (1986) which contends that
the intemal orientation of a firm relates to the efficiericy of the operating systems and the
reasons for past failures.

A l l the attributes of the external orientation characteristic are statistically significant.
These attributes include the general economic and business conditions, technological
trends and an analysis of the competitive position of the firm. The basis for these
attributes is well documented in the literature on the external orientation of SMEs - Covin
and Slevin (1989). The findings of this section are in direct contrast with the results of a
study carried out by Storey et al (1987) which found that slow growth SMEs have little
understanding of the external environment and their competitors. The analysis of the
results in this study indícate that low performing firms place a significant degree of
emphasis on all the attributes of the external environment - but to a tesser degree than
high performing firms.

A l l the attributes of the departmental co-operation characteristic are statistically
significan!. These attributes focus on the understanding and effeclive use of a functional
approach in SMEs. The use of a functional approach in large firms is well documented in
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the literature (section 3.2.2) but little reference is made to a functional approach in SMEs.
Accordingly, the finding in this section provides a new insight.
A l i the attributes of the resources for strategy characteristic are statistically sígnificant.
These attributes focus on the use of availability of information, the use of ad hoc working
groups, the involvement of consultants and the provisión of other physical and financia'
resources for strategy. The findings in this section are consistent with the literature (see
section 3.2.2). During the data reduction stage, the original resources for strategy
characteristic derived by Kargar and Parnell (1996) yielded a further sepárate factor Management Time, which is also statistically significant. This is consistent with the
literature on SMEs - Bracker et al (1988), Thompson (1993).

The analysis of the use of analytical techniques characteristic indicates that both the
ahility to use techniques and the willingness to seek externa! assistance are statistically
signifícant. While it could be argued that the techniques used in most SMEs are not very
complex, the more important finding relates to the willingness to seek extemal assistance
which is emphasised to a greater degree by high performing firms. It could be argued that
the emphasis on this characteristic by high performing SMEs reflects a more analytical
and externally orientated approach.

A1I of the attributes of the characteristic staff creativity are statistically signifícant. This
finding is consistent with the analysis of section 9.6.6, which indicates that firms with a
perceived increased market share place a greater emphasis on these attributes compared
with firms having a perceived decreased market share. The emphasis on the attributes of
the characteristic staff creativity is consistent with the findings of Smallhonc et a! (1993)
which stress their importance for the growth and success of SMEs.

r

Finally, all the attributes of the characteristic strategy a control mechanism are
statistically signifícant. The author was able to find only one instance in the literature
where this characteristic is considered in relation to small firms - the study carried out by
Kargar and Parnell (1996) in the service sector. Accordingly, the consideration of this
characteristic also provides a new insight in relation to manufacturing SMEs.
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10.6.5 Tes tin g the deductive model - concluding remarks
This study seeks to establish the associations, i f any, between the various factors that are
associated with organisational performance as depicted in the deductive model. Previous
sections indicate that éléments of leadership are associated with strategie planning,
éléments of culture are associated with éléments of strategie planning, and finally that
éléments of strategie planning are associated with some performance measures.
This section tests the contention that high performing firms place a greater emphasis on
the attributes that show strong associations between the factors. The results of the
analysis presented in tables 10.16, 10.17 and 10.18 confimi this contention. Section 10.6
outlines that the analysis focuses on the éléments of culture and leadership that .are
associated with strategie planning and the éléments of strategie planning that are
associated with performance. As performance represents the outeome of the strategie
planning process, the analysis does not consider the emphasis placed by both types of
firms on the various attributes of performance measurement. Accordingly. it can be
argued that the éléments of leadership (see .section 10.3) and culture (see section 10.4)
that are associated with strategie planning are confirmed. This section also confirms the
éléments of strategie planning that are associated with organisational performance (see
section 10.5).

10.7

Testing for size différences

Chapter 2 suggests that the main criterion for the classification of a firm as an S M E is the
number of staff employed. This classification is based on firms employing up to 250
staff. The exploratory interviews contend that the emphasis of firms on culture. leadership
and the strategie planning process varies according to size and that as firms grow they
tend to emphasise and focus on thèse factors to a greater extent. This implies that SMEs
are not a homogenous grouping.
The descriptive statistics in chapter nine suggest that size is not a factor in the culture,
leadership or strategie planning process. However, given the strength of feeling of the
exploratory group it was decided to statistically test the impact of firm size. As the
différences between the various firm sizes in chapter nine appear to be small, it was
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decided to statistically test the différent emphases given by firms at the extrêmes of the
size distribution (firms employing 1-19 employées and firms employing 100-249
employées) on the attributes of leadership and culture associated with strategie planning,
and on the attributes of strategie planning that are associated with performance measures.
The rationale for limiting the test to thèse catégories was based on the premise that if any
différences exist, they are more-likely to be found by comparing the smallest size
category with the largest size category. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is
formulated:

H7 - 'thatfirmswith fewer than twenty employées differ from firms with } 00-249
employées on the degree of emphasis given to the attributes of leadership, culture and
strategie planning '.
The following sections examine the emphasis given'by thèse two firms sizes on:
• leadership (section 10.7.1)
• culture (section 10.7.2)
• the strategie planning process (section 10.7.3)

In each section, the statistically significant attributes are outlined in bold.

10.7.1 Leadership
Table 10.19 outlines the degree of emphasis on the dimensions and attributes of
leadership by firms employing 1-19 and firms employing 100-249 employées. The
analysis indicates the mean scores and the number and percentage of firms that
emphasised the attributes of leadership 'to a great extent' or 'to a very greater extenf
(mean score 4 or more). A wilcoxon test is used on both data sets which indicates that the
attributes outlined in bold are statistically significant.
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Table 10.19 The emphasis on attributes of leadership associated with strategic planning in
SMEs employing fewer than 19 and between 100 -249 staff.

Firms (1-19 staff)
Mean(N=M6 .

Leadership dimensions.
Transformational
Instil perfect trust
Gives employees the feeling that management
can overcome any obstacle
Shows an extraordinary ability in everything
,
they undertake
Makes á powerful impression
Creativity
• Encourage new ideas from employees
Introduces new projects and challenges
Stimulates employees to support their opinions
with good arguments
Transactional
<
Offers the prospects of rewards for good work
Agrees with the employees on the rewards that
they can look forward to if they do what has to
be done
Tell employees criteria for performance related
benefits
Employee Focused
Has an ear for matters that are important
to employees
Gives advice to employees when they need it
Creates a feeling of working together on major
assignments/missions
Shows employees how to look at problems from
new angles

Firms (100-249 staff)
Mean (N=45)
••-

3.87

36 (78%) 3.49

23 (51%)*

3.67

29 (63%) 3.27

14(31%)*

.3.24
3.46

16(35%)
21 (46%)

. 3.42
.3.61

34 (74%) 3.94
23(51%)*
24 (52%) 3.67 . 29(64%) ,

2.96
3.56

8(18%)
23 (51%)

' .

-

3.27

24 (52%)

3.48

17 (38%)

3.39

23 (50%). 3.53

21 (47%)

3.04

18(39%)

3.07

14(31%)

2.59

12(26%) 3.25

3.78
3.96

32 (70%)
35 (76%)

3.60
3.80

26 (58%)
30 (67%)

3.91

35 (76%)

3.67

24 (53%)

3.57

26 (57%) 3.04

22 (49%)*

12 (27%)*

The results of this analysis presented in table 10.19 indícate that ihe differences in the
fíve attributes outlined in bold type are statistically significant at p<.05. The
transformational attributes of instils perfect trust and gives employees the feeling that.
management can overeóme any obsiacle are given higher emphasis by firms employing
1-19 employees. This could be argued to result from a strong personal hands-on approach
by the managing directors in smaller firms. Furthermore, it is arguably easier to build
personal relationships and trust in organisations where the number of employees is small.
Creativity is emphasised to a higher degree in médium sized firms in the attribute
encourage new ideas from employees. This could be argued to reflect a greater
concentration of resources on a more proactive approach compared with smaller firms
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where fire fighting tends to be more common. Furthermore, this could be due to wider
spans of control exercised by managers in smaller companies. In medium sized
companies, the number of employees is a potential restriction on the managers' span of
control and understanding. This increases the necessity for managers to rely more on their
employees for new ideas.
The transactional attribute tells employees criteria for performance related is arguably the
essence of a transactional leadership approach. This attribute is emphasised to a greater
degree by medium sized firms which implies that their relationships with their employees
is more formalised compared to smaller firms where management-employee relations
could be argued to be on a more personal basis. This finding is consistent with the
employee focused attribute shows employees how to look at problems from new angles
which shows a greater degree of emphasis by smaller firms. The greater emphasis given
by medium sized firms to a transactional leadership style compared to small firms is not
unsurprising as arguably the former have more complex systems and procedures in place.

In conclusion, the results presented in table 10.19 suggest that size influences a. small
number of important attributes used to describe different leadership styles. However,
considering these results in conjunction with the descriptive statistics presented in section
9.4 suggests that size exerts some influence on leadership styles but it is not a significant
variable. Therefore, it is logical to conclude that leadership style is influenced more
significantly by other variables rather than size.
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10.7.2 Culture

Table 10.20 outlines the degree of emphasis on the dimensions and attributes of culture
by firms employing 1-19 and firms employing 100-249 employées. A wilcoxon test is
used on both data sets which indicates thatthe attributes outlined in bold are statistically
signifìcant.
Table 10.20 The emphasis on the attributes of culture associateci with strategie planning
in SMEs employing fewer than 19 and between 100-249 staff.
Firms (1-19 staff) Firms (100-249 staff) Mean (N=46)
Mean (N=45)

Culture Dimensions . • "' • , .
Empowerment
Room for non- managerial employées to
make their own décisions
.
Assignment of interesting tasks to employées
Employées exert influence on"
important décisions regarding work
The òpportunity for employées to bring
forward ideas before décisions are made
Freedom for employées to départ from the rules

29(63%)

3.02

12(27%)*

3.59 22(48%)
3.35' 18(39%)

3.09
3.11

17 (38%)
15(33%)

3.67

29(63%)

3.47

24 (53%)

2.87

06 (13%)

2.28

04 (9%)

3.63
3.50
3.62

28(61%)
22 (48%)
35 (76%)

3.67
3.56
3.83

30 (65%)
25 (56%)
29 (65%)

2.96

14(31%)

3.58

15 (33%)

3.19

23 (50%)

3.80

26 (58%)

3.96
3.51
3.13
3.29

34(74%)
33 (72%)
13 (28%)
23 (50%)

4.04
3.74
3.24
3.35

36 (80%)
24 (53%)
15 (33%)
20 (44%)

Iniergroup Orientation
Exchange of information
Useful co-operation in departments
Timely resolution of conflicts
Useful meetings between heads

3.60
3.72
3.80
3.57

39
31
31
27

(85%)
(67%)
(67%)
(59%)

3.98
3.60
3.49
4.04

28 (62%) *
28 (62%)
23 (51%)
36 (80%) *

Internal/Improvement Orientation
Talking about mistakes
Initiatives to improve way to work
Efforts for exceptional performance of the firm
Implementation of change

3.53
3.41
3.27
3.39

29 (63%)
18(38%)
29 (63%)
22 (48%)

3.72
3.64
3.53
3.40

22
27
17
20

External Orientation
Working to improve the local market position
Quick reaction to developments in the market
Investigation of the needs and .
wishes of customers
Thorough training of employées in systematically gathering data on what
customers want to see improved
Human Resources
Managers taking performance
évaluation seriously
Careful sélection of new employées
Récognition of good performance by employées
. Stimulation of creativity in employées
Thorough training of employées
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3.61

(59%)
(60%)
(38%)*
(44%)

The results presented in tablé 10.20 indicate that the differences between the emphasis of
both fírm sizes on the attributes of culture are statistically significant for a number pf
important attributes (outlined in bold). The analysis indicates the mean scores and the
number and percentage of firms that emphasised the attributes of culture 'to a great
extent' or 'to a very greater extent' (mean score 4 or more). It indicates that three of the
attributes of the empowerment culture style are statistically significant. For example, the
attribute room for non-managerial employees to make their own decisions is emphasised
to a greater extent by firms employing less than twenty employees. It could be argued that
this is not surprising as smaller firms have less formalised decisión making structures and
procedures.
The attributes assignment of interesting tasks to employees and freedom for employees to
depart from the rules are also emphasised to a greater extent by firms employing less than
twenty employees. This in essence, reflects the lack of bureaucratic structures and
procedures in smaller organisations. This is a point found frequently in the literature - see
' for example, section 2.5.1.
The results indicate that the external orientation culture style is emphasised to a greater
degree in firms with 100-249 employees than in firms employing fewer than twenty staff.
However, only one attribute thorough training of employees in systematically gathering
data on what. customers want to see improved is statistically significant. It could be
argued that this finding is not surprising as firms employing 100-249 employees often
have greater resources and tend to give more formal attention to meeting customer needs.
This is also consistent with the attribute encourage new ideas from employees discussed
in section 10.7.1.
The human resources culture style is also emphasised to a greater extent by firms
employing

100-249 employees. However, only

one

attribute

managers

taking

performance evaluation seriously is statistically significant. It could be argued that this
can be explained by the capacity of larger firms to devote greater resources to human
resources management. Furthermore, this reflects the need for more formal procedures in
médium stze firms due to their wider span of operations.

The intergroup dimensión shows a greater emphasis by firms with 100-249 staff than in
firms with fewer than twenty employees. This is not surprising as the "wider span of
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Operation forces medium sized organisations to explicitly divide tasks and create expliçit
functions to deal with thèse responsibilities. Therefore, larger firms have more
opportunities for intergroup activities. However, only t\vo attributes are statistically
significant - exchange of information and the usefuì meetings between heads of
departments. This finding reflects the need for medium sized companies to have more
formal procédures for the exchange of information due to their wider span of control.

Table 10.20 indicates that firms with 100-249 employées place a greater emphasis on ail
the attributes of the intemal/improvements orientation culture style. However, only one
attribute efforts for exceptional performance of the firm is statistically significant. This
could'be argued to resuit from the greater tendency for firms with 100-249 employées to
compete directly with other firms in the market place rather than supply one or more
larger firms. It also reflects the need for medium sized companies to have more formai
procédures for a co-ordinated effort to achieve exceptional performance due to their wider
span of control.

In conclusion, the results presented in table 10.20 suggest that size influences a small
number of important attributes used to describe différent culture styles. However,
considering thèse results in conjunction with the descriptive statistics presented in section
9.5 suggest that size exerts some influence on culture styles but it is not a significant
variable. Therefore, it is logicai to conclude that culture is influenced more significantly
by other variables rather than size.

10.7.3 Strategie planning

Table 10.21 outlines the degree of emphasis on the characteristics and attributes of
strategie planning by firms employing 1-19 and firms with 100-249 employées. The
analysis indicates the mean scores and the number and percentage of firms that
emphasised the attributes of strategie planning strongly (mean score 4 or more). A
wilcoxon test on both data sets indicates that the attributes outlined in bold are
statistically significant.
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Table 10.21 Emphasis on the charactenstics of stratégie planning associated with
performance in SMEs employing fewer than 19 and 100 -249 s ta ff.

Strategie Flanning charactenstics .

»

L

Products andPerformance..,,.
Past performance.
. ' ^ ;
Strengths and weaknesses in current produetsx '

Firms (1-19 sta n> Firms (100-249 staff)
Mean(N=46) V Mean (N=45)

t

Externa! Oriéntation
\
Gen eral economic and business conditions :
Technological trends and capabilities ..Analysisofcompeh^veposinonándtrends- . .

. 3148
4^02

24(52%)
38(83%)

4.04
4.24

e

3.63 32;(70%) 3.80
28(62%)
3.78 33(70%)- 3.98
34 (76%)
3.70' 29 (63%). 4.11 • 36 (80%)

DepartrnentalCo-operatiohK:-'
'. \
Understandingof all funetiöns by emplöyees
Cross functipnal support - ; Function al co-prdination •
, Éfforts to'achieyeífunctipnaj agréement-

J 3.61 28(61%) 3.69
3.65 28(61%) 4.07
3.72 29 (63%) 3;80
•'3.65 29 (63%) 3.66 . .

Resources for. strategy •
.. .
Involvementof ad hoc working groups
Relevant information from ávailable sources.
~Inyolvement of Consultants. . other physical/financial resources '

1.96
4.(9%) 2.93
3.53 .28(61%) 3.65
2.09 •8(17%) 2.13
3.07 16 (35%) 3.56

s i

Management Time
*
Involvement of line managers
Time spent by the Managing Director

• 3.57 29 (63%)
4.22 41 (89%)

Use ofAnalytical techniques
Use of analytical techniques
Ability to use techniques
Willing to seek outside assistance
Staff Creativity
Ability to cope with surprises/crises/threats
Flexibility to adapt to unantieipated changes
Ability to identify new opportunities
Role in identifying key problem areas
Capacity to genérate new ideas
Capacity to generate/evalúate Strategie alternatives
Anticipating and avoiding barriers to strategy
Implementation
Strategy a Control Mechanism
Valué as a control mechanism
Ability to communicate management thinking
down the line
Communicate staff thinking up the line
A control technique for monitoring performance
A mechanism for revising current strategy
A mechanism for managerial motivation
A mechanism for integrating functions
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:

-37(82%)
40(89%)

.26 (58%)
34(76%)
28(62%)
24(53%)

17(38%) 29 (64%)
7(16%)
29 (64%)

4.20
4.18

39 (87%)
37 (82%)

2.30
2.46
2.65

7 (15%)
10(22%)
15(33%)

3.02
2.93
2.93

15 (33%)
15 (33%)
14(31%)

3.26
3.67
4.00
3.48
3.85
3.51
3.42

21 (46%) 3.62
32 (68%) 3.84
35 (76%) 4.11
23 (50%) 3.71
35 (76%) 3.87
28 (61%) 3.63
25 (54%) 3.44

25(55%)
32 (71%)
35 (78%)
31 (69%)
32 (73%)
25 (55%)
21 (47%)

3.24
3.46

21 (46%)
27 (59%)

3.31
3.67

21 (47%)
27 (60%)

3.17
2.85
3.02
3.17
2.89

20 (44%)
17(37%)
19(41%)
19(41%)
15 (46%)

3.53
3.53
3.47
3.20
3.00

26(58%)
25(56%)
24 53%)
17(38%)
15(33%)

The results présentée! in table 10.21 indicate that the différences berween the emphasis of
both firm sizes on the characteristics of the strategie planning process are statistically
significant for a number of important attributes.
Products and performance are emphasised to a greater extent by firms with 100-249
employées. This finding could be argued to resuit from the présence of more established
procédures and Systems in medium size firms. The higher emphasis by medium sized
firms on departmental co-operation is expected as firms with 100-249 employées tend to
have departmental démarcation compared with firms employing fewer than twenty staff.
A similar argument could be given for the greater emphasis on the involvement of ad hoc
working groups by firms with

100-249 staff.

The greater emphasis on other

physical/flnancial resources could be explained by the présence in larger firms of greater
resources that are available for strategie planning.
The greater emphasis by firms employing 100-249 people on the involvement of line
managers can be attributed to the hierarchical structure of medium size firms. lt is no
surprise that medium size firms (100-249 employées) emphasise the use of and the ability
to use analytical techniques to a greater extent than firms with fewer than twenty
employées. It could be argued that the opérations of medium size firms warrant the use of
analytical techniques. The use of strategy as a control mechanism receives a greater
emphasis in medium sized firms, which arguably reflects the added emphasis on the
characteristics outlined earlier, as well as the greater need for a control mechanism in
firms employing over 100 employées. In conclusion, the results presented in table 10.21 suggest that size influences a small
number of important attributes used to describe the différent characteristics of the
strategie planning process. However, considering thèse results in conjunction with the
descriptive statistics presented in section 9.6 suggests that size exerts some influence on
the strategie planning characteristics but it is not a significant variable. Therefore, it is
logicai to conclude that the strategie planning process is influenced more significantly by
other variables rather than size.
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10.7.4 The Miles and Snow typology
A n additional statistical analysis is carried out to ascertain the extent to which SMEs
follow the generic strategies proposed by Miles and Snow (1984).

The following

hypothesis is formulated:
H8 'that SMEs follow the generic strategic orientation proposed by Miles and Snow
(1984)'.
A n analysis of product type according to perceived strategic orientation is depicted in
table 10.22.
Table 10.22 Emphasis on product type, research and development investment and
export orientation based on the Miles and Snow typology
Mean scores •
Variàble
Customised products.
Mature products
Standard products "
R & D investment
Export orientation

Prospector •

Defender

43.8
39.9
46.0
6.4
25.3

31.8
45.8
52.8'
3.8
17.0

.Analyser

-

;

60.6*
37.3
38.9
4.520.7 -

Reactor.
72.0
23.0
23.0
4.4
16.6

The analysis of table 10.22 présents some unexpected findings. For example, while it is
expected that 'prospector' type firms will have a higher emphasis on customised
products, the results indicate that 'reactor' type firms emphasise this product type to a
much higher degree. The greater emphasis by 'reactor' firms on customised products is
reinforced by their lower emphasis on mature and standard products. However, it should
be notedthat there are only five cases (2.6%) where the managing directors perceive their
firms to be 'reactor' type firms. In addition, 'analyser type' firms appear to emphasise
customised products to a much higher degree than 'prospector' type firms. However, the
sample contains only ten firms (5.2%) that perceive themselves as 'analyser" type firms.
Consequently, thèse results must be treated with a degree of caution. Nevertheless, if both
'analysers' and 'reactors' are removed from the analysis, the remaining 92% of firms
have strategie orientations that are consistent with the Miles and Snow typology. For
example, prospector firms emphasise customised products, research and development and
an external orientation to a greater extent than 'defender' firms. On the otherhand,
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'defender' fírms emphasise maniré and standard producís to a greater extent than
'prospector' firms. Accordingly, it is possible to conclude that the main strategie
orientations derived by the Miles and Snow typology partially apply to this sample for the
reasons outlined.
In order to test the association between the strategie orientation and performance, firms
are classified into high performing firms and low performing firms as shown in table
10.15. The breakdown according to strategie orientation of both types of firm is depicted
in table 10.23.

Table 10.23 - Strategie orientations of high and low performing Firms
Strategie Orientation

High Performing

Prospector
Defender
Analyser •
Reactor

60.9%
30.7%
5.6% 2.8%

Total

100.0%

.

Low Performing

'

30.0%'
67.1%.
2.9%

100.0%

An analysis of table 10.23 indicates that the majority of high success firms are
'prospector' type firms, whereas the majority of low success firms are 'defender' type
firms. These findings imply that 'prospector' firms are likely to concentrate to a greater
extent on customised goods compared with standard or mature producís. In addition, the
highest proportion of high success firms are 'prospector' type firms. This could be argued
to imply that to achieve success. SMEs need to consider meeting their customers specific
needs rather than concentrate on standard or mature produets. This finding is consistent
with the greater emphasis on the perceived performance attributes of offering consistent
qualiiy and the delivery of goods on time. On the other hand. SMEs concentratine on
standard or mature produets are more likely to be 'defender' type firms and also more
likely to feature in the low success firms classification. An analysis of the association
between organisational capability and the Miles and Snow typology is provided in section
9.3.

A further analysis compares high performing firms with low performing firms in relation
to organisational capability. This analysis is shown in table 10.24.
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Table 10.24 Organisational capability - high and low performing firms
Attributè

f~

Capability to:

.-

High;Performing"V ' '
•

Mean Se ores

• *, ;

Advertise/promôtë products
Provide aftër sales service
Delivera broad productline
Make râpid design changes
Distribute products brbadly
Providé.high performance goods
,
Compete on price
Deliver products quickly'
- *
Ofïer consistent quality"
Respond to swings in volume
Deliver products on finie
:

' Low. Performing '

;• 3.267.
• 3.857"
; . 3.400
•
i
3 J

4

. ;
- •

3

3.514

.3.258 * ":;-'73.806.
- ' 3.323
.
3.742
•
3.484
_
.
4.000.
.',
.
4.000. .
' 3.728
- . .4.504 .
" 3.581",
4.684 ;
;

:

1

• ,4.057-L- .
. 3.971
3.789-.4.543 ,
3.514 - • •
' 4.710
:

Table 10.24 indicates that high performing firms place a greater emphasis on the
attributes of organisational capability compared to low performing firms. However, none
of the attributes are statistically significane This indicates that in this sample, there
appears to be no significant relationship between organisational capability and the degree
o f S M E success.

10.8

Concluding remarks

The managing directors of SMEs face many.hurdles in the quest for success or the
achievement of their objectives. This chapter begins by statistically testing the
associations between a range of contingency factors (firm size, financial turnover, sector,
perceived market share and the perceived operating environment) and leadership, culture
and the strategie planning process. However, considering thèse results in conjunction
with the descriptive statistics presented in section 9.1 suggests that the contingency
factors exert some influence on a small number of important éléments of leadership,
culture and strategie planning, but they are not significant variables. For example, the
analysis indicates that firms that perceive their operating environment as 'dynamic and
changing' place a higher emphasis on ali the attributes of the strategie planning
characteristics compared with firms that perceive their operating environment as 'market
threats' focused. However, the différences in emphasis are statistically significant for
only a small number of the attributes in the externat orientation, resources for strategy,
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use of analyîical

techniques, staff creativity and strategy as a control mechanism

characteristics. Thèse findings are not surprising as it could be argued that they are
necessary to enable firms to compete effectively in a dynamic and changing environment.
The first section considers the impact of the potential barriers to the implementation of
strategie planning. The analysis indicates that each of the eight barriers are perceived to a
greater problem by low performing firms compared with high performing firms. however.
none of the différences are statistically significant. This finding indicates that the barriers
to the implementation of strategie planning are broadly similar in high and low
performing firms. It should be noted that each of the barriers are seen as 'minor or
'moderate' problems with the exception of the barriers implementation took longer than
anticipated which is perceived as a 'moderate' to 'substantial' problem. The chapter also
considers the formality of strategie planning as an influence on the réduction or
élimination of the barriers to implementation. The analysis indicates that there are no
significant différences between the barriers to implementation in formai or informai
planning firms.
The chapter also examines the différences in emphasis given by high and low performing
firms to the attributes of strategie planning. The analysis indicates that firms with formai
strategie plans place a greater emphasis on ali the attributes compared with firms with
informai strategie plans. However, only a few of the différences in emphasis are
statistically significant. Accordingly it is possible to conclude, that in general, formai
planning firms and informai planning firms emphasise the attributes of strategie planning
to the same extent,

In order to contribute to a better understanding of the factors necessary for performance
satisfaction, culture, leadership and strategie planning are analysed based on the
dimensions tested and validated by Wilderom and van den Berg (1997) and Kargar and
Parnell (1996). The chapter indicates that some éléments of leadership styles are
associated with some éléments of the strategie planning process. It also indicates that
some éléments of culture are associated with some éléments of the strategie planning
process.
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Leadership and culture are also analysed to identify any associations. The analysis
indicates that ali the dimensions of culture are associated with the following leadership
styles: rewards style, compétence, creativity and employée focused.
The examination of the associations between leadership and strategie planning indicates
that the same leadership styles are also associated with the characteristics of strategie
planning. This finding appears to suggest that culture and strategy are closely related as
they both focus on assessing the external and internai environments and ensuring that the
internai capabilities are appropriate for the business to be effective.

The chapter continues by examining the associations between the characteristics of
strategie planning and performance measures. The analysis indicates that some éléments
of the strategie planning process are associated with the following performance measures:
•

learning and growth

•

meeting customer needs

•

the provision of quality goods on time

The establishment of the associations between leadership and strategie planning, culture
and strategie planning and between strategie planning and performance measures
achieves the main aims of this study. The associations established are depicted in bold
type in figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.2 Deductive model - established associations*

T. Leadership styles

f

• Transactional ,
\j.
-Transactional - reward:
•
Maintenance of standari
Pcrfonnancc focused. '
' • *. Own interests
_.• Transformational : '..~>.
. Competence >\ . ~A •
;
Creativity
ï Vision Mistakes focused
Human resources'- ;
:

r

Culturetypes

External orientation
• Internal oriêntatioi
•Empowerment: \
• Intergroup .
Human resources*
1

t

Contingency factors

Perception of the operating environment
•
-v
Barriérs to stratégie planning
ùnplementation.
Fbrmality of the stratégie •.
planning process
Size [numberof employées]
Industrial sector [SIC code]
Ownership

Employee focused,
Competing for the future
•Laissez ; faire .
,
Reactive .
Passive — '

;

Strategic planning characteristics
.Internal orientation-,
Internal capability •
Products and performance

External orientation
Departmental co-operation

Perceived market share

Resources for strategy
Resources for strategy [not influenced by
leadership]
Management time [not influenced by leadership]

Vi

Use of analytical techniques
Staff creativity
Strategy as a control mechanism

Measures of performance
Financial
Organisational effectiveness
Organisational effectiveness
Short term needs
Customer orientation
learning/growth
Organisational capability
Meeting customer demands
Quality goods on time
After sales service

* Associations are depicted with bold arrows
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

• 11.0

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to draw together the results of the analysis presented in
previous chapters. The chapter examines the main findings and the contribution that this
study makes to the body of knowledge on the strategie planning process, organisational
culture, leadership styles and performance measures in manufacturing SMEs. The
chapter:
•

outlines the inductive model (section 11.1)

•

revisits the literature review (section 11.2)

•

reflects on the methodology (section 11.3)

•

describes the key aspects of the data réduction (section 11.4)

•

évaluâtes the main associations arising from the statistical analysis including
the testing of the deductive model (section 11.5)

•

considers the contribution to the présent knowledge of strategie planning,
leadership, culture and performance in SMEs (section 11.6)

•

outlines the limitations of the study (section 11.7)

•

discusses the practical applications of the research (section 11.8)

•

suggests directions for future research (section 11.9)
i

11.1

The deductive model

The deductive model presented in figure 11.1 was developed through the analysis of the
relevant literature and semi structured interviews with seven managing directors of
established engineering and electronics SMEs. The model (figure 11.1) depicts the
relationships between potentially important factors capable of influencing the competitive
ability of SMEs. It suggests that strategie planning is associated with organisational
performance and is influenced by a number of factors such as organisational culture,
leadership and contingency factors (formality of planning, barriers to deployment of the
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Strategie plan). The aim of the research was to test this inductive model through
systematic examination of a séries of key objectives.

Figure 11.1 Deductive model - factors influencing the competitiveness of SMEs

Leadership styles

1

/^Contingency factors

Culture types

.• Transactional "

Extemal. orientation

•'• Transformational

Internai orientation

-> Human resources

Erapowerment

• Laissez faire ,~

Intergroup
Human resources-

Perception of the
operating enviroriment,
' Barriers to stratégie planning
implëme nia lion •
1

-

Formality of the stratégie
planning process •Strategie planning characteristics

• Size [number of employées]
• Industrial sector [SIC code]

Internai orientation

• Ownership

Extemal orientation

1

Departmental co-operation

Perceived market share

Resources for strategy
Use of analytical techniques
Staff creativity
Strategy as a control mechanism

Measures of performance
Financial
Organ isational effectiveness
Customer orientation
Innovation - learning/growth
Organ isational capability
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11.2 The literature

The review of the literature revealed four substantially separate issues in relation to the
performance of SMEs which can be described as:
• concern regarding the continued use of efficiency related measures
• the need for a strategie planning approach
• the relationships between culture, leadership and strategie planning
• the growing importance of performance management
Each of thèse issues are revisited below.

Concern regarding the continued use of efficiency related measures arose from the
contention by De Meyer & Ferdows (1990) that SMEs have been subjected to a vast array
of such measures. They implied that governmental agencies, business advisers and S M E
représentative groups seem content to continue to emphasise efficiency related measures.
Yet, in reality Clark (1997) suggests that few efficiency measures are used in small firms
and in any event, with labour costs now accounting for only 5-15% of production cósts,
the scope for.further efficiency improvements is limited. It is. therefore no surprise that
such measures are attracting growing criticism suggesting that they lack focus and are
often deployed without regard for the overail objectives of the firm - Spider & Evans
(1997), Redman et al. (1995). A more serious concern is expressed by Prahalad & Hamel
(1995) that efficiency related measures overshadow strategie direction in SMEs.

The need for a strategie planning approach to improve S M E competitiveness in an
' increasingly dynamic operating environment was advanced by Kargar and Parnell
(1996) , Naffziger and Mueller (1999). The literature indicates that strategie planning is
rare in SMEs and that m any small firms are more concerned with short term performance
than long term planning - McKiernan & Morris (1994), Deakins & Freel (1998). The
literature indicates that strategie planning is an approach already adopted by large firms.
However, the potential for the transfer of best practice to SMEs needs careful
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consideration due to the signifícant differences between small and large firms - Jennings
and Beaver (1995), Wilkes and Dale (1998). The implication of this is that the benefits of
strategic planning need to be considered from an S M E viewpoint. The review of the
literature suggests that there is little consensus on the association between strategic
planning and performance in SMEs. Whilst the number of studies on SMEs is growing,
the findings indicate a mixed picture on the impact of strategy on the financial
performance (see section 3.3.4). Arguably, these findings lead to some confusión in
SMEs. However, the findings of studies using a mixture of both financial and nonfinancial performance measures appear to confirm an association between strategic
planning and performance (see section 3.3.3).

The relatíonships between culture, leadership and strategic planning are an
important consideration for SMEs. The literature indicates that strategic planning is
influenced by leadership - Koíter and Heskett (1992), Hart and Quinn (1993) and
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997), and organisational culture - Hofstede (1980), Deal
and Kennedy (1982), Smircich (1983), Lewis el al (1997). However, the majority of
studies examine both leadership and culture in large firms, leaving a dearth of data in
relation to SMEs.

The growing importance of performance management is emerging as a priority área
for companies seeking success and growth - Creelman (1996). However, there is little
agreement on the diménsions of a performance measurement system - Moon and
¿

Fitzgerald (1996). References to performance measurement include phrases such as: i f
you can not measure it then you can not manage it' Schroeder (1989 p.669). This implies
that greater attention is likely to be focused on diménsions that are measured at the
expense of those that are not - Cloberson et al (1991), Eccles (1991). It is no surprise that
the literature criticises the use of financial measures when they are used as the solé
measure of organisational performance. However, whilst it acknowledges a trend from
financial measures to a more balanced system of performance measurement, there is no
consensus on the number or types of performance measurements appropriate to SMEs
(see section 6.2.2). However, studies using a broad matrix of performance measures
appear to indicate that a positive link exists between the characteristics of the strategic
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planning process and enhanced performance in SMEs - Baker et al (1993) and Joyce,
Seaman and Woods (1996). This study therefore used a broader mix of performance
measures.
Various studies have examined many of thèse four issues from différent viewpoints.
However, it should be noted that so far no attempt has been made to investigate ali the
concepts in an integrated model in regard to SMEs. Arguably the literature fails to
provide a degree of clarity on the concepts outlined. The only conclusion that can be
drawn is that the development of an integrated model is a complex and difficult research
task.

11.3 Methodology

A phenomenological approach was chosen in this study as it is capable of considering
many complex dimensions in the same study - Burrell and Morgan (1979), Daft and
Wiginton (1979). Both inductive and deductive modes of research were used (section •
7.2). Exploratory research methòds were employed in the development of the inductive
model based on the views of managing directors of SMEs in the engineering and
electronics sectors. Inductive research refers to the process by which the theory is
generated, whereas deductive research is the process by which the theory is tested. The
exploratory research suggested that the main issues facing manufacturing SMEs in the
engineering and electronics sectors relate to organisational leadership, culture, strategie
planning and organisational performance. The literature review supported this finding. A
postal survey was used as the most reliable and effective means of data gathering in order
to test the deductive model (see section .7.3.3).
Opinion research is a common approach used in the majority of studies investigating the
impact of strategie planning on organisational performance and on the association
between culture and leadership on strategie planning (see chapters 3, 4, and 5). The
literature accepts that the use of opinions or perceptions is a valid approach (see section
7.2.1). Indeed, aspects of the study such as culture and leadership could only be
considered using opinion research. The author was fortunate in obtaining permission to
use existing tested

and validated construets

in relation to strategie planning,

organisational culture and leadership. The remainder of the questionnaire was based on
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the published research of others. The questionnaire response rate was satisfactory (see
section 9.1.1). The data réduction stage indicated strong factor structures. Canonical
corrélation analysis was the most appropriate analytical technique to derive clear
associations between the main concepts (see section 7.4.6). This technique is particularly
useful in the development of a model linking ali the main factors. Overall, it can be
argued that the methodology developed in this study represents an advance in an area
where there is a dearth of research.

11.4 Keys aspects of the descriptive data

The analysis indicates that small firms tend to rely on standard products to a greater
extent than medium sized firms (see section 9.1.5). This finding is consistent with the
analysis that less than a third of firms employing fewer than 20, employées rely on
customised goods for the majority (over 50%) of their sales. This could be argued to be a
missed opportunity by many SMEs as they fail to maximise their inhérent advantage by
moving away from

standardised

products. This calls

into question the

small

organisations' contribution to innovation. On the other hand, it is not unusual for small
firms to produce parts and components for larger firms, thus constraining their scope for
innovation. Yet, the study shows that the most fréquent type of. written strategie pian
introduced over the previous three years relates to the introduction of new products by
21% of firms (see section 9.2). The literature suggests that a greater emphasis is needed
on innovation and on a more strategie outlook (see sections 2.3.7 and 3.4.2). The study
shows that 58% of firms have a written strategie pian. Arguably, this could be considered
high in the light of the comments by McKiernan and Morris (1994). The analysis
considers the association between the following contingency factors and the main
concepts in the deductive model: organisation culture, leadership, strategie planning and
organisationai performance. These include:
• size (number of employées)
• the operating environment (dynamic or market focused)
• status (independent or subsidiary)
• standard industriai classification (electronics or engineering)
• perceived market share (increased, decreased or static)
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The analysis indicates that none of these contingency factors impact on the product type
(mature, standard or customised), the proportion of total sales exported or the propensity
to invest in research and development (see section 9.1). The analysis also indicates that
none of the contingency factors impact on culture, leadership, strategic planning or
organisational performance in this sample (see sections 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 and 9.8). Arguably,
there may be other factors that influence these concepts. However, it is not clear from this
study what they are. The analysis indicates that the type of strategy tends to result in
minor differences dependant on organisation size (see section 9.2). For example, small
firms (with I-I9 employees), emphasise the introduction of new products but tend to
introduce new products to old markets rather than seek new markets. In addition, small
firms focus on serving other firms more effectively and efficiently. This finding is not
surprising as small firms frequently produce parts and components for larger firms.
The remainder of the descriptive statistics examines the main concepts in the deductive
model:

strategic

planning, organisational

culture,

leadership

and

performance

measurement. The descriptive statistics confirm that SMEs place a significant emphasis
on the transactional, transformational and human resources leadership styles derived by
Wilderom and van den Berg (1997).. Lesser emphasis is placed by SMEs in all size
groupings, on the laissez faire leadership style: This is not surprising as it is a style where
leaders tend to abdicate responsibility and allow their subordinates to do whatever they
chose. The descriptive statistics also confirm that SMEs place a significant emphasis,on
all the organisational culture styles derived Wilderom and van den Berg (1997). The
chapter shows that the seven main characteristics of strategic planning derived by Kargar
and Parnell (1996) are emphasised in all SME size groupings to a significant degree with
the exception of the characteristic analytical techniques. The analysis of performance
measurement indicates that all attributes are emphasised to a significant extent by the
SMEs in each size category. The highest degree of emphasis is on financial performance,
customer satisfaction and customer retention.
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11.5 Testing the deductive model

The primary aim of the study was to test the deductive model presented in section 1.1.
This model depicts the main influences on the strategie planning process and its
subséquent association with organisational performance. The deductive model was
tested in the following manner. First, the impact of the contingency factors on the main
concepts was considered (section 11.5.1). Second, the associations berween culture,
leadership, strategie planning and performance were established (section 11.5.2). Third.
in order to ascertain the impact of the associated attributes on overall performance, the
emphasis placed by high performing firms was compared with the emphasis placed on
the same attributes by low performing firms (section 11.5.3). Fourth. the model was
tested in "relation to size (number of employées) in order to ascertain the homogeneity of
the S M E catégorisation (section 11.5.4). Fifth, the applicability of the Miles and Snow
generic stratégies typology was examined (section 11.5.5). Each of thèse aspects are
briefly examined in this section.

11.5.1 Contingency factors

The first hypothesis relates to the associations between contingency factors (the perceived
operating environment, the barriers to strategie planning implementation and the degree
of formality of the strategie pian) and leadership, culture, strategie planning and
performance in SMEs. The descriptive analysis has already indicated that there is no
association between contingency factors (firm size. financial turnover, sector and
perceived market share) and leadership, culture, strategie planning and performance.(see
sections 9.4 - 9.6) The hypothesis and a summary of the outeome of the analysis are
presented in table 11.1.
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Table 11.1 Hypothesis one - contingency factors
Finding-

Hypothesis 1 (a)
•;"
y
¡ \ ?..,;
; . v;' - \thai firmsize, financialtumw
Rejected.t
influencie leadership, culture;strategic planning and organisationalperformance in'-.'
SMEs';[for detaiíedd^cussioHsée
section 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 and9.8].^
>
. •
'
Hypothesis l(b)
.
'
'77ía/ /Aere ís a significant difference. between the emphasis on leadership, culture,,
strategic planning and organisational performance by firms that perceiye théir
operating.environmenttobe
'aynamicandchangiñg'comparedwithfirmsthat
perceive• their'operaiingenvironmerittobe 'marketthredtsfocused'.'.•
¡for detailed dhcussibnsee section 10.1.i]
• \
~
> , "
7

Rejected'

:

-

;

v

Hypothesis l(c)
.
" .'That strategic planning implementationprobléms
are experienced tóthe same extent
by high performiñg and Idw performiñgfirms'.
i
''
{for detáil^discitssionsee
section'10.1.2]!:
•'.£''''

Supported .

:

Hypothesis l(d) .
.
1
'That.the barriers to the implementation óf the strategic planning process are the
same in firms deployingformal strategic planning andfirms relying on formal
processes'. [for detailed discussionsee section 10.1.3]. .

Supported

Hypothesis l(e)
'That there is a significant difference between the emphasis given to the characteristics
ofstrategic planning by firms deploying formal strategic planning compared to firms
Rejected
deploying non-formal strategic planning'. [for detailed discussion see section 10.1.3].

The key findings indicate that the barriers to the implementation of strategic planning are
experienced to a slightly greater degree by Jow p e r f o r m i ñ g ftrms compared with high
p e r f o r m i ñ g firms and that firms with a formal strategy have a greater degree o f success in
overcoming such barriers than firms without a formal strategic planning process. This is
based on the analysis that formal planning firms emphasise the characteristics o f strategic
planning to a greater extent than non formal planning firms. However, the d i f f é r e n c e s are
not statistically significant. Considering t h è s e results in conjunction with the descriptive
statistics presented in section 9.1,

suggests that the contingency factors exert some

influence on a small number of important é l é m e n t s o f leadership, culture and strategic
planning, but they are not significant variables.
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11.5.2 Associations between culture, leadership, strategie planning and performance

The second hypothesis relates to the associations between organisational leadership and
culture. The hypothesis and a summary of the outeome of the analysis are presented in
table 11.2.

Table 11.2 Hypothesis two - culture and leadership
Hypothesis:-

v

,

.

Hypothesis 2 '
.
• .
'That éléments of the dimensions of leadership styles are associdted.with
éléments ofthe dimensions of organisational culture inSMEs
[for detaileddiscussion[see section Ï0.2]

J

"

Finding r

Supported ,

The results indicate that reward, compétence, creativity and employée focused leadership
styles are associated with ali five cultural types (section 10.2). However, no association
is detected between any culture type and the reactive or passive leadership styles. Thèse
findings are consistent with the increasing emphasis given to transformational and
human resources styles in the literature and reflect the decline in the reward style of
leadership (section 4.3).

The next three hypothèses relate to the associations between the main concepts in the
deductive model: organisational leadership and culture with the strategie planning process
and the associations between the strategie

planning process and organisational

performance. The hypothèses and a summary of the outeome of the analysis are presented
in table 11.3.
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Table 11.3 Hypotheses three, four and five - leadership, culture, strategic planning ad
organisational performance
Hypothesis .

" -

•

* ~*

7

,

Finding

" Hypothesis 3
\
y :
•
'That elements of the dimensions of leadership styles are associated with the
characteristics ofstrategic planning in SMEs'.
.
. . .
• [for detailed discussion seesection.10.3]
..•
.
Hypothesise

J

-"

,. . . . . .

...

Supported

•

. . . .

'That elements- of the dimensions of organisational culture are associated with the
characteristics of strategic planning in SMEs'.
,
[for detailed discussion seesection10.4]V
•
-,

Hypothesis 5
. 'That the characteristics of strategic planning are associated with elements
of organisational performancein SMEs\{fordetailed discussion seejêction 10.5] -

Supported

Supported

The results indicate that there are associations between leadership and elements of
strategic planning (section 10.3). The findings indicate that employee focused, creativity
and transformational leadership styles are likely to impact to a greater extent on strategic
planning than either reward or laissez faire leadership styles. This finding is consistent
with the descriptive statistics (section 11.4). The results, however, do not indicate any
association between leadership styles and the resources for strategy, management time,
products and performance or the use of analytical techniques characteristics.
The results of this study are broadly similar to that of Wilderom and van den Berg (1997)
which confirms the association between transformational and human resources leadership
•styles and strategic planning. However, they broaden the Wilderom and van den Berg
definition of leadership from a single category - a balanced transformational style
(transformational style and human relations orientated attributes) - by the inclusion of
some transactional attributes (see table 10.2).

The dimensions of culture derived from the literature include empowerment, intergroup
orientation, internal orientation, external orientation and human resources orientation.
The data reduction stage confirms each of these culture types in this study. The results
indicate that all the attributes of organisational culture are associated with the
characteristics of strategic

planning in the
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following

order: human resources,

improvement orientation, externa! orientation, intergroup orientation and empowerment
orientation. The analysis confirms that each culture style is associated with éléments of
the strategie planning process in SMEs. This finding provides empirical évidence to
managers of SMEs, policy makers and small business advisers that there is an association
betvveen culture and strategie planning.
Finally, the analysis indicates that strategie planning is associated with the following
dimensions of organisational performance: innovation - learning/growth, meeting
customer demands and the provision of quality goods on time. The literature indicates
broad agreement on the characteristics of strategie planning as external orientation,
internai orientation, cross functional working, resources for strategy staff creativity, the
use of analytical techniques and strategy as control mechanism - Kargar & Parnell
(1996). The analysis of this study confirms the characteristics of strategie planning used
in previous studies. Previous studies that examined the impact of strategie planning on
performance pointed to external orientation as one of the more important characteristics
of strategie planning. This study indicates that external orientation is ranked behind staff
creativity, strategy as a control mechanism, functional co-ordination and the use of
analytical techniques as regards the strength of association with performance measures.
This finding implies that i SMEs appear to be inward looking rather than externally
orientated. This finding was confirmed by the high ranking of internali}' related
.characteristics.
The key measures of organisational performance in this study are the capability to
provide quality goods on time and to meet customers demands. Innovation creativity/learning was also a key measure of performance. No association was detected
with performance measures such as ßnancial

organisational effectiveness or customer

orientation.

11.5.3 Comparing high and low performing firms
The deduetive model contends that culture, leadership and strategie planning are
associated with performance. To ascertain the validity of the model, it is contended that
high performing firms (firms with a perceived increased market share) are more likely
to place a greater emphasis on the éléments with positive, associations than low
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performing firms (firms with a perceived decreased market share). This comparison is
incorporated imo the hypothesis to be tested. The hypothesis and a summary of the
outcome of the analysis is presented in table 11.4.
Table 11.4 Hypothesis six - testing the deductive model
Hypothesis

Finding :

Hypothesis
6
V
'that high performing firms place a greater emphasis on the éléments with positive
associations between culture and stratégie planning, leadership and stratégie
planning, and between stratégie planning and organisational performance, than low
performing firms':
.

Supported

The analysis indicates that 'high performing' companies place a stronger emphasis on the
dimensions of organisational leadership, organisational culture and the characteristics of
strategie planning that are perceived to be associated with organisational performance,
than 'low performing' companies. This means that the main parts of the deductive model
are confirmed. The modified model is presented in section 10.8 (figure 10.2).

The key différences between high success and low success firms include:
• a higher emphasis on the dimensions of organisational culture and their
attributes by high performing firms (see section 10.6.2)
•

a higher emphasis on some of the dimensions of leadership (sec section
10.6.3)

•

a higher emphasis on the majority of characteristics of strategie planning
and their attributes by high performing firms (see section 10.6.4)

11.5.4 Testing for size

Chapter 2 suggests that the main criterion for the classification of a firm as an S M E is
the number of staff employed. This classification is based on firms employing up to 250
staff. The exploratory interviews contended that the emphasis of firms on organisational
culture, leadership and the strategie planning process varies according to size and that as
firms grow they tend to emphasise and focus on thèse factors to a greater extent. This
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implied that the number of employees is one of the key determinants of SMEs
behaviour.
In order to ascertain i f any differences exist, firms with 1-9 employees were compared
with firms employing 100-249 staff (see section 10.7). The hypothesis and a summary
of the outcome of the analysis are presented in table 11.5.
Table 11.5 Hypothesis seven - testing for size
Finding

Hypothesis

'That firms with fewer than twenty employees differfromfirms.with100-249 employees
Rejected
on thedegree of emphasis given to thè attributes.ofleadership, culture and strategic planning!. *. -' 7-•
1
{for detailed discussion see section 10.7} "
' .

The analysis indicates that the differences in emphasis between both sizes categories in
the majority of the attributes are statistically insignificant. In general, small firms
(employing fewer than 20) emphasise the attributes of leadership, culture and strategic
planning to a similar degree as firms employing between 100 and 249. This implies that
employee size is not a significant predictor of behaviour.

11.5.5 The applicability'of generic strategies

The contention that firms follow generic strategies such as the Miles and Snow
typology is tested in this study. The hypothesis and a summary of the outcome of the
analysis are presented in table 11.6.
Table 11.6

Hypothesis eight - the applicability of generic strategies

Hypothesis

Finding

' That SMEs follow the generic strategies proposed by Miles and Snow (1984)

Partially
Supported

The analysis indicates that the Miles and Snow typology is partially supported (see
section 10.7.4). The majority of cases in this sample perceived themselves as 'prospector'
or 'defender' type firms (92% of all respondents). The analysis indicates that 'prospector'
firms emphasise customised products, research and development and an external
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orientation to a greater extent than 'defender* firms. On the other hand, 'defender* firms
emphasise mature and standard products to a greater extent than 'prospecter* firms. This
is in line with the contentions of Miles and Snow. The analysis also indicates that the
majority of high success firms are 'prospector' type, whereas the majority of low success
firms are 'defender* type firms. Arguably this suggests that successful SMEs have greater
regard for their customers' spécifie needs. This finding is consistent with the greater
emphasis on the perceived performance attributes of offering consistent quality and the
delivery of goods on time. On the other hand, SMEs concentrating on standard or mature
products are more likely to be 'defender* type firms and also more likely to feature in the
low success firms' classification.

11.5.6 Organisational capability

A.rurther analysis compares high performing firms with low performing firms in relation
to organisational capability (see section 10.7.4). The findings indicate that high
performing firms place a greater emphasis on the attributes of organisational capability
compared to low performing firms. However, none of the attributes are statistically
significant. This indicates that in this sample, there is no association between
organisational capability and the degree of SME success.

11.5.7 Concluding remarks

The author contends that the main aim and objectives of the study were fully met. A n
examination of the literature on SMEs, strategie planning, organisational leadership,
organisational culture and performance measurement identified areas where greater
clarity is required. Arguably, ail of thèse areas are under researched and require more
empirical studies in relation to the association between culture leadership and strategie
planning, and between strategie planning and performance. Thèse issues are discussed in
chapters one to six. In the author's view, this study makes a valuable contribution
towards achieving clarity on the associations between culture, leadership, strategie
planning and organisational performance in SMEs.
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11.6

A Comparison of the model derived with existing models

The overall model presented in chapter one flows from the inductive research. As
suggested in 1.0, no équivalent to this model was found in the literature. However, the
constructs for testing this model were mainly located in the existing literature.
Furthermore, as was discussed in sections 3.3.3, 4.2 and 5.2, examinations of bilatéral
relationships between éléments of this model have been carried out by previous
researchers. The published works located by the author were primarily concerned with
examining the relationship between:
a) strategie planning and performance
b) leadership style and performance
c) culture and performance
Furthermore, thèse studies were conducted mainly in large organisations. The picture that
emerged from the exploratory interviews was somewhat différent from the research
reported thus far, in that, contingency factors, leadership style, culture, strategy and
performance were presented as a set of interdependent phenomena. This led to the
development of the integrated model depicting the relationship between thèse variables.
The model was presented in section 1.2 and was subsequently modified in section 10.8.
As far as the author could ascertain. this is the first model that attempts to link
contingency factors, leadership style, culture, strategie planning and performance
together. Furthermore, thèse concepts were tested within one sample of respondents.

In this section, the author compares the variables that were found to be significant in this
study with the relevant previous studies - Kargar and Parncll (1996) and Wilderom and
van den Berg (1997). This study like the previous studies outlined. focuses on
determining a séries of relationships rather than establishing causality. Causality is
extremely difficult to ascertain. This is largely because organisations are dynamic and
their outputs and outeomes are influenced by a large number of factors. Furthermore, it is
not possible to control for variables in order to ascertain causality. Similar arguments
were put forward by Lazerfeld (1955) cited in Ryan (1995 p. 131).
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Table 11.7 outlines the characteristics of the strategie planning process derived by Kargar
& Parnell (1996) and compares them with the characteristics derived in this study. It also
outlines in bold type the characteristics that were found to be associated with
organisational performance in this study and in the study conducted by Kargar and
Parnell

(Ì996).

Table 11.7 A Comparison of the characteristics of strategie planning associated with
performance derived by Kargar and Parneli with the characteristics derived in this study

Kargar and Parnell Study

This Study

Internal Orientation

Internai Capability*
Products and performance
External Orientation
Departmental Co-operation
Resources for strategy
Management time**
Use of analytical techniques
Staff Creativity
Strategy as a control mechanism

External Orientation
Departmental Co-operation
Resources for Strategy
Use of analytical techniques
Staff Creativity
Strategy as a control mechanism

* does not include the post performance and strengths and weaknesses in currenlproducís
aftributes
included in the originai characteristic
** contains the attributes involvement ofline managers and managing directors lime which loaded
onto a separate factor during the data réduction stage. These attributes were removed frorn the
characteristic resources for strategy.

This study largely confirms the characteristics derived by Kargar and Parnell However,
there are a number of minor différences. For example, the internai orientation
characteristic became two sepárate characteristics in this study - internai capability and
producís and performance. In addition, the resources for strategy characteristic became
two sepárate characteristics - resources for strategy and management time. The overall
analysis indicates that ail the characteristics derived by Kargar and Parnell are associated
with organisational performance, whereas in this study, no association is indicated
between

the

new producís

and performance

characteristic with organisational

performance. A number of factors could account for thèse variances such as national
culture, external influences and the sample distribution.
In a similar mariner table 11.8 compares the dimensions of culture and leadership derived
by Wilderom and van den Berg with the dimensions derived in this study. The table also
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outlines the dimensions associated with organisational performance in respect of this
study and the Wilderom and van den Berg study (outlined in bold type).

Table 11.8 A Comparison of the dimensions of culture and leadership associated with
performance derived by Wilderom and van den Berg with the dimensions derived in this study
Wilderom and van den Berg Study
Culture
External orientation
Internal orientation
Empowerment
Intergroup
Human Resources

This Study
External orientation
Internal orientation
Empowerment
Intergroup
Human Resources

Leadership
Transactional

Transactional rewards
maintenance of standards
performance focused
own interests
Competence
Creativity

Transformational

.Vision
Mistakes focused
Employee focused
Competing for the future
Reactive
Passive

Human Resources
Laissez faire

This study confirms the dimensions of culture used by Wilderom and van den Berg. The
study also confirms the characteristics of leadership associated with performance derived
by Wilderom and van den Berg. In addition, this study broadens the Wilderom and van
den Berg findings by the addition of transactional - rewards leadership style which
contains the attributes rewards for work, agree rewards for work and informs employees
of the criteria for performance related benefits.
This study also shows that the attributes promote a clear vision and sets ambitious targets
(the derived vision dimension) are not associated with performance. Similarly, the
attributes learn from mistakes and keeps an eye on mistakes (the derived mistakes focused
dimension) are not associated with organisational performance. The human resources
leadership style derived by Wilderom and van den Berg loaded onto two new dimensions
- employee focused and competing for the future. The attributes of competing for the
future (concern with organisation s personnel and with competing organisations,
speaking optimistically about the future, and performance and employee welfare
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orientateci) were not associateci with organisational performance in this study. A number
of factors could account for thèse variances such as national culture, external influences
and the sample distribution.
11.7

Contributions to the existing knowledge

It is contended that despite the interest shown by Managing Directors in the
questionnaire, the impact of strategie planning in SMEs is far from clearly understood. It
is évident that académie research has not provided clarification of the role that strategie
planning could and should have in the quest for competitive advantage in SMEs. These
arguments led to the identification of the need for substantive research to extend the
current knowledge and understanding of strategie planning and to support and clarify its
future role. The findings outline the association between leadership, culture and the
strategie planning process and

the association between strategie

planning and

organisational performance. This has been achieved in an integrated model. These
findings fili a number of gaps in the existing knowledge. Moreover, it is argued that the
timing of the study is of particular importance given the role of SMEs in the economy
(see section 2.2).
More specifically, the results of the study:
• act as a conduit to improve the understanding of strategie planning, culture and
leadership in SMEs based on the perception of practising Managing Directors.
The exploratory interviews and the pilot study confirmed the characteristics of
strategie planning and the dimensions of leadership and culture appropriate for
use in this study (see section 7.3.3). The subséquent literature review
established the basis for the inclusion of each of the characteristics and
dimensions in the study (see sections 3.4.2. 3.4.3 in the case of strategie
planning, 4.4. for leadership and 5.6 for culture). The analysis indicated that
three dimensions of leadership and ali the dimensions of culture were associated
with strategie planning. Furthermore, the analysis indicated that ali of the
characteristics of strategie

planning were associated with organisational

performance measures (see section 10.5). This confirmation contributes an
understanding of the associations between leadership, culture and strategie
planning that can résolve many of the current misunderstandings on the
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appropriateness of the concepts and their respective characteristics/dimensions
in the overall performance of SMEs.
• provide a set of framework concepts or 'building blocks' each comprising
definitional and operational attributes, which ensure that they are both
understood and meaningful to practising S M E Managing Directors - see section
10.8)
• identify the factors associated with the success of SMEs based on the analysis
of the emphasis on the various factors by high and low performing firms (see
section 10.6)
• indicate that SMEs in this sample appear to adhère to the 'prospectors' or
'defenders' (92% of ali firms in this study) catégories of the Miles and Snow
typology (see section 10.7.4).

11.8

Limitations of the study

A number of limitations were noted during the study which relate to methodological
issues and the means by which the concepts were measured. Thèse issues are outlined
below.

Survey Methods
The methodology focused on the use of a single respondent in the study. This approach is
consistent with the majority of survey based studies on SMEs. In addition, the literature
strongly supports the targeting of the Chief Executives or Managing Directors (see
section 7.3.3). Hambrick (1981 p.271) states that:
'researchers who attempi to identify an organisation 's 'actual ' siraiegy by asking
executives other than the chief executives may receive considerably less accurate
information that might have beenpresumably assumed'.
Each managing director was contacted by téléphone by the author. The responses
received appeared to indicate that the managing directors completed the questionnaire
themselves. Despite the précautions taken, there is no guarantee that those responding did
not delegate the completion of the questionnaire to others. The author has no reason to
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suspect that the completion of the questionnaire involved any staff other than the
managing director.
The use of a Iengthy questionnaire could be argued to be another limitation and a possible
source of bias. The pilot study indicated that the questionnaire required nearly one hour to
complete. This means that only the 'more committed* managing directors are likely to
submit a response. It also means that many smaller firms may be precluded from
responding due to time and resource constraints. Nevertheless response bias was not a
problem and did not invalidate the results (see section 7.3.3).
This study relied on a highly structured questionnaire for gaining insights into Managing
Directors' views on their perceptions of the emphasis given to the various concepts. The
questionnaire used closed questions as the issues raised during the exploratory interviews
and the Iiterature review pointed to the advisability of adopting this approach. In addition,
the use of closed questions was consistent with the outline of the information sought (see
section 7.3.3) and highly suitable for use in a postal survey. Nevertheless the use of
closed-ended questions could be considered to be a limitation of the study, in that the
pattern of responses can only relate to the choices offered to respondents. Ryan (1995 p.
137) comments that the debate about the relative merits of open and closed ended
questions has been 'well rehearsed in a number of standard texts'. He suggests that much
dépends on whether or not the range of alternative answers are known prior to the
construction of the questionnaire. The use of open questions would have afforded
respondents an opportunity to put forward their points of view in a more open fashion. In
addition, a séries of more in-depth interviews in an open and probing style could be used
to ascertain the reasons for the responses given. However, it is important to point out that
open-ended questions are often ignored by respondents and furthermore, the diversity of
responses makes it difftcult to analyse the responses to open-ended questions objectively.

Another potential draw-back relates to the use of Likert-type scales and the general
tendency of respondents to gravitate towards the centre of the scale provided - Ryan
(1995). Ryan (1995 p. 153) refers to Likert-type scales as 'acquiescence sets' which may
encourage 'a reply to a question where that reply is, to some extent, independent of the
content of the statement'. While he acknowledges that the responses to a given statement
may be influenced by content, chance, external Stimuli, alternatives available and the
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juxtaposition of items, he states that the acquiescence factor is 'probably one of the more
difficult to quantify'. Ryan (1995) concludes that the weight of évidence suggests that
where respondents are conversant with both the subject and wording of questionnaires,
their responses tend to reflect the mean of the scale used. Nevertheless, Likert-type scales
are used frequently in management research. A n alternative approach to a rating scale is
to rank the items. However, ranking has it's own drawbacks such as the restriction on the
number of variables that can included to enable effective ranking to be carried out.

Surrogate Measures
The use of the strategie planning process as a surrogate measure of strategy could be
argued to be another limitation (see section 3.2.4). However, the use of strategie content
was discounted as it is virtually impossible to translate the contents of an organisation's
strategy to a set of simple questionnaire cpnstructs except at a simple and superficial
level. To this end, the Miles andSnow typology was deployed. This study used a number
of subjective measures of performance based on the personal opinions or beliefs of the
respondent Managing Directors. While this approach is consistent with opinion research
(see section 7.2.1), it does présent a potential limitation. For example, the use of objective
measures based on quantifiable data could be more meaningful and less prone to
manipulation, distortion or interprétation. Objective measures have greater reliability (the
extent to which consistent replies are received) and validity (the extent to which the
attributes measure what they are intended to measure).

11.9

The practical use of the research

In section 1.1, it was argued that there is a lack of consensus in the literature as regards
the associations between culture, leadership and strategie planning, and between strategie
planning and organisational performance. It is contended that this lack of clarity is a
factor in the low incidence of strategie planning in SMEs. Accordingly, thèse aspects
were incorporated as the main aims of the study (see section 1.4).

The présent study is based on an integrated approach to strategie planning and
performance in SMEs and has indeed advanced knowledge towards a greater degree of
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clarification. The literature review and the analysis carried out on this study have
suggested three underpinning perspectives on organisational performance based on the
associations between the main concepts in this study. First, the associations derived
between leadership and strategic planning suggest that approaches which concentrate on a
transformational/human resources leadership style combined with an element of
transactional leadership are likely to have stronger associations with strategic planning
process than other leadership styles. Second, while all culture styles are associated with
strategic planning, the analysis indicates that human resources and improvement
orientation culture styles are associated with the strategic planning process to a greater
extent than other culture styles. Third, all the characteristics of strategic planning are
associated with three performance measures to varying degrees. For example, staff
creativity has the strongest association with the performance measure learning and
growth, whereas external orientation is ranked the fifth strongest strategic planning
characteristic associated with performance measures. This finding confirms the strong
tendency of SMEs to have an internal or inward looking orientation (see section 3.4.2)
and re-affirms the need for a more outward looking and strategic approach (see section
3.1).

The analysis also indicates that contingency factors such as firm size, financial turnover,
industrial sector, operating environment and perceived market share do not influence the
culture, leadership or strategic planning process of SMEs. This finding means that it is
possible for SMEs to discount these factors and concentrate on "other* contingency
factors such as the entrepreneurial style of management or the personal characteristics of
the Managing Directors.

The analysis also indicates that there is no difference in the degree of emphasis given to
the characteristics of strategic planning by formal planning firms compared with non
formal planning firms and that strategic implementation problems and barriers are
experienced by all firms in the sample. This means that non formal planning firms need
not feel that their approach suffers from any distinct disadvantages compared with the
approach of formal planning firms.
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The findings confimi that SMEs employing up to 249 employées are a homogenous
grouping and that while size exerts some influence on the strategie planning
characteristics and the dimensions of culture and leadership, it is not a significant
variable. This finding, i f repeated in other studies, has profound implications for poücy
makers and small business advisers and dispels the suggestions that there are significant
différences between the various S M E sizes using the number of employées.
This study also broadly confirmed the relevance of the Miles and Snow typology in
characterising SMEs market position. The analysis indicated that the majority of SMEs
adhère to the 'prospector' and 'defender' catégories. Therefore, marketing positioning
provides a broad mechanism for classifying SMEs and is a useful tool for policy makers
and business advisers in the formulation and targeting of initiatives to SMEs. The
clarifications outlined have contributed to the aim of the study in a number of ways. First,
the importance of the various concepts or 'building blocks' of the study are established.
Second, their importance is tested by examining the hypothesis that high performing
fìrms place a greater emphasis on the éléments with positive associations between culture
and strategie planning, leadership and strategie planning and between strategie planning
and organisational performance, than low performing fìrms. A number of reasons have
been put forward to explain thèse associations (see sections 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5). While
this may be regarded as an indicative resuit based on a number of associations rather than
a definitive resuit, it does re-enforce the rationale for further research in this arca. As
outlined in section 11.6, the author was unable to find any comparative studies in the
literature that could be used as benchmark studies. Accordingly, there is an élément of
uniqueness to the results achieved. The results of this study aré consistent with. and
confimi the results of the partial approaches of other writers (see section 11.6).

Thèse findings can be used as a basic diagnostic tool to identify the attributes emphasised
to strong extent by high performing firms. Accordingly, it is the researcher's opinion that
the findings have some important implications for S M E managers, policy makers,
business advisers and académies. Based on the analysis of the data, it is suggested that the
deductive model provides an ideal foundation for SMEs to review the criticai aspects of
their opérations and to identify the concepts necessary for gaining competitive advantage.
In particular, it is suggested by the author that a deeper understanding of operational
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issues faced by SMEs and the factors that influence their behaviour and results. could
potentially lead to an improvement in:
« t h e development and implementation of policies directed at SMEs;
• the effectiveness of interventions flowïng from support policies;
• the support infrastructure;
• the nature and the range of advice;
• training and éducation for S M E owners, managers, and employées

In conclusion, the model helps the various stakeholders understand more about the
concepts and the associations. It provides a checklist for managing directors of SMEs as
well as small business advisors of the dimensions and their attributes that are associated
with performance. Further development of the model will enable firms to identify the
necessary aspects to emphasise in order to achieve enhanced competitive advantage.
11.10 Directions for future research
The directions for future research can be grouped in three main catégories:.industriai
sector aspects, further in-depth qualitative and quantitative work. and the development of
a diagnostic framework for the deployment of the model. Firstly. the sample was
restricted to two différent sector types: mature products and stable technology, produels
with short li/e cycles and changing technology respectively. Clearly the analysis applies
primarily to these sectors. In addition, the study did not attempi to examine, the
différences at the more detailed sub-sectoral level. In other words, it assumed that SIC 37
and 38 were internali}' homogeneous. This assumption should be tested in future studies.
The main dilemma in testing any model is in the breadth of the domain used. Clearly,
tests can only signify whether or not the model applies in certain situations. Increascd
testing of any model in différent circumstances increases its reliability. In this study
choosing a wider range of sectors would have only added to the confusion because the
results would be difficult to interpret. The validity of the model presented in chapter one
can not be ascertained by one study. Indeed. to ascertain its robustness, it is imperative
that this study is replicated in other sectors and sub-sectors. The more the model is tested,
the greater the level of confidence that can be placed on it.
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Secondly, future research should consider a more in-depth approach. It would have been
beneficial to augment the quantitative data with qualitative in depth case studies or an
ethnographic approach. In contrast to the quantitative approach used in this study,
ethnography focuses on induction and is unstructured. Gilí and Johnson (1991) state an
ethnographic approach is 'perhaps the most likely ofall strategies to identify and include
all the relevant variables in any subsequent theoretical analysis'. Their rationale for this
contention is that researchers have the opportunity to reflect on the data gathered and
identify the relevant variables. It was not possible to engage in further qualitative data
collection within the time and resource constraints of this study. However, the model was
further verified and its useíulness ascertained through a series of workshops and personal
discussions with managing directors of SMEs. Although not a part of the data presented.
this process was undertaken as part of a follow up study. The outcome was presented at a
conference on the needs of small ñrms and was favourably received by owner managers
of small and médium sized enterprises. It was also discussed with several owner
managers active in the North London Manufacturers Action Group, which confirmed its
usefulness.
As the study deals with behavioural concepts enacted in a political environment, it is
suggested that further research considers the use of ethnography or at least qualitative
approaches to enable the richness of the data available to be captured. Such an approach
would need to incorpórate the perceptions of more than respondents from each S M E than
was possible in this study. The rationale for broadening the number of respondents from
each is based on the possibility that perception and practice may differ in reality.
Managing Directors of SMEs may place the same weight on various variables of culture
and leadership but behave differently in practice. Therefore, it is important to conduct
further studies using múltiple respondents from the same firm. This would enable the
researcher to identify gaps between perception and practice.
The study relied on rating the responses using Likert-type scales. This approach is used
wideiy in management research.,The drawback of this approach is that respondents tend
to gravitate towards the centre point. To overeóme this difficulty, it is useful to repeat the
study using both rating and ranking scales. Ranking will forcé respondents to make a
choice between competing variables. The cpmbination of rating and ranking approaches
may produce more reliable results.
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The implication of the discussion following chapter eight on data réduction is that further
research could use a more concise survey instrument based on the factors derived.
Additional qualitative and quantitative research stages could be used to further reftne the
survey instrument to minimise the omission of vital information such as the sector from
which the response was received and the status of the respondent firms.

Moreover, it is important to widen the variables deployed and include attributes designed
to ascertain the entrepreneurial influence on the factors outlined above, as well as
previous expérience, éducation, personal values, and risking taking capabilities of the
managing directors.
This study focuses on the managerial processes used in the formulation and deployment
of the strategie planning process. While it incorporâtes a number of characteristics of the
respondent firms such as size, product type, age, and turnover, it does not focus on
entrepreneurial styles of management or the personal characteristics of the Managing
Directors. Hatten (1997 p.352) describes the six main styles of entrepreneurial
management as
• classic (not delegating),
• co-ordinator (sub contracting tasks),
• craftsman (doing everything oneself).
• entrepreneur and employée team style (authority delegated to
key employées while retaining overall control),
• small partnership (sharing strategie décisions with other
partners)
• big team venture (requiring substantial resources to enable rapid
growth).

Arguably the individuai entrepreneurial management style could potentially influence the
culture, leadership and strategie planning processes of an S M E . Other factors such as the
educational and social background of the Managing Director could also be potential
influences. However, as with any study, it is impossible to include all potential variables
and it is therefore necessary to draw the line somewhere. The variables deployed in this
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study are closely aligned to the stipulated aim and adding additional variables would have
madeit virtually impossible for respondents to complete the questionnaire. In any event.
the questionnaire was long enough without the addition of other variables.

Thirdly, while the model outlines a number of associations between the main concepts,
1

further studies are needed to develop the model s potential. For example, further testing
should be carried out to confimi the modePs relevance to practice and in particular it's
effective operationalisation. This might entail the development of a diagnostic framework
to assist SMEs to identify the aspects necessary for improved performance using a
checklist principle. Such a checklist would be of immense value to SMEs managers as a
self-monitoring instrument.
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Appendix 7.1 Lettér to SMEs regarding the focus group participation
Ms. X . Y Y Y Y Y
Managing Director,
X Y Z Company
The Bank
London
23rd Octoberl997
TRANSFORMING CORPORATE PERFORMANCE BY
STRATEGY

EFFECTIVEL Y DEPLOYING

Dear Managing Director,
Small and Médium sized fírms have adopted numerous management initiatives as they seek.
to address increased competition. However many of these initiatives'have failed to help fírms
to retain their competitive edge or to attract new customers. Meanwhile leading companies
have made strategy their main priority as a means of enhancing their performance further,
which has resulted in many Small and Médium Sized fírms facing anincreasing competitive
battle.
With so much at stake, Middlesex University Business School has initiated a study to develop
a framework to guide SMEs in strategy preparation based on a review of how successtul
SMEs formúlate and effectively deploy strategies. The study will identify the elements of
strategy and establish the dimensions that.influence to the greatest extent the organisation's
effectiveness based on a range of performance measures. It will also develop a mechariism to
focus on short term results and at the same time take on board the factors that will enable
fírms to survive and grow.
The study will provide a practical framework for SMEs to;•determine the impact of strategy on performance
•develop strategy
•understand the critical elements of strategy
•link strategy to performance
•ensure that performance measures develop with and tnfluence the strategic process
face the challenges of the future and retain competitive advantage in the face of
increased competition from large companies and imports.
Your involvement is essential
The Business School has already carried out signifícant work on the study, and would valué
an input from you and a small group of fellow Managing Directors to review and qualify
from a practical viewpoint the attributes of both strategy and performance in your
business.(approximately 1 hour). This forms part of the pilot phase of the project to be
completed by December 1997. A fijll scale study will be competed in 1998.
At each stage of the study, a report of the fíndings to date will be sent to you.
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In addition, participation in the study will provide you with access to the leading practitioners and
académies to explore the latest developments in strategy and performance measures
If you would like to take part in the study, I would be grateful if you would complete and return the
form below to;Centre for Interdisciplinary Stratégie Management Research
Middlesex University Business School.
The Burroughs, Hendon
London NW4 4BT
Alternatively, you can contact Nicholas O'Regan, Centre for Interdisciplinary Management
Research on 0181 362 6166 or Fax 0181 362 5822:
I look forward to your participation.
Yours sincerely,

Prof. A Ghobadian,
Director of Research

To:

Nicholas O'Regan
Centre for Interdisciplinary Stratégie Management Research
Middlesex University Business School.
The Burroughs, Hendon
London NW4 4BT

Study on the Impact of Strategy on Performance
I would/would [please delete as applicable] not like to take part in the focus group discussions on the
impact of strategy on performance.
Preliminary arrangements have been made to present the study. The most suitable date for me is :Friday

November 7th 1997

Monday November lOth 1997
Thursday November 14th 1997

Ñame
Firm
Téléphone Number
If above dates are not convenient for you and you wish to particípate in the study, please
contact Nicholas O'Regan on Tel; 0181 362 6166 or fax 0181 362 5822
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Appendix

7.2

Framework for Exploratory Interviews/Discussions with S M E Managing
Directo rs

PURPOSE : a) To ascertain the what the managing directors of SMEs consider to be the main éléments of a
strategy and to identify the most effective ways of measuring performance.
b) To obtain further commitment towards the study.
Introduction

;

1. Briefly outline the origin of your business
Some firms have as their mission, to 'be the best in x sector in the country' - what would you say are the
principie objectives and underlying values in your business?
How do you foresee the effects of changes in your industry sector, in respect of compétition, new
competitors, and so on affecting the way you do business.
Is your firm experiencing change? In what way?

2. Strategy (The literature suggests the foJïowing dimensions : External orientation, internai analysis,
functional integration, analytical techniques, resources for strategy, new thinking and strategy as a contr
mechanism)
a) How do you identify the driving forces in your company's environment
Aspects to look for:- define where one wants to go and what objectives are to be achieved. The right
questions must be asked to ensure that the right answers leading to the strategy are formulated. What are the
root causes that lead to either a threat or opportunity e.g. economie, technological. démographie, or
competitive.
To identify the drivers carry out brain storming session with the company's senior managers to examine
factors that might be drivers, and derive hypothèses, which you can then examine diagrammically or map
them -this is like developing a model or theory. Mapping requires assumptìons to be out in the open and
therefore more likely to be agreed as consensus is reached.
b) How do you formulate a strategy to address/redress the driving forces
How did your strategy corne about? Was each élément thought out?
Aspects to look for:- brainstorm the ideas and rank the driving forces in order of importance. Each force will
need to be considered in turn and options generated on how it will be addressed/redressed. The options will
emerge and are likely to include alternatives that have never been considered before - this isso as the issues
must be made totally clear.
Create a strategy matrix - list the driving forces at the top in order of priority, and down the side list the main
functional groups. This provides an overview for addréssing each driving force - this gives hypothèses for
what the strategy might be.
map the functional stratégies - this enaples managers to consider actions'at a conceptual level rather. than

operational see p. 153 Christensen 1997
c) How important were the following;(i) managers involvement and commitment to the strategy and its implementation.?
(Ü) issues such as external or functional difficulties? .
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(iii) the externa" environment?
(iv) the'interna! environment?
(v) functional integration?
(vi) staffing and other resources dedicated to the strategy?
3. Deployment of Strategy
(i) Does your firm have tactics for implementation of the strategy?
(ii) Are the tactics worked out before the strategy is formulated ?
(iii) Are resources allocated strictly in line with the strategic objectives?.
(iv) Are there any problems in implementing or deploying your firms strategy?
Aspects to look for:- Define a plan that shows specifically how resources such as staff time and money will be
used to implement the strategy - this avoids the forces of culture, biases, conflícts and shorttermism from
influencing the deployment. This plan will need to be checked periodically to ensure that it is on track.
1

4. Factors Influencing strategy formulation and deployment
What is the impact of organisations culture on the implementation/deployment of strategy?
Are any 'barriers' erected and what action is taken to get over them?
5. Leadership
What do you consider to be the impact of leadership on strategy deployment?
What is your leadership style and why?
How do you consider leadership relates to management?
6. Performance
(i) How is performance measured?
(ii) Financial measures v. non financia!?
(iii) What time scale is used?

)
6. Closing
(i) do you think your strategy is successful? And why?
(ii) what are the key elements to your success?
(iii) Could other firms follow the same strategy?
(iv) What about your personal role in the above?
(v) What about the future?
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Appendix 7.3 Co ve ring letter and anafysis form to SIME Managing Directors regardíng
participation in the pilot survey
A . N . Other Esq.,
Managing Director,
Óther Manufacturing Ltd.,
The Industrial Estáte
London
16th January 1998

Corporate Strategy and Performance Measurement
A Research Survey
Dear Mr. Other,
Thank you for agreeing to review the Research Questionnaire for our forthcoming study into the
impact of strategy' on corporate performance. Your assistance will help us to ensure that we are
asking the right questions when the questionnaire is distributed to a major sample of U K companies.
The Study is part of the continuing programme of research conducted by Middlesex University
Business School on the competitiveness of Small and Médium sized businesses. The survey is
divjded into 8 broad themes to facilítate completion. The aim of section 1 - is to collect some
background data on your company. Sections 2 examines the operating environment. Section 3 is
intended to find out the management style and Section 4, 5 and 6 ascertain your perceptions of your
company's culture and its strategic orientation.
1

Section 7 is designed to find out from you any áreas that posed particular problems in
implementation, and to ascertain the degree of success in meeting the objectives set. This section is
followed by Section 8 which seeks to find out your perceptions of performance measures and the
success of the strategy in meeting its aims. We nave taken on board your suggestions ánd
strengthened the leadership section
We would be grateful.if you would take the time to complete and return the questionnaire in the
stamp addressed envelope provided. In recognition of your support and co-operation, we shall be
pleased to forward you a summary of the findings.
Thank you in advance for your co-operation.
Yours sincerely,

Professor A. Ghobadian
Director of the Institute of Research
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Middlesex University Business School
The Impact ofStrategy on Corporate Performance

Testing The Research Questionnaire
Introduction
Thànk you for agreeing to help us examine the impact of strategy on corporate performance by
testing our research questionnaire. Your assistance will help us to ensure that we are asking the right
questions when the questionnaire is distributed to a major sample of U K companies.
Instructions
Attached to this form you will find our strategy/corporate performance questionnaire. Could you
please complète the questionnaire as fijlly as possible, and thenlet us know the answers to the
following five questions;1. How long did it take you to complète the questionnaire?

2. Were any of the questions in any way ambiguous, or fail to make'sensé to you? Please indicate the
section and the number of the question(s).

3. In your opinion, were any of the questions posed irrelevant? Please indicate the section and the
number of each of the questions.

4. In your opinion, were there any obvious omissions from the questions posed? Please indicate the
subjects you feel have been overlooked.
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Appendix 7.4 Pilot Questionnaire Evaluation Analvsis

Middlesex University Business School
The Impact of Strategy on Corporate Performance
Pilot Questionnaire Evaluation Analysis
Questionnaire Statistics
Total Pilot Questionnaires issued
Number returned
Non response
'

20
16
4

80%
20%

In addition, a questionnaire was issued to an employers représentative body, for general
comments and was returned.
Section 1: Company Information
Part 1 Date Company Established
Ali of the respondems answered this part of the question. However the answers were
given in three ways:a) the year that the company was established e.g". 1967 -12 respondents
b) the exact date e.g. 3Ist March 1972
- 2 respondents
c) left the date blank
- 2 respondents
In orderto ensure that ail respondents filled in the answer to this question . which may bave
importance in relation to ali the principal components of the study, it was feit that the wording
should changed to ' Year company established '.
Part 2 Number of employées - A l i of the respondents answered this part of the question.
Pan 3 Turnover - AU of the respondents answered this part of the question.
Part 4 Export sales as a % of total sales - 14 respondents answered this part of the question.
1 respondent ïndicated 'not applicable* while another left it blank, In the final questionnaire,
this question will be unaltered as it is felt that ail respondent read and understood it.
Part 5 Market Share - A l i of the respondents answered this part of the question.
Part 6 Value of mature products as a %. of total sales
a) Answered the question
b) indicated 'not applicable'
c) left the reply blank
It is proposed thaï this question will remain
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- 13 respondents
- 2 respondents
- 1 respondent

Part 7 Value of standard product sales as a%of total sales
a) Answered the question ,
- 11 respondents
b) indicated 'not applicable'
- 4 respondents
c) left the reply blank
- 1 respondent
It is proposed that this question will remain

Part 8 Value of Customised Product sales as % of total sales
a) Answered the question
b) indicated 'not applicable'.
It is proposed that this question will remain

- 15 respondents
- 1 respondents

Part 9 Value of firms investment in RandD as a%of total sales?
• a) Answered the question
b) indicated 'not applicable'
It is proposed that this question will remain

- 15 respondents
- 1 respondents

Section 2 : Operating Environment
A i l respondents answered this question. Two respondents made référence to the need to threats of
larger companies - one in a written response and one over the téléphone. As this is a valid
addition, the following questions is added to Section 2 'subject to threats of larger companies '
Section 3 : Leadership/Management Style
Ail respondents answered ail parts of this questions.
However, 3 respondents found the wording in parts f, g, k, 1, q, r ambiguous, long winded,
confusing and difficult to understand. This was confirmed in the response from the employers
représentative body. In addition, the changes were discussed with two respondents over the
téléphone. Accordingly, the wording of thèse sections was changed from :f. 'only takes action when problems threaten to become structural to'
'only takes action when problems become serious '
g. 'is alert to not attaining standards to'
emphasises the maintenance of standards '
k. 'promulgates a clear vision on future options to'
'promotes a clear vision for the future '
1. 'does not trouble employées if they do not trouble management' to
'does not trouble employées if they do not cause difficultés for management '
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Section 3 Leadership/Management Style (continucd)
15 respondents answered this question, and one lett the parts (I) and (n) blank. In qualitative
discussions with the employers représentative body, part (I) was referred to as difficult to
understand and without meaning. Accordingly, the wording of part I was changed from ' is the
image of ability in word and in deed' to fulfds promises with actions ' and part (n) was changed
from 'is both human and results orientated' to is bàth employée welfare and performance
orientated'.
l

Section 4 Organisation Culture
A i l respondents answered this question. However in a conversation with one firm and the
employers représentative body, it was felt that the wording of part (o) was cumbersome. In an
effort to ensure clarity, the wording has been changed from *the direction that this firm is headed
inspires employées to better achievement' to 'thefirmsfuture plans '.
Section 5 - A Selected Strategy
A i l respondents answered ail parts of this question. One respondent indicated a number of
stratégies that he could also have responded to. In order to avôid any-doubt, the wording of the
introduction to this questions will be changed from '..please indicate one ..' to please indicate
the most important one '.
l

Section 6 Stratégie Orientation
Q. 15 Stratégie Orientation - AU respondents answered ail parts of this question.
Q. 16 Organisational Capability -A!l respondents answered ail parts of this question.
Q. 17 Attention to product Delivery -AU respondents answered ail parts of this question.
Q.18 Attention to Market Place - AU respondents answered ail parts of this question. However,
following a discussion with one respondent over the téléphone, it was decided to add an extra
part to this question to incorporate 'customer (rends '.
Q.19 AU respondents answered ail parts of this question. However, to ensure clarity the
introduction to the question was amended to read 'cross départ mental working' rather than
'functional intégration'.
Q.20 AU respondents answered ail parts of this question.
Q. 21 AU respondents answered ail parts of this question.
Q.22 AU respondents answered ail parts of this question.
Q.23 AU respondents answered ail parts of this question.
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Q. 24 A l l respondents answered all parts of this question.
Q. 25 A l l respondents answered all parts of this question.
Q.26 A l l respondents answered all parts of this question.
Q.27 A l l respondents answered all parts of this question.
Q.28 A l l respondents answered all parts of this question.
Q.29 15 respondents answered all parts of the question, one left it blank while another indicated
that it was 'not applicable'. In order to ensure clarity, the introduction to the question is
amended to 'phase circle one number for each part of the question, if applicable '.
Further Information
Respondents were:15 male
1 Female
The Employers représentative body respondent was female
Respondents ages were
30-40 years
40-50 years
50-60 years

1 respondent
4 respondent
11 respondents

Willingness to be interviewed further
Yes
No
No response

5
9

2

-
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Appendix 7.5 Cover letter for final survey document
Mr. Joseph Bloggs,
Any Company pie,
The Industrial Estáte
AnyTown
AT3 8GT
18th A p r i l 1998

Transforming Corporate Performance- A Research Survey
Dear Mr. Bloggs,
Small and médium sized manufacturing firms have adopted numerous management initiatives to address
increased competition. Many of these initiatives have failed to help firms to retain their competitive edge or to
attract new customers. Meanwhile, leading companies have made strategy their main priority as a means of
enhancing their performance further, which has resulted in many Small and Médium Sized firms facing an
increasing competitive battle.
With so much at stake for SMEs, Middlesex University Business School has initiated a major study to
develop a framework to guide strategy preparation based on a review of how successful SMEs formúlate and
effectively deploy strategies. The study will identify the elements of strategy and how they are affected by
the culture and leadership/management style of the company. It will then establish the dimensions that
influence to the greatest extent the organisation's effectiveness based on a range of performance measures and
develop a mechanism to focus on results and performance criteria.
As a company in the electronics/engineering sector the Business School is particularly interested in learning
more about your company's activities in this área. To achieve this, we have designed a survey comprising the
following elements:-

Section I
Section 2
Sections 3 and 4
Sections 5 and 6
Section 7
Section 8

background data on your company.
perceptions of your company's' operating environment,
perceptions bf your company's leadership/management style and
organisation culture and its strategie and cultural orientation.
perceptions of your firm's strategie orientation together with the key
dimensions of strategie action and their attributes.
barriers to implementation and the success in meeting your objectives
perceptions of performance of your company strategy.

We would be grateful if you would take the time to complète and return the questionnaire in the stamp
addressed envelope provided. It should take no longer than 20 minutes to complète the survey. In récognition
of your support and co-operation, we shall be pleased to forward you a summary of the findings to assist your
company in its competitiveness.
Yours sincerely,
Professor A . Ghobadian
Director of Research

'
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MIDDLESEX
UNIVERSITY

TRANSFORMING

CORPORATE

PERFORMANCE

CORPORATE STRATEGY
AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
R E S E A R C H

S U R V E Y

MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY BUSINESS SCHOOL
Centre for Interdisciplinary Strategie Management Research
Tel:0181- 362 6166
Fax:0181-362 5822
e-mail: N.O'Regan@mdx.ac.uk

Ali Replies will be treated in the strictest confidence

Thank you, in advance, for your co-operation and participation in this study. If you would like an
executive summary of the results , please provide your name and address below. Otherwise
please feel free to remain anonymous.
Name

:

Address

Please use the enclosed SAE to return your questionnaire to Nicholas O'Regan; Management
Development Unit, Middlesex University Business School, The Burroughs, London NW4 4BT

For office use only

SECTION 1: COMPANY INFORMATION

imi-*
I M I I*-»

Year company established
Howmany employées in yourfïrm?

D l 1-9
• 4 50-99

Û2 10-19
Q î 20-49
Us 100-199 Dô 200-249

What is the total turnover of your company?
less than £500,000
Dl
between £2 million and £4 million
between £500,000 and £1 million D2
between £4 million and £6 million
between £1 million and £2 million D3
Over £6 million

•

io

•

12

•

14

D4
Ds
•&

Please indicate export sales as a percentage of total sales
Has your market staare D l Increased

D2 Decreased

D3 Remained Static

What is the value of mature products sold as a percentage of total sales?
What is the value of standard product sales as a percentage of total sales?

•»

What is the value of customised product sales as a percentage of total sales?
What is your firm's investment in R&D as a percentage of total sales ?

•

16

•

18

SECTION 2: OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
10.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following Statements as the
describing the general environment in which your fïrm opérâtes?
The environment in which my firm operated in the past three years was:
(Please circle one number for each part of this question) *
Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

a)

stable and posing little threat to myfirmssurvival

5

4

3

2

1

b)

dynamic

5

4

3

2

1

c)

turbulent

5

4

3

2

1

•

19

d)

subject to technological change in myfirm'sprocesses

5

4

3

2

1

•

20

e)

subject to a threat of substitute products entering the market

5

4

3

2

1

•

21

f)

subject to a threat of new firms entering the marketfromthe
United Kingdom
5

4

3

2

1

•

22

subject to a threat of new firms entering the market from
overseas

5

4

3

2

1

•

23

h)

undergoing technological change in the product

5

4

3

2

1

•

24

I)

subject to a decreasing product life cycle

5

4

2

1

j)

subject to a changing regulatory environment

5

4

2

1

•

26

g)

2

3

ì
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SECTION 3: LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT STYLE
Questions H and 12 describe the way in which the management ofyour organisation may behave
11.
In the left hand column (under 1 S/PRESENT), pleasefi11 in numbers that correspond
with your answers to the question 'To what extent does the management of your
organisation show this kind of behaviour?'.
To a very small extent
1

To a small extent
2

Some ti mes
3

To a great extent
4 .

To a very great extent
S

In the right hand column (under SHOULD/FUTURE) please fill in the answers to the
question 'In your opinion, to what extent should the management ofyour organisation show
this behaviour in the year 2000?'.
SHOULD/FUTURE

IS/PRESENT

]27-28

a. instil perfect trust

] 29-30

b. only takes action when things go wrong

]31-32

c. encourages new ideasfromemployées

]33-34

d. introduces new projects and challenges
e. pays attention to performance shorteomings that need correction
f. only takes action when problems become serious

]35-36
] 37-38
¡39-40

g. emphasises the maintenance of standards
h. has an ear for matters that are important to employées
• i. offers the prospect of rewards for good work
j. gives advice to employées when they need it

¡41-42
¡43-44
¡45-46
¡47-48

k. promûtes a clear vision for the future
1. does not trouble employées if they do not cause difficulty
m. stimulâtes employées to support their opinions with good
arguments
n. adhères to the saying 'do not intervene unnecessarily'
o. créâtes a feeling of working together on major
assignmems/missions
p. shows employées how to look at problemsfromnew angles
q. tells employées criteria for Performance Related benefits

¡49-50
¡51-52
¡53-54
¡55-56
¡57-58
] 59-60

r. does not attempt to improve matters as long as performance
meets minimum demands

]61-62

s. agrées with the employées on the rewards that they can look
forward to if they do what has to be done

I63-64

t. focuses attention on irregularities, exceptions, and déviations from
what is expected of employées

165-66

u. tries to involve as many employées as possible in progressive changes
within the organisation

167-68

v. makes employées aware of important common values & ideáis
3

169-70
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SECTION 3: LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT STYLE (CONTINUED)
12.
In the left hand column (under IS/PRESENT), pleasefiII in numbers that correspond
with your answers to the question 'To what estent does the management of your
organisation show this kind of behaviour?'.
To a very small extenl
l

To a small citent
2

Sometí mes
3

To a great cxtent
4

To a very great extent
S

In the right hand column (under SHOULD/FUTURE) pleasefi11 in the answers to the
question *ln your opinion, to what extent should the management of your organisation show
this behaviour in the year 2000?'.
IS/PRESENT

SHOULD/FUTURE
a. works actively for the benefít of both personnel and
organisational goals
b. gives employees the feeling that management can overeóme any
obstacle
c. gives employees a sense of pride in working for this organisation
d. shows an extraordinary ability in everything they undertake
e. focuses anention on performing even better
f. is of the opinión that employees should leam from their mistakes

••71-72

m

73-74

•Q75-76
••77-78
•

•

79-80

••81-82
•Q83-84

(if any)
g. is strongly convinced of their own opinions and valúes

If

[85-86

1

h. is concemed with the organisation s personnel and with competing
• T I 87-88
organisations
I

|"J 89-90

i. Fulfils promises with action
••91-92
j. expeets good performancefromemployees
•Q93-94
k. aims at reachingfinancia!goals
••95-96
1. sets ambitious targets for the organisation

m

97-98

m. speaks optimistically about the future
••99-100
n. is both performance and employee welfare orientated
••101-102
o. avoids making decisions
[~T]

103-104

•

105-106

p. keeps an eye on mistakes
•

q. makes a powerful impression
1 TI 107-108
r. encourages co-operation
s. pursues its own interests

4
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SECTION 4: ORGANISATION

CULTURE

13.
In the left hand column (under IS/PRESENT), please fili in numbers that correspond
with your answers to the question 'To what extent does the following occur within your
firm?'.
To a very small citent

To a small extent

Sometimes

To a great estent

To a ver) great extent

1

2

3

4

5

In the right hand column (under SHOULD/FUTURE) please Mil in the answers to the question 'In your opinion, to what extent should
occur within your firm in the year 2000?'
IS/PRESENT

SHOULD/FUTURE

a. exchange of information between departments
b. room for non-managerial employées to make their own décisions
c. active promotion of the organisation by its employées
d. assignment of interesting tasks to employées
e. usefuì coopération between departments
f. récognition of good performance by employées
g.freedomfor employées to départfromrules
h. careful sélection of new employées
i. managers taking performance évaluation seriously
j. timely resolution of conflicts between departments
k. talking about mtstakes in order to learnfromthem
1. working to improve the local market position
m. useful meetings between heads of departments
n. employées exert influence on important décisions regarding work
o. the fum's future plans
p. the opportunity for employées to bring forward ideas before
décisions are made

[~[~~1 -

q. initiatives taken by employées to improve the way in which the
work is done

I j "f I4I-J42

r. efforts contributing to exceptional performance of the firm

I j j143-144

s. thorough training of employées in systematically gathering
information in what customers want to see improved

I I j145-146

t. active canvassing of new customers

I j

u. this firm has an edge over local competitore

139 140

j 147-148
149-150

v. stimulation of creativity in employées

I I j151-152

w. quick reaction to developments in the market

Ml'53-154

x. thorough training of new employées
y. investigation of the needs and wishes of customers
z. quick implementation of sound proposais for change

155-156
• Q 157-158
159-160

>
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SECTION 5 STRATEGY
14.

A SELECTED STRATEGY F R O M YOUR FIRM

A)..
Fram.the following sample stratégies please select the most important one that your
firm has implemented within the past 3 years, that represents the typical planning process
practised in your firm, and you are familiar with both its formulation and implementation.
a) introduced a new product or service
c) discontinued a product range
e) increased market share in existing
markets by increased promotion
h) offered on an industry wide basis
unique products or services
j) serving a particular larger group/firm,
a segment of product line, or a
géographie market more effectively
or efficiently
Other (please specify)

•5

•2
b) expanded opérations
•4
d) established alliances/networks
f) introduced new products in old market • 6
g) introduced new products in new market • 7

•s

i) Diversification

•l
•3

•

161

•

162 .

•

163

•9

• io
•il

YOUR REPLIES T P T H E REMAINDER Q F T H E QUESTIONNAIRE SHOULD R E L A T E
TO THE SELECTED S TRA TEGY ONL Y.
B)

Did your firm develop a written strategie plan for the strategy identified above?
Yes D l
NoD2

C)

If yes, please tick any of the following items which were included in the strategie plan
(tick all that apply):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

covered at least 3 years into the future
the spécification of objectives and goals
other possible alternative stratégies
action plans for the major functional areas of the firm
identified the future resources required
procédures for anticipating or detecting errors in, or
failures of the plan and for preventing or correcting
them on a continuing basis
g) some attempi to account for factors outside the
immediate environment of the firm
h) Other (please specify)

• i

164

•2

165
166

•3

167
168

•4

•5

•

•6

169
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SECTION 6 STRATEGIC ORIENTATION
15.

Please r e a d

the f o l l o w i n g Statements c a r e f u l l y a n d t i c k the

one t h a t

you think matches

y o u r f i r m best

a) continually seeking opportunities and using flexibility to adapt and
respond rapidly and creatively to the changing external environment

Di

b) competing on the basis of price, quality, delivery or service, and operating
efficiency based on a strong emphasis on maintaining existing markets.

D2

c) focusing on efficient and increased production following a full analysis
of directional strategy and how to compete
d) reàcting to the market place based on observing the expériences of others
and a préférence for the short terni
6

D3
D4

•

172
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16.
ORGANISATIONAL CAPABILITY
Please indícate the importance of the following compétitive capability factors for your firm
(Please circle one number for each part of this question)
Degree of Importance
Much Importance
No Importance
a)

The capability to compete on price

5

4

3

2

1

•
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b)

The capability to make rapid design changes
and/or introduce new producís quickly

5

4

3

2

1

•

174

c)

The capability to respond to swings in volume

5

4

3

2

1

•

175

d)

The capability to offer consistent quality

5

4

3

2

1

•

176

e)

The capability to provide high performance products

5

4

3

2

1

•

177

f)

The capability to deliver products quickly

5

4

2

1

•

"78

S)

The capability to deliver products on time
(as promised)

5

4

2

1

•

'79

h)

The capability to provide after sales service

5

4

3

2

1

•

180

I)

The capability to advertise and promote the product

5

4

3

2

1

'•«>

j)

The capability to distribute the product broadly

5

4

3

2

1

•

182

k)

The capability to deliver a broad product line

5

4

3

2

1

•

183

Questions ! 7 -23 seek to establish the emphasis placed on the dimensions of strategy selected
above only
17.
ATTENTION TO PRODUCT DELIVERY
To what extent did vour firm's strategie décision making process for the selected strategv
emphasise the analysis of the following internai factors? (Please circle one number for each
part of this question)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis
No Emphasis
2

1

•

184

3

2

1

•

185

4

3

2'

1

•

186

5

4

3

2

1

•

'87

5

4

3

2

1

•

»«8

5

4

3

2

1

•

189

diagnostic assessment of past failures or performance
shortfalls

5

4

-\

2

1
•

190

Other (please specify)

5

•

191

a)

past performance of the firm

5

4

b)

strengths and weaknesses in current
prod ucts/serv ices

5

4

c)

strengths and weaknesses in marketing

5

d)

strengths and weaknesses in general managerial
ability
strengths and weaknesses in human resources

e)
f)
g)

h)

financia!

strengths and weaknesses

7

4

3

2

1
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18.
ATTENTION T O M A R K E T PLACE/C USTO MER REQUIREMENTS
To what extent did your firm's strategie décision making process for the selected strategy
take into account the following external factors?
(Please circle one n um ber for each part of the question)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis

No Emphasis

General economie and business conditions
(opportunities)

4

3

•

192

b)

regulatory and Government issues

4

3

•

193

c)

analysis of current competitive position and trends
(compétition)

4

3

•

194

d)

technological trends and capabiiities

4

3

•

195

e)

customer trends

4

3

•

196

e)

Other (please specify)

4

3

•

197

a)

19.
DEPARTMENTAL CO-OPERATION
To what extent did your firm emphasise cross departmenta) working?
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis
No Emphasis
2

1

•

198

3

2

1

•

199

4

3

2

1

•

200

4

3

2

1

•

201

•

202

•

203

•

204

•

205

a)

understanding of ali functions by employees

5

4

b)

cross functional supporr

5

4

e)

functional co-ordination

5

d)

efforts to achieve functional agreement

5

20.
E M P L O Y E E INVOLVEMENT
To what extent did your firm use the following resources in the strategie décision making
process of the chosen strategy?
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis

a)

Time spent by the Managing Director

b)

Involvement of line managers

c)

Involvement of consultants

d)

Relevant and adequate information from the
available sources

e)

Other physical and financial resources

f)

Involvement of ad hoc working groups

5

4

No Emphasis

• 2O6
•

8
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21.
USE OF STRUCTURED/ANALYTICAL APPROACH
To what extent did your managers place emphasis oh the use of analytical techniques and
méthodologies in dealing with stratégie décision making and to what extent did they
emphasise the ability to use such techniques?
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis
No Emphasis
a)

Use of analytical techniques

2

- 1

b)

Ability to use techniques

2

1

c)

Willingness to seek outside assistance

2

1

Q208
•

209

•

210

22.
STAFF CREATIVITY
To what extent did your fïrm's strategie décision making process for the selected strategy
emphasise the following concerns as its primary goals?
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis
. No Emphasis
a)

Ability to cope with surprises/crises/threats

5

4

3

2

1

•

211

b)

Flexibiüty to adapt to unanticipated changes

5

4

3

2

1

•

212

c)'

Ability to identify new opportunities

5

4

3

2

1

•

213

d)

Role in identifying key problem áreas

5

4

*>

2

1

•

214

e)

Capacity to generate new ideas

5

4

3

2

1

•

215

0

Capacity to generate and evalúate a number of
strategie altematives

5

4

3

2

1

•

216

Anticipating and avoiding barriers to strategy
implementation

5

4

3

2

1

•

217

g)

23.
STRATEGY - A CONTROL MECHANISM
To what extent did your firm's strategie décision making process for the selected strategy
emphasise the following concerns as its primary goals?
(Please circle one number for each part of the strategy)
Degree of Emphasis
Strong Emphasis
No Emphasis
a)

Valué as a control mechanism

5

4

3

2

1

•

218

b)

Ability to communicate management thinking
down the line

5

4

3

2

1

•

219

c)"

Communicate staff thinking up the line

5

4

2

1

•

220

d)

A control technique for monitoring performance

5

4

~t

2

Ì

•

22.

e)

A mechanism for revising current strategy

5

4

3

2

1

•

222

0

A mechanism for managerial motivation

5

4

2

1

•

223

g)

A mechanism for integrating functions

5

4

2

1

•

224

3
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SECTION 7: IMPLEMENTATION
24. POTENTIAL STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEMS
To what extent did any of the following Implementation problems occur as your firm tried to
put the strategy into effect?
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Extent of Problem
Minor
Substantial
Moderate

Major

None

a) Implementation took longer
than anticipated

5

4

3

2

1 •

225

b) Unanticipated problems arose

5

4

3

2

1

•

226

c) Co-ordination of implementation
was not effective enough

5

4

3

2

1

•

227

d) Crises distracted attention from
implementation

5

4

3

2

1

•

228

e) Employées' capabilities were
not enough

5

4

3

2

1 •

229

f) External factors impacted on
implementation

5

4

3

2

1 •

230

g) Overall goals of strategy were not
well enough understood by staff

5

4

3

2

1

•

231

h) Communication was inadéquate

5

4

3

2

1

•

232

•

233

•

234

•

235

25.
STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION SUCCESS
To what extent did the actual deployment of strategy achieve any of the following:
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Degree of Fulfilment
Entirely Fu Ili lied
Enttrely Unfulftlled
a) Initial goals and objectives of the strategy

5

4

3

2

1

b) Financial results expected

5

4

3

2

1

c) Deployed within the resources allocated

5

4

3

2

1

SECTION 8: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
This section is designed to ascertain the specific steps that nave been taken to define the
dimensions of performance.
26.
FINANCIAL
In your opinion, to what extent has the implementation of the selected strategie décision
impacted on the overall financial performance of your firm?
Very Negative Impact

1

No Impact at ali

2

Very positive Impact

3

4
10

5
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27.
CUSTOMER ORIENTATION
To what extent did the Implementation of the selected strategy impact on the following:
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)?
Degree of Fulfîlraent
Entirely Fulfilled
Entirely Unfulfilled
a)

Customer satisfaction

5

4

3

2

1

•

237

b)

Customer rétention

5

4

3

2

1

•

238

c)

Market share

5

4

3

2

1

•

239

•

240

28.
ORGANISATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
To what extent did your firm achieve the following objectives of strategy?
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)
Degree of Fulfilment
Entirely Fulfilled
Entirely Unfulfilled
4
a)
Predicting future trends
5
2
1
3
b)

Evaiuating alternatives based on more relevant
information

5

4

c)

Avoiding problem areas

5

4

d)

Improving short term performance

5

e)

Improving Long term performance

5

2

I

•

241

3

2

1

•

242

4

3

2

1

•

243

4

3

2

1

•

244

a) manufacturing learning

•

245

b) introduction of new products

•

246

•

247

29.
LEARNING AND GROWTH
To what extent do you agrée that the Implementation of the selected strategy has impacted
on the following:
(Please circle one number for each part of the question)?
Degree of Fulfilment
Entirely Fulfilled
Entirely Unfulfilled

FURTHER INFORMATION
1.
Are you
?
Male D i
2.

What is your âge?
Under24 D l
25-29 D2

Female D2

30-39 D3

40-49 CU

50-59 Os

Over 59 D ò

To enable us to gain a more in-depth understanding we are keen to conduct a séries of
interviews with respondents. Please indicate whether or not you are Willing to participa te in
a more in-depth interview
Yes, I am Willing to be interviewed further

Yes

Di

No

El2

Thankyou for yourtimeand co-operation

D248

